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INTRODUCTION AND NOTES TO THE VOLUME

This volume is the report of the archaeological excavations that took place on the island of Rhum
between 1984 and 1986 (Wickham-Jones 1989; Wickham-Jones and Sharpies 1984; Wickham-
Jones and Pollock 1985). The text not only contains details of the stratigraphical remains on site,
and in particular the large body of mesolithic material recovered, but also describes the
approaches that were taken to the excavation and to the associated analyses. Further sections of
the volume describe these detailed analyses of the artifactual assemblages as well as the
environmental and geophysical studies that were carried out in conjunction with the excavations.
There is a section on the use of raw materials in the west of Scotland taking the picture beyond
Rhum and the final section presents an interpretation of the site and of its place in the early
settlement of Scotland.

Detailed information relating to the methods and results of analyses and the full accounts of
specialist work are included in microfiche sheets at the back of the volume. They also contain
catalogues of the contexts and of certain artifacts. The catalogue of the flaked lithic assemblage is
not included in the volume because of its great size; this catalogue is held at the National
Monuments Record of Scotland.

It is hoped that this volume, as well as appealing to those with an interest in the early prehistory
of Scotland, will also be of particular help to those who may embark on similar projects.

THE SPELLING OF RHUM

Although the original name of the island is 'Rum', the modern version 'Rhum' is used throughout
this volume. This is the form in which the island now appears on most maps and gazetteers.

RADIOCARBON DETERMINATIONS

Throughout the volume, all radiocarbon determinations are given in uncalibrated years before
present (AD 1950), and the standard form 'BP' is used. Thus 8590±95 BP represents a date from
8685 - 8495 uncalibrated radiocarbon years before AD 1950 (see Chapter 10, table 24).

ORDNANCE DATUM

The Datum on Rhum established by the Ordnance Survey is specific to that island and hence it is
referred to throughout the volume as Rhum Local Datum 'Rhum L.D.'. The bench marks on the
most recent 1:10,000 maps of Rhum have the values (in metres) of the survey reported (in feet) in
the 2nd edition 1:10.560 Ordnance Survey maps and the Rhum Datum is related to a low-tide
position. Surveyed altitudes on Rhum are therefore not strictly comparable to mainland altitudes
which relate to Newlyn Datum, a mid-tide reference level. As there is a tidal range of around 4m
on Rhum, the Rhum Datum (Rhum L.D.) may be considered, broadly, to be 2m below Newlyn
Datum.
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1 THE ISLAND BACKGROUND AND THE DISCOVERY

OF THE SITE

THE PHYSICAL AND ECOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

Rhum lies twenty four kilometres due west of the fishing harbour of Mallaig. It is one of the
northern Inner Hebrides and it forms the largest of the four Small Isles (111 1). These islands
(Rhum, Eigg, Muck and Canna) are grouped into the Small Isles parish and administratively they
constitute a part of the Lochaber District, Highland Region. Rhum covers some 200 square
kilometres, much of which is mountainous and barren.

The island incorporates a diverse geology (111 2a) (Emeleus 1987). The oldest rocks are
Precambrian: much of the north and east of the island comprises Torridonian sandstones and
shales but there are pockets of Lewisian Gneiss in the south. Small exposures of Triassic and
Jurassic limestones survive elsewhere. The geological map is, however, dominated by Tertiary
volcanic activity. The growth of a large Tertiary volcano in the southern half of the island resulted
in the formation of a wide variety of igneous rocks which are surrounded by a ring fault. Much
later, a further fault developed, running north-south down the middle of the island.

The geomorphology is described in detail in Chapter 12. Since the Tertiary period considerable
erosion has reduced the original volcano to its roots, resulting in the ring of sharp peaks in the
south of the island. To the north, the Torridonian sandstones are now tilted to the north-west and
have weathered unevenly to produce a series of inclined benches, clearly visible along the north
side of Kinloch Glen. During the Pleistocene, Rhum was greatly affected by the glaciations and it
supported its own valley glaciers in the last (Loch Lomond) re-advance. Around the coasts, traces
of the fluctuating sea levels of the late glacial and early postglacial periods are much in evidence.

Much of the island is overlain by peat of varying thickness, but in better drained areas thin, often
unstable, soils have developed. The soils reflect the varied geology of the island (111 2b) (Emeleus
1987, 25-6). Flatter, fertile areas do exist on the coast at the mouths of the glens, and quartz
marine sands occur in some areas,, notably at Kilmory. Elsewhere the coastline consists of high
cliffs, sometimes with rocky beaches at their foot.

The steep topography of Rhum has lead to great local variations in climate, with the peaks
casting their own rainshadows (NCC 1974, 8-13). The temperature today is generally mild, but
winters can be cold and frosty. Rainfall is high, particularly in the east, and gusting winds, blowing
down the glens, are common. The island is not short of fresh, running water. Two main rivers, the
Kinloch and the Kilmory, drain the numerous mountain streams of the interior to the east and
north respectively; smaller rivers and burns run down the wide glens. In line with the variation in
rainfall, however, there can be considerable variation in the abundance of fresh water throughout
the course of any one year.

Much of Rhum is covered by wet heath and blanket bog dominated by heather, but there are
areas of grassland, particularly in the better drained parts and on the more developed soils (111 2c).
On the high peaks herb-rich grassland has developed in association with colonies of Manx
shearwaters. Limestone soils are only present in small patches and they do not produce the rich
vegetation that might be expected. There is no surviving native woodland, but some mixed scrub
remains in sheltered hollows and along the sides of deep gulleys (Chapter 11).

Rhum today supports a limited range of species (Clutton-Brock and Ball 1987, 143-55). Much
research is currently taking place on the present fauna, but little is known about the history of any
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of the island species. The acid soils mean that few areas have the organic preservation to permit
analysis of the development of the postglacial fauna. One or two midden sites are known; they are
preserved in caves (RCAHMS 1983, nos 8, 15), but no excavation of the remains has taken place.
Midden excavation would be most interesting, for it would provide information on the antiquity of
the species of Rhum and extend knowledge of the resources available to the early settlers of the
island.

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Before the recent excavations there was no unequivocal evidence for prehistoric settlement on
Rhum earlier than the fourth millennium BC. Early prehistoric activity was attested by a number
of lithic scatters and isolated lithic finds. These were for the most part undated, but they included a
few late neolithic/bronze age type fossils such as barbed-and-tanged points (eg 111 59.14 found in
1982 on Hallival). In 1983 the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of
Scotland recorded eight probable burial-cairns on Rhum (RCAHMS 1983, nos 1-4), but no
evidence relating to the exact nature of the prehistoric occupation of the island had ever been
examined in detail. It was known, however, that the lithic scatters, together with others on the
neighbouring islands and mainland, made use of a siliceous rock loosely termed bloodstone. This
rock was thought to be peculiar to Rhum, and some form of centrally based 'trade' had previously
been postulated for its distribution and use (Ritchie 1968, 117-21).

The evidence for the later prehistoric occupation of Rhum is confined to three poorly preserved
promontory forts. Even the earlier medieval period is only sketchily known: seventh-century cross
slabs are preserved at Bagh na h-Uamha and at Kilmory (RCAHMS 1983. nos 16-17). Many of
Rhum's prominent landmarks bear norse names (eg Askival, Trolleval, and Hallival), and these
presumably result from the norse occupation of the Hebrides. However, with the exception of a
midden deposit in one of the island caves that may tenuously be associated with the norse period,
there are no certain remains from any norse settlement on Rhum (RCAHMS 1983, no 8).
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The historic settlement of Rhum has been well documented (Love 1983; 1987; RCAHMS 1983,
nos 18-47). Medieval and later permanent settlement has only ever been supported in the small,
isolated pockets of fertile land that lie at the mouths of the major glens. In the early 19th century
the island was cleared by the landowner and all but one family left for the Americas. Today, the
glens are abandoned and the only settlement of any size is at Kinloch on the east coast. In 1957 the
island was sold to the Nature Conservancy Council to be a National Nature Reserve and since then
NCC have managed it, carrying out some replanting of the native woodland, and encouraging a
variety of research work.

THE DISCOVERY AND POTENTIAL OF THE SITE

In 1983, at the invitation of the Nature Conservancy Council, officers of the Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland visited Rhum to carry out an archaeological
survey. The lack of modern development has ensured that the settlement remains of the recent
past are well preserved on Rhum, but it also means that earlier, prehistoric material has only rarely
been uncovered. The work of the Royal Commission therefore resulted in the location of a wealth
of field information relating to the historical occupation of the island, but it shed little light on the
survival of earlier remains (RCAHMS 1983). These, ironically, are only to be found where
development does take place.

During the Royal Commission visit to Rhum, routine agricultural activities by NCC staff led to
the discovery of the site. One of the fields at Kinloch was ploughed slightly deeper than before and
many flakes of bloodstone were disturbed. Amongst these the ploughman recognised a barbed-
and-tanged arrowhead (111 59.13). This was shown to the Commission surveyors who visited the
field and collected a sample of the surface material which they brought to the attention of the
author (RCAHMS 1983, no 11).

The surface collection was composed almost entirely of local bloodstone, with some flint. There
was only one diagnostic artifact (the arrowhead noted above), but the presence of many blades and
flakes, together with much debris, indicated a large assemblage with a high quality of knapping.
Excavation of the site would doubtless reveal detail of the poorly known prehistoric occupation of
Rhum. Moreover, the quality of the sample indicated that analysis would provide much
information upon the techniques of manufacture of the stone tools, and possibly of their use. This
was of particular interest because the local presence of an abundant, high quality source of raw
material such as bloodstone is rare in Scottish prehistory (Wickham-Jones 1986). In consequence
the site at Kinloch offered .the unusual chance to examine the management of a resource and to
assess the influence of raw material on assemblage formation. As bloodstone was also used on
prehistoric sites elsewhere on the west coast of Scotland a further dimension was added to the
intended project (Chapter 13 below). Although it has been traditionally regarded as the result of
trade (Ritchie 1968, 117- 21), the widespread occurrence of bloodstone had not been studied in
detail. Information from the site at Kinloch, together with an examination of other existing
assemblages, would provide the chance to investigate the nature of such 'trade' in more detail.
With this potential in mind, a research strategy was drawn up and submitted for funding to the
Scottish Development Department (Historic Buildings and Monuments) and permission was
sought from the Nature Conservancy Council to carry out archaeological excavation at Kinloch.
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2 THE EXCAVATION: STRATEGY AND TECHNIQUES

INTRODUCTION

The excavated site of Kinloch is situated on the east coast of Rhum (NM 403 998), at the head of
Loch Scresort (Ills 1 and 3). It is preserved in a cultivated field at the eastern end of a band of
agricultural land, known as the Farm Fields. It lies between ll-15m above sea level, on a gently
sloping terrace of glacial gravels.

Before excavation the site was known only by the surface lithic scatter which indicated the
presence of a large assemblage mainly composed of bloodstone, a chalcedonic silica that outcrops
on the island. There was no surface indication of structural remains, nor were any cropmarks
recorded from the field. A preliminary visit to Rhum and an examination of the extant work on the
soils of the area, suggested that conventional methods of surface exploration, such as resistivity
survey or field walking, would be impractical and of doubtful value. The site lies on a coarse gravel
terrace 12m above sea level. It had presumably been subject to years of cultivation, and when
excavation commenced it was covered with a thick layer of abundant growth, predominantly
dockens.

Whatever the site, it is a truism that the finds recovered manually during excavation are not the
sum total of finds lying within the archaeological contexts. Material is missed for many reasons, not
least because artifacts may be small; they may blend into the background matrix, be of a type with
which the excavator is not familiar, or be excavated in adverse weather conditions (Bang-
Andersen 1985: Clarke 1978). The problems of visibility and partial recovery affect the excavation
of lithic assemblages in particular, because large quantities of small artifacts are frequently
present, especially where the manufacture of stone tools has taken place. For several years wet
sieving has been used to ensure that a better sample of material is collected (Payne 1972; Levitan
1982: Woodman 1982) and, as Kinloch had been identified as primarily a lithic site, it was clear
from the outset that a programme of sieving would be necessary.

The sieving at Kinloch had a second important role: it was used to assist with the excavation of
the ploughsoil over the site. Ploughsoil is itself a feature of anthropogenic origin, derived from the
mixing of any soil that might have built up over the archaeological remains. If the ploughsoil is not
deep then the upper parts of the archaeological features are frequently destroyed and incorporated
into the ploughzone together with their artifactual contents. For this reason there exists a
relationship between the artifacts within any feature and the artifacts of the ploughsoil above, even
when the artifacts within that topsoil have been moved from their point of origin. At Kinloch the
ploughsoil was shallow and contained large quantities of artifactual material. In contrast to the
original expectations, agriculture over the site had never been intensive, so there was a good
possibility that some spatial patterning of the artifacts might have survived in the ploughsoil and
that this would relate to the features below. At the same time, however, the disturbed nature of
the ploughsoil meant that it did not merit full manual excavation. Instead, a programme of wet
sieving the ploughsoil across the site grid was used to recover the artifacts. In this way the survival
of archaeological information could be assessed, while allowing the trenches to be opened
relatively quickly.
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ILL 3: Kinloch from the N; the excavation site lies in the foreground.

THE FIRST SEASON

The strategy of the first season was divided into two. Firstly, the field had to be sampled with the
aims of examining the distribution of the lithic scatter, quantifying its contents, and locating
possible anthropogenic features. Secondly, there was detailed excavation; with the aims of
assessing the survival of stratified features, and obtaining datable material.

SAMPLING THE FIELD

METHODS

A stratified random sample of quadrats was set up across
the field (Cherry et al 1978, 410) to allow the examination
of the ploughsoil over 1% of its area (111 4). In all 38
quadrats were created, each of 4m2. This system was used
to provide as complete a coverage over the field as
possible whilst avoiding the biases resulting from the
regular grid selection of squares (Blower et al 1981, 20).
The quadrat size was chosen to enable recognition of any
surviving subsoil features. The sample size was minimal,
but it was large enough to determine gross patterning
across the field.

For excavation each quadrat was subdivided into four
single-metre-squares. Each square was excavated sepa-
rately by shovelling out the ploughsoil down to the under-
lying layer, whether natural or otherwise. Excavation of
the sample did not involve any work in the layers below.
There was no hand collection of artifacts from the plough-

soil, but all of it was sieved: the NW and SE squares of
each quadrat were dry sieved, and the NE and SW squares
were wet sieved through a 3mm mesh. All of the sieved
residues were sorted on site, and the artifactual material
was removed and catalogued. In this way it was possible to
relay information about the finds promptly into the excav-
ation strategy. Comparison of the two sieving methods
showed that wet sieving was more efficient, indeed essent-
ial, to recover the microlithic element of the assemblage;
this technique was used in all later work.

RESULTS

The lithic scatter was confined to the S third of the field (111
5). It contained a number of microliths, suggesting that the
site might be dated earlier than previously thought. Across
the field a number of features survived below the
ploughsoil.
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ILL 4: Location of the sample quadrats and of the excavation trenches, [AA-AE, AG-AH, AK-AN, & BA-BC.]

DETAILED EXCAVATION

METHODS

In order to examine a selection of the exposed features,
five of the sample quadrats were expanded and subject to
conventional excavation. These quadrats were selected for
their diverse nature, and they were widely scattered to
assess the subsoil. In order to test the association of lithic
artifacts with the features and to locate any prehistoric
features elsewhere in the field, two of the quadrats (AC &
AD), lay within the scatter, whilst three (AA, AB, AE),
were situated outside of the scatter (111 4).

Within the area of the lithic scatter the ploughsoil was
wet sieved in units of 1m2; outside the scatter it was
discarded without sieving as it was almost barren of lithic
finds. Where possible, the stratified artifacts were collected
on site and their positions recorded; in addition all con-
tents were wet sieved and any remaining material col-

lected. The larger contexts were subdivided into 0.25m x
0.25m units as research has shown this to be the optimal
grid size for the recovery of locational data for artifacts
(Fischer 1979: Woodman 1982, 180).

RESULTS

Archaeological features did survive in association with the
lithic scatter, and carbonised material sufficient for two
radiocarbon determinations was collected from one of
them (Pit AD 5). Outside the lithic scatter, all the features
examined were either natural or recent. The area of
prehistoric remains therefore appeared to be represented
on the surface of the field by the lithic scatter. Although no
certain edges to the site were located, a minimum area for
the remains was calculated to be in the order of 4500m2.

THE SECOND SEASON

The strategy of the second season had two aims: the detailed examination of the prehistoric
evidence; and the investigation of the survival of archaeological features outwith the present field
boundaries, to the E of the site.

METHODS

Four trenches (AD, AC, AH, AJ) were excavated, spread
across the area of apparent mesolithic remains (111 4). Each
was centred on known features or areas of high lithic

density. One (AD) expanded a trench opened in the
previous season; the other three (AG, AH, AJ) were set
out around sample quadrats. In addition, three 2m x 2m
test pits (AK, AL, AM) were excavated outside the field
wall to the S and E, and one 5m x 5m trench (AN) was
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ILL 5: The sampling of the ploughsoil: location of the sample quadrats and lithic density.

opened 300m to the E of the site to test the nature of one of
the numerous other lithic scatters along the N shores of
Loch Scresort (111 4).

Within each trench the ploughsoil was shovelled out
in 1m squares. Artifacts were collected manually, and
only 25% of the ploughsoil from each square was sieved
and sorted. The ploughsoil proved to vary considerably
in depth and its base (considered as a 'cleaning layer'),
was removed by trowel and sieved in total. Below this
all stratified contexts were fully sieved after the artifacts
had been recovered manually; large units were first sub-
divided, as in the previous season. Towards the end
of the season Trench AH was opened and, in order to
speed up excavation, the manual collection of artifacts
from the ploughsoil was stopped, but sieving continued as
before.

RESULTS

Mesolithic pits and hollows did survive across the site, and
the gully of a former burn was revealed towards the E edge
of the field. This gully had been deliberately infilled with
rubble (including both pottery and lithic material), sug-
gesting later human activity. The trenches were, however,
too small to make sense of the complex of surviving
features, and the preservation conditions varied greatly
across the site. Only in one area (AG) did a finer subsoil
combine with a greater accumulation of ploughsoil to assist
in the creation, preservation and recognition of archaeo-
logical features. Outside the field, to the E, a concentra-
tion of artifacts provided evidence for prehistoric activity,
but the test pits revealed considerable truncation and
disturbance, and no features survived. Further away, in
Trench AN, the deposits were shallow, and unremarkable.
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THE THIRD SEASON

The strategy of the third season had three aims: to examine the horizontal patterning of the
mesolithic features, to investigate the stratigraphical detail of the fills of some of those features and
to examine further the evidence for neolithic activity on site.

METHODS

A trench (BA/BB/BC), of 450 m2, was stripped; it crossed
the area of better preservation and ran across the infilled
watercourse to the N of the mesolithic remains (111 4). In
accordance with the lie of the land and of the archaeologi-
cal features the orientation of the site grid was changed so
that the trench could be set to cover the area of interest,
whilst avoiding the coincidental alignment of the modern
ploughmarks with the old site grid. For post-excavation
analysis concordance of the two grids was facilitated by the
use of a computerised site planning and recording system.
In order to speed up the opening of the trench, information
from the ploughsoil was sacrificed. Although the removal
of ploughsoil still took place according to the site grid, only
material from the cleaning layer within each metre unit was
sieved and sorted. As this cleaning layer was of variable
size, a four bucket constant was selected for sieving; this
allowed both the absolute and the relative patterning of the

lithic assemblage across the trench to be seen. Artifacts
observed during the shovelling of the ploughsoil were
recovered by hand, and below the ploughsoil excavation of
the stratified contexts continued as before.

COMMENT

The removal of the plough layer revealed a considerable
number of features and, despite the speeding up of the
initial processes, it was still not possible to excavate
everything in the time available. Ideally, a further season
of excavations should have been undertaken to complete
the area opened. As this was not possible, the results
presented here, and their attendant interpretation, must
rely to some degree upon inference. In any case, a
considerable amount of the site, including some of the
better preserved area, lies undisturbed should others wish
to evaluate the archaeological evidence further.

THE UNDERSEA SURVEY S BUTLER

Loch Scresort is fed by a number of freshwater streams and it is open to the sea to the E;
consequently its sedimentation consists both of material washed from the surrounding land and of
material brought in by seawater. It is therefore possible that the stratified deposits within the loch
may contain useful palaeoenvironmental evidence relating to the landscape around the archaeo-
logical site at the head of the loch. Furthermore, in view of the postglacial changes in sea level
there is the possibility that evidence for lower local shorelines may survive beneath the waters of
the loch. Finally, archaeological remains from a period of relatively low sea level may lie
submerged below the loch. An underwater project was designed to investigate these possibilities
by combining scientific research methods with scuba diving techniques. This work was carried out
as a joint project with the Institute of Oceanographic Sciences.

AIMS

to evaluate the potential of the sediments of the loch for the recovery of environmental
information.
to look for geomorphological indicators of changes in sea level.
to look for possible areas of archaeological preservation.

METHODS

A general morphological survey of the sea bed was completed using echo-sounding equipment to
collect data along seven transects (A - G) which crossed the loch in a N-S direction at 250m
intervals, plus two E-W longitudinal transects (111 6). Each transect was surveyed in by theodolite,
whilst an electronic tidegauge recorded the height of the sea surface, allowing all measurements to
be corrected for tidal changes. The tidegauge datum was levelled into the nearest Ordnance
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ILL 6: Loch Scresort: the morphology of the sea bed.
All depths are in m below Rhum L.D. A-G denote transect lines swum across the loch bed.
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Survey benchmark in order that all depths could be expressed in metres below Rhum L.D. Diver
observation along each transect was used to describe the nature of the loch bed. For this a
swimboard was towed just above the loch bed by an inflatable launch to ensure that the diver
remained on the transect. An underwater writing pad allowed the diver to note observations
together with the time at which they were made and by ensuring that the inflatable maintained a
constant speed these times could be used as a rough record of the locations of the observations.
For the investigation of the sediments themselves, surface (ie loch bed) samples were collected by
scooping the sediment into polythene bags by trowel, and trials were made for retrieving vertical
sequences of deposits by manual (diver) use of an Eijkelkamp Gouge Corer.

SUMMARY

No archaeological deposits were observed, but there were geomorphological features that offered
information relevant to an understanding of the landscape development. A summary analysis of
the material recovered with the corer confirmed that palaeoecological data is preserved in the deep
sediments of the loch, and that this should be relevant to the interpretation of the archaeological
site, to studies of local shoreline change, and to the environmental history of Rhum. Further work
on these deposits would be necessary to realise this potential.

A return trip was planned to obtain further samples and carry out more detailed work, but this
area of research was abandoned because of lack of funding.

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS: THE ON-SITE PROGRAMME

A programme of on-site artifact cataloguing was undertaken in order to feed information about
the artifacts back into the excavation strategy as work progressed. The on-site catalogue had to
provide a basic record of the nature of the assemblage, and the following topics were selected as of
particular relevance:

- the different materials utilized.
- the types of artifact present.
- the locations of any burnt material.

METHODS

After washing, artifacts were sorted according to the seven different fields:
1 Type
2 Sub-type
3 Classification
4 Material
5 Condition
6 Recovery method
7 Location

and the information was encoded and recorded (mf 1:C8-C9). Three-dimensionally recorded finds
were treated individually; finds recovered from the sieved residues were batched by type and
context. An experienced lithic specialist was present throughout the excavation in order to keep up
with the large quantity of lithic artifacts recovered. The basic catalogue was simple and speedy to
apply; the relevant codes were quickly learnt and on average 2000 pieces could be catalogued in
any one day. Other artifactual material was scant (Chapter 9) but information relating to the
different types of artifact was all treated in the same way. The recording and rapid field analysis of
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this information was assisted by the use of hand-held computers and portable personal computers
(Sharp PC-1500As and Sharp PC-5000s) and programs were supplied by D Powlesland from the
Heslerton Parish Project.

BENEFITS

Information about the basic composition of the assemblage was provided throughout excavation.
Broad spatial differences in both the types of artifact present and the different materials in use
were identified, and concentrations of burnt or abraded material were revealed. Using this
information a preliminary report of the assemblage was drawn up on completion of each field
season for the interim reports of the project. The basic structure of the assemblage was then used
for more detailed analysis.

By the end of excavation the assemblage was organised by context into groups of like artifacts.
No specific detail about the nature of the assemblage was recorded: spatial variation could be
identified but not explained, and the manufacturing techniques and possible functions of the
different parts of the assemblage were unknown. The overall size of the lithic assemblage was large
but the on-site catalogue provided information about the parent population from which a strategy
of post-excavation sampling could be devised.

ARTIFACT ANALYSIS: THE POST-EXCAVATION PROGRAMME

In line with the overall research strategy, the post-excavation analysis was designed to examine
specific aspects of the assemblage:

- the variation of raw materials used
- the manufacturing techniques in use
- the types of artifact produced
- the spatial variation in the deposition of the assemblage
- possible cultural connections of the assemblage

METHODS

The flaked lithic assemblage was sampled, and different samples were analysed in detail for a
range of information using the Extract Catalogue described below. Other material assemblages
were examined in their entirety according to the fields of information appropriate to the aims
outlined above.

THE EXTRACT CATALOGUE

Before any further analysis of the flaked lithic assemblage was undertaken, a detailed catalogue
was drawn up so that all relevant information could be recorded. This covered a total of 50
different fields (mf 1:D1-D7). Information was recorded on to pre-printed forms, and then stored
and sorted on computer (Sharp MZ-5600 compatible with the smaller project computers) using a
program, known as ROCKS, devised for the project by D Powlesland.

Given the size of the artifact assemblage (c. 140,000 pieces), it was not feasible to examine all
pieces individually. Thus, samples relevant to the different areas of interest were selected with
reference to the information contained in the on-site catalogue. These pieces alone were subject to
detailed examination. By using separate samples for each area of interest a variety of specialists
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could work on the different aspects of the assemblage at any one time. This both speeded up the
analysis and increased the range of expertise in use.

When the sampling involved the splitting of the contents of a context, the pieces were divided
with the help of a random numbers table. The two catalogues were designed to link into each other
so that the collective object records from the on-site catalogue could be split and an individual
record number assigned to each piece. The information from the on-site catalogue was automa-
tically duplicated to link it to the more detailed information contained in the extract file. In this
way the only pieces assigned individual extract numbers were those that were used for detailed
analysis.

COMMENT

The work carried out upon the flaked lithic assemblage did not include any use-wear analysis. Brief
examinations of both the raw materials (Ms J Taffinder, Uppsala University), and of a small
sample of blades from the site (Dr C Sussman, University of California), suggested that microwear
polishes would develop on some pieces. The analysis of these polishes and of associated wear is
extremely time consuming and expensive, however. Although much work has been done upon the
formation, survival and interpretation of use-wear, there is great variability in wear traces on the
different types of raw material utilised in prehistory and most work has been done on flint.
Meaningful use-wear analysis on the Kinloch assemblage would involve extensive experimental
work, on both the local flint and the bloodstone, before the technique could be applied to the
archaeological artifacts. The constraints of time and money in operation for the project meant that
such analysis was not possible, although it would have added to the interpretation of the site.
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3 THE EXCAVATION: RESULTS

THE FIRST SEASON: TESTING THE SITE

The first season of excavation was designed to locate and assess the nature of the archaeological
site. The excavation of the sample quadrats clarified the distribution of flaked stone in the
ploughsoil, and a clear concentration of material in the SE area of the field was identified (111 5).
Few of the metre squares in the N two-thirds of the field contained over 20 pieces of lithic material,
and none had over 50, whilst in the SE corner densities of between 200-1800 pieces per m2 were
recorded. A clear N edge to the scatter, coinciding with the density of 50 pieces per m2, could be
drawn just to the S of the 15m contour. Elsewhere, to the S, E and W, the scatter continued to the
field boundary. The field slopes down to the SE corner but the possibility that the accumulation of
artifacts might have resulted from natural processes was quickly ruled out by a comparison with
the distribution of other artifactual materials (eg fragments of glass and nineteenth century
ceramics), as these were evenly distributed across the field. The position of the lithic scatter was
therefore closely defined, and it seemed likely that this might indicate the location of the
archaeological site. To confirm this hypothesis it was necessary to check the spatial association
between the area of the lithic concentration and the locations of any preserved features; in order to
do this five quadrats were enlarged and excavated (Trenches AA - AE, 111 4).

THE EXCAVATED QUADRATS: RESULTS

A key for use with the plans and sections is available on
a fold out attached to ILL 12 (facing p 40)

TRENCH AA

Trench AA contained an amorphous, sterile pit, which is
probably a large root hole.

TRENCH AB

A dark gravelly feature lay in the NE corner of the original
quadrat. The excavation did not recover any artifacts, and
the discolorations and textural alterations proved to be
largely natural. Marine re-working of the underlying till in
the late-glacial period has resulted in a banding and sorting
of the general matrix; this was also visible elsewhere on the
site. The feature itself had originally formed as a slight
hollow in this stony glacial subsoil and it was filled by soil
creep. In addition, traces of modern agriculture, in the
form of ploughmarks, were evident; agriculture had
undoubtedly contributed to the soil differentiations ini-
tially observed.

TRENCH AC (111 7)

A banded feature appeared to run NE-SW across the
original quadrat. Excavation revealed this to be part of a
complex of amorphous colour and textural changes within
the subsoil matrix. These were natural and related to the
reworking of the glacial till. On the surface of the till lay a
patch of charcoal (AC 1). This contained carbonised
hazel-nut shell, together with a small assemblage of lithics,
and it probably represents the base of a truncated pit. To
the E a single post hole was recognised (AC 2): it consisted
of a clear post pipe surrounded by a packing of small
stones, and it contained a number of flaked lithics and
pieces of carbonised hazel-nut shell.

TRENCH AD

During excavation of the sample quadrat one of the metre
squares was overdug to reveal a charcoal rich soil contain-
ing a large number of flaked lithics. Excavation revealed
this to be part of a complex of intercutting pits and
hollows. All contained large amounts of artifactual mater-
ial, including hammerstones and abraded pumice, and the
usual flaked lithics.
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Type

PEBBLES
CORES
BLflDES
REGULRR FLRKES
DEBRIS
MODIFIED RRTIFflCTS
Microliths

Non-Microlithic

Number

26

156

238
1506

26441

318
153

Table 1: Ploughsoil sample: the lithic assemblage.
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ILL 7: Trench AC: excavated features.
For key see ILL 12.
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ILL 8: Trench AE: excavated features.
For key see ILL 12.

TRENCH AE (111 8)

The subsoil of the original quadrat revealed a clear
differentiation in texture between the N and S halves of the
trench. This proved to mark the remains of an old, robbed
field-dyke running E-W across the field. The dyke is not
marked on any known maps of Kinloch, and must have
gone out of use before 1877 when the first edition of the

Ordnance Survey 6 inch map was prepared. In addition, a
rubble field drain, and a later tile drain were uncovered.
All were cut into the natural, which in the S half of the
trench consisted of a compacted, rotted sandstone gravel
possibly related to the 'bank' material uncovered in Trench
BA (see below this section). No prehistoric artifacts were
recovered from this trench.

SUMMARY

Excavation of the extended quadrats revealed that arch-
aeological features were indeed preserved, and that their
location coincided exactly with the area of the lithic
scatter. The main archaeological site was, therefore,

judged to lie in the S portion of'the field; it was bounded to
the N by the edge of the scatter and elsewhere by the limits
of the field.
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DISCUSSION: THE NATURE OF THE SITE

The nature of the site was assessed by analysis of the types of artifact recovered and of the types of
feature preserved.

The artifacts consisted primarily of a large assemblage of flaked lithics. From the sampling of the
ploughsoil 28,838 pieces were recovered. Much of this was knapping debris, but there were also
many regular flakes, together with a significant number of blades, many microliths, and a few other
retouched pieces (Tab 1). The retouched pieces included two complete, and eight fragmentary,
leaf-shaped points. All the microliths were made on small narrow blades, and the presence of
several hammerstones confirmed the impression that knapping had taken place on site. Finally, the
existence of two pieces of pumice, both with deep grooves from the abrasion of points of bone or
other materials, pointed to the large part of the original artifactual assemblage that had not
survived (111 88).

The artifacts demonstrated the existence of a late mesolithic site, with some indication from
the leaf-shaped points that activity had continued into the neolithic. Excavation of the features
supported this. All the prehistoric features examined could be parallelled on mesolithic sites
elsewhere (Woodman 1985a, 7-31: McCullagh forthcoming), and all contained artifacts compa-
rable with those from the ploughsoil sample. This mesolithic interpretation was confirmed after
excavation by the production of two radiocarbon determinations based on carbonised hazel-nut
shell found in one of the pits (AD 5). The dates (8590±95BP, GU-1873 and 8515±190BP,
GU-1874; Chapter 10) place the site at the start of the later mesolithic period, and make it the
earliest certain evidence, at the time of writing, for the human settlement of Scotland. Dates
obtained in the later seasons were to confirm the existence of some neolithic remains on site,
though these were separated by a period of several thousand years from the mesolithic
occupation.

At the end of the first season the archaeological site had been located and chronological
information obtained; subsequent seasons were designed to explore the site in detail, and the
results of these seasons are presented below.

Lazy bed

d i t c h e s

N m

ILL 9: Trench AJ: excavated features. For key see ILL 12.
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ILL 10: Trench AD: excavated features. For key see ILL 12.
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THE MESOLITHIC EVIDENCE

Mesolithic remains were found in five areas of the site: Trenches AC, AD, AG, AJ and BA.
Trenches AC and AJ revealed only limited evidence of activity; Trenches AD and BA, an
extension of AG, produced more extensive evidence.

RESULTS FROM THE TRENCHES

TRENCH AC

The remains in Trench AC consisted of the base of a pit
and an isolated post-hole (see above; 111 7).

TRENCH AJ (111 9)

The bases of three pits (AJ 1, 2 and 3) were recovered in
Trench AJ. Each was truncated by the construction of
lazybeds, so they add little to an understanding of the site
as a whole.

TRENCH AD (111 10)

A complex of mesolithic pits and hollows (AD 1-6)
survived in Trench AD. The earliest was a deep, irregular
hollow (AD 1) which was greatly altered by later activity.
The surviving edges were steeply cut in places, but for the
most part they followed the natural incline of the subsoil
strata. The hollow was slightly modified by, or for, human
use, but it seems to have been naturally formed, possibly as
a tree root hole. The base was level, and the hollow
appeared to have been deliberately infilled; the pebbly fill
contained both lithic debris and a quantity of carbonised
hazel-nut shell (111 99), but much had been removed by the
cutting of a later pit (AD 3).

Sometime after the backfilling of AD 1 another shallow
hollow (AD 4) was formed together with two small pits
(AD 2 and AD 3). AD 4 was largely obliterated by AD 2
and AD 3, but it survived towards the E side of the
complex. The relationship between these three features

was unclear, but it is likely that the pits AD 2 and AD 3
were cut at the same time. They appear to have been open
and then deliberately filled together. Little of AD 4
survived; it had been much altered by the later pits, and
both the edges and base were difficult to define in the
stony, banded subsoil. The fill comprised pebbles and
gravel mixed with a brown soil which had percolated
through to the subsoil. Charcoal was also recovered,
together with burnt and unburnt lithic material.

Finally, two further pits were dug in the S half of the
area (AD 5 and AD 6). Both were similar in size, shape
and fill. AD 5 was cut through the earlier fills of AD 3 and
AD 4, and it had a less regular shape than AD 6. At the
surface AD 5 measured 0.8m x 0.9m; it had steep sides,
sloping to a depth of 0.5m and the profile suggested that
little surface truncation had taken place. AD 5 had been
deliberately backfilled with a charcoal-rich, gravelly soil
containing burnt lithic material, and two post pipes were
clearly visible within the fill. Towards the top of the pit lay
a group of rounded cobbles; some were heavily abraded
from use, others were apparently unused (Ills 79, 83, 84).
AD 6 was cut through the backfill of AD 4. It was
polygonal in plan, measuring 0.8m x 0.9m at the top and
0.5m in depth with almost vertical sides and little sign of
surface truncation. AD 6 was also deliberately backfilled,
and a single post had been placed into the pit.

Although the sequence in which the features formed was
clear (111 11), the interpretation of the activities that lead to
their formation is difficult. The trench measured only 7m x
7m and it is possible that further remains lie untouched
only two or three metres from the excavated features.
Certainly, the original hollow (AD 1) appears to have been
natural; it may have provided a good working area but at

flD 2

flD 4

flD 3**

ILL 11: Trench AD: the phasing of pits AD 1-AD 6.
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some point it was deliberately infilled, and there seems to
have been a quantity of rubbish including both lithic and
organic material in the fill. Then, after a further hollow and
two shallow pits were dug, two distinctive, steep-sided pits
were cut and three upright posts set into them. It seems
unlikely that these represent part of any substantial struc-
ture; the posts may have supported a rack or frame, but it
is equally possible that they acted as markers for the pits.
Analysis of the pit fills did not shed light on the original
contents, apart from the usual burnt hazel-nut shell and an
amount of lithic debris.

TRENCH AG (111 12)

Trench AG was laid out to provide a transect from the
central ridge across the boggy hollow of the watercourse at
the E edge of the field. Features associated with mesolithic
activity were only found at the W edge of this trench where
the discovery of two conjoining pits prompted a small
extension. Within this extension lay a complex of intercut-
ting pits containing dark, organic, artifact-rich fills. These
pits had all been cut by a modern field drain which ran
across the trench. The small size of the extension meant
that further examination of these features was left until the
following season when a larger Trench (BA) could be
stripped around the area.

TRENCH BA (111 12)

Trench BA contained abundant evidence for activity in the
mesolithic period. The features uncovered in the extension
to Trench AG proved to be only part of a variety of
well-preserved features extending across the trench: pits,
hollows, stakeholes and slots. These features were visible
after the removal of topsoil as patches of dark organic-rich
soil. In general they had a less gravelly matrix than the
surrounding subsoil and many could be seen to contain
lithic artifacts. Once they were emptied the profiles of
these features suggested that little vertical truncation had
taken place in this area of the site (see 111 24), and this was
supported by the results of the soil analysis (Jordan mf a &
b, 3:C2-D7). Some features were surrounded by a shadow,
or ghost, apparently caused by the percolation of material
from the original fills and the reworking of the feature
edges. These ghosts made the excavation of the features a
difficult process.

Towards the W edge of the trench lay a group of features
(BA 1, BA 2 and BA 3). Two (BA 1 and BA 2) were
shallow hollows containing the usual dark fill with carbo-
nised hazel-nut shell and some lithic material. The larger
(BA 1) also contained several fragments of broken stone
slabs. These occurred in two clusters and appeared to have
broken from one or more larger slabs; the nine fragments
of the main cluster could be rejoined into six pieces.
Further analysis of these fragments suggested that their
overall shape was quite different to that of the natural
cobbles occurring across the site and that they may have
been affected by heat (Jordan mf c, 3:D8-D14). It seems
likely that BA 1 contained the broken remains of one or
more hearth slabs. BA 3 was a pit with steeper sides than
the adjacent hollows, and it was more akin to the deeper
pits AD 5 and AD 6. Like them it was apparently
deliberately backfilled, but there was no sign of any upright
posts within the fill. As well as the usual lithic artifactual
material, the fill contained many pieces of broken stone
slab. None of these could be rejoined but, like those in BA
1, later analysis suggested that they may have resulted
from the dumping of broken hearth slabs.

In the E half of Trench BA lay an intricate complex of
pits and hollows partially uncovered in the extension to

ILL 13: Slot 1: from the E.

Trench AG. Both the shape and profile suggested that this
complex had resulted from a sequence of separate activi-
ties, but the reconstruction of this sequence proved diffi-
cult because of the uniformity of the fills. Furthermore, it
was not possible to finish the excavation of this complex in
the time available. The following description is therefore
based on the excavated profiles of some of the features,
and on the gross visible differences of the fills.

The N end of the complex comprised four hollows (BA
4-7) with a deep linear pit (BA 8) which cut through their
centres. The N edge of these hollows was destroyed by a
field drain which, in combination with the linear pit, made
it impossible to determine the inter-relationship of the
hollows. The hollows were each roughly circular in plan
and gentle in profile with dark organic fills containing
quantities of lithic debris and carbonised hazel-nut shell (111
99). A large oblong stone lay towards the base of BA 4.
The deep linear pit (BA 8) had steep sides and contained
large angular stones in its fill. It appeared either to predate
the hollows or to have been cut when they were open. No
evidence of post pipes was observed, but the association of
the pit and hollows does bear a resemblance to the
complex of features in Trench AD.

The S end of this complex consisted of a linear hollow
(BA 9) which was only partially excavated. It resembled
the other hollows of the complex in profile and content
except at the S end where a deposit of angular blocks lay
up against a steep edge. Excavation suggested that these
blocks had formed an early part of the fill of this feature
and had protected the original sides, elsewhere subsequent
wear or weathering had led to a gentler profile. These
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Feat u r c as Found
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ILL 14: The characteristic profile of a stakehole.

blocks were aligned with the adjoining foundation slot
(SI), and it is possible that the two features originally
supported part of a timber structure. The relationship of
BA 9 with the rest of the complex was not explored.

Further S in the trench a variety of dark fills were
recorded, presumably representing similar pits, hollows or
other features but they were not excavated. Across this
area, however, a number of probable stakeholes and slots
were uncovered, and some of these were excavated. The
slot (SI) has already been mentioned; it curved to the E of
feature BA 9 for a distance of 1.5m. Although shallow, it
was clearly visible, marked from the surrounding subsoil
by the alignment of flat stones vertically bedded along its
length (III 13). Its depth never exceeded 0.2m. Slot S2 to
the S also appeared to be structural: in this case a
rectangular corner formed of conjoining stakeholes. In
addition, at least 16 individual stakeholes were uncovered,
but the poor weather conditions and coarse subsoil matrix
made these particularly difficult to excavate. A number
were examined by trowelling off spits 0.3m deep and
planning and photographing the features after the removal
of each spit. In this way they were found to have a

characteristic profile as the collapse of the top of the
feature had lead to the formation of a small dished area
below which a narrow 'cylinder', usually less than O.lm in
diameter, extended for at least another O.lm (111 14). Thus
excavation helped to confirm the interpretation of these
features as potential stakeholes but others must
undoubtedly lie undiscovered, and it is not possible to
reconstruct certain upstanding structures from the evi-
dence examined. Nevertheless, there is a clear indication
that structures did exist on site (Chapter 14 below).

The N end of Trench BA abutted the defunct water-
course which today is a wet flush (111 15). One shallow
hollow (BA 10) was uncovered immediately to the S of the
watercourse and this hollow was subsequently dated to the
mesolithic period (7880±70 BP, GU-2147); it contained
the usual dark fill with much carbonised hazel-nut shell as
well as lithic debris. The hollow was sealed by gravelly
material that lay along the S bank of the watercourse and
was apparently artificially deposited (Jordan mf a, 3:C2-
D2). This dumped material was not completely excavated
so that it is possible that other mesolithic features remain
undiscovered beneath it.

LATER REMAINS

Evidence for the later remains derived primarily from the area of the watercourse and associated
gravel dumps, principally in trenches AG and BA. No clear stratigraphical relationship could be
defined between the mesolithic evidence and the remains of later activity in this area. The only
demonstrably neolithic feature, dated by charcoal to the mid third millennium BC (4725 + 140BP,
GU-2043) was a hollow above a mesolithic pit in Trench AD.

dumped gravels

b u r i e d soil

ILL 15: The watercourse: section X-Y. See 111 16 for the location of the section. For key see III 12.
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ILL 16: The watercourse: excavated features. For key see 111 12.
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ILL 17: Brushwood deposits in the watercourse: from the N.

THE WATERCOURSE AND THE BANK DUMPS

The bottom of the watercourse was only reached in one
small section (111 15; III 16). At the base lay gravel deposits
containing a few lithic artifacts which were presumably
derived from the nearby mesolithic remains. Above these
basal gravels there were deposits of buried soil that
contained a few lithics and this soil was dated from
associated carbonised hazel-nut shell to 7140±130 BP,
(GU-2211). All the dated mesolithic features were earlier
than this, thus it is probable that the inclusion of cultural
material into the soil occurred after the mesolithic
settlement had been abandoned. The soil had apparently
slumped into the watercourse from the S bank, and it was
truncated on its downhill side by running water, which
suggests that the burn was still flowing when the mesolithic
site was in occupation. At the same level in the water-

course, however, a thin layer of peat had formed so that
the date of the soil must represent the last possible date at
which the burn was active, and it is likely that by this time
it was sluggish and intermittent (Chapter 12).

The dumped gravelly materials occurred along the
length of the S bank of the watercourse and extended out
into it. They consisted of a sandstone gravel containing
occasional lithic artifacts. The gravelly materials appeared
to be largely derived from the local till and gravels, but
analysis suggested that they were not naturally
accumulated (Jordan mf a, 3:C2-D2). In the infill of the
watercourse both the slumped soil and the lowest thin
growth of peat lay below these gravel dumps (111 15),
indicating that the burn had become sluggish, and that peat
had started to form, before the deposition of the gravel.

Meso. p i t s
RD 7

m

flD 6

ILL 18: Trench AD: features AD 6-AD 7. For key see III 12.
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The gravel was presumably derived from the surface of the
adjacent site and had apparently been scraped up and
spread along the edge of the developing bog. This gravel
'bank' never stood high; there were no great spreads of
material that would have resulted from the destruction of a
larger feature. On the bank the gravel dumps lay directly
below the ploughsoil and sealed at least one mesolithic
feature (BA 10); in the watercourse they lay below the
main growth of peat.

The gravel dumps, therefore, post-date the mesolithic
occupation of the site and they seem to pre-date the later
activity on site. This later activity is predominantly related
to human interference in, and around, the burn in the third
millennium BC. Although it is possible that the dumps do
relate to this phase, there was no clear stratigraphical
relationship between the remains of the two periods.
Bearing in mind the environmental indications of human
disturbance in the period between the mesolithic and the
later activity (Chapter 11), the possibility of the build up of
the 'bank' at any time in this period cannot be discounted.
This leaves a span of some three thousand years during
which it could have been formed.

Isolated gravelly deposits containing some lithic debris
were found elsewhere in the peat of the watercourse (111
16), and these too may be associated with the scraping up
and deposition of gravels from the site. Furthermore, a
number of rafts of matted wood lay within the peat
throughout the watercourse (III 17). Analysis of the wood
suggested that these were not natural assemblages but had
possibly resulted from scrub clearance (Chapter 11;
McCullagh mf. 3:A3-A11). One (Dl) was dated to the
early third millennium BC (4080+60BP, GU-2148) by
which time there is other evidence for activity on site.

Further gravel deposits were discovered upstream in
Trench AE. During excavation it was not possible to
interpret these deposits because the trench was too small,
but they are similar to the gravel dumps of Trench BA, and
they lie clearly along the line of the S bank of the
watercourse (111 16).

\

N
ILL 19: Trench AH: the density of lithic material in the

ploughsoil. Contours at intervals of 50 finds per sq
m. No stratified contexts survived in this trench.

t" m

ILL 20: Trench AJ: the density of lithic material in the ploughsoil.
Contours at intervals of 50 finds per sq m. Surviving contexts are stippled.
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ILL 21: Trench BA: the density of lithic material in the ploughsoil.
Contours at intervals of 20 finds per sq m. Surviving contexts are stippled.

THE NEOLITHIC REMAINS

No certain evidence for structures relating to the neolithic
period were found within the areas investigated. To the N
of the watercourse boulder clay lay immediately below the
ploughsoil and, with the exception of two stakeholes of
uncertain association, no features of archaeological inter-
est were uncovered. To the S, in Trench AD, a small
shallow hollow (AD 7) had formed across the top of one of
the mesolithic pits (AD 6) (111 18). At the base of this
hollow lay a thin peaty layer, on top of which a gravelly

silt had been deposited containing larger stones as well as
both lithic debris and charcoal. This layer was subsequen-
tly dated to the mid third millennium BC (4725±140BP,
GU-2043). This was the only demonstrably neolithic fea-
ture discovered on site. There is, of course, much poten-
tial for other areas of neolithic activity amongst the
unexcavated features and areas of the site, but so far the
only other deposits uncovered relating to this period are
those in and around the peat of the watercourse. The
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ILL 22: Trench BA: the density of lithic material in the cleaning layer.
Contours at intervals of 20 finds per sq m. Surviving contexts are stippled.

nature and existence of these deposits suggest that further
neolithic material must lie somewhere close to the exca-
vated areas.

The main evidence for activity in the neolithic consists of
a deposit of rocks, together with organic material, frag-
mentary pottery (Chapter 9), and lithic debris (Chapters 5
and 6), all lying within the peat of the watercourse towards
the E end of the excavated area (Trenches AG and BC; 111
16). The peat within which the deposit lies apparently
started to form before the deposition of the first rocks. A
radiocarbon determination based on wood within the
deposit produced the date of 3890±65BP (GU-2042); but

the date of the deposit is problematical because the deposit
also contained pottery of a type thought to be earlier than
the radiocarbon determination and pumice that is probably
derived from a later Icelandic eruption (c. 2700 BP;
Chapter 9). Some of the rocks were substantial; two in
particular were of great size and they must have protruded
above the surface of the watercourse. Within the deposit
the artifactual material was presumably derived from
nearby occupation debris, whether of a domestic or other
nature. The rocks must have been cleared from the surface
of the surrounding land where they may once have played
a part in the mesolithic structures (Chapter 14).
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INFORMATION FROM THE PLOUGHSOIL

Contour maps of the lithic density per metre square within the ploughsoil of each trench have been
drawn up. These show specific concentrations of material surviving within each trench, which
could be compared to the positions of the remaining features. In general, the ploughsoil
concentrations overlay the features; there were also, however, concentrations with no underlying
features. These results are illustrated for the three trenches in which the spatial pattern proved of
most interest: Trenches AH; AJ; and BA (Ills 19-22). Trench AD might have been of interest but
the trench was laid out so closely around the complex of stratified features that it provided little
scope for the recognition of any differential patterning of artifacts within the ploughsoil both over
and away from the stratified material. Trench AC was too small for any patterning to be observed.

TRENCHES AH and AJ

The distribution of material across Trenches AH and AJ is
shown in Ills 19 and 20. AH the material from the plough-
soil has been combined with that from the cleaning layer
below, whether recovered manually or by wet sieving.
Trench AH (111 19) is of interest as here there were no
surviving stratified contexts, but the spread of lithic mater-
ial within the ploughsoil has several clear concentrations
which are probably the remains of ploughed out features.
Trench AJ (111 20) was heavily truncated, but the bases of
three pit-like features survived and lithic concentrations
were also visible. One of these concentrations coincided
with the existing features and three others lay above
apparently barren subsoil. Interestingly, there was no
obvious relationship between the spread of artifacts over
the trench and the two lazy-bed ditches that ran down the
length of the trench. This suggests that, although the

construction of the lazy-bed ditches must have destroyed
any underlying archaeological features, it did not result in
the long distance movement of the material from those
features.

TRENCH BA

Two contour plans were drawn up for Trench BA. This
was in part because of the larger size of the trench and of
the more complex spread of underlying features, but it was
also because the body of the ploughsoil was not sieved.
Illustration 21 demonstrates the general spread of material
recovered by hand from the body of the ploughsoil;
illustration 22 shows the spread of material recovered
(both by wet sieving and manual collection) from the
cleaning layer at the base of the ploughsoil. In general, the
two plans highlight similar concentrations of artifacts, with
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ILL 23: The conditions of preservation across the site.
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the difference that the pattern in 111 21 is less well defined.
The three main concentrations of material outlined in 111 22
(C1-C3) apparently relate to underlying pit complexes and
the areas with a particularly low density of artifacts gen-
erally correspond to areas of featureless sub-soil. These
featureless areas are in sharp contrast to the apparent
'ghost features' of Trenches AH and AJ.

In addition to the pit complexes, Trench BA contained
several possible structural features (the arcs of stakeholes

and the slots), but these show no uniform relationship with
the quantities of material immediately overlying them.
One lithic concentration (C 4) lies neatly within one of the
stakehole arcs. The area outlined by a slot (S2), however,
contains distinctly fewer lithics than its surroundings (C 5),
as does area C 6 defined by another slot (SI) (see 111 12).
Given the palimpsest of features in this trench (many of
which were never excavated), it is difficult to associate the
uneven spread of material with specific feature complexes.

PRESERVATION WITHIN THE FIELD

It was apparent from the start that uneven truncation of the old land surface had taken place across
the field, resulting in considerable variation in the preservation of the archaeological remains (Ills
23, 24). The site lies across a slight ridge which runs down towards the sea; to the E of the ridge
Trenches AC, AG, and BA all contained well-preserved features below a depth of some 0.25m of
ploughsoil.

T
 Seve,re Truncated Preserved

I runcation

ILL 24: The relationship between the profile of a pit and the degree of truncation.

ESTIMATING PRESERVATION

In Trench BA it was possible to estimate the truncation by
comparing the artifactual content of the surviving pit fills
with the quantity of material in the ploughsoil directly
above. As the relationship between the two was always in
the order of 70% pit fill to 30% ploughsoil material, the
observation (made during excavation) that only the surface
of the features had been destroyed was supported. To the
W of the ridge the formation of the ploughsoil had
disturbed the archaeological remains. No features survived
in Trench AH, although the spatial patterning of the
artifacts in the ploughzone did suggest that features had
once been present (see above, this Chapter). To the S.
where the ridge broadened out, other agricultural disturb-
ance had taken place and the shadows of two lazybed
ditches showed up clearly in Trench AJ, where the only
surviving features were the bases of three pits. Across the
centre of the ridge less truncation had taken place: Trench
AD contained a .complex of features that had lost little
from their tops.

The archaeological features are well preserved across
only a part of the area defined by the lithic scatter, and
even within this restricted area there is some variation in
their survival. Towards the N end of Trench BA and to the
S in Trench AC heavy truncation had removed all but the

deepest features. Across the centre of the site the features
were better preserved but no prehistoric occupation soil
survived and, moreover, a variety of post-depositional
processes had taken their toll of the feature fills which were
reduced in most cases to a homogeneous dark, silty
material. This lack of internal structure was frustrating for
excavation, particularly where the features consisted of
complexes of intercutting pits and hollows, and in these
cases a number of different techniques were used to try to
identify the original stratigraphy; none was entirely suc-
cessful.

The general contour map of lithics within the ploughsoil
(111 5) shows that the density of material does not drop off
towards the present-day field-boundary, and it seems likely
that the site originally extended outwith the area enclosed
today. To the W and S, modern disturbances have
destroyed any archaeological remains; lithics have been
collected to the E, although the ground outside the field
wall has been churned up in recent times by domestic
animals and no archaeological features survive. Stratified
features are, therefore, only preserved within the modern
field, elsewhere the site has apparently been destroyed by
agricultural activity. Cultivation ridges cover the slopes
around the site and they continue along the N shore of
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Loch Scresort. The results of excavation in Trench AJ
indicate that the lazy beds had destroyed any archaeolog-
ical remains over which they extended. It seems unlikely

that the main area of the site was ever subject to this form
of cultivation and, indeed, no evidence of lazy beds was
found across the main body of the field.

COMMENT

No estate records relating to Kinloch have survived, so the detailed agricultural history of this area
must remain unknown, but it appears that the archaeological preservation owes much to the
chance agricultural uses of the land.

EXCAVATION OUTSIDE THE FIELD

Four test trenches (AK, AL, AM and AN) were opened outside the immediately threatened area.
Three of these (Trenches AK, AL and AM) were quadrats of 4m2 dug immediately adjacent to the
site (111 4). Within this area lithics had been collected from the ground surface, but in Trenches AK
and AL any archaeological features had been destroyed. Stratified material only survived within
Trench AM, and this appeared to be the downstream continuation of the watercourse.

TRENCH AM

Here the peat contained much stone, together with lithic
debris and two sherds of pottery, whilst on the S edge of
the peat, and extending out into it, there were gravel
deposits similar to those upstream. This trench was too
small to examine the remains in detail, but prehistoric
material has clearly survived outside the field boundary,
and it does appear to be broadly in line with the remains
discovered on the main site. In most places, however, the
ground outside the field has been severely disturbed for
many years and, although the lithic material suggested that
the prehistoric remains extended to the SE, no features
have survived this disturbance. The excavation of a long
narrow extension to the N of Trench AM confirmed that

the preservation of prehistoric remains in this area was
extremely patchy. Within one metre of the surviving
features of Trench AM further modern disturbance was
discovered, and to the N of that lay bedrock.

TRENCH AN

Further to the E a trench (AN), of 16m2, was opened
across an area where disturbance caused by a narrow track
had revealed lithic artifacts in the thin peaty soil (III 4). An
assemblage of some 600 lithics was recovered (Tab 27), but
no prehistoric features lay within the area investigated.
Much of the trench contained a compacted hillwash that
overlay a buried soil.
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4 THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE: RAW MATERIALS

THE SOURCES OF RAW MATERIAL

Two different materials were exploited for the manufacture of the majority of the flaked lithic
artifacts, and these were supplemented by a small quantity of other rocks (Tab 2). All are
chalcedonic silicas. The predominant materials are flint and a hydrothermal chalcedony, here
called bloodstone. The other materials include agate, quartz, silicified limestone, and volcanic
glass. The frontispiece to this volume gives an indication of the nature of the range of raw materials
recovered.

FLINT

A few small, rolled, flint nodules were recovered. The flint
is characteristically smooth textured and mottled grey/
white in colour. It appears to be extremely corticated and a
number of pieces contain visible fossils. Many of the flint
artifacts retain a weathered cortex suggesting that small
rolled pebbles provided the basis of the raw material. Flint
such as this was commonly used for prehistoric ass-
emblages throughout the coastal areas of western Scot-
land. Although nodules are only rarely found throughout
the area today, it would seem that the material was not so
scarce in the past. It is possible that nodules were brought
in from flint-rich areas such as the Antrim coast, but the
size, ubiquity, and homogeneous nature of the archaeo-

logical material throughout the Western Isles suggests that
a more local supply existed. Flint beds extend away from
the northern coast of Ireland (Wickham-Jones & Collins
1978, 7), and the transportation of nodules by both sea-
weed and ice has been recorded (Piggott & Powell 1949,
160; Werner 1974). It seems likely that in early prehistory,
at least, flint was washed up on the coasts of the west of
Scotland in sufficient quantities to provide some stone
tools, and it is likely that this included the beaches of
Rhum. The types of flint debitage present at Kinloch
demonstrate that whole nodules were reduced on site in
the manufacture of tools (Chapters 5 and 6).

BLOODSTONE G DURANT D GRIFFITHS & D SUTHERLAND

Bloodstone is a cryptocrystalline silica which occurs in
association with the lavas of Tertiary age that form
Fionchra and Bloodstone Hill in the west of Rhum. The
silica minerals occupy amygdales (the irregular cavities and
fissures that exist within a lava flow) and they were
deposited here from hydrothermal solutions as they perco-
lated through the rocks at some stage after the consol-
idation of the lavas. Several different varieties of silica are
present at Bloodstone Hill, but the detailed formation
processes are not, as yet, understood.

The different silicas are recognisable by their markedly
different colours, from red (jasper and carnelian), through
light green (plasma), to a dark green (heliotrope) and a
purple chalcedony. In addition, there is great variety in
grain size and surface texture within any one colour type.
An individual nodule may contain silicas of markedly
different colour and quality. There is little agreement as to
terminology in the geological literature but technically the
term bloodstone should be reserved for the fine textured
dark green nodules that are shot through with red. This
particular material has long been sought after by jewellers,
and in the nineteenth century a small quarry was estab-
lished at the northern end of Bloodstone Hill to exploit a

particularly good seam. In prehistory, however, there was
no such selection: all varieties were transported to the site
at Kinloch and all varieties were used for tools. Although
the individual names are important to a geologist, the
prehistoric population apparently made no distinction
between the formal varieties, and here they have been
grouped together for archaeological purposes under the
term Bloodstone. This term was retained because of its
specific associations with the island of Rhum and with the
transport of stone from that island, whether in the 19th
century or in prehistory.

The main sources of bloodstone are on Rhum, but
outcrops have been recorded elsewhere amongst the Ter-
tiary volcanic systems of the west coast of Scotland, and it
was felt necessary to visit all of the possible sources and to
analyse more specifically the provenance of the archaeologi-
cal material (Chapter 13). Although conclusive source
analysis was not in the end possible, the preliminary
sourcing work, together with both the scarcity and the poor
quality of the material at the other geological sites, suggests
that bloodstone was obtained in prehistory from Rhum.
Examination of the sources on Rhum, at Fionchra and at
Bloodstone Hill, showed that the material from Fionchra is
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quite unlike that exploited at Kinloch, or indeed anywhere
else. All the evidence suggests that the predominant source
of bloodstone in prehistory was Bloodstone Hill.

Bloodstone Hill (NG 315 007) stands at the southern edge
of Guirdil Bay (Ills 1 and 95), on the opposite side of the
island to the site at Kinloch. There was no evidence in either
till or beach deposits for the natural transportation of
nodules across the island, indeed the direction of ice-flow
appears to have been from east to west. The prehistoric
population of Kinloch must, therefore, have crossed Rhum
in order to obtain bloodstone. At Guirdil there are three
potential sources of bloodstone: the outcrops at the top of
Bloodstone Hill, the talus on the flanks of the hill and the
gravels on the beach below. The outcrops are difficult of
access, however, and the cortex present on the Kinloch
pieces indicates thai eroded, slightly abraded nodules were
used. These are more likely to have come from a secondary
source such as the talus or the beach gravels.

Today the talus slopes of Bloodstone Hill are extensively
vegetated, and they arc likely to have been so throughout
prehistory. This vegetation means that pebble nodules are
not easy to obtain from the talus in large quantity. The
beach, however, is not vegetated and large numbers of
bloodstone nodules of all types, sizes and qualities may still
be collected there. Fieldwork at Guirdil suggests that the
period of the most abundant 'production' of bloodstone
fragments was during the Loch Lomond Stadial, and that the
time of greatest transport of material from the talus to the
beaches was likely to have been during that Stadial and the
very early Flandrian. During most of the Flandrian the fresh
release of bloodstone fragments from the outcrops is likely

to have been low so that most of the bloodstone in the more
recent raised beaches, and in the present beach, is probably
reworked earlier material. The present beach is constantly
reworked by the sea; this results in the disintegration of
those bloodstone fragments with a high vesicle content,
while the more coherent and mechanically sound
bloodstone will be left behind. In this way the bloodstone on
the beaches is not only the most easily located source of
bloodstone (both now and in prehistory), but it is also of a
naturally selected higher quality than that occurring on the
talus. Continued reworking today means that the bloodstone
presently available on the beach is likely to be of consistently
higher quality, though less abundant, than that in prehistory.
With this caveat in mind, material from the beaches was used
as the basis for all of the experimental knapping undertaken to
test the flaking properties of bloodstone.

Even after beach sorting there is still great variation in
quality amongst the nodules available on the beach today.
The evidence from Kinloch suggests that in prehistory
nodules were tested and primary flakes removed at Guiidil
before transportation across the island (Chapter 6).
Although the distance involved is not great, a mere 12 km
by land, it would clearly have made sense to ensure that
waste material was not transported, whether as poor
quality nodules or as cortical flakes. However, with the
exception of a very few flakes, there is no evidence for the
working of stone anywhere at Guirdil (Chapter 13), but if
this were carried out on the beach then the waste material
would quickly have disappeared and further up the Guirdil
Glen the present land cover makes the identification of
prehistoric sites difficult.

AGATE, QUARTZ, SILICIFIED LIMESTONE, AND VOLCANIC GLASS

A variety of other siliceous rocks was used to supplement
the flint and bloodstone. Agate and quartz outcrop at
Bloodstone Hill; they also occur as pebbles on the beaches,
and were probably collected together with the bloodstone.

Silicified limestone outcrops on the west coast of the
island of Eigg, at Clach Alasdair to the southern end of
Laig Bay (NM 455 883), immediately opposite the south
east coast of Rhum. It is a glassy, coarse-grained material
and, although it has a well developed conchoidal fracture,
it was not used in great quantity in prehistory. At the
source it may be seen to contain numerous heat fractured
nodules of flint, and fragments of these were visible within
some of the artifacts on site. Although the journey to Eigg
from Rhum is short, the limestone is not present at Kinloch
in great enough quantity to suggest any organised collect-
ion directly from the source, and this material may well
have been washed up on the shores of Loch Scresort
alongside the flint. Until this source was inspected, arti-
facts of this material were classified as quartzite. Although

no local quartzite sources have been located, the two
materials are macroscopically similar and, as not all of the
pieces have been individually tested, it is possible that
some genuine quartzite artifacts have now been classified
as limestone.

The volcanic glass is a dark green vitreous material. It is
homogeneous in texture, and it appears to have a good, if
somewhat brittle, conchoidal fracture. Outcrops have been
found on Eigg, and it is possible that this is the source of
the pieces from Kinloch. If so, these pieces reinforce the
view that the prehistoric inhabitants of Kinloch made use
of the suitable raw materials that were locally available.
The volcanic glass is, however, similar in appearance to
Arran Pitchstone, and it is possible that it came from the
island of Arran. Pitchstone was transported over long
distances, especially in the neolithic and bronze age
(Thorpe & Thorpe 1984), but it is worth noting that none
of the usual pitchstone artifacts, such as small blades or
blade cores, were present at Kinloch.

RAW MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION B FINLAYSON & G DURANT

As a part of the detailed examination of the assemblage it was obviously of interest to be able to
assess the relative use made in prehistory of the different raw materials. There were few artifacts of
agate, quartz, limestone and volcanic glass, so attention was concentrated on the two main
materials, bloodstone and flint. These are both very similar and it was necessary to examine a
variety of possible discriminatory techniques in order to distinguish between them.
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The first techniques used were the examination of hand specimens and of thin sections from
control nodules of known source (Durant mf, 1:E10-F7). From these a number of possible
discriminatory features were listed: colour, spherulites of iron calcite, fossils, coarse crystalline
quartz and agate banding. It was recognised, however, that there are samples which do not carry
any of these distinguishing characteristics. Chemical analysis was tried next in order to develop the
identification of the two materials, and both major and trace elements were picked out as being of
possible use (Durant mf, 1:E1Q~F7). The sample size was too small to test the conclusions fully,
however, and the situation was further complicated by the large size of the Kinloch assemblage
and the considerable variation within each raw material type. A number of other techniques
(cathodoluminescence, stable isotope analysis and scanning electron microscopy) were suggested,
and X-ray flourescence, electron spin resonance spectroscopy and transmission electron micro-
scopy were also considered. However, all these techniques suffer from expense, lack of speed and
the need to build up a large background database of information before the archaeological
material could be examined. The problem is made worse by the lack of a precise local flint source
to use as a control for the database construction. Furthermore, the variability inherent in the
materials collectively termed 'bloodstone' makes the characterisation of this rock more difficult.
The features initially noted as being indicative of bloodstone vary both in their frequency and in
their visibility. Moreover, the alteration caused by weathering and abrasion on the archaeological
artifacts compounded the problems of material identification to the extent that the analysis could
not proceed without an examination of that alteration.

THE EXAMINATION OF SURFACE ALTERATION B FINLAYSON

The surface appearance of many of the artifacts shows
considerable alteration when compared to the parent rock.
In the commonest form of alteration the artifact turns a
uniform white or cream colour, and the original hue only
survives as a tiny central core. Both bloodstone and flint
suffer from this type of alteration, but the change varies in
degree throughout the assemblage, from pieces apparently
'mint fresh' to those that have lost surface texture, weight,
and colour. In addition, the original variability in the
native rock adds to the range of colour and texture present,
and makes the separation of the different results of
weathering difficult. This problem occurs throughout the
spectrum of the bloodstone, as differing colours and
textures apparently weather at different rates. It was
therefore necessary to seek an explanation for the surface
alteration, and to examine its varied nature, in order to be
able to approach the task of distinguishing between the
artifacts of flint and those of bloodstone.

METHOD

A programme of experiments was devised to look at the
surface alteration. These were designed to examine the
possible causes of the total alteration of the original surface
texture together with the loss of weight that is described here
as 'abraded'. The experiments included controlled heating
(as in the heat treatment of flint for improved knapping
properties; Griffiths etal 1987), burning, freezing, exposure
to chemical attack by acid and alkaline solutions and
mechanical abrasion. These treatments were carried out
both in isolation and in combination. The precise methods,
together with details of the results, are to be found in
microfiche (Finlayson mf, 1:G1-G11). Whilst the tests
cannot be regarded as replicating the effects of several
thousand years of post depositional action, it was hoped that
they might give some broad parameters to possible causes of
the archaeologically observed surface alteration, as well as
information on the original state and material of an altered

piece. Most of the sample was bloodstone, with beach
pebble flint from the Solway Firth and English chalk flint
used as a control.

RESULTS

The programme of experiments failed to produce a totally
abraded piece replicating those from the archaeological
sample. The closest copies were made by combining heat,
acid and mechanical abrasion, with heat apparently the
most important element and abrasion the least. Individual
size did not apparently affect variation of weathering. The
principal cause of difference appeared to be the original
textural variation. Despite its initial appearance, the
coarse-grained bloodstone was not so prone to alter under
any of the weathering processes as the finer-grained mater-
ial. In addition, none of the bloodstone weathered as
rapidly as the flint. However, against these general trends,
some pieces of identical appearance, including some from
the same block, did show variation in the rate of
weathering, even under the same sequence of experiment-
al events. Differences in the surrounding matrix (eg the
depth of the piece in the experimental sand bath) may, in
part, account for this, particularly in the case of burning,
where fragments may have been located in different parts
of the original block.

An interesting result of the experimental work was the
light that it shed on the archaeological recognition of burnt
pieces. The number of experimentally burnt pieces that
showed the classic characteristics of burning, as used
during classification on site (ie heat spalling, a colour
change to white, and crazing) was surprisingly low. The
highest proportion came from shattered pieces that had
been heated to 600° C for 100 minutes and cooled rapidly.
Even then, only 11% of these burnt pieces would have
been identified using the on-site criteria (total sample =
1241). The 'burnt' pieces recognised during excavation
must therefore be seen as a minimum quantity.
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THE CHARACTERISATION OF THE RAW MATERIALS B FINLAYSON

In view of the technical problems involved in the identifica-
tion of the raw material, it was decided to examine further
the usefulness of hand inspection as a method of distin-
guishing bloodstone from fl int . A list of visual attributes
was drawn up which took into account the characteristics
of surface alteration.

THE SELECTION OF ATTRIBUTES

After description each piece was assigned to a material,
and a degree of certainty was given; pieces that could not
be identified were classified as ambiguous. The attributes
could then be assigned levels of significance. Some attrib-
utes were only associated with clearly identifiable examples
of one of the two raw material types. Other attributes were
less certainly associated, but in these cases the relative
associations of the different altributes were of use. For
example, the presence of fossils was taken to indicate f l in t ;
frequently associated with these fossils was a particular
form of cortex (rounded and battered, typical of beach
pebbles), and this cortex was never associated in the
sample with any of those attributes distinctive of
bloodstone. Pieces without fossils but with this cortex were
therefore described as 'probably flint' . This identification
was supported by the hypothesis that the bloodstone
nodules collected from Guirdil beach were only slightly
abraded, whilst the flint cortex was the result of prolonged
battering. Out of the reference sample of bloodstone from
Guirdil Beach only one piece showed any development of
a heavily abraded cortex. Furthermore, these 'probably
flint' pieces had a particular colour and texture of
weathering which was never noted in conjunction wilh any
evidence of bloodstone. Pieces with this colour alone, but
with none of the other 'flint ' attributes were therefore
classified as 'possibly f l int ' : 'possibly' because of the lack of
other discriminating features and because the distinction
between the various shades of colour in the assemblage
was more difficult than the observation of discrete
features.

The attributes selected are presented in tabular form
(Finlayson mf, 1:G10): several are those listed by Durant
(Durant mf, 1:E10-F7).

THE CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIAL BY
ATTRIBUTE

The attribute classification was tested on 64 freshly made
pieces and applied to a sub-sample of 1600 of the archaeo-
logical pieces. From this a rapid sorting system was
developed which, given the constraints of any visual exam-
ination of material, was considered to be acceptably accur-
ate (Finlayson mf, 1:G1-G9). The isolation of significant
attributes meant that a piece could be classified as soon as
any one of these attributes was observed. In this way, three
separate samples of the archaeological material were
classified:

- the material from the 1984 wet-sieved sample-
quadrats

- the material analysed for technological detail
- the modified artifacts.

DISCUSSION

Whilst this method is considered sufficient for the identifi-
cation of the raw materials at Kinloch, alternative methods
that would provide more absolute evidence do exist, but all
have problems of expense and speed (see above). Now that
a sample of (he assemblage has been assigned to material
categories it should be possible in future to use small
sub-samples to test the accuracy of the groupings. In
particular, both the 'probable' and ihe 'possible' categories
are based on analogy with pieces of clearly identified
material and it would be preferable if more certain
methods could be employed. In addition, the processes of
surface alteration and the lack of surface discriminating
features have hindered visual identification.

RESULTS

THE PLOUGHSOIL SAMPLE: MATERIAL

All the material from the 1984 wet-sieved sample-quadrats
was classified into raw material categories. This comprised
a total of 12,091 pieces of which 137 were neither flint nor
bloodstone. Illustration 25 presents a breakdown of this
sample by material. From this it is clear that the majori ty
of the assemblage is of bloodstone, in certain categories,
however, flint predominates. Amongst the irregular flakes,
for example, over half of the inner pieces are of
bloodstone, whereas 64% of the decortical pieces are of
flint. Both blades and microliths are more often of flint
and, although only eight pebbles were recovered, six arc of
flint . The other retouched artifacts, however, reflect the
predominance of bloodstone in the sample. The relative
abundance of decortical, irregular flakes of f l int may reflect
the fact that the presence of cortex aids the recognition of
flint, but it is also likely that this reflects the differing
reduction strategies used for the two materials (Chapter 6).
The relative abundance of flint for blades and microliths is
probably also a reflection of the exploitation of the
different properties of flint by the prehistoric knappers
(Chapter 6).

THE PLOUGHSOIL SAMPLE: BURNING

This analysis suggested that 8% of the sample was burni,
almost twice the number of pieces thai were identified as
burn! during the on-sitc classification. As the experiment-
ation showed that many of the pieces subject to inlense
heat did not develop the classic signs of burning, this
must be a min imum figure for the amount of burnt
material in the assemblage. There was no evidence for
the deliberate heating of material to improve its knapping
qualities (Griffiths et af 1987). Almost half of the recogni-
sably burnt material consisted of chunks, a strong indi-
cation that the fracturing of both bloodstone and f l in t on
heating was a major factor in the formation of irregular
material.

THE STRATIFIED SAMPLE: MATERIAL

The second sample studied was that given detailed con-
sideration by the lithic lechnologist (Chapter 6), namely
material from a secure mesolithic context and material
from the mixed mesolithic/neolithic deposits. It consisted
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ILL 25: The lithic assemblage from the ploughsoil sample, wet sieved quadrats: by type and material.

of 1708 pieces. The detailed results are presented in
Chapter 6 with the discussion of the technology to which
they relate, but in brief bloodstone was found to dominate,
although the apparent superiority of flint for some artifact
types (ie blades) was demonstrated. Overall, the highest
proportion of flint came from the purely mesolithic assem-
blage.

THE MODIFIED ARTIFACTS: MATERIAL

All of the modified artifacts were classified by material.
The results of this are presented with the discussion of the
individual types (Chapter 7). In summary, those based on
blade blanks show a dominance of flint, while those based
on flake blanks are more likely to be made of bloodstone
(Ills 52, 53).
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DISCUSSION

It is evident that the two main materials in use for flaked stone tools were selected in different
proportions for different purposes, but in no category was this carried out to the extent of
excluding either material. At first sight, the use of any flint seems surprising, in view of the free
availability of bloodstone on the island, but the flint was generally of better quality than the
bloodstone, and thus more suited to the production of some of the artifacts (Chapter 6). The
evidence indicates that a pebble source of flint was used (probably beach pebbles), but flint was
clearly not as abundant as bloodstone. Both the flint and the bloodstone were locally available,
and they were supplemented by a small quantity of other local siliceous rocks. It is clear that the
prehistoric knappers made full use of the range of lithic resources of Rhum.
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5 THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE: DEFINITIONS AND

COMPOSITION

INTRODUCTION____________________________________

The excavations yielded an assemblage of 138,043 pieces of worked stone. This represents only a
fraction of the stone debris that littered the site as a result of the manufacture and use of stone tools
throughout its prehistoric occupation. The analysis of this material has been complicated by two
factors: firstly, two widely separated periods of occupation were revealed; secondly, the site was not
fully excavated so that the assemblage is only a sample of the material originally deposited there.

There are three broad stratigraphic categories from which material was derived:

- 'mesolithic': anthropogenic features dating from the mid ninth to the mid eighth millennium
BP

- 'neolithic': mixed anthropogenic and natural features dating from the late fifth to the late
fourth millennium BP

- 'ploughsoil': a mixed anthropogenic horizon of recent origin.

Much of the assemblage must have been laid down in the earliest period, with the result that
material from this phase has contaminated the later deposits, whilst the third horizon contains
material from both earlier periods.

The recovery methods employed for each of these stratigraphic categories have already been
described (Chapter 2). In order to prepare the initial, on site, catalogue the whole assemblage was
treated alike, and the definitions used for this and for all subsequent analysis are presented below.

The initial catalogue divided the assemblage into basic types (Tab 2) and enabled a general
picture to be built up. As the problems of distinguishing bloodstone from flint were not resolved
until the detailed post-excavation analysis (Chapters 4 and 6), the two materials were considered
as one for the initial catalogue, and they were called chalcedony. Once an adequate method of
distinguishing between the two materials had been formulated, then specific samples of the
assemblage were sub-divided and so, in the post-excavation analysis, the use of bloodstone could
be compared to the use of flint (Chapters 6 and 7).

DEFINITIONS

The following list is intended as a tool to clarify the interpretation of the lithic catalogue, and the
sections on specialised lithic analysis. Lithic specialists may sometimes impart specific nuances of
meaning to their use of particular terms, and so it is necessary to know the precise meaning of the
terminology used to describe any assemblage. The definitions given here are those that were used
for the analysis of the lithic material from Kinloch; though they are specific to Kinloch, the list is
presented with a view to its potential use in the analysis of material from similar sites. Some terms
are not included here, these are terms for which there is less scope for variety in interpretation.
Clear definitions of these may be found in Tixier et al 1980, and these are the definitions followed
by those working on the material from Kinloch.
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1 Knapping is the process of flaking stone for the
manufacture of touls; it refers to both primary and
secondary technology.

2 Primary Technology is the first part of the systematic
process of stone tool production: nodules of raw
material are prepared into cores and then used for the
manufacture of flakes and blades. Many blades and
flakes may be used as functional tools in their original
form.

3 Secondary Technology is the second part of the tool
production process: selected blades and flakes are
modified into specific tool types. For the Kinloch
analysis these types are defined by attributes relating
to both technology and morphology.

4 Reduction Technique is the specific way in which force
is applied to the raw material during tool manufac-
ture. This may be through percussion, pressure, or
grinding. Percussion may be direct (hammer on to
core), or indirect (hammer to punch to core).
Hammers may be hard or soft.

5 Reduction Method is the overall process through
which knapping is achieved. This may involve the
application of several different reduction techniques
(Pelegrin 1982, 65).

6 Platform Technique is a reduction technique used in
primary technology in which percussion is applied at
an angle to the platform of a core. The core may be
freely supported or supported on an anvil.

7 Bipolar Technique is a reduction technique used in
primary technology in which percussion is applied to
the top of the core. The core is always supported on an
anvil.

8 Hard Percussion is a reduction technique in which the
implement used to transfer force to the core is of
approximately the same hardness as the worked
material. Force is normally direct. Relevant techno-
logical attributes include: a large, pronounced bulb of
force; clearly visible ripples; radial fissures from the
point of impact; bulbar scars.

9 Soft Percussion is a reduction technique in which an
implement softer than the worked material is used. I(
may be direct or indirect. Relevant technological
attributes include: a diffuse or flat bulb of force; a
platform lip at the edge of the ventral surface.

10 Bulbs of Force have been divided into the following
types:
10.1 Diffuse Bulbs: slightly domed, poorly

developed with no ripples or radial fissures.
10.2 Flat Bulbs: a fiat ventral surface with no sign of

a bulb and no other identifiable attributes.
10.3 Pronounced Bulbs: a prominent bulb with

readily identifiable ripples.
11 Orientation: during examination artifacts are always

held with the dorsal face uppermost and the proximal
end towards the observer (and illustrated as such).

12 Dimensions are recorded in millimetres in the order:
length: width: thickness.
12.1 Length is the measurement taken along a l ine at

90° to the platform of the piece.
12.2 Width is the measurement taken across the

widest part of the piece, at 90° to the length and
in the same plane.

12.3 Thickness is the measurement taken from the
ventral surface to the highest point of the dorsal
surface along a line perpendicular to both
length and width.

13 Primary Material: artifacts with cortex platforms and
cortex over the dorsal surface.

14 Secondary Material: artifacts with flake platforms but
some cortex over the dorsal surface.

15 Inner Material: artifacts with no surviving cortex
surfaces.

16 Decortical Material: primary or secondary removals
used to open and shape a nodule.

17 Pebbles are lumps of raw material from which one or
two flakes may have been removed at random.

18 Cores are lumps of raw material from which a
sequence of removals has been taken. They have been
classified into four types:
18.1 Bipolar Cores: cores from which removals arc

made by the splitting of the paren! nodule by
the bipolar technique. At Kinloch the bipolar
cores did not develop flat platforms.

18.2 Platform Cores: cores from which removals are
taken from the side of the core by use of the
platform technique.

18.3 Disc Cores: cores from which removals are
taken from alternate faces of (he core by
applying percussion to the core edge. In this
way the negative scar of a previous removal
becomes the platform for the next removal.
These cores are freehand supported.

18.4 Amorphous Cores: cores from which removals
have been made in no regular fashion.

19 Blades arc long thin removals with parallel, straight
sides and acute edges. They are knapped by a specific
reduction method known as blade strategy.

20 Regular Flakes are removals with a minimum of
10mm of regular acute edge. They are wider than
blades and do not require the use of a blade strategy.
They are, by definition, always over 10mm in either
length or width.

21 Irregular Flakes are removals with no regular edge.
They may be large or small and are frequently chunky
in aspect. This category includes all flakes of less than
10mm maximum dimension.

22 Chunks are removals with neither platform nor ven-
tral surface. They arc generally the unintentional
by-products from knapping. They may be large or
small.

23 Modified Pieces are artifacts that have been modified
after primary reduction by the use of secondary
technology. At Kinloch this was always done by
retouching. The individual types of modified piece
found at Kinloch are fu l ly described in Chapter 7.

24 Blanks are pieces (generally flakes and blades, but
sometimes cores or chunks) that have been selected
for modification. No unmodified blanks were identi-
fied at Kinloch, but the reconstruction of the predom-
inant types of blank ihat were selected for the
different modified pieces was of interest.

25 Debris is a by-product of knapping: that material
which inevitably results from the knapping process
but which was not the goal of that process. Some
debris may be suitable for use with or without
modification.

26 Debiiage: is debris tha t was not suitable for any
further purpose, material discarded immediately upon
the end of the knapping exercise. It includes much
very small material.

27 Tool: the term tool is a subjective term reserved for
pieces (whether modified or not) considered to be
potentially of use as manipulated artifacts. The term,
therefore, includes both unretouchcd blades and regu-
lar flakes, as well as retouched artifacts; in addition a
core may become a core tool.
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ILL 26: The lithic assemblage, cores: 1-9 platform cores.
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COMPOSITION

The total composition of the assemblage may be seen in Table 2; the individual types, their
production and the raw material from which they derive are discussed in detail below.

Type

PEBBLES

CORES
Bipolar
Platform
Disc
ftoorphous

BLflDES

REGULRR
FLRKES

IRREGULflR
FLflKES

CHUNKS

Chalced<

91

267
929

7
26

2572

13230

104944

13364

MODIFIED
flRTIFHCTS
Microliths 1155
Non- Micro lithic 452

Si t i c i f l ed Volcanic
Limestone Glass

12

3

150

444

40

17

2

8

151

82

18

50

X
Cortex

100

12
34
28
34

3

8

6

17

Total

120

1252

2575

13408

105531
1697.

13489

1155
453

Table 2: The total lithic assemblage: composition by type and material.

PEBBLES

The 120 pebbles represent less than \% of the total
assemblage. The majority are of chalcedony (82%). while
the remainder are of quartz or agate; all are small. In many
cases one or two flakes have been removed from the
pebbles, and thus they may represent raw material thai wiis
never utilised.

CORES (Ills 26, 27, 28)

Cores represent 1% of the assemblage. There are 1252 in
all, the majority are platform cores (75%). in addition 22%
are bipolar cores, and there are a few disc cores (a total of
7), as well as 27 amorphous cores. Both the bipolar and the
platform cores tend to have all of the cortex removed and,
although this is clearly a result of the reduction strategy, it
may also be related to the small size of the original
nodules. A total of 146 (16%) of the plalform cores have
two platforms, the majority of the rest have single plal-
forms. Some of the cores were large enough to have been
further reduced, but analysis done by Oliver (1987)
demonstrated that most were worked until they were quite
small and that there was little difference in the mean length
at discard between the different types of core (Tab 3). This
suggests that platform and bipolar cores were both reduced

until they were too small to produce useful flakes or
blades, and that the bipolar technique was used in its own
right and not just as a method for working out exhausted
platform cores (Chapters 6 and 14). However, 10% of all
cores were apparently discarded because of (he develop-

ILL 27: Platform core of agate; scale 2:1
(Photograph - I Larner).
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ILL 28: The lithic assemblage, cores: 1-6 bipolar cores: 7-8 disc cores.

ment of step fractures. These can be due to knapper error
or to flaws in the raw material, and they usually lead to the
premature abandonment of a core.

CORE TYPE MEflN LENGTH RT DISCORD Cram3

Plat form 27
Bipolar . 25

f lmorphous & Disc 26

Table 3: The lithic assemblage: core lengths at discard.

BLADES (111 29)

There are 2575 blades, 2% of the assemblage. With the
exception of three quartz blades, all are of chalcedony.
96% are inner; there are 88 secondary blades and 3 are
primary; only 8 crested blades were recovered. It would
seem that the nodules could readily be flaked into blade

cores without recourse to the preparation of an artificial
crest. The manufacture and alteration of the blades is dealt
with in more detail in Chapter 6.

REGULAR FLAKES

Regular flakes make up 10% of the assemblage, there are
13,413. The majority (98%) are of chalcedony; there are
also some of quartz and a very few of siliceous limestone,
agate, and volcanic glass. There are few primary flakes,
and only 7% are secondary, most flakes are inner. Some
derive from core trimming (75) or core rejuvenation (15),
but these may be under-represented as the rapid count
made their recognition difficult.

IRREGULAR FLAKES

There are 105,597 irregular flakes, 76% of the assemblage.
The majority (99%) are of chalcedony; others cover the
whole range of materials exploited. There are few second-
ary or primary flakes; 95% are inner.
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ILL 29: The lithrc assemblage, blades. 11 is a refit of blades 1 and 2 to core 26.8.

Included here are one core rejuvenation flake and 25
core trimming flakes. As this category is defined by small
size as well as by irregularity of edge, it incorporates both
irregular flakes whether large or small and tiny regular
flakes. The category was created in an attempt to cover the
by-products of knapping, but because it was not sub-
divided many different by-products lie within this broad
class, eg both tiny retouching flakes and larger t r imming
flakes. During the more detailed analysis of the assemblage
the irregular flakes that were of less than 10mm in maxi-
mum dimension were separated out and counted in an
attempt to get more information from the variety wi th in
this category but, although the presence or absence of such
small pieces did prove to be of interest in places, there was
not time to examine this small debitage in detail and divide
it into constituent types. Work done elsewhere has shown
that this could be of great interest (Clarke 1986; Newcomer
& Karlin 1987).

CHUNKS

10% of the assemblage are chunks, 13,490 pieces in total. A
few are of quartz and agate, and there are two of volcanic
glass, hut over 99% are chalcedony. This may reflect the
difficulties of recognising artifactual debris of quartz and
agate some of which is likely to have been discarded as
natural. Most of the chunks (83%) arc inner pieces.

MODIFIED PIECES

Only 1%; of the assemblage is modified, a total of 1,608
artifacts. The modified pieces fall into two categories:
microliths and others. This distinction is based both on the
size of the artifact and on the nature of the modification.
Tables 4 & 5 present a general breakdown of the artifact
types involved, and each is described in detail in Chapter 7.
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SCRflPERS
Simple 79
Rngled 86
Concave 25
Resharpening Flakes 17
Broken 21

BORERS 56
EDGE RETOUCHED RRTIFRCTS
Simple 26
Complex 33
Broken 38

RETOUCHED BLRDE SEGMENTS 7

INVflSIVE POINTS
Complete Leaf Shaped 3
Complete Barbed & Tanged 1
Broken Leaf Shaped 4
Basal Fragments 3
Tips 2
Miscellaneous Fragments 3

BURINS
Tool 1
Spall 1

MISCELLflNEOUS
Complete 15
Broken 31

GUNFLINT 1

Table 4: The lithic assemblage: modified artifacts,
non-microlithic types.

Microburins 33
Lame lies a Cran 6
Obliquely Blunted 16
Backed Blade lets 144
Scalene Triangles 158
Crescents 53
Double Edge Crescents 11
Rods 8
Fine Points 18
Invasive Points 2
Fragments 706

Table 5: The lithic assemblage: microlithic
artifact types.

SUMMARY

The initial classification suggested that the site contained evidence for both the manufacture and
the use of stone tools. The evidence for manufacture consisted of the quantities of knapping
debris: cores; core trimming and rejuvenation flakes; irregular flakes; and chunks. Evidence for
use lay in the modified artifacts and in the blades and regular flakes many of which were doubtless
used without modification. The modified artifacts included scrapers, borers, bifacial points, and a
variety of microliths. A number of factors suggested that some of these, at least, had been used
(Chapter 8).
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6^ THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE: PRIMARY TECHNOLOGY

P ZETTERLUND

INTRODUCTION

Examination of the primary technology was concentrated on well-stratified mesolithic material
from Trench AD. No unmixed neolithic contexts were discovered, but material from mixed
mesolithic/neolithic contexts was examined to establish whether any technological differences
could be determined over time. Work on the raw materials (Chapter 4) meant that bloodstone and
flint could be differentiated for this analysis, so that the relative use of the two materials could also
be assessed.

A technological study is concerned with the analysis of the techniques and methods used to
reduce lithic material to blanks and tools (Callahan 1987). Specific definitions pertinent to work on
the Kinloch assemblage are presented in Chapter 5. It should be emphasised, however, that
exceptions to these definitions will be found in any assemblage: fracture morphology is not rigid in
any material, so small assemblages may yield misleading interpretations.

SAMPLING THE MESOLITHIC MATERIAL

The mesolithic features in Trench AD comprised a series of pits (Chapter 4, 111 10). Although
three different phases were distinguished, the material was treated as a single unit for the
technological analysis, so that overall patterns could be seen. In fact, the lack of erosion surfaces
between fills suggests that there was little time separation between phases and, indeed, a general
examination of the lithic contents of the different phases made after completion of the analysis did
not reveal any significant differences between them.

THE ARTIFACTS EXAMINED

TYPES

The material included both modified and unmodified tools,
as well as debitage. Although this analysis was concerned
with the primary technology, the debitage was not con-
sidered because of time restrictions. Table 6 presents a
breakdown by type of the artifacts used for the analysis.
From this it is clear that there were so many regular flakes
that not all could be studied. However, there were few
primary or secondary flakes and, in order to obtain suffi-
cient for analysis, all of these were included, but only 50%
of the inner regular flakes (a 50% random sample from
each context). The total sample of regular flakes amounted
to 54%. This method of sampling was considered to be
appropriate because the overall analysis was dependant on
the recognition of general trends of attributes among the
different artifact types. Furthermore, subsequent compar-

ison of the sample with the remaining material did not
reveal any significant differences, so that the material
selected may be considered to be representative of the
mesolithic assemblage as a whole.

RAW MATERIALS

Only the flint and bloodstone artifacts were examined.

THE CONDITION OF THE ASSEMBLAGE

Many of the pieces showed severe surface alteration
(mainly abrasion and loss of colour). It was almost impos-
sible to recognise individual morphological and techno-
logical attributes on these pieces, and they were excluded
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TYPE
CORES
Platform
Bipolar

BLflDES
Decortical
Inner

REGULRR FLflKES
Decortical
Inner

MODIFIED RRTIFRCTS
Microliths
Non-Microlithic

TOTRL 7. EXRMINEO

14
6

6
263

74
942

113
14

100
100

100
100

100
50

100
100

100

75

50

25

Table 6: Trench AD, mesolithic sample: Iithic artifacts
used for technological analysis.
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ILL 30: The Iithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: bulb
types.

from the analysis. This comprised 27% of the blades; 31%
of the sampled regular flakes; 4% of the cores; and 11%
of the microliths, and it included all pieces of ambiguous
material (Chapter 4). The condition of the retouched

artifacts posed a problem as there were only fourteen in
total, six of which showed some surface alteration. This
group was so small that it could only be used for compa-
risons of artifact size.

THE ANALYSIS OF REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

There are several features which are commonly held to indicate the reduction technique used in
the production of any iithic artifact. Bulb type, in particular, is often cited as distinctive of the way
in which force is applied to the core. In the sample under examination, three kinds of positive
bulbs were identified, and there were also a number of blades with unclassifiable bulbs in which
platform crushing had removed a significant part of the bulb. Amongst the bulb types, diffuse
bulbs predominated on both blades and flakes of flint and bloodstone (111 30). As both diffuse and
flat bulbs generally indicate the use of soft percussion, the abundance of both point to this as the
main reduction technique, and this is supported by the presence of a platform lip on a few pieces.
Nevertheless, there were a number of pronounced bulbs in the assemblage, and these would
usually be associated with the use of a hard technique. However, the relationship between the hard
and soft techniques is both complex and varied, and the technological attributes once thought to be
characteristic of the hard technique (Knutsson 1981; Madsen 1978) should be re-examined; not
only are there always exceptions to the norm, but also bulb type is affected by many factors other
than the type of percussor, eg:

- amount of force;
- flaking angle on impact;
- material structure;
- platform preparation on the core edge;
- platform size/mass at the proximal end of the removal.

Of these, the first two are more or less impossible to register in any Iithic assemblage. The ring
cracks to be seen on 13 pieces in the sample may reflect increased force, but they do not correlate
with a particular bulb type and so they are hard to interpret. The structure of the material is of
more interest at Kinloch as two quite different materials were used, and the flint blades and flakes
do show a significantly larger number of pronounced bulbs than do those of bloodstone. This may
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ILL 31: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: flakes. 1 platform edge preparation: 2-3 high speed fractures. 1 & 3
bloodstone: 2 flint.

be due to the different fracture dynamics of bloodstone, but detailed experimental work is needed
to clarify this matter and it was not possible within the project. The fourth factor (core edge
preparation), is associated with the fifth (platform size/mass). Core edge preparation may result in
a relatively thick proximal end (111 31.1) because a harder blow is needed to remove a flake from a
prepared edge, and the point of impact must lie well back from the face of the core. If the mass of
the platform edge is too great, or if the wrong flaking angle is used, then the force of the blow may
disappear into the body of the core and split it with a plunging, overshot fracture. Bearing these
factors in mind, the conclusion must be that soft percussion was used at Kinloch, and that this
produced some attributes normally associated with hard percussion.

Soft percussion may be direct or indirect (in contrast to hard percussion, which is almost always
direct), and it is difficult to determine whether a soft baton was used as a percussor (whether
direct, or indirect in combination with a punch), or as a pressure tool. At Kinloch the morphology
of the platform cores argued strongly against the use of pressure (111 32), and this is supported by
the lack of typical pressure blades in the assemblage. As for the use of indirect percussion, there is
no definite evidence of the use of punches in the assemblage. Much material is fragmented (c. 60%
of both blades and flakes), and this may be caused by indirect percussion, but it could also result
from other factors such as intentional breakage, use-wear, or post-depositional pressures. In
general, therefore, the evidence suggests that both blades and flakes were produced by direct, soft
percussion. This is supported by the small size of the surviving platforms, particularly on the
blades. 76% of the blades and 30% of the flakes have platform remnants that are less than 1mm
wide (111 33. 3-4): evidence that the platform was struck very close to the edge. In some cases the
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40
—J mm

ILL 32: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: platform cores. 1-2 double platformed cores: 3-4 conical platform cores.
4 bloodstone: 1-3 flint.
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40

ILL 33: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: flakes and blades. 1-4 with prepared platform margin: 5-7 overshot
blades. 1. 4-5 bloodstone: 2- 3, 6-7 flint.
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ILL 34: The l ithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: flakes and blades. I & 3 removals with two platforms: 2 & 4 crested
blades: 5 platform rejuvenation flake. 1 & 3 bloodstone: 2, 4-5 f l int.
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ILL 35: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: cores and flakes. 1-2 bipolar cores; 3-4 flakes with cortex platforms. 1-3
bloodstone; 4 flint.
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platform had collapsed altogether, possibly because of deficient preparation as well as the impact
of the force being too near to the platform edge. Collapsed platforms are a fairly common
phenomenon when direct soft percussion is used.

The type of core preparation also supports the argument for soft percussion. Preparation
consisted of the simple removal of the small overhang formed between detachments, and it is best
described as a light retouching of the platform margin (111 33. 1-4). Furthermore, there are 8
high-speed fractures, where the removal (whether blade or flake) has been split down the flaking
axis (111 31. 2-3). These are usually considered as indicators of the use of direct percussion. Given
the evidence for the use of direct soft percussion, there are sandstone percussors from the site that
may have been used (Chapter 9; Ills 79, 80). If so, the use of a medium-hard stone might explain
the existence of some technological attributes more commonly considered to be indicative of hard
percussion.

REDUCTION METHOD AT KINLOCH: THE MESOLITHIC EVIDENCE

The reduction method employed for the production of any lithic assemblage may combine a
number of different reduction techniques. The technological attributes of the individual artifact
types in the assemblage may be used as indicators of the various techniques used to make the
different tool types.

Both bloodstone and flint, were available on Rhum as beach nodules of varying quality (Chapter
4). The relationship between the two materials may be summarised as follows: the quality of flint
was high, but the nodules were small; bloodstone was available in larger nodules, but they were
generally of inferior quality. In practice this means that the manufacture of any artifacts longer
than c.50mm was difficult.

TYPES

CORES

Flint.
There are no certain bipolar cores of flint. Six of the eight
flint cores are platform cores. The other two cores are
based on flakes; they have few removals, and it is possible

that they were intended for further reduction by the
bipolar method. Four of the platform cores were double
platformed (111 32. 1-2). and the other two are conical
blade cores (111 32.3). The platform cores all have evidence
of platform preparation, and the mean flaking angle is 70°.
Three were used for blades alone, and the others for a

100, „

50.

Bloodstone Flint

Decort ical
Blades

(6 )

Cores

Total (20)

ILL 36: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: artifact types by material.

Decortical .
Flakes

(74)

Inner
Blades

(172)

Inner
Flakes
(471)
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mixture of blades and flakes. All were abandoned because
of knapping faults (the formation of step and hinge
fractures); although, as they were of similar length when
discarded (30mm), they may have been knapped to their
limit.

Bloodstone.
There are seven platform cores and five bipolar cores of
bloodstone. The platform cores are more varied than those
of flint, and they have relatively large platforms in relation
to their length (III 32.4). Although all of them have only
one platform, some of the bloodstone flakes and blades
indicate that cores with opposed platforms did exist (111
34.1-3). Only three platform cores show signs of platform
preparation, but the mean flaking angle is still 70°. The
majority of these cores were used for both blades and
flakes, but some were apparently used to produce flakes
alone. Most were abandoned when inclusions made further
flaking impossible, and only one was discarded because of
flaking fractures.

The five bipolar cores were all made of relatively high
quality bloodstone. They are typical of this type of core (111
35. 1-2), and one is based on a flake (III 35. 2). Two were
abandoned because of inclusions, the rest show no obvious
flaws and had probably been worked as much as was
practical.

DECORTICAL FLAKES AND BLADES

The sample contains a number of decortical flakes and
blades. Those with platforms of cortex were detached at
the beginning of reduction (Tixier et at 1980, 86) and they
may be called 'nodule opening flakes' (III 35. 3-4). Other
flakes with cortex originate from the removal of irregular-
ities on the nodule and from the shaping of cores (111 33.
1-3). All tend to be large and thick, of concave profile, and
of varying shape with large platforms and little edge
trimming. There are many more decortical flakes and
blades of flint, than of bloodstone (III 36). Decortical
blades, of which there are only six, probably represent
blades detached in the initial stages of reduction in order to
create ridges for blade manufacture proper.

OVERSHOT FLAKES AND BLADES

Overshot flakes and blades may either be a deliberate
feature of the core production process (Tixier et at 1980,
94) or they may be accidental (usually when the mis-
direction of the blow results in the removal of the base of
an existing core). There are far more overshot blades and
flakes of flint than of bloodstone, and most result from core
shaping (111 33. 7). One removed a fracture to repair a
core, and two appear to be knapping mistakes which have
removed part of an opposed platform (III 33. 5-6).

The overshot blades are amongst the longest blades, and
as such they may indicate the maximum length of prepared
cores, ie 50mm for flint and 40mm for bloodstone.
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ILL 37: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: blade
types. Dimensions in mm.

CRESTED BLADES

There are two crested blades, both of flint (111 34. 2 & 4).
They were used to prepare ridges down the side of a core
to guide blade production. Neither is a true crested blade
(on which the ridge is formed by alternating flakes). Both
have been produced to straighten a natural pre-existing
ridge. One is overshot and was used to shape the base of
the core as well as its sides. Both have platforms isolated
by careful edge trimming.

PLATFORM REJUVENATION FLAKES

There was only one platform rejuvenation flake within the
sample (111 34.5); it was struck from the side of the core and
reduced the core length by 10mm.
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40

ILL 38: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: blades. 2, 4, 5 bloodstone: 1, 3, 6 flint.

BLADES

Blades have been divided into three groups (111 37) on the
basis of the size of unmodified, as compared to modified,
blades:

1 Blades with a width exceeding 8mm: blades
2 Blades of width between 5-8mm: narrow blades
3 Blades below 5mm in width: chips

1 Blades (111 38. 1-6):
Blades are characterised by small elongated platforms
(mean size 3mm x 1mm), careful platform preparation,
platform isolation, parallelism, and low dorsal ridges. Most
are straight, and the flaking angle varies between 70° and

80°. The size range of complete specimens is presented in
111 37. There are more blades of flint than of bloodstone;
many have resulted from the initial shaping of platform
cores.

2 Narrow Blades (111 39. 1-6):
Narrow blades have the same morphological and techno-
logical properties as blades, though they tend to have
fewer dorsal ridges. The size range is shown in 111 37. There
are more narrow blades of bloodstone than of flint in the
sample.

3 Chips (111 39. 7-10)
There are few chips. They exhibit the same characteristics
as the other two groups, but are much smaller (111 37).
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ILL 39: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: narrow blades and chips. 1-6 narrow blades: 7-10 chips. 1-3 9-10
bloodstone: 4-8 flint.
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ILL 40: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: flakes. 2-3, 5-6, 8 bloodstone: 1, 4, 7, 9-10 flint.
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ILL 41: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic sample: complete inner flakes, length/width ratios.
Dimensions in mm.

INNER FLAKES

There are more inner flakes of bloodstone than of flint
(III 36). Most have small, flat, elongated platforms similar
to those of the blades, but the flakes have wider termi-
nations than blades and they exhibit no parallelism. In
the consideration of any site with blade technology, the

flakes are problematical, as it is not possible to determine
with certainty whether they were manufactured deliber-
ately or whether they are blade-making debris. At Kin-
loch, as few have been well prepared and many are small
and thin (111 40. 1-10, 41), it seems most likely that the
manufacture of flakes was related to the manufacture of
the blades.

THE AIMS OF THE PRIMARY REDUCTION PROCESS IN THE MESOLITHIC

The mesolithic reduction process at Kinloch was geared to blade manufacture. This being the case
it should be reflected in the general make-up of the assemblage, particularly if the site was one
which specialised in blade making. By comparing the quantity of blades in the assemblage to that
offtakes (the lamellar index: Hordes & Gaussen 1970), it is possible to measure the importance of
blade manufacture on site. If the site specialised in blade making, then it is accepted that the ratio
of blades to flakes must exceed 20%. In the sample under consideration the lamellar index is 24%.
Thus, there is some evidence that the knappers at Kinloch were specialising in the manufacture of
blades. The flakes in the assemblage constitute the debris from this process, and some were
subsequently modified. Many pieces, both modified and unmodified, may have been used.
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ILL 42: Comparative lithic reduction strategies.

Having established the presence of blade manufacture on site, it is necessary to examine why
blades were made. Many, no doubt, were used without modification, but it would only be possible
to detect these with use-wear analysis. However, the assemblage also contains a number of artifact
types which are based on the modification of blades. The most numerous are the microliths, but
within the sample there was also a borer, a burin and a scraper. Turning first to the wider category of
blades, many of these were a by-product of the shaping of the platform cores, but some were used as
blanks for modified (formal) tools. It is unlikely that these were blanks for microlith production, as
this would have entailed reducing the width of the blade by over half (compare 111 37 with Ills 61 and
62), but non-microlithic formal tools were made on the wider blades (Ills 54, 57).

In contrast to the wider blades, narrow blades are well suited to the production of microliths.
Broadly similar blades seem to have been selected for the different microlith types, though the
modification has led to shape differences (Ills 61, 62). The final group of blades were classified as
chips; these are preparation chips, produced during the trimming of platforms (called core front
chips by Newcomer & Karlin 1987), ie they were produced spontaneously rather than intention-
ally. As with all small debitage, these pieces may be used to indicate knapping floors, and they are
so small that they often remain at the place of production (unless the knapping floor was cleared in
some way, in which case debitage may have been dumped elsewhere).

Although making flakes was not the primary goal of the knappers, there are many that would
have been useful, and it is unlikely that these went to waste. Without further study it is impossible
to identify those that were used unmodified. Some, however, were modified, eg most of the larger
modified tools in the sample are on flake blanks. A comparison of the sizes of unmodified flakes
with the modified artifacts (Ills 41, 52, 53) suggests that most of the unmodified inner flakes are too
thin to have been made into some types (such as scrapers), but the cortical flakes were generally
thicker and more suitable for blanks. An examination of the scrapers shows that the majority were
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made on flakes and many on inner flakes, so it may be that the more suitable inner flakes were
removed from the unmodified assemblage in prehistory.

CONCLUSIONS: THE MESOLITHIC REDUCTION STRATEGY AT
KINLOCH (111 42)

Of the two main materials (flint and bloodstone), the primary reduction of flint certainly took place
on site, but this is not so certain for bloodstone. Although there is some waste from the primary
reduction of bloodstone, the quantity of decortical flakes and blades is insignificant, and it seems
likely that the majority of nodules were opened for testing and roughly shaped elsewhere, probably
on the beach where they were collected. Further reduction was then carried out on both materials
with direct, soft percussion, probably using medium-hard sandstone cobbles as hammers. In
general, platform cores were prepared, though some bipolar cores were also used. Knapping was
directed towards the production of blades of two specific types: blades and narrow blades. Blades
were predominantly of flint and many were the by-products of the shaping of platform cores, though
some were modified into formal tools, and others may well have been used without modification.
The narrow blades are predominantly of bloodstone (this may well reflect the poorer knapping
quality of the bloodstone), and they were apparently deliberately manufactured as blanks for
microliths. In addition, tiny blades, classified as chips, were produced as part of the core
preparation process. Flakes were a by-product of this reduction strategy, but they are present in
large numbers and many would have been quite suitable for use, with or without modification.

TYPE
CORES
PUtform
Bipolar
Disc

BLflDES
Decortical
Inner

REGULflR FLflKES
DccorticaL
Inner

MODIFIED flRTIFflCTS
M i c r o l i t h s
Non-Microl i thic

TOTflL X EXRMINED

15
16
4

6
87

54
628

21
8

100
100
100

100
100

100
53

100
100

100

75

25

Table 7: Trench AD, mesolithic/neolithic sample: lilhic
artifacts used for technological analysis.

ILL43: The lithicassemblage, mesolithic/neolithicsamplc:
bulb types.

SAMPLING THE MIXED MESOLITHIC/NEOLITHIC CONTEXTS

In the fourth millennium BC the site was littered with debris from earlier occupation, and
mesolithic material was incorporated into the fills of all the later features. Nevertheless, four of
these mixed deposits were selected for comparison with the pure mesolithic material studied
above. These areas comprised:

1 Peat: the peat that formed in the watercourse on the northern edge of the site.
2 Rocks and debris: a deposit of rocks together with organic material, pottery and lithics lying

towards the eastern end of the peaty fill of the watercourse.
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40

ILL 44: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic/neolithic sample: cores. 1-3 disc cores: 4 handle core. All of bloodstone.
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3 Small dumps: a series of matted rafts of wood and other material from the surface of the peat
in the watercourse.

4 Basal peat: the peat below the deposit of rocks (Area 2 above).

Of these four deposits, 2 and 3 are associated with radiocarbon determinations (Area 2: 3890±65
BP, GU-2042; Area 3: 4080±60 BP, GU-2148). Area 4 contained so little lithic material that it
was not included in the study after the initial classification of artifacts.

The aims of this analysis were twofold: to ascertain whether the primary technology differed in
any way from that deduced from the uncontaminated mesolithic material; and to establish whether
there were any differences between the four areas. At this point it should be stressed that none of
the material under consideration lies in a primary context: at best 2 and 3 are rubbish dumps; at
worst 1 and 4 comprise material that has accumulated within the growing peat beds. It should be
remembered, however, that even the mesolithic material from Trench AD derives from a pit
complex and as such has been deposited from unknown use-areas.

THE ARTIFACTS EXAMINED

Types, Raw Material and Condition.
The sample for this analysis was derived in the same way as that for the analysis of the mesolithic
contexts. It included flint and bloodstone cores, blades, regular flakes, microliths and retouched
artifacts (Tab 7).

In contrast to the mesolithic sample, few pieces showed signs of surface alteration.

THE ANALYSIS OF REDUCTION TECHNIQUES (see definitions, Chapter 5)

The features indicative of the methods used to apply force for the manufacture of flakes and blades
were catalogued and analysed. As in the mesolithic sample, diffuse and flat bulbs were
predominant (111 43), suggesting the use of soft percussion. This is supported by the other
technological attributes. The presence of some attributes normally associated with hard percussion
is best explained by the use of medium hard sandstone cobbles as hammers. The similarity of the
technological attributes with those of the mesolithic assemblage suggests the use of direct
percussion. One core may have been flaked with pressure (111 44. 4), but no generalisations can be
drawn from a single artifact.

100

50.

Bloodstone Fl in t

Cores

Total (35)

ILL 45: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic/neolithic sample: artifaci types by material.

Decortical
Flakes
(54)

Inner
Blades
(87)

Inner
Flakes
(332)
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REDUCTION METHOD AT KINLOCH: THE LATER EVIDENCE

Both flint and bloodstone were present in the sample (111 45), but there is less flint amongst the
later contexts than there was in the mesolithic material (111 46).

100,

50.

•/„
Total=743

100

50

Total=5l4

Bloodstone

Meso l i t h i c M e s o l i t h i c / N c o l i t h i c
ILL 46: The lithic assemblage, samples used for technological analysis, by material.

TYPES

CORES (111 47)

Flint.
There are seven flint cores in the sample, all but one of
which are platform cores with a typical conical shape.
Although these are all single platformed, there are blades
and flakes that indicate the use of cores with opposed
platforms. Most of the cores are unifacial, ie they have
been flaked around one side only. They are similar to those
used in the mesolithic contexts, and, like them, many were
abandoned as a result of flaking fractures: the mean length
at discard was 32mm. In addition, there is one bipolar
core, from Area 2, made from a cortical flake but with few
detachments.

Bloodstone.
There are nine conical platform cores of bloodstone. They
are relatively short and wide, and have removals all the
way round. A few are wider than they are long. They were
used for both blades and flakes, but flakes predominate. In
contrast to those from Trench AD, there is less evidence of
discard as a result of impurities in the stone, and more
were apparently worked to exhaustion. One bloodstone
platform core (from Area 2) is quite different from the
others as it has clear evidence of microblade removal,
possibly by pressure (111 44. 4), but so far this piece stands
alone. Areas 2 and 3 are dominated by bipolar cores, all
but one of which are of high quality bloodstone. All are
typical bipolar cores, similar to those from Trench AD, but
of more variable length.

Four bloodstone disc cores, a type not found in the
mesolithic contexts, were also identified (111 44. 1-3). They
were used in the production of flakes by a quasi-bifacial
method, each removal utilising the negative scar from the
previous flake as a platform. This is a complex way to make
flakes and requires well planned work. It is reminiscent of
levallois flaking as it relies on previous removals to control
the size of the flakes produced. These cores may have been
flaked to exhaustion as neither defects of raw material, nor

100.

Pla t form 50.

Total=15

100

Bipolar 50.

Totol=16

7-7-*

Disc

100

so.
TotalM

Bloodstone Flint

ILL 47: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic/neolithic sample:
cores by material.
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ILL 48: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic/ncolilhic sample:
blade types. Dimensions in mm.

flaking fractures, led to their abandonment. In addition,
there is one bloodstone core from Area 3 that seems to be
a cross between a platform core and a disc core.

DECORTICAL FLAKES AND BLADES

There are a number of dccortical flakes and blades in the
sample: all represent the same reduction processes as those
of the mesolithic sample and, like them, they are predom-
inantly of flint (111 45).

firea 1 50

100

flrea 2 50 J

TotaL=35

100

flrea 3 50 J

Total=30

ILL49: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic/neolithic sample:
blade types by area.

OVERSHOT FLAKES AND BLADES

There are a few overshot flakes and blades; all present the
same picture as those from Trench AD.

CRESTED BLADES

There are two crested blades, both of bloodstone. Like
those from the mesolithic sample, the crests were formed
from the accentuation of a pre-existing natural ridge. In
contrast, however, neither had a prepared platform, and it
should also be remembered that those from the AD sample
are of flint.

BLADES

The blades from this sample are similar to those from the
mesolithic sample (111 37); all three types are present (III
48). The wider blades are found predominantly in Areas 1
and 3 (III 49), whereas in Area 2 there are more narrow
blades (and the majority of the microliths were found in
Area 2). Area 2 also contained more chips. Although there
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0
I

40

ILL 50: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic/neolithic sample: Flakes. 1-3 disc core flakes: 4-8 bipolar flakes. 1-4, 6-8
bloodstone: 5 flint.

are no certain bipolar blades amongst this assemblage, a
number of blades (bloodstone and flint) have crushed
platforms, and these may well have resulted from the use
of the bipolar method in the manufacture of blades.

FLAKES (111 50, 51)

As in the mesolithic sample there are more flakes of
bloodstone than of flint (111 45). In contrast to the mesoli-
thic sample, however, the dimensions and the detachment
characteristics of the later flakes suggest that they were
deliberately produced (although this is less certain in Area
2). This suggestion is strengthened by the evidence from

the cores, all of which had apparently been used for flake
production. Flakes were removed from both disc and
platform cores as well as bipolar cores (111 50. 1-8), but the
most regular flakes were produced from platform cores.

SCRAPER RESHARPENING FLAKES

Three small flakes (two flint, one bloodstone) appear
to have resulted from the resharpening of scrapers
(see Chapter 7). All retain truncated retouch scars
from a scraper face, two come from Area 2 and one from
Area 3.
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ILL 51: The lithic assemblage, mesolithic/neolithic sample: complete flakes, length/width ratios.
Dimensions in mm.

THE AIMS OF THE PRIMARY REDUCTION PROCESS IN THE LATER PERIOD

The assemblage comprised both flakes and blades, but the technological evidence suggested that
the flakes were an end product in themselves (though the lamellar index is the same as that for the
mesolithic sample: 24%). A number of formal tools were made on flake blanks: as in the
mesolithic sample these blanks were selected by size and shape. There were also some modified
tools based on blade blanks, notably the microliths, most of which were found in Area 2 (and may
indicate contamination from earlier material).

CONCLUSION: THE REDUCTION STRATEGY IN THE LATER PERIOD AT
KINLOCH (111 42)

The reduction strategy reconstructed for the later material is similar to that suggested for the
mesolithic material, but there are important differences. Both bloodstone and flint were used, still
from the same sources and still prepared in the same way, but (in contrast to the earlier
assemblage), there is much less use of flint. Direct, soft percussion was still used to reduce the
cores, and both platform and bipolar cores were prepared, but the knappers were now making use
of a third type of core ^the disc core), and their production was geared more to the manufacture of
flakes. There were few modified tools in the later samples.
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DISCUSSION

Although the basic reduction techniques were similar, there are a number of differences between
the mesolithic assemblage and the later material. The later assemblage contains less flint; it
includes disc cores, which do not occur in any mesolithic context on site; and, though both flakes
and blades were present in both assemblages, the flakes in the later contexts are somewhat
different. The characteristics of the 'later' flakes suggest that they were deliberately produced,
unlike those from the mesolithic sample which were apparently a by-product of blade manufac-
ture. The later material contains very few modified artifacts, but the same basic types are present
in both samples. Both assemblages contain a range of microlithic and non-microlithic tools.

TYPE flREfl I flREfl 2 flREfl 3
CORES
Platform 7 4 4
Bipolar 2 9 5
Disc 2 2

BLflDES 28 35 30

FLRKES 101 50! 80

MODIFIED RRTIFflCTS
Microliths 3 16 2
Non-Micro I ithic 4 3 t

Table 8: Trench AD, mesolithic/neolithic sample: lithic
artifact types by area.

Within the later sample, material was derived from three distinct areas (1-3), and one objective
of the analysis was to look for possible differentiation between these areas. Although there was
evidence for all of the reduction methods in each area, Area 1 was dominated by platform cores,
while Areas 2 and 3 contained more evidence of bipolar working. The majority of both narrow
blades and microliths came from Area 2 (111 49). There are other mesolithic elements present in
Area 2, and together they may indicate greater mesolithic contamination (there are no disc cores,
and the flakes are more like those from the mesolithic sample). As all three areas were apparently
re-deposited it is difficult to take analysis further and interpret the observed differences.

Finally, it is important to consider whether the differences between the mesolithic and the later
material could represent any technological change through time. Studies elsewhere have observed
a shift from blade to flake industries between the mesolithic and the neolithic periods (Pitts &
Jacobi 1979) and so it is interesting to note that, though both blades and flakes are present in both
assemblages, the evidence from the earlier period was geared to blades alone, while in the later
period flakes were more important. However, the lamellar index was the same for both groups of
material; perhaps the value of the index as a straightforward indicator of the presence of blade
production should be questioned. At Kinloch it is likely that the later samples were contaminated
with some mesolithic material and this will undoubtedly have affected the index for Areas 1-3, but
it is clear that the index alone is not sufficient to indicate the importance of blade making.

In a consideration of technological change through time it is important to note that the
individual reduction techniques used at Kinloch change hardly at all. The one exception is the
introduction of reduction from disc cores in the later period. The disc core may be linked both to
the increased importance of flakes as an end product in themselves, and to the decline in the
amount of flint worked. The change in raw material is harder to explain. It may be the result of a
drop in the quantity of available flint (certainly there are few pebbles of flint to be found around
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the coasts of Rhum today), or it may be linked to the lessening of the need to make blades. The
whole reduction strategy is a complex system and it is impossible to pinpoint the reasons behind
any change, or the stages at which stress entered to generate that change. Certainly, by the later
period at Kinloch there was less emphasis on blade production and this is manifest in several ways:
the different characteristics of the flakes present, the new type of cores and the decline in the use of
flint. Why this change in emphasis took place it is impossible to say. As all of the later contexts still
contained some blades (even if only by contamination), it is not possible to isolate blade
technology as an exclusively mesolithic trait at Kinloch.
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7 THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE: SECONDARY TECHNOLOGY
WITH S McCARTAN

INTRODUCTION

A total of 1608 pieces were modified after primary flaking. The strategy for modification was
always retouching (ie the removal of small flakes from the original blank), and the most common
technique was the application of pressure to the edge of the blank, probably through an antler tine.
In addition, some light percussion was used to modify flakes, particularly when a steeper edge
angle was required, as on many of the scrapers.

The modification of a blank, although related to the intended function of that blank, does not
necessarily indicate its working edge. Modification may be used to alter either an edge in a
particular way or the whole shape of the blank. In the first case the edge in question may either be
the working edge of the tool, or it may be a secondary edge altered for some other purpose, eg to
fit into a haft. If the whole blank is to be modified then modification of all edges is obviously
involved, and general thinning of the surfaces of the piece may also be required. Therefore,
although the modification of an artifact is related to its function, it is impossible to identify the
working edges of a tool without further study. As the analysis of the Kinloch material did not
involve work on the use-wear patterns, the examination of the modified pieces was concentrated
on the nature of the modification (i.e. the type and the location of alteration), and artifact types
were constructed from this. In general, these types coincide with conventional tool types, so they
have been assigned conventional names where appropriate. It must be stressed, however, that
these types are based upon technological and morphological information only.

THE MODIFIED TOOL TYPES (Ills 52; 53)

SCRAPERS

Scrapers have modification to produce a 'scraping edge'.
A 'scraping edge' is unifacial; the retouch is shallow,
regular and short, and runs steeply up from the edge of
the piece at an angle of between 55°-95°. Various sub-
types exist.

SIMPLE SCRAPERS
Simple scrapers have a single 'scraping edge'.

There are 78 simple scrapers; they were made on both
blades (11) and flakes (67), of both bloodstone and flint,
and there is one of silicified limestone. There was a
preference for the selection of inner pieces as blanks (80%
are on inner blanks). The flake-blanks may be divided into
blade-like flakes (i.e. parallel sided) (17), regular flakes
(43), and irregular flakes (8). The shape of the finished
artifact was dependent on the original blank; regular

blanks were preferred which needed little modification
away from the scraping edge. The size of the simple
scrapers varies greatly, a comparison of III 52 with 37 and
41 shows that although the flake blanks were selected from
the larger end of the size range, the blade blanks which
were chosen reflect the complete size range of unmodified
blades. The majority of simple scrapers were modified on
one end only, usually the distal, but some (on flakes), were
modified along a side. Where necessary, inverse retouch
was used to create the scraping edge on the ventral surface
of the flake; this occurs on only a few examples. Wherever
the retouch, the scraping edge was always prepared on the
shortest side of the piece. Most scraping edges are convex
in plan, but a few are straight.

Simple scrapers may be sub-divided by the type of blank
into blade scrapers and flake scrapers.
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ILL 52: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts by type, material and dimensions (mm).
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Edge Retouched
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ILL 53: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts by type, material and dimensions (mm).
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ILL 54: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: simple scrapers. 1-6 blade scrapers: 7-12 flake scrapers. 4-7 with tangs.
4, 6, 9 bloodstone: 8 & 11 flint: 10 silicified limestone: 1-3, 5, 7, 12 abraded.
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ILL 55: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: simple (flake) scrapers (4-7 horizontally truncated).
2, 4, 7 bloodstone: 1 & 5 flint: 3 & 6 abraded.

Blade Scrapers (111 54. 1-6)
Blade scrapers always retain the shape of the blank; the
scraping edge is always located at the distal end, and it is
abrupt and short. One has a second scraping edge at the
proximal end (111 54. 3). Three blade scrapers have tanged
bases on the proximal end (111 54. 4-6). There is one simple
scraper on a blade-like flake which has a similar basal tang
(111 54. 7); it has been retouched along the right side to
enhance its regular shape. Few blade scrapers are of
bloodstone (111 52), and this presumably reflects the
advantages of flint for blade production.

Flake Scrapers (Ills 54. 7-12; 55. 1-7)
Flake scrapers are more irregular in shape than blade
scrapers; they are more round in outline and thus the
scraping edge is often wider. Eight may be singled out, all
are small and of a round outline, and each has been
thinned by a horizontal blow which has removed the dorsal
surface and truncated the scraping edge (111 55. 4-7). They
resemble scraper resharpening flakes, but are more regular
in shape and the truncated scraping edge is very uniform.
The truncation was apparently deliberate, perhaps to
facilitate hafting.

All these scrapers are either intact, or have only a small
fragment missing. Broken scraper fragments cannot be
assigned to a particular type of scraper (see below), but it is
worthy of note that seven of the eleven blade-scrapers have
been laterally snapped. This may be due to the particular
pressures of use or it could be deliberate, but it also reflects
the weak point of any blade.

ANGLED SCRAPERS
Angled Scrapers have two or more adjoining 'scraping
edges'.

Angled scrapers are usually on flakes and there are more of
bloodstone than of flint (111 52); there are 87 in all. There was

no apparent selection by type or size of blank: primary,
secondary and inner flakes are all present, both regular and
irregular. On many angled scrapers the junction of the
scraping edges forms a pronounced angle, but others have a
more rounded outline. There are two sub-types:

I - those with two adjoining scraping edges.
II - those with three or more adjoining scraping edges.

Angled Scrapers I (Ills 52; 56. 1-3)
There are 68 of these angled scrapers in total; they are
retouched round the distal end and one of the sides; a few
are modified on the proximal end. If necessary, inverse
retouch was used so that one of the scraping edges is on the
ventral surface of the blank. Although all pieces are of
similar proportions, there is a great range of size within this
sub-group.

Angled Scrapers II (Ills 52; 56. 4-7)
There are 19 of these; many are modified round the entire
perimeter of the flake, but the steep scraper edge and the
characteristic angled outline remain. There are no
examples of inverse retouch in this sub-type. These pieces
tend to be smaller than those of Type I and they are less
varied in size.

CONCAVE SCRAPERS (Ills 52; 56. 8-13)
Concave Scrapers have an inwardly curving 'scraping
edge'.

There are 25 concave scrapers; they comprise a varied type
with little uniformity of size or shape. A range of both
bloodstone and flint blanks were used. The outline of the
scraping edge ranges from a short, deep notch to a broad
shallow curve, but no clear groupings were identified. The
modification is most often along one of the sides of the
artifact, and inverse retouch is frequently present.
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ILL 56: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: 1-3 angled scrapers I; 4-7 angled scrapers II: 8-13 concave
scrapers: 14-15 scraper resharpening flakes: 16-18 broken scrapers.
1-3, 5-7, 12, 16-18 bloodstone: 8-11, 14 flint: 4, 13, 15 abraded.
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SCRAPER RESHARPENING FLAKES (111 56.
14-5)

Scraper resharpening flakes are identified by the posses-
sion of a length of 'scraping edge'. In contrast to other
scrapers, this edge is usually truncated both in width and in
height.

There are a total of 17 scraper resharpening flakes; most
are long and thin. They were removed by a blow to the side
of the original scraper, just behind the scraper face, so that
the remnant edge runs along the length of the resharpening
flake. The flake removed varied from a narrow spall along
the redundant edge, to a wider, flatter tablet that took
away much of the base of the original scraper: eleven spalls
and six tablets were found. Five of the scraper resharp-
ening flakes were removed from angled scrapers, the
others may all have come from simple scrapers, but the
lateral truncation of the scraper edge has made the original
type harder to identify.

Scraper resharpening flakes have resulted from the
removal of a worn scraping face so that a new scraper edge

could be prepared by further modification. No flakes from
such re-working were identified, but they must lie
undetected within the 'less than 1cm' fraction of the
irregular flakes.

BROKEN SCRAPERS (111 56. 16-8).
Broken Scrapers have a length of 'scraping edge' on a
broken blank.

The assemblage contained 21 broken scrapers. The
breakage pattern is remarkably consistent: the majority
are laterally broken behind the scraping edge, and over
half were originally retouched on the distal end. There are
several possible explanations for this pattern: it could
either reflect the natural weak point of any flake or blade;
or the deliberate truncation of scrapers; or the particular
pressures of use. Experimental analysis of breakage pat-
terns on both used and unused pieces would be necessary
to throw light on this problem. Broken scrapers are too
fragmentary to be allocated to a particular scraper type.

EDGE RETOUCHED ARTIFACTS

Edge retouched artifacts have an edge modified by a length
of shallow, acute retouch.

59 edge retouched artifacts were identified. They were
made on both regular and irregular flakes, and a few blades
were also used. There was some preference for inner
blanks. Both bloodstone and flint were used, but there was
more use of flint (111 53) suggesting selection by material
also. This is not surprising when the shape of these pieces is
considered. Two sub-types have been identified:

Simple Edge Retouched Artifacts: those with modifi-
cation on a single edge.
Complex Edge Retouched Artifacts: those with modifi-
cation on two or more edges.

SIMPLE EDGE RETOUCHED ARTIFACTS (111
57. 1-8).

There are 26 simple edge retouched artifacts; they are
more blade-like in shape than the complex pieces, and the
retouch is predominantly along the side of each piece. The
retouch scars are usually short and they only alter the very
edge of the piece. Three have invasive retouch across the
dorsal surface (111 57. 1, 4, 6), and inverse retouch was also
occasionally used to create an appropriate edge. The
retouched edges are either straight or slightly convex in
plan. There is a great range of size within this type, and
there are no obvious sub-groups (111 53), but it is likely that

a variety of 'prehistoric tool types' have been subsumed
under this classification.

COMPLEX EDGE RETOUCHED ARTIFACTS
(111 57. 9-16)

There are 33 complex edge retouched artifacts, the major-
ity of which were modified around the entire artifact;
several were modified to provide one broad end and one
narrow end (111 57. 9, 11). The retouch is always short and
only on the edge of the blank; there was little use of inverse
retouch and no invasive retouch. Although many of the
retouched edges are straight or slightly convex, a number
are irregular. Complex edge retouched artifacts differ in
shape to the simple edge retouched pieces: they are smaller
and more irregular in outline, with less variation in size (111
53), but it is likely that several different 'prehistoric tool
types' are included.

BROKEN EDGE RETOUCHED ARTIFACTS

Broken edge retouched artifacts have a length of edge
modified as above, but the artifact has been broken so that
the original morphology can be longer be ascertained.

The assemblage contained 38 broken edge retouched
artifacts, none of which could be assigned to either sub-
type. Like the broken scraper fragments, the majority are
broken laterally, but unlike the scrapers the modified edge
is truncated.

RETOUCHED BLADE SEGMENTS (111 57. 17-18)

Retouched blade segments are deliberately segmented
blades that have been modified along one or more edges.

There are 7 retouched blade segments, none of which
retain either the distal or the proximal end. The major-

ity are retouched on one side only, and the non-
retouched edge is often damaged. Two pieces are retou-
ched on both sides and two have been retouched across
the break.
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ILL 57: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: 1-8 simple edge retouched artifacts: 9-16 complex edge retouched
artifacts: 17-18 retouched blade segments.
5-6, 9, 12-14, 16 bloodstone: 1-4, 7-8, 10-11, 15, 18 flint: 17 abraded.
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ILL 58: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: 1-12 borers: 13 burin spall: 14 burin:
6, 8, 10-14 bloodstone: 1-3, 7, 9, flint: 4-5 abraded.

BORERS (111 58. 1-12)

Borers have a point created by the modification of one or
more edges.

56 borers were identified. The majority are of blade-like
proportions (111 53) and this is reflected in the selection of
blanks. Inner blades and inner regular flakes were pre-
ferred, and flint was the usual raw material. The majority
of the points are long and fine (111 58. 1-5), they are
enhanced by microlithic retouch on at least one side and

they often have inverse retouch on the other. The retouch
frequently extends the length of the blank, serving both to
form the point and to modify the overall shape of the
artifact. A few borers, on chunky blanks, have thicker
points (111 58. 6-8). Many of the points are blunt and, on a
number, the extreme tips have sheared off, possibly as a
result of use. Others have snapped further away from the
tip, and for one snapped borer the two halves could be
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ILL 59: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: 1-14 invasive flaked points: 15 gunflint.
5, 8, 11. 13 bloodstone: 1-4, 7, 9-10, 15 flint: 6 & 12 abraded.
NB 14 recovered from near to the summit of Hallival in 1982.

joined (111 58. 1; both halves came from the same grid points are small and insubstantial, isolated by short inden-
square in the ploughsoil). Six borers stand out from the tations of tiny retouch (111 58. 11-12).
rest: each is made on a wide, short Hake blank, and the

BURINS (111 58. 13-14)

One possible burin and one burin spall were identified.
The burin is on a blade of bloodstone, and has a long facet

running the length of the left side. The spall is also of
bloodstone.
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Invasive flaked points have modification to the original
shape of the blank to form a pointed or 'arrowhead' shape.

The assemblage contained a total of 19 invasive flaked
points. There are four complete invasive flaked points:
three leaf-shaped points (111 59. 1-3) and one barbed-and-
tanged point (111 59. 13). In addition, there are four
leaf-shaped points with the tips and bases missing (111 59.
4-7), and six fragments apparently from similar points
(three rounded bases, 111 59. 8-9; two tips, 111 59. 10-11;
and one side, 111 59. 12). Also included within this classifi-
cation are two tiny fragments, each with invasive flaking
over one face.

Both bloodstone and flint were used for the invasive
flaked points, although more are of flint (111 53). There is
great variation in size and shape amongst the more
complete pieces, which range from a tiny, slightly ogival
point to a large kite-shaped point. The retouch was used to

thin the blanks as well as to shape them, and it is fine and
regular, although on one point an area of dense, intract-
able material was left as a bad irregularity (111 59. 2). One
of the leaf-shaped points was formed on a suitably thin
flake with the use of edge retouch only (111 59. 3). This
piece is idiosyncratic in shape, and it might be related to
the small borers on flakes; it has, however, been con-
sidered as a point as none of the borers have retouch right
around the periphery of the blank and all are smaller in
size. The barbed-and-tanged point (111 59. 13) is of
bloodstone; it is finely flaked. There has been no attempt
to fit the points in to the classification devised by Green
(1980) as his work did not examine Scottish points in
detail. Metrical analysis of the type proposed by Green
would be difficult as so few of the Kinloch points are
complete.

MISCELLANEOUS

Miscellaneous pieces are those with some edge modifi-
cation, but this modification does not allow the artifact to
be placed into any of the previously defined categories. 15
artifacts fell into this category. A wide range of sizes and
blanks of both bloodstone and flint are represented but the
modification on each is usually minimal.

BROKEN MISCELLANEOUS PIECES

Broken miscellaneous pieces have some modification to an
edge, but the artifact is broken to the extent that no formal
artifact type may be assigned; there are a total of 31.

GUNFLINT (111 59. 15)

One gunflint was recovered, from the ploughsoil. It is
made of a dark brown flint quite unlike that used for the
rest of the assemblage, and it was presumably imported.
The gunflint is broken, but it was not of the double
backed varieties more common in recent times (Skertchly
1879, 46-64). The retouch, which is very abrupt, deep
and irregular, is quite unlike that on the prehistoric
artifacts.

MICROLITHS (Ills. 60-64)

Microliths are blades that have been modified by short,
abrupt retouch in order to alter the shape of the original

blank and to blunt the edges.
The assemblage contained 1,155 microliths. They were

ILL 60: The lithic assemblage; microliths; scale 2:1 (Photograph - I Larner).
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ILL 61: The lithic assemblage, microlith types: dimensions (mm).
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ILL 62: The lithic assemblage, microlith types: dimensions (mm).

manufactured on blades of distinctive size (narrow blades;
Chapter 6) in both bloodstone and flint. Many were
abraded and their surfaces were altered to the extent that it
was difficult to distinguish the material of which they were
made, but flint was apparently preferred (as with all
artifacts based on blades). Both the tips (distal) and the
butts (proximal) of the blades were removed for the
majority of microliths. This truncation is often associated
with the manufacture of microburin waste (Bordaz 1970),
but there are few microburins from Kinloch and it is likely
that truncation was also accomplished by straightforward
retouching (although it is possible that deposits containing
microburins were not excavated). The retouch used for
microlith modification is quite different to that used for the
other modified pieces (except for the tips of the borers),
and it is termed 'microlithic retouch'. With the exception
of two artifacts (the invasive points, 111 64. 24-5), the
retouch scars are extremely short and abrupt, and they are
confined to the very edge of each blade. The microlithic
retouch has produced very blunt edges, from 75°-90°; the
easiest way to achieve this abrupt modification on such
small blanks is to rest the blank on an anvil and apply light
percussion. Although this technique may well have been
used at Kinloch, it has not always resulted in the char-
acteristic enclume retouch that is often associated with
work on an anvil, when scars are de.tached simultaneously
from both faces of the blank. Some examples of enclume

retouch do exist at Kinloch, but it seems likely that the
formation of enclume scars depends on the shape of the
blank: a blank with pronounced central ridges will rest on
the anvil in such a way that the dorsal face of the blade is
not in contact with the anvil.

There are eleven sub-types of microlith, in general each
corresponds to a traditional microlith type, but detailed
definitions are given below.

1 Microburins
2 Lamelles a Cran
3 Obliquely Blunted Blades
4 Backed Bladelets
5 Scalene Triangles
6 Crescents
7 Double Edged Crescents
8 Rods
9 Fine Points

10 Invasive Points
11 Fragments

MICROBURINS (Ills 61; 63. 1-10)

Microburins are the snapped ends of blades, and are
characterised by a notch produced by microlithic retouch
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ILL 63: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: microliths. 1-10 microburins: 11-20 obliquely blunted blades: 21-26
lamelles a cran; 27-42 backed bladelets: 43-56 scalene triangles.

on one side of the blade in order to generate the snap. The
notch is usually truncated by the snap.

There are 33 microburins. Microburins are recognised to
be waste material from the manufacture of microliths, in
particular from scalene triangles (Brinch-Petersen 1966).
The majority at Kinloch are proximal ends, most of which
have been notched on the right-hand side; there are also a
few distal ends (all but one with a left-hand side notch), as
well as a few segments of uncertain orientation.

LAMELLES A CRAN (Ills 61; 63. 21-26)

Lamelles a cran are the proximal ends of blades with
microlithic retouch along one side (sometimes both sides).

Like microburins, Lamelles a cran have a characteristic
notch, presumed to be associated with the snapping process.

Lamelles a cran may be a long form of microburin, but
they are apparently deliberately shaped by microlithic
retouch, there were a total of 6 in the assemblage. Like
microburins, they have been associated elsewhere with the
production of scalene triangles (Brinch-Petersen 1966).

OBLIQUELY BLUNTED BLADES (Ills 62- 63
11-20)

Obliquely blunted blades are snapped blades with microli-
thic retouch across the snap, which runs obliquely across
the piece.
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ILL 64: The lithic assemblage, modified artifacts: microliths. 1-9 crescents: 10-18 double edged crescents: 19-23
rods: 24-25 invasive points: 26-33 fine points.

There are 16 obliquely blunted blades; unlike the other
microliths, they preserve a short length of both of the
original sides. Some have fresh and acute edges, others
have blunt edges, and a few have been deliberately blunted
by microlithic retouch. Although they are of a standard
length (c. 14mm), the obliquely blunted blades are wider
than the other microlith types, and it is possible that they
represent a type of distal microburin.

BACKED BLADELETS (Ills 61; 63. 27-42)

Backed bladelets have been blunted by microlithic retouch
down one side, and all have a triangular cross-section and
they are rectangular in plan.

There are 144 backed bladelets; a few have retouch
along both sides, but even these still have the characteristic
triangular cross section which differentiates them from
rods.

SCALENE TRIANGLES (Ills 61; 63. 43-56)

Scalene triangles are blades that are both backed and
obliquely blunted by microlithic retouch. They are trian-
gular in plan and in cross-section.

There are 158 scalene triangles, with a great variety of
both size and shape, but in general they are shorter than
the other microlith forms, and they are always of a
distinctive triangular shape with a short oblique edge. The
majority of the scalene triangles have a straight oblique
edge but a few have a concave oblique edge.

CRESCENTS (Ills 61; 64. 1-9)

Crescents are blades that have been blunted by microlithic
retouch down one side. The retouched side is convex in
outline, so that the piece is crescentic in plan with a
triangular cross-section.

There are 53 crescents.

DOUBLE EDGED CRESCENTS (Ills 61;
64. 10-18)

Double edged crescents are blades that have been retou-
ched by microlithic retouch on all sides to produce a
crescentic shape. These pieces lack the acute, unmodified
edge of the crescents and they have a more rectangular
cross-section.

There are 11 double edged crescents; the similarities of
shape with the crescents would suggest that they may be
related to the crescents, but they lack the sharp edge of the
latter so that this may be a false assumption. Double edged
crescents tend to be smaller than crescents, and they are the
shortest of the microlith types, doubtless because of the
greater amount of modification involved in their manufacture.

RODS (Ills 62; 64. 19-23)

Rods are blades with microlithic retouch down one or both
sides, and they have a rectangular cross-section.

There are 8 rods; they differ from the backed bladelets
in that they do not have the acute edge of the backed
bladelet, Although of a similar length to the backed
bladelets, rods tend to be narrower, no doubt as a result of
modification on both sides.
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FINE POINTS (Ills 62; 64. 26-33)

Fine points are blades with modification by microlithic
retouch along one or both sides to form a narrow single
point at one end.

There are 18 fine points; all are long and thin, and many
have a very sharp point. The blunt end is formed by a
lateral snap across the piece. They are shorter and finer
than the borers, but of a similar pointed morphology, and
it is possible that they are merely the snapped tips of
freshly made borers.

INVASIVE POINTS (111 64. 24-25)

Invasive points are small flakes or blades modified into the
shape of a point by invasive retouch over the dorsal face.

Two invasive points were recovered, both from the same
spot within the ploughsoil. They differ from the bifacial
points in that they are unifacial, and they are much smaller
than all but one of these points (the mesolithic piece 111
59. 1).

FRAGMENTS

Fragments are broken pieces with microlithic retouch.
706 pieces were identified as fragments; all are so broken

that the original microlith type cannot be identified. With
the exception of eight pieces, all the fragments are laterally
broken, as might be expected for artifacts of this shape;
35% are proximal fragments, 17% are distal fragments,
and 48% are segments.

DISCUSSION

With the exception of the two anomalous invasive points,
the microlith assemblage is based on the modification of
narrow blades. Evidence for the manufacture of these
blades was noted during the technological examination of
the assemblage (Chapter 6). Broadly similar blades were
selected for the different microlith types, even though
there is some differentiation in size between the different
types of finished piece (Ills 61, 62). This is presumably
related to the different amounts of modification necessary.
Although the microburin technique was used, there are so
few microburins of any type that microburin technique
cannot have been essential to the production of any
microliths, whether scalene triangles or others.

It is generally accepted that microliths are the lithic
components of composite tools which used several lithic
elements set into a haft, usually surmised to be of wood. At
Kinloch a number of specifically different morphological
types were recovered, but the relationship of these
different types one to another must be questioned. In the
past, different functions have been ascribed to the different
microlith types but, as Woodman notes, composite tools
combine different microlith types when they are preserved
(Woodman 1985a, 47). An examination of the locations of
the different microlith groups at Kinloch revealed neither
recurrent combinations nor mutually exclusive distribu-
tions that might have shed light on the associations of the
original tools.

CONCLUSIONS: SECONDARY TECHNOLOGY AND THE
MODIFICATION OF ARTIFACTS

Only a small proportion of the blades and flakes that were manufactured were modified. Although
it is likely that modified artifacts were removed from the immediate areas of manufacture, there is
evidence for both the use, as well as, manufacture of stone tools amongst the assemblage, so that
the proportions of the different types of material recovered are likely to be representative of the
original assemblage. Once modified, the finished tools fall into a number of distinct morphological
types, and it would seem that the prehistoric knappers had a variety of templates to which they
manufactured pieces. There is certainly evidence for the careful selection of different blanks
according to the requirements of the different artifact types: in some cases inner blades or regular
flakes were preferred (eg for the borers); in others a more chunky irregular flake was suitable (eg
for the angled scrapers); or a narrow blade (eg for the microliths). Although both main raw
materials were used for all modified artifact types, those reliant upon a more regular blank were
made more frequently on flint. This may reflect the deliberate selection of flint, but it may also
reflect the fact that regular blanks were less easily made of bloodstone.

Finally, the classifications presented here do not necessarily equate with any prehistoric tool
types. Research has shown that the relationships between archaeological tool types, actual tool
functions, and indigenous tool types are extremely complex (Knutsson 1988a; and see Wright
1977, especially the papers by Clegg; Crosby; Hayden; and White et al). Not only may a tool be
used for more than one purpose, but it may also be altered in shape throughout its life to suit
various functions; moreover, the ways in which tool users classify their tools do not always
correspond to the uses to which they are put. Compare the modern classifications of a fountain
pen, ball point, felt tip, and roller ball, all of which serve the same function, while a penknife may
serve many functions but is rarely associated with writing.
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8 THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE: USE AND DEPOSITION

INTRODUCTION

The lithic artifacts recovered from Kinloch are the products of a series of human activities
(Bonnichsen 1977; Knutsson 1988a, 11-18). The first of these have already been considered: the
selection and procurement of raw materials and their reduction into specific tool types. After
manufacture, however, artifacts still have some way to go before they enter the archaeological
record. The next stage would usually be use, followed perhaps by maintenance or curation, and
finally deposition. The stages of manufacture, use, and deposition have been termed the
'Formative Processes' (Madsen 1986, 5; Knutsson 1988a, 22-3), and they are to be differentiated
from the subsequent post-depositional 'Formation Processes' (Schiffer 1976). Formation processes
are discussed in Chapter 12; the present section is concerned with the period of time between the
manufacture of the assemblage and its incorporation into the archaeological deposits. It includes
analysis of both the function and the deposition of the assemblage, but first it is necessary to
question the relationship between the recovered assemblage and the assemblage that was
originally deposited.

Lithics were collected by both manual collection and by wet sieving, to ensure that the
archaeological assemblage might be representative of the original composition of the prehistoric
assemblage (Chapter 2). The most obvious impact of the wet sieving was that it greatly increased
the size of the recovered assemblage (Tab 9), but in addition certain types of artifact were
apparently more likely to be recovered through visual inspection than were others. Table 10 was
constructed in order to illustrate the biases operating in the material recovered by hand. In this
figure the composition of a hypothetical sample of 1000 artifacts recovered by wet sieving in
combination with manual collection is predicted, then compared with the composition of the
assemblage that would be expected from hand collection only. From this a bias factor for each
artifact type may be calculated. Some types are seen to be over-represented in the manual
collection, while other types are under-represented, but it must be stressed that these particular
bias factors apply only to Kinloch. The excavators at Kinloch were clearly more likely to recover
larger artifacts of known type on site (eg cores or scrapers), but their interest in hunter-gatherer

Recovery Technique
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Table 9: Recovery techniques: a comparison of the different recovery rates by lithic artifact type.
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sites may be reflected in the high manual recovery rate for microliths, despite their small size. Even
with a 3mm mesh sieve, much lithic material will still be lost (Bang-Andersen 1985, 21; Payne
1972, 52-3; Fladmark 1982), but with sieving the biases inherent in manual collection are reduced,
so that the archaeological sample may be considered with more confidence to represent that buried
in prehistory.

Sample of
1000 pieces

Expected composition

by hand + sieve
by hand alone

1 4 23 127 180 551
2 16 49 266 333 243

\
101
75

%

11
10

Bias of hand collection x 2 x4 x 2 *2 x2 -r2 fl.5
at Kinloch

Table 10: The bias factors for hand collection at Kinloch.

2
6

x3

THE FORMATIVE PROCESS

Manufacture has already been considered, and here evidence relating to use and deposition is
examined; this encompasses five fields:

- the existence of a range of modified artifacts;
- the existence of macroscopic edge damage on many artifacts;
- the existence of specific breakage patterns amongst the modified artifacts;
- the existence of resharpening flakes and other indications of tool maintenance;
- the spatial patterning and associations of the lithic artifact types across the site.

THE RANGE OF MODIFIED ARTIFACTS

Amongst the assemblage there are a number of types of
modified tools, all of which would be suitable for a variety
of functions (Knutsson 1988a, 142-6; 1988b, 9-20). These
pieces may have been used on site, but they may be freshly
made tools awaiting removal for use elsewhere (particu-
larly if the site were used for specialised production, cf
Torrence 1986), or they could be failed tools, ie artifacts

that did not conform to the prescribed type and so were
discarded before use. As they generally conform to clear
patterns of modification, the artifacts at Kinloch are
unlikely to be failed tools, and a close examination of the
pieces reveals that many bear macroscopic edge damage,
and still more are broken.

MACROSCOPIC EDGE DAMAGE

Macroscopic edge damage occurs on many of the modified
tools from Kinloch and it is seen on both retouched edges
and unmodified edges. Although not systematically
recorded, it was also observed on the regular flakes and on
the blades, as well as on much of the debitage. Macro-
scopic edge damage may be caused by manufacture, use,
or post-depositional pressures, eg plough damage or

trampling (Belts 1978; Knudson 1979). Without microsco-
pic examination, however, it is usually impossible to
distinguish between damage that has resulted from use and
post-depositional damage. The most obvious example of
edge damage caused by use occurs amongst the borers,
where many of the tips are noticeably rounded and
blunted.
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Breakage may result from use and from post-depositional
pressures. When due to post-depositional pressure it gen-
erally occurs in a random fashion exploiting the structural
weaknesses of the pieces. Breakage due to use generally
occurs in more consistent patterns, as certain tool shapes are
repeatedly subject to particular pressures. For this reason,
the examination of any patterns of breakage amongst
different tool types may shed light on tool use. At Kinloch
certain tool types showed particular breakage patterns:
many of the borers had lost their tips, and both the borers
and the simple scrapers were frequently laterally broken.
There were many broken scraper edges that had snapped
just behind the scraper face; in these cases the face was

usually made on the distal end of the blank, and they
appeared to have broken from simple scrapers (111 56.
16-18). In contrast with the scrapers, the fragments of
broken edge retouched pieces were varied. The particular
patterns of breakage on scrapers have been noted on other
sites, and it has been suggested that breakage was a
deliberate part of tool manufacture (Broadbent 1979,56-8).
Finally, almost all the microlith fragments were a result of
lateral breakage, but it is impossible to say whether this was
a result of pressures imposed during use, or whether it was a
feature of the natural weak point of the narrow blade blanks.
The two causes may be linked, as breakage due to use will
normally exploit the natural weak point of a tool.

INDICATIONS OF RESHARPENING

The existence of a number of scraper resharpening flakes
(111 56. 14-15) is clearly indicative of use: some of the
scrapers, at least, became blunt enough to require the
manufacture of a new edge. These pieces are easily
recognised, while flakes resulting from the resharpening of
other tools are not, though a careful sort of the tiny irregular
flakes would certainly reveal others with the characteristic
truncated scars of previous edges. It is also notable that the

tool types with the most complex retouch tend to be smaller
than their simpler counterparts (Ills 52,53); this is not just a
result of a more complex manufacturing process bcause
larger blanks were available and were used where necessary.
An alternative explanation may be that the more complex
modification is a result of resharpening and using new edges:
as simple tools were repeatedly resharpened they became
smaller and more complex.

SPATIAL PATTERNING AND ARTIFACT ASSOCIATIONS

The relationship between activity, activity area, and
material deposits on hunter-gatherer sites has been much
discussed (Binford 1983, 144-92; Forsberg 1985, 189-261;
Schiffer 1976; Yellen 1977). At Kinloch the deposits
containing stone tools might result from a variety of
activities that may be divided into: tool manufacture and
maintenance; tool use; tool discard. The analysis had to
take account of the fact that the site was in use over a long
period of time, and it was based on three areas of
assumption:

Deposits resulting from tool manufacture.
These should contain high quantities of debitage, as well
as many cores and large numbers of regular flakes (it is
likely that regular flakes were a by-product of the
manufacture of blades at Kinloch, Chapter 6). If the
knapping was in situ, or if the waste was specifically
dumped, then a large proportion of the debitage should
consist of tiny pieces (Benm 1983; Newcomer & Karlin
1987). Blades and modified pieces should be relatively
rare.

Deposits resulting from tool maintenance.
These should contain both resharpening flakes and
broken tools (the latter recognisable as broken blades
and modified pieces). There may be some unused tools
(probably unrecognisable to the present study), as well
as flake and blade blanks. If the activity took place close
by, or if the material was deposited soon after re-tooling
finished, then very small resharpening and modification
flakes may be present in large numbers.

Deposits resulting from tool use.
These should contain little knapping debris, and higher
proportions of blades and modified pieces. If the mor-
phological tools are broken, then they may have been
deliberately discarded, and the location of the deposit
may not be the place of use. If the morphological tools
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Sample Sq.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Trench
RC
RD
RG
RH
RJ
Bfl
BB
BC

148
122
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241
214
170
130
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73

139
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21
33
50

<I
2
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12
6
3
3
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2

5
2
1
2
3

<1
<1
<1

<1
1
3
7
4
2
1
4
2

4
<1
<1
<1
2
2

<1
1

1
1
5
8

<1
<1

4
11
3

4
3
2
5
5
2

<1
2

Table 11: The distribution of lithic artifacts across the site.
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7. of Large Modified Pieces broken >25/£
% of Microliths broken >70%

Blades per metre square >3
Debris:Cores >200
Cores per metre square >4
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ILL 65: The distribution of lithic artifacts across the site. Sample quadrats are numbered 1-9.

are complete, then the deposit may result from an
interrupted activity. Although this use might have taken
place close by, the tools may have been cached after use
elsewhere. If the morphological types are all of a specific
type or association of types, it may be possible to suggest
that different areas were used for different tasks.

METHODS OF SPATIAL ANALYSIS

The spatial analysis was based on visual observation, the
nature of the site and excavation was such that statistical
analysis could not be applied (Whallon Jr 1978). Initially,
the absolute quantities of the different artifact types in
separate trenches were examined. This revealed some
differentiation, but, as both the area and the assemblage
size varied greatly, it was necessary to evaluate whether or
not the differences revealed were true reflections of the
variation of the prehistoric assemblages. Next, the impor-
tance of each lithic type was assessed for each context (as a
percentage of the total assemblage from that context).
Then, the absolute numbers of artifacts per metre square
for the different contexts were calculated. Finally, it was

predicted that specific associations of certain artifact types
might be of interest (bearing in mind the assumptions
outlined above), and indices were constructed to illustrate
the ways in which these associations vary across the site:

debitage: cores,
debitage: regular flakes,
blades: cores,
regular flakes: cores.

THE RESULTS OF SPATIAL ANALYSIS

The contexts from which material was recovered are
considered under two general headings, ie Ploughsoil and
Stratified Features.

Initially, all the pits, hollows and other stratified features
were examined, but in only two of the trenches (BA &
AD) were features preserved to the extent that detailed
analysis was worthwhile. There were, however, concentra-
tions of material within the ploughsoil, and these were
related to the features where they survived, while in areas
of greater truncation they suggested the locations of 'ghost'
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Scrapers as 7. of Large Modified Pieces
Borers as 7. of Large Modified Pieces >21%
Microliths per metre square >3

N
20

m

ILL 66: The distribution of modified artifacts across the site.

features. The general composition of the ploughsoil assem-
blage was therefore examined across the whole site, and
the distributions of the different artifact types were plotted
in detail across Trench BA. This trench was large enough
both to identify spatial patterning in the size of the
assemblage and its contents within the ploughsoil, and to
relate the patterning to the complexes of stratified
features.

The Ploughsoil Assemblage
The lithic assemblage was concentrated towards the S end
of the site (Chapter 3; 111 5), but it must be remembered
that the 'original' S edge of the site had been disturbed in
recent times. The absolute distributions of the individual
artifact types reflect this concentration, but when the
relationships between the types are examined some
differentiation across the site may be discerned.

In general, the deposits of all areas were dominated by
debitage; however, the indicators of manufacture were
concentrated towards the SE corner of the site, whereas
higher concentrations of blades were found to the S and W
(111 65; Tab 11). Modified artifacts were evenly spread
across the site and, although all types do appear in all
areas, there is differentiation between the distribution of

the various types (111 66; Tab 12). The N area of the site is
dominated by scrapers, while microliths dominate in the S.
Scrapers were particularly abundant in Trench BA (most
of the concave scrapers were in Trench BA, though the
morphological variation between the different concave
scrapers means that several different prehistoric tool types
may be represented, Chapter 7), and it is notable that only
two of the scraper resharpening flakes occurred within
scraper dominated areas. Borers were concentrated across
the central and N parts of the site; they dominated the
modified artifacts in Trench AD and in one sample quadrat
(no 4), both of which are areas with low percentages of
scrapers. Broken modified artifacts were concentrated
across the central area of the site. Microliths were rela-
tively rare towards the N edge, but where they occurred in
the N they were dominated by backed bladelets, usually in
association with scalene triangles. Towards the S and W
scalene triangles predominated, while more of the cresc-
entic types came from Trench BA (111 67; Tab 13), here
there were also many backed bladelets but scalene tri-
angles were rare.

Looking at trench BA in detail there is a general trend
for material to be found towards the S, with the edge of
another possible concentration to the W (Ills 68, 69). The
distribution of individual types follows the same pattern
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no. of
artifacts

Sample Sq.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Trench
RC
RD
RG
RH
flJ
Bfl
BB
BC

20
41
32
70
25
60
70

32
21
48
50
38
62
100
75

11
21
10

20

25
8
10
8

11

*

100
20
29
18
10
25
20
10

22
39
30
20
15
18

25

*

40
11
7
10
12

10

23
1 1
4
10
28
6

12

9

6
1

•> p

6

4
3
4
10
2

<"

20

18

25

10

9

4

2

35
28

25
20
10

23
18
17
10
30
22

25

1
5
17
28
10
8
5
10

22
28
23
10
47
104
2
4

Table 12: The modified lithic assemblage: composition of non-microlithic artifact types by area.

(Ills 71-74), and the composition of the assemblage within
each grid square is similar. Each square across the trench is
dominated by knapping debris (111 70), but there is some
patterning, eg blades were relatively more abundant
towards the W (Ills 73, 76). Four of the grid squares with
particularly high concentrations of debitage had sur-
prisingly few cores (111 75); these areas included a high
proportion of regular flakes, as well as a great percentage
of tiny pieces (less than 10mm). There were more cores in
some of the other debitage-rich areas, but none of the
deposits characterised by debitage had large numbers of
blades (Ills 75, 76).

Mesolithic Deposits

Trench AD (Tab 14) The mesolithic pits within the
AD complex cut into each other, and they had probably
filled relatively rapidly, consequently it was difficult to
separate the contents of the individual pits. As might be
expected, the larger and most recent pits had larger
assemblages, whilst Pits AD 3 and 4 (of both of which little
had survived) had the smallest assemblages. Examination
of the artifact types within each pit revealed no discernable
differences. The bulk of each fill consisted of knapping
debris and similar types of modified artifacts, the bigger
the fill the greater the range of types. With the exception of
the ubiquitous fragments, the microliths were dominated

by backed blades and scalene triangles, together with a few
microburins and one or two of the other types. Larger
modified artifacts comprised eight scrapers, two borers, a
burin, one edge retouched piece, and a small leaf point.

Trench BA (Tab 14) As in Trench AD many of the
pits in Trench BA were part of an intercutting complex
(Pits BA 4-9), and there were no major differences
between their artifactual contents. Knapping debris
dominated all the fills. Modified artifacts included a limited
range of microliths: fragments; backed bladelets; crescents
and double edged crescents. The larger modified artifacts
included mainly scrapers and borers which, interestingly,
did not occur together within the same pits. There were
also two edge retouched artifacts.

Mesolithic/Neolithic Deposits

Trench AD Only one small neolithic pit (AD 7) was
identified and it contained few lithics (predominantly
knapping debris, with three microliths: two fragments and
a backed bladelet).

Trenches BA/BB/BC No pits of neolithic origin were
identified in these trenches, but there were mixed deposits
in, and around, the peat-filled watercourse (Chapter 3).
There was little difference between the artifactual content
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Backed BladeUts
Scalene Triangles
Crescents

ILL 67: Artifact distribution across the site: dominant microliths.

20

m

of these individual deposits (the peat itself, the dumped
bank materials, and the rocks and debris within the peat).
All contained knapping debris, including a high percentage
of cores and pebbles, and there were few modified arti-

facts. The latter comprised a few microliths and some other
types (mainly broken or miscellaneous pieces, but there
were two borers, a scraper resharpening flake, and two leaf
points).

DISCUSSION

The archaeological evidence suggests that the spatial patterning of artifacts across the site resulted
from differing activities in the various areas. Although evidence for the manufacture of tools
existed everywhere, a closer examination of the range of artifact types indicates that manufacture
predominated towards the S corner, and that the different areas of the site were dominated by
specific modified types.

The knapping debris was concentrated in the S, but it still dominated the assemblage from
Trench BA, and in this trench discrete concentrations could be highlighted. In some cases, the
absence of cores associated with concentrations of knapping debris is cause for surprise, but work
done elsewhere has suggested that the use of cores as an indicator of knapping debris may be
misplaced (Welinder 1971, 181), and these particular deposits are probably the result of tool
manufacture. Indeed, the presence of much tiny debitage would suggest that knapping occurred
close by, if not on the spot.'These deposits stand out from others where less tiny debris was
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ILL 68: Trench BA: features.

recovered. The deposits in Trench BA seem fresher, or less re-worked, than material from
elsewhere.

Trench BA yielded few modified artifacts, and there was little spatial variation across the trench.
Microliths were not common at all, in either the features or the ploughsoil (though it is notable
that the majority of the crescents from the site came from this trench); they were most abundant in
the mesolithic pits. The mesolithic/neolithic deposits contained predominantly knapping debris
with a few broken artifacts. In Trench AD the pits contained a different assemblage of modified
tools to those in Trench BA and this difference was also reflected in the material from the
ploughsoil. Although scrapers dominated the assemblage of larger modified tools, there were a
few borers, but the two types did not occur together. Across the site the modified tools were
always found in association with knapping debris, so that it seems likely that whilst the deposits
were dominated by waste from tool manufacture, they also contained material from other
activities. The different areas were dominated by particular tool types, some of which appear to be
associated: eg microburins and scalene triangles occur in similar locations to the borers (S and
centre); whilst elsewhere scrapers (particularly concave scrapers) were associated with crescentic
microliths (to the N).
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ILL 71: Trench BA: the distribution of regular flakes. ILL 72: Trench BA: the distribution of cores.
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Sample Sq.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Trench

RC

RD
RG
RH
RJ
BR
BB
BC

17

2

8

2
11

5
5
2
5
1
2

10

1
1

8
10
8

17

10

17
10
11
4
8

19

33

14
8
8
8

10
5

10
21
10
17
12
16
50
33

33

4

4

15
11

2
1
3
2
3
6

4

2
22

7
1
2

1

17

4

8
10

1
3
4
1
2

33

11

1
2

1

5

4

3

1

33
66
73
67
72
58
70
61
44

56
58
65
67
72
54
50
33

3
6

49
48
25
12
10
41

9

82
109
60
98

165
48
2
3

Table 13: The microlithic assemblage: composition of the assemblage by area.
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PIT TOTflL

RD 1

RD 2
RD 3
RD 4
RD 5

RD 6

BR 4/5

BR 6

BR 7
BR 8
BR 9

1
1

1

1

1

1
12

11
2

20

1

8
4

40

104
4

117

13

34

38

35
18

453

3096
56

7

2151

305

3055
59

1627

3285
1353

9

21

30

3

6

6

4

4

2
9

4
3

2

3

2

2
14

1

5

1

3

3

1

2

1

1

1

1

tL,

1

3

1 1

I

2

3

3

3

1

—— M.

2

2

-_M:

1

1

1

_ . 1

1

:*L .

1

__ 1

512

3269
60

8

2326
327

3127
59

1680

3344
1383

Table 14: Pits AD 1-6 & BA 4-9: lithic contents.
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CONCLUSIONS

Although the artifactual deposits were composed primarily of knapping debris, the evidence does
not suggest that Kinloch was simply a production site.. Production was geared towards the
manufacture of blades and modified tools based on blades, and a number of other morphological
tool types were made. There is evidence that at least some of these tools were used for a range of
tasks, and the different patterns of the tools across the site suggest that particular activities were
concentrated in separate areas. The interpretation of these patterns is problematical as, although a
variety of features was examined (particularly in Trench BA), the level of truncation and the long
period of use of the site make the detailed association of the artifact patterns with stratified
features difficult. Furthermore, the present analysis cannot suggest whether the activities carried
out on site involved the maintenance, use, or curation of tools.
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9 OTHER SMALL FINDS: COARSE STONE TOOLS POTTERY
PUMICE AND BONE

9.1 COARSE STONE TOOLS A CLARKE

Sixty-one artifacts were recovered, and most are based on rounded cobbles. In addition, there are
twenty-nine rounded, but unused, cobbles; all contrast markedly with the angular cobbles of the
natural gravel matrix of the site, and it is likely that they were deliberately selected for use. All the
pieces were classified according to the type and location of wear and of modification if present (111
77). The types are defined in Table 15.

RAW MATERIALS (Tab 16)

With one exception, all of the pieces were made on
water-worn pebbles or cobbles; the exception was made on
a flake (111 78.4). The materials are predominantly of
sedimentary origin including feldspathic grit, arkose
(derived from the disintegration of granite), sandstone and
siltstone. There are also some igneous and pyroclastic
rocks, represented by microgabbros and tuffs. One artifact
is made on a large quartz pebble (Clarke mf, 1:E1-E5). All
of the materials occur on Rhum, and the unused cobbles
were probably taken from the island beaches. The beach at
Guirdil Bay has many similar cobbles today, and it is
possible that coarse stone cobbles were collected at the
same time as the nodules of bloodstone. There is evidence
for the on-site storage of cobble tools (see below this
section), and this suggests that cobbles were collected at
some distance from the site.

The raw material was identified using a hand lens.
Although accurate geological definition requires the use of
thin sectioning, in this case it was the general properties of
the raw material that were of interest and the sedimentary
rocks were visually divided according to grain size. ILL 77: Coarse stone tools: terminology.

MODIFICATION BEFORE USE

Modification before use occurs on five pieces. One (a
tabular inner flake of microgabbro), has been ground at
the distal end, on both the faces, as well as the sides, to
produce an acute curved end with a fine edge angle (111
78.4). There is no visible macroscopic edge wear on this
tool.

The other four modified artifacts are all oval sandstone
cobbles. They vary in grain size from a coarse grit to a fine
grain; all are of similar size and shape, and all have a flat
cross-section. The two long sides of each cobble have been
pecked flat, and possibly finished with grinding (111 78.

1-3). Although the modification was clearly intended to
alter the shape of these cobbles, the squaring-off of the
sides did not necessarily straighten them, and the natural
shallow curve of the cobble edge has been retained on
most. After modification the flattened edges remained
undamaged. Two of the artifacts were also used as anvils,
but they are the only two to bear any use-wear (111 78. 2-3).
Thus, the function of the flattened edges must remain
obscure; the flattening may have facilitated hafting but, if
so, the haft has left no trace.
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Tool Type Qty. Blank

Plain
Hammerstones

Faceted
Hammerstones

Rounded
Hammerstones

Bevelled
Pebbles

Rnvils

Flat Sided
Cobbles

Ground Edge
Flake

16 Rounded Cobble

9 Rounded Cobble

7 Round Cobble

7 Flat Oval Cobble

4 Flat Oval Cobble

1 Tabular Flake

D i . L i 1 Flat RectangularPolisher ? 1

hodif ication

None

None

None

,Q Narrow, Elongated ..
[ O p . . . NoneCobble

Two have been
modified on the
sides Csee below]

Both sides
flattened
through pecking
and/or grinding

Bifacially ground
distal end forming
fine edge angle

None

Manuports 29 Rounded Cobble None

Table 15: Coarse stone tools: the definition of types.

V/ear

Random pecking and/or flaking
over parts of the surface.

Localised pecking forming facets.
Generally only one or two facets
per artifact, two are faceted
around perimeter. The facets may
be rough or smooth.

Heavy pecking on one or both faces
and around perimeter. Wear on faces
may also include linear indentations.

Bevelling on one or both ends the
result of pecking and grinding.
There may also be some flakes from
the worked surface.

Pecking,this may include both
round and linear indentations on
one or both faces.

Two have been used as anvils.

None

Highly polished edges. Natural ?

None

Sedimentary Rock

Plain Hammerstones
Faceted Hammerstones

Rounded Hammerstones
Bevelled Pebbles
Rnvils
Flat Sided Cobbles

Ground Edge Flake
Polisher ?

Coarse

11

3
4
1
2
1

~TL

Medium

4

4

2

10
2
1

~23

Fine

1

1

4
1

1

T

Tuff Microgabbro Quartz Did.

Table 16: Coarse stone tool types: materials.
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ILL 78: Coarse stone tools: modified artifacts. 1-3 flat sided cobbles (2 & 3 used as anvils): 4 ground-edge flake.
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USE-WEAR

Fifty-eight of the artifacts bear possible use-wear traces
(Tab 15). The wear patterns are often well developed, and
they fall into five specific categories.

PLAIN HAMMERSTONES (111 80. 4)

There are 16 plain hammerstones; they have minimal
wear, often just a random light pecking. They are the most
diverse in size and shape of the coarse stone tools, and they
include the largest artifacts in the coarse stone assemblage
(111 82). The plain hammerstones may represent
undeveloped forms of any of the other categories.

FACETED HAMMERSTONES (111 80. 5-7)

There are 9 faceted hammerstones; all have small facets
formed by highly localised pecked areas. The pecking is
usually heavy, but on some artifacts it is light. Many have
other areas of pecking which have not developed into
facets. Faceted hammerstones are diverse in size and shape
(111 82).

ROUNDED HAMMERSTONES (111 80. 1-3)

There are 7 rounded hammerstones; they have heavily
pecked scars on the opposed faces and they are blunted by
pecking around the perimeter. Long score-marks run
across the faces of some of the artifacts. The rounded
hammerstones are all of similar shape and size (111 82) and
all would fit comfortably into the palm of a hand.

ILL 79: Hammerstone: close up of use wear; scale 1:1
(Photograph - I Larner).

BEVELLED PEBBLES (111 81. 1-9)

There are 18 bevelled pebbles; these have the most specific
wear traces of any of the coarse stone tools. These traces
occur at one or both ends of the tool, and they comprise
the bevelling of the end, apparently by grinding, some-
times with pecking. Most of the bevelled pebbles are 2-3
times longer than they are wide: 111 82 illustrates the size
range of these tools. The differences in the wear patterns
between tools are generally due to the state of develop-
ment of the wear; on some pieces the bevel has only just
started to form, and only five of the bevelled pebbles have
bevels at both ends. On most tools the bevelled end
presents a relatively sharp angle, but on two it is very

obtuse (111 81. 7-8); the thicker angle may result from
overworking, or from the original choice of a thicker
pebble, or from a different angle of use.

ANVILS (111 78. 2-3)

There are 7 anvils; all have distinctive wear in the form of
localised indentations on one or both surfaces. Some
indentations are circular, while others are linear in plan.
Linear indentations have been shown experimentally to be
associated with bipolar working (Broadbent 1974, 111-2).
Three of the anvils are laterally broken but, even so, all are
large (111 82).

INTERPRETATION

Cobble Selection
The different shapes of cobble and the grades of raw material correlate with the various use-wear
categories. Thus, if the different wear patterns reflect the different tool functions, it is clear that
specific material types and cobble shapes were selected for specific uses. Hammerstones are
predominantly of coarse- to medium-grained sedimentary rocks. Bevelled pebbles, in contrast, are
mainly of medium- to fine-grained rocks. The selection of shape may be seen in the choice of flat
oval cobbles for both the anvils and the flat sided pieces; long narrow pebbles, which provided a
short working edge and a comfortable grip, were chosen for the bevelled pebbles. Rounded
cobbles of similar weight, which give an easily manipulated grip, were chosen for the rounded
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ILL 80: Coarse stone tools: hammerstones. 1-3 rounded hammerstones: 4 plain hammerstone: 5-7 faceted hammerstones.

hammerstones. The blanks for the faceted hammerstones were generally smaller than those used
for the other tools, but they were also more diverse in shape. Plain hammerstones were based on
cobble blanks of diverse size and shape and, as noted above, many may simply be little used
artifacts from the other categories (one in particular may be an undeveloped rounded hammer-
stone, 111 80. 4).

Function
There are many uses for hammerstones, such as these, but few have been tested experimentally.
Recent experimental work elsewhere has, however, shown that some of the artifact types from
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ILL 81: Coarse stone tools: bevelled pebbles.
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ILL 82: Coarse stone tools: dimensions (mm).

Kinloch may be associated with knapping (Callahan 1987), in particular with bipolar working (as
both hammers and anvils). The wear on 'bipolar' hammers is heavy, and deep linear indentations
may form during the core reduction process. Linear indentations are also produced on the surfaces
of anvils used for bipolar reduction where they indicate the position of the core. Other forms of
percussion for stone tool manufacture also involved stone hammers, and indeed two of the faceted
hammerstones from Kinloch are similar to those used for freehand percussion in some experimen-
tal knapping (eg 111 80. 5; Callahan 1987). In support of this interpretation, it may be noted that the
technological analysis of the flaked lithic artifact assemblage concluded that medium-hard stone
percussors of a material such as sandstone may have been used in the manufacture of the tools
(Chapter 6). The single quartz rounded hammerstone contrasts with the sandstone hammers in
that it would provide a hard percussor, but it is not out of place in the assemblage as there were
some indications of hard percussion amongst the flaked assemblage from Kinloch.

The function of the bevelled pebbles is more problematical. They too may have been used for
knapping but they are rather elongated for this. Previous research has postulated that they were
used for processing shellfish (as 'limpet hammers'; Lacaille 1954; Roberts 1987, 135). They are
often found in association with shell middens, but this interpretation is dubious. Bevelling may be
produced by grinding, rubbing, and smoothing, as well as by pecking, and as they are of fine
grained stone, these tools could have been used on soft materials to give similar wear. Whatever
their function, it clearly required a short working edge. Likely tasks will remain obscure until
further experimental work can be undertaken.

The other coarse tools, such as the plain hammerstones, have minimal wear, and they may
provide evidence of expedient cobble use. Alternatively, many may be in the early stages of tool
use. The presence of a variety of unused manuports at Kinloch suggests that rounded cobbles were
selected and brought to the site, and it seems that they were then sorted for size before being used
accordingly.
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ILL 83: Pit AD 5: cache of coarse stone tools and unused cobbles, from the W.

DISTRIBUTION

Coarse stone tools mainly occurred in Trenches AD, AG, and BA, around the perimeter of the
artifact scatter. There was one concentration of note: at the top of Pit AD 5 lay a cache of fourteen
pieces comprising six bevelled pebbles, four plain hammerstones, and four unworn manuports (Ills
83, 84). This group supports the interpretation of the manuports as unused tools, and it points to
the storage of both tools and cobbles. Elsewhere across the site the pieces are randomly spread,
with the exception of the faceted hammerstones and the anvils in the ploughsoil of Trench BA
where they appear to have more discrete concentrations (111 85).

There are no clear associations between the different types of coarse stone tools. Despite their
possible mutual use in the process of bipolar reduction, anvils and rounded hammerstones do not
occur together. The single associated group (in the top of Pit AD 5) comprises predominantly one
tool type (bevelled pebbles). Two of the plain hammerstones in this cache may be undeveloped
bevelled pebbles, whilst the unused pieces are mostly of suitable size and shape to be bevelled
pebbles.

CHRONOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL AFFINITIES

Hammerstones are difficult to date as their functions, and the wear produced, are not usually
period specific. At Kinloch hammerstones occur in both mesolithic and later contexts.

Bevelled pebbles have frequently been associated with the mesolithic, and they do occur on
many mesolithic sites around Britain, including the Oronsay middens, Oban rock shelters, and on
the Isle of Man (Morrison 1980; Woodman 1987). At Kinloch bevelled pebbles are only found in
mesolithic pits or in the ploughsoil; they do not occur in any of the 'later' deposits.

The ground-edge flake is also associated at Kinloch with a mesolithic context, and this is of
interest as it is rare to see this type of working during the mesolithic in Scotland. The grinding of
stone occurred during the mesolithic elsewhere along the western seabord of Europe, eg
Newferry, Ireland (Woodman 1978), but elsewhere the grinding is often over the whole artifact
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ILL 84: Coarse stone tools including flat sided cobble,
rounded hammerstone, ground edge flake and
bevelled pebble; scale 1:2 (Photograph - I
Lamer).

CD Plain Hammer-stone

© Faceted Hammerstone

© Round Hammerstone

© Bevelled Pebble

© Rnvil

© Flat Sided f lnvi l

© Flat Sided Cobble

© Polisher

® Manuport

ILL 85: Trench BA: the distribution of coarse stone tools
in the ploughsoil.

rather than just on one edge. The flat-sided pieces are previously unknown in Scotland, and they
are rare in Europe (a similar piece, made on a cylindrical cobble, occurs on a mesolithic site in
Belgium; Lauwers and Vermeersch 1982). At Kinloch, one of these pieces (also used as an anvil),
occurs in a mesolithic pit (BA 3). Together with the ground-edge flake, these tools may provide
evidence for the more controlled and varied working of coarse stone in the mesolithic than has
been previously acknowledged.

CONCLUSIONS

Coarse stone tools were an important part of the tool kit for any site. Those from Kinloch show the
careful selection of blanks, and the specific wear patterns that occur suggest that particular types of
tool served specific functions. One of these functions is likely to have been knapping, but there
were many other possible uses, and it is of interest that the only cache of tools did not contain types
likely to have been used for knapping.
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It is difficult to compare the coarse stone tools from Kinloch with those from other sites as so few
other assemblages are recorded in detail. If a fuller picture of the role of these tools in prehistory is
to be produced, then it will be necessary to identify and collect coarse stone tools wherever they
occur. Furthermore, a programme of experimental work is needed to clarify the functional
problems.

9.2 POTTERY M KEMP

The pottery assemblage comprises 299 sherds, weighing a total of 2 kg. Table 17 illustrates the
distribution of the assemblage which was concentrated within the main artificial dump of the
infilled watercourse (22%), and in the associated ploughsoil and drains (75%); in one case a sherd
from the watercourse could be fitted to one from the ploughsoil directly above. The eight
remaining sherds were recovered from the ploughsoil across the site.

Watercourse and
Associated Deposits

Overlying Disturbed
Deposits

Other

Ifl IB 1C ID 2

4* 14 4 25 2

26* 52 31 29 24

3 4R 4B 4C 5fl 5B

1 1 3 1 1 1

15 21 18

Table 17: The location of the pottery by fabric type.
* indicates the location of the two sherds that joined between contexts.

FORM AND FABRIC

The sherds are all small in size and over half of them are so
abraded that any attempt at physical description and
typological identification is limited. For the catalogue the
assemblage has been grouped according to fabric. Five
broad groups of fabric, with some subdivisions, have been
identified; the groups range from coarse thick pottery with
a crumbly sand-tempered core to fine burnished pottery
with a black core (Kemp mf, 1:D8-D13).

The assemblage is predominantly derived from round-
based vessels, but there is one sherd from a flat-based
vessel (111 86. 6) and another may be a flat-base sherd. All
the sherds come from prehistoric coil-built pots, and this
method of manufacture may be clearly seen in some pieces

(111 87. 13). The majority of the sherds are featureless.
Plain carinated pots with shoulders are present, but one
sherd bears a fine plain cordon (111 86. 5), and three sherds
have lugs. Two of the lugs have been pulled from the body
of the pot while the clay was still plastic (111 86. 2 & 4), and
the third lug appears to have been made by applying a
shaped piece to a prepared surface when the clay was
leather hard (111 86. 1). One of the lugs is situated just
below a carination (111 86. 4). Most of the rims are simple,
undeveloped forms (111 87. 1, 3-4), but two sherds have
expanded and externally bevelled rims (111 87. 2 & 5).
There is no correlation between pot forms and fabric types
(Tab 18).

POTTERY RESIDUES B MQFFAT

During the course of the excavation dark fibrous accretions
were noticed adhering to the surface of a few of the pottery
sherds. In order to try to identify these accretions, the
sherds were examined by a palaeobotanist prior to the
routine artifact analysis. In addition, samples were taken

of the surrounding soil matrix for background environ-
mental information. Finally, all other sherds were visually
inspected for similar accretions as an initial part of the
post-excavation analysis (Moffat mf, 2:F1-G12).
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ILL 86: Pottery: 1 prepared edge for lug; 2 broken base of lug; 3 shoulder; 4 carinated shoulder above a broken lug; 5 rim
with cordon; 6 base sherd; 7 burnished sherd; 8 sherd with carination.

THE ACCRETIONS

The accretions were removed from the pot surface with a
sterile swab and they were microscopically examined for
preserved pollen and macrobotanical remains. In the
event, close identification of the fibrous material was not
possible. It appeared to be organic, and was probably
mashed cereal straw. Three of the sherds held a pollen
assemblage that was distinctive and quite different from
that of the background samples. This assemblage included
low counts of cereal-type pollen (not found elsewhere on
the site), and exceptionally high values of ling and other
heathers, together with meadowsweet and royal fern (Tab
19; Moffat mf, 2: F1-G12). These species do not occur in
similar proportions elsewhere in the environmental record,
and it is highly unlikely that they would have been
combined in this way in a purely natural assemblage.
It is feasible that they have been deliberately combined
and that they may relate to the original contents of the
pot.

INTERPRETATION

Documentary search of the historical uses of such plants
suggest a number of ways in which they might have been
used: as a dyestuff; for medicinal purposes; or as a
fermented drink (Macdonnel 1910; Fraser 1983). It is
clearly impossible at this remove to favour with certainty
one recipe over another, but similar assemblages found
elsewhere in association with prehistoric pottery have
generally been interpreted to be the result of prehistoric
fermentation (Bohncke 1983; Dickson 1978), in the auth-
or's opinion this is the most likely interpretation here. For
the interpretation of the Kinloch residues the possibility of
a brew was taken further by the modern production of a
drink based on the fermentation of heather honey. The
brew was made under modern conditions in the Girvan
laboratory of William Grant and Sons, the Glenfiddich
distillers: it used only the ingredients identified from the
pollen analysis. The results were non-toxic and quite
palatable, at 8% proof.
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ILL 87: Pottery: 1-5 rim sherds; 6 possible fragment of lug; 7-10 shoulders; 13 coil break.

CONTEXT C WICKHAM-JONES

It is important to consider the processes by which the
pottery arrived in the watercourse and the surrounding
ploughsoil. Several elements combine to suggest that the
assemblage is redeposited. Most obvious of these must be
the context itself, for it is highly unlikely that the water-
course (or associated drains and ploughsoil), represents
the primary location of the pots. It is impossible to tell
whether the pots were deposited in the watercourse as a

result of human action or by a natural agency. In favour of
human action the specific association of the pottery with
other artifactual material and dumped stones may be cited.
Nevertheless, the high percentage of abraded sherds might
indicate a natural agency; if this were the case, a more
general spread of pottery throughout the entire length of
the watercourse might have been expected.

Abrasion also suggests that the assemblage is rede-
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in
IB
1C
ID
2
3
4R
4B
4C
5fl
5B

23
60
33
52
22

1
27

6
4

23
30

1

1

3
2
1

1

1

1

1
2*

1

2
1
4

1

2

1

1
1

* One possible lug fragment and one sherd with prepared edge for lug

Table 18: The Pottery: sherd form by fabric type.

Plant Type

Cereal Type undifferentiated
Heathers
Meadowsweet

Royal Fern
Other Herbs
Trees and Shrubs
Grasses and Sedges

Pollen Count

19
270

37 + 2 «
25 + 2 *
97

106
185

* Clumps of immature pol len

Table 19: The pollen count from pot residues.

posited, and it may have several causes. Abrasion could be
due to the movement of water within the boggy surround-
ings of the pottery, or it could be due to the exposure and
erosion of the sherds prior to their final deposition. It
might also result from the recovery of some of the sherds
by wet sieving, but this does not account for all cases of
abrasion, as some manually recovered sherds were also
abraded. Abraded sherds did not only occur in the water-
course; there were similar proportions of abraded material
in the ploughsoil and, as the location of the pottery within
the ploughsoil directly reflects the position of the water-
course below, the ploughsoil material is presumably
derived from the destruction of the upper levels of the
watercourse. In support of this theory, one of the plough-
soil sherds was found to join to one of those from the
watercourse. Also, the analysis of the distributions of the

lithic artifacts within the ploughsoil suggested that the
ploughsoil had not been subject to great disturbance so
that the artifactual material was still closely associated with
the locations of disturbed prehistoric features. It is there-
fore likely that the abraded sherds within the ploughsoil
were originally abraded when in an earlier watercourse
location. Finally, the radiocarbon determination associ-
ated with the pottery (3890±65 BP, GU-2042) also sug-
gests redeposition. This determination is surprisingly late
for pottery of this type and it is possible that the pottery
may have lain elsewhere for some time before it was
incorporated into the watercourse deposits.

To conclude, it seem likely that the pottery was depos-
ited into the watercourse dumps by a human agency, but it
was probably not in a fresh condition at the time.
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CULTURAL AFFINITIES

Exact parallels for the assemblage are difficult to cite. The few individual traits and forms which
can be identified fit most comfortably into a middle neolithic context. The fabrics are like those of
other Hebridean wares (Henshall 1972,152-4), in the case of the 'corky ware' (fabric 4b), parallels
are to be found in Orkney (Henshall 1963, 107 & pi 14b). The combination of a lug just below a
carination is unusual, but when taken individually the features are all common in Scottish neolithic
pottery (Kinnes 1985, 21-3). Little is known about the development of the prehistoric pottery of
the Western Isles, but the date associated with the main deposit of pottery (3890±65 BP,
GU-2042) is surprisingly late for this type of pottery (but see also the discussion of the pumice
below). However, given both the context of the assemblage (within one of the dumps of material
in the watercourse), and the abraded state of many of the sherds, it seems likely that the pottery,
as stated above, had been redeposited by some agency either natural or, more possibly, human.

9.3 PUMICE A CLARKE & A DUGMORE

Eleven finds were identified as pumice on the basis of their highly vesicular morphology. Most are
dark brown-grey in colour with millimetre scale vesicules; the remainder are light grey and appear
superficially weathered. Recent work on pumice has drawn attention to the possibility of using
geochemical analysis to relate finds to the source areas (Binns 1972a; 1972b; 1972c), and the
occurrence of pumice in coastal areas may be used to define isochronous marker horizons that may
be of use in dating archaeological sites (Dugmore et al in prep). Consequently, the pumice was
visually examined and three samples were selected for geochemical analysis (one, typical of the
homogeneous collection of brown-grey pumice, from the main watercourse deposits; and two light
coloured pieces from mesolithic pits, AD 2 and BA 10; Dugmore, mf, 3:G7-G10).

GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSES

Geochemical analyses indicate that the two mesolithic
samples are most unlikely to be volcanic in origin. These
pumaceous pieces may have been formed by the intense
heating of the local Torridonian sandstones, perhaps by
natural processes. There is, however, abundant burnt
material amongst the flaked lithic assemblage and there
were, no doubt, numerous domestic hearths on site

throughout the period/s of occupation. Anthropogenic
processes may, unintentionally, have led to the creation of
these pieces. The geochemistry of the later sample (from
the watercourse; Chapter 3) indicates a volcanic origin,
probably in Iceland. Geochemically the sample is similar to
other pieces of pumice found on the Outer Hebrides and
Shetland. The major and trace element abundances of the

0
I

40

ILL 88: Grooved pumice, showing refit.
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Rhum sample lie within the very narrow ranges produced
by simultaneous analyses of other Scottish material; it is
therefore likely to represent a single eruption, perhaps a
particular event c. 2700 radiocarbon years BP. It is of
interest that the same context provided a radiocarbon

determination of 3890±65 BP (GU-2042; Chapter 10),
and yet the analysis of the associated pottery suggested
that the radiocarbon determination was surprisingly late
(see above, this section).

USE

Five pieces have evidence of use. On two pieces this
comprises smoothed surface areas; on the other pieces it
consists of indentations. One indentation has a wide,
shallow asymmetrical cross-section, and two are fine

narrow grooves. The two grooved pieces join across the
groove (111 88), both were re-used after breakage and on
one a second groove was formed.

LOCATION

Hcsolithic Pits
RD 2
RD 5
BR 4/5
BR 8
BR 10

Watercourse

Ploughsoil RD

Ploughsoil RG

Vorked Unworked

Table 20: The location of the pieces of pumice.

Table 20 illustrates the location of the pumice. Five pieces
were from mesolithic locations, all were unworked. One of
the worked pieces came from the deposits within the
watercourse, and the other four were recovered from the
ploughsoil; the two joining pieces came from the same
metre square in the ploughsoil of Trench AD.

9.4 BONE A CLARKE

There was almost no preservation of organic material on the site, only 8.16g of calcined bone and two
small fragments of shell were recovered, mainly from mesolithic contexts (Tab 21). The bone
consisted of crumbs and fragments, and close identification was impossible, but it could have come
from a sheep-sized animal (Armour-Chelu/7ers comm). There is one probable piece of coprolite and
one fish bone, probably the pharyngeal toothplate of a wrasse (labridae) (Wheeler pers comm).

Mesolithic Pits
Fill RG00121

RJ 2
BR 4-9

Buried Soil

Watercourse

Bone

0.59 g
0.20 g
2.91 g

0.42 g
0.99 g

Coprol i te ?

3.05 g

Fishtooth She l l

Table 21: The location of preserved bone.
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10 THE RADIOCARBON DETERMINATIONS
G COOK & E SCOTT

INTRODUCTION

Radiocarbon dating was carried out at the Glasgow University Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory
(now based at the Scottish Universities Research and Reactor Centre), during the period 1984-87.
One date, relating to the Kinloch Glen pollen core (Chapter 11) was obtained from the Harwell
laboratory (HAR-6608). A procedural resume is included in the microfiche (Cook & Scott mf,
3:G11-G14).

RESULTS

THE FIRST COUNT

Table 22 presents all of the samples dated for Kinloch. All
dates are quoted in conventional years BP (before 1950
AD) and are uncalibrated with respect to dendrochronolo-
gical age. The errors are expressed at the + one sigma level
of confidence.

THE RECOUNT

One dilemma which faces those involved with radiocarbon
dating is the relative reliability of any large series of dates,
as dating may be carried out over several years and within
more than one laboratory. In this study it was decided to
recount the samples of mesolithic origin as a single batch,
so that the long term reproduceability of the counting
process could be determined. In this respect the use of
glass scalable ampoules has a significant advantage in that
the samples can be stored virtually indefinitely, without
any loss through evaporation. Ideally, it would be prefer-
able to re-synthesise the sample benzene from replicate
sample material, but in the absence of this option the best
alternative was employed. Results from the recent
intercalibration study, which is in part organised by this
laboratory, have shown that the major contributory factor

to interlaboratory variation probably derives from the
counting process (Scott et al in press).

Table 23 presents the results obtained from the recount
of the Rhum dates. These indicate that there are no
significant differences at the 2 6 level between the ages
calculated from 1984 to 1987 and the ages dated as a single
batch in 1988. Furthermore, there is no trend to suggest a
shift to either older or younger ages within the 2 6 error
band. In approximately 50% of the results the central ages
from the 1988 calculation are older than those of the first
count, and the other 50% are younger, thus inferring that
there is no bias in the results from the first count. Because
of the lack of both significant difference and bias between
the two counts, the original radiocarbon dates are used
throughout the text and for calibration.

CALIBRATION

Table 24 presents the calibration of the radiocarbon ages
using the 20 year atmospheric record from the University
of Washington, Quaternary Isotope Laboratory radiocar-
bon calibration programme. The earliest dates are beyond
the present calibration limits. For this reason dates are
presented uncalibrated within the text.

DISCUSSION WITH E SCOTT G COOK & K HIRONS

Four of the radiocarbon determinations (GU-1873, GU-2040, GU-1874, and GU-2150) all date
features that provide the earliest excavated evidence, so far, for the human settlement of Scotland.
A further five dates (GU-2146, GU-2039, GU-2147, GU-2145, and GU-2149) come from similar
features and suggest mesolithic occupation over a period of time. The first three dates are the.
earliest; they come from Trenches AD and AJ, and they are relatively close in age, with a mean
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Lob. No. Date Cl3 Material Site Ref. Feature Comment

HflR-6608 8770 + 90

6U-1873 8530i95 -24.9

GU-2040 8560175 -25.1

GU-1874 8515 ±190 -23.8

GU-2150 8310 ±150 -25.7

GU-2146 8080±50 -25.0

GU-2039 7925165 -25.3

GU-2147 7880 ±70 -25.1

GU-2145 7850150 -25.0

GU-2062 7800 + 75 -28.5

Peat

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Carbonised
hazel-nut
shell

Peat

KR84 K

KR84RD0028

KR85RJ0175

KR84RD0028

KR86BR0100

KR86BH0023

KR85RG0121

KR86BR0052

KR86BR0021

KR85 RH 1
base

Kinloch Glen
Core base

RD 5 Pit fill

RJ 2 Lower fill of a
truncated pit

flD 5 as GU-1873

Bfl S2 Only date
associated with a
structural feature

BR 1 Pit fill

Part of pit complex
further investigated
in trench BR, see
also GU-2149

BR 10 Hollow sealed by
dumps on edge of
burn, TPQ for
the dumps.

Bfl 3 Pit fill

Base of organic
deposit in

GU-2149 7570 ±50 -25.3

GU-2211 71401130 -25.8

Charcoal

Charcoal t>
hazel-nut
shell

KR86BR0090

KR86BR0085

Bfl 4/5

transitional sandy
peat, IRQ for local
marine transgression,
post-dates start of
Corytus-type pollen
rise and relates to
establishment of
open scrub. See also
GU-2107, GU-2108,
GU-2109, GU-2110.

Fill of pit complex,
see also GU-2039

Buried soil at
edge of burn, TPQ
for peat in burn

Table 22: The radiocarbon determinations: Kinloch. Rhum series in chronological order.
These dates are quoted in conventional years BP (before 1950 AD) and they are uncalibrated with respect to
dendrochronological age. The errors are expressed at the ± one sigma level of confidence.
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Lab. No. Date Cl3

GU-2108 6430+90 -28.0

GU-2107 5300i 60 -26.8

Material Site Ref. Feature Comment

6U-2043 4725 + 140 -27.3

GU-2110 4660±70 -29.2

GU-2106 4260±70 -25.9

GU-2148 4080160 -26.5

GU-2041 3945+50 -28.5

GU-2042 3890165 -28.5

GU-2109 3340+80 -29.2

Brown
woody peat

Brown
woody peat

Charcoal

Brown
woody peat

KR85 RH 1
1.39-1.41 m

KR85 RH 1
1.19-1.21 m

KR85RD0153

KR85 RH 1
0.89-0.91

RD 7

Humified
amorphous
peat with
charcoal

Charcoal

KR85RM
0.50-0.58 m

KR86BROD77 BR D1

Wood KR85RG0245

Vood

Dark
brown-black
humified
peat

KR85RG0128

KR85 RH 1
0.59-0.62 m

Start of initial
rise in Rlnus pollen.
See also Gil-2062.
GU-2107, GU-2109,
GU-2110.
Major fllnus maximum
prior to phase of
reduced tree pollen.
See also GU-2062,
GU-2108, GU-2109,
GU-2110.
Fill of hollow. See
also GU-2106,
6U-2042, GU-2148.

Transition from
fen"wood peat to
monocot peat. Initial
pollen evidence for
major local impact of
man. See also
GU-2062, GU-2107,
GU-2108, GU-2109.
Peaty material below
slopewash, TPQ for
onset of slopewash
See also GU-2042.

*Midden'-type dump in
peat of burn. IRQ for
peat and for gravel
dumps on edge of burn.
See also GU-2042,
GU-2106.

Base of slopewash to
N. of burn. Hatches
interpolated date for
start of major fllnus
pollen decline in
monolith. See also
GU-2106.
Deposit of rock and
debris within peat of
burn. See also
GU-2106, 6U-2148.
Start of major rise
in Potentilla pollen
and end of decline in
arboreal pollen.
See also GU-2107,
GU-2108. GU-2110.

Table 22: continued
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Laboratory
Number

GU-1873
GU-2040
GU-1874
GU-2146
GU-2039
GU-2147
GU-2145
GU-2062
6U-2149
GU-221 1

1984-87
Rges

8590 ± 95
8560 ± 75
8515 ±190
8080 ±50
7925 ±65
7880 ± 70
7850 ± 50
7800 ± 75
7570 ±50
7140H30

1988
flges

8360 ± 70
8490 ± 50
8060 ±150
81 80 ±50
7860 ±50
7950 ± 50
7900 ± 50
7800 ± 50
7600 ± 50
7220 ± 100

Laboratory
Number

GU-1873
GU-2040
GU-1874
GU-2150
GU-2146
GU-2039
GU-2147
GU-2145
GU-2062
GU-2149
GU-221 1
GU-2108
GU-2107
GU-2043
6U-ZI10
GU-2106
GU-21 48
GU-2041
GU-2042
GU-21 09

1984-87
flges

8590 ± 95
8560 ±75
8515 ±190
8310 ±150
8080 ± 50
7925 ±65
7880 ± 70
7850 ± 50
7800 ± 75
7570 ± 50
7140 ±130
6430 ± 90
5300 ± 60
4725 ±140
4660 ± 70
4260 ±70
4080 ± 60
3945 ± 50
3890 ± 65
3340 ± 80

* Calibrated
flges Ccal.BCD

B.C.L.
B.C.L.
B.C.L.
B.C.L.
B.C.L.

6569-7060
6493-7050
6495-7026
6450-7022
6230-6554
5730-6222
5230-5540
3990-4330
3046-3790
3140-3632
2625-3040
2470-2881
2320-2580
2146-2573
1440-1878

Table 23: The radiocarbon determinations: samples of
mesolithic origin with ages as calculated from
several batches during the period 1984-7 and
re-counted as a single batch in 1988.

Table 24: The radiocarbon determinations: calibration of
ages using the 20 year atmospheric record from
the University of Washington, Quaternary
Isotope Laboratory Radiocarbon Calibration
Program, 1987.
B. C. L. = Beyond Calibration Limits.
* Calibrated age ranges are ± 2.

determination of 8555 years BP. The six later dates come from Trench BA (with the exception of
one from Trench AG), and although they appear to follow a time trend in themselves, they are all
more recent than those from Trenches AD/AJ. They have a mean age of 7936 years BP, but the
standard error is large. Bearing in mind this difference in the mean age of the samples from the two
areas, it was thought possible that the different parts of the site might have been in use at different
times. In order to test this possibility, a two sample t-test was carried out to examine the hypothesis
that: 'the mean age of the AD/AJ samples equalled the mean age of the BA samples'. The results
of this test were highly significant and indicated that the hypothesis could be rejected. It is
therefore possible that the features of Trenches AD and AJ represent a slightly earlier occupation
than those of Trench BA, but the apparent time trend in the BA determinations does cast some
doubt on this interpretation.

Four dates (GU-2043; GU-2106; GU-2148; GU-2042), relate to neolithic activity on site. Of
these GU-2043 appears to be earlier than the others, but it has a large standard error and does lie
within the mean age of the other three dates (calculated at 95% confidence interval), so that none
of the determinations can be separated. It should be stressed that interpretation of the neolithic
activity has been difficult. No traces of occupation structures were uncovered, but it is likely that
dwelling structures were not far away (Chapters 3 and 14).

Between the mesolithic and neolithic activity the site was apparently abandoned, but the
environmental record does show signs of human influence, suggesting the presence of people
within the area (Chapter 11). At some point gravel was scraped up and spread as a low bank along
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the S edge of the watercourse. There are no dates directly associated with this activity, but the
gravel seals mesolithic material (GU-2211), and stratigraphically it underlies the midden-like
dumps within the peat (GU-2148). It is likely, therefore, that people did frequent the area of
Kinloch, if only intermittently, during the time when the site itself was abandoned.

The remaining dates relate to the environmental history of the area (Chapter 11). The date
suggested for the initial rise in alder (Alnus) pollen (GU-2108), does accord well with other
radiocarbon datings of this pollen stratigraphic marker from west Inverness, south Skye, Wester
Ross and Sutherland (Birks 1977). The dates are later than those from further south, and possibly
much later than the actual arrival of alder (Rymer 1974). GU-2110 provides a date for the earliest
major local human influence marked by a reduction in tree and hazel (Coryloid) pollen, and an
increase in grass pollen, together with that of open habitat taxa. The interpolated date for the start
of a major alder pollen decline (GU-2041) coincides with the first evidence of cereal-type pollen
and the start of major local clearances, which are indicated by declining tree pollen and increased
frequencies of grasses and weedy pollen taxa. At the end of the arboreal pollen decline (GU-
2109), the data suggest the replacement of hazel (Corylus) on the drier slopes above the site by
heath, and a decline in local alder fen woodland with a rise of acid grassland.
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11 THE POSTGLACIAL ENVIRONMENT K HIRONS

INTRODUCTION

In the early postglacial period a highly dynamic environment was produced in the Hebrides by a
combination of exposure, climatic change, fluctuations in sea level, and rapidly changing
vegetation. This changing environment must have imposed various stresses on the resource base of
the early inhabitants of Kinloch and thus on their survival strategies. To examine it an integrated
series of palaeoecological and palaeoenvironmental studies were carried out in conjunction with
the archaeological investigations. Plant fossils were not abundant on the excavation site itself, but
a series of pollen studies was undertaken to help characterise the sediments on site (Moffat mf,
2:F1-G12; Edwards and Hirons mf a, 2:C4-D13), and wood was analysed where it had survived
(McCullagh mf, 3:A3-A11). Off-site, pollen analysis was carried out on monoliths taken from a
bog that had developed to the W of the excavation on part of the Farm Fields (Farm Fields sites
RH 1; RH 2, Hirons & Edwards mf a, 2:C4- D13), on a core from the Kinloch Glen (Kinloch Glen
site K, Parish mf, 2:A3-B8), and on sediments collected from the bed of Loch Scresort
(Chapter 3), (111 89). Botanical and English nomenclature follows Clapham et al, 1962.

BACKGROUND

VEGETATION

Reconstructions of the past vegetation of other Hebridean
islands have shown the importance of the geographical
location of Rhum. Closed woodland was probably never
able to develop on the flatter and more exposed islands
such as Tiree and Canna (Flenley & Pearson 1967; Pilcher
1974; Birks & Williams 1983). On the larger and more
topographically diverse islands of Skye, Mull, and Lewis,
woodland was of limited extent in the early postglacial
period, and it was restricted to sheltered localities (Birks &
Williams 1983; Bohncke 1988; Lowe & Walker 1986;
Walker & Lowe 1985). Limited woodland cover, with
frequent tall-shrub, heath, and grassland communities is
also indicated in the pollen evidence from the north west of
mainland Scotland (Birks 1980).

The geographical limits of both pine (Pinus sylvestris)
and oak (Quercus spp.) are thought to have lain in the
Inner Hebrides. Pine has always been infrequent, or
absent, on west and central Skye, the Fort William area,
and Kintyre, but pine forest with birch (Betula spp) was
able to develop in eastern Skye, Wester Ross and the
central Grampians (Birks 1977; Birks & Williams 1983).
On south east Skye and on Rhum, occasional stumps of
pine have been recorded (Steven & Carlisle 1959; Birks
1975). The northern limit of oak may have lain near to
southern Skye (Birks & Williams 1983); certainly oak
woodland was able to develop on Mull to the south

(Walker & Lowe 1985; Lowe & Walker 1986). Thus,
Rhum lies close to the presumed northern limit of oak
woodland and close to the western limit of pine.

The present vegetation of Rhum has been mapped by
the NCC (1970) and discussed by Ball (Ball 1983 & 1987).
The principle plant communities identified by Ferreira
(1967) fall into four general classes: base-poor heath; fen;
blanket bog; and richer grasslands (Ball 1987). The latter
only occur on the lower slopes of the western glens.
Natural scrub only survives as very small fragments in
inaccessible sites, where it gains some protection from
grazing. Hazel (Corylus avellana), birch (Betula
pubescens), oak, rowan (Sorbus aucuparia), holly (Ilex
aquifolium), aspen (Populus tremula), hawthorn (Cra-
taegus monogyna), and sallows (Salix atrocinerea and 5.
aurita) are the only tree species thought to remain natur-
ally; there is a record of the removal of the last copse of
wood in 1796 (Ball 1987).

On Eigg, however, small but significant woodlands do
survive, and they are dominated by hazel with ash (Fraxi-
nus excelsior), wych elm (Ulmus glabra), rowan, haw-
thorn, blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), and aspen. Colonsay
also supports two mixed woodlands (oak, birch, hazel,
rowan, sallow, ash) in sheltered eastern sites, and in the
centre of Soay there are soils that are derived from
Torridonian sandstone (and are more akin to those to the
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ILL 89: Location map of environmental sampling sites. RH1-3: AM: K.

north of Loch Scresort on Rhum); these soils support
birch-rowan and sallow-birch in sheltered areas. On Skye,
oak is virtually confined to Sleat, where it occurs as pure
oak or birch-oak stands on the Torridonian sandstones;
stands of ash-hazel and birch-hazel also survive on the
better soils derived from this bedrock.

These woodland remnants on nearby islands suggest that

Rhum is within the range of occurrence of many tree
species and that its soils could have supported some
woodland in the past. The success of the recent tree
planting schemes on Rhum has also confirmed the suit-
ability of the island for tree growth, albeit of selected
species and in selected situations (Wormell 1968).

CLIMATE

The climate of Kinloch is oceanic, dominated by strong
westerly airflows from the Atlantic, and characterised by
low summer temperatures and high winter temperatures
(Green & Harding 1983). The seasonal temperature range
is limited, and frosts are relatively rare at low elevations
(mean 116.3 days with ground frost, and 20.4 days with
snow). The average rainfall is high (2373 mm per year),
and it is coupled with a low evaporation demand thus
leading to soil moisture excesses even in the summer. Wind
speeds are moderate, but the salt content of the wind
aggravates damage, especially to trees, and using the

criterion of wind effect on lone growing broad leaved trees
Kinloch has been categorised as "moderately exposed with
extremely mild winters", and the northern slopes of the
Kinloch Glen have been categorised as "exposed with
extremely mild winters" (Birse & Robertson 1970). Anti-
cyclones can persist for a month or more over the area,
bringing interludes of dry conditions in the summer and
cold conditions in the winter, and it has been suggested
that these episodes might create dry conditions favourable
to natural fires in the summer and to possible frost damage
in the winter (McVean 1964).

SOILS

In general, the soil parent materials of Rhum are poor and
readily acidified, leading to the general development of
peat. The soils local to Kinloch are peaty gleys on both the
Torridonian sandstones to the north and on the igneous
complexes to the south. Around the head of Loch Scresort,
on the cultivated land, humus-rich iron podsols have
developed. There has been no specific work on the blanket
peats of Rhum, but it is now suspected that wide variations
in timing, and probably in causation, may be expected (eg
Edwards & Hirons 1982). Wider inferences may be drawn

from studies of basin peats, both on Rhum and on other
islands of the Inner Hebrides (Skye, Islay and Colonsay),
and these suggest that a major environmental change took
place between 4000-5000 BP. This change is manifest in a
shift from woodland to an open environment (probably
similar to that observed over much of the Western Isles
today), as areas receiving run-off from the surrounding
slopes developed into base-poor grasslands, whilst water-
shedding areas became gradually covered with heath and
shallow blanket peats.
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THE VEGETATIONAL AND RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY
OF RHUM

INTRODUCTION

There are major difficulties in the reconstruction of the past vegetation of islands, such as Rhum,
using pollen analysis. The Hebrides are exposed to frequent westerly gales, and it has been
suggested that in such circumstances the pollen of wind pollinated taxa might be blown away from
the islands, so that it would be under-represented in the fossil pollen record (Walker & Lowe 1985,
605). In addition, the anthropogenic factor within any pollen record is difficult to identify,
particularly where predominantly open environments are concerned. The criteria used for the
recognition of anthropogenic changes in wooded landscapes cannot be applied to open or partly
open landscapes without qualification (Vorren 1986; Vuorela 1986). Many species which might
suggest human impact when encountered in pollen diagrams from woodland environments can
readily colonise sites where open environments are maintained by other agencies. Stress caused by
proximity to marine conditions or exposure to climatic extremes (both physiographic norms for
much of the Hebrides), may provide ready niches for the particular plants that favour these
conditions. Changes in maritime influence caused by sea-level fluctuations, as well as exposure,
and anthropogenic activity may all have similar expressions in the pollen diagrams (eg Birks &
Madsen 1979), and this has caused problems in the interpretation of the spread of heath and
grasslands in the fifth and sixth millennia BP elsewhere, eg on St Kilda, Lewis, Skye and Mull
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ILL 90: RH 1: peat growth in relation to dated deposits on site. (Assuming a date of 0 years BP for the bog surface).
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(Birks & Madsen 1979; Birks & Williams 1983; Walker 1984; Walker & Lowe 1985; Lowe &
Walker 1986; Bohncke 1988). All of these problems are relevant to the site at Kinloch.

The postglacial vegetation of Kinloch may be divided into three time-zones which broadly
equate with those defined in the pollen diagrams from the Farm Fields site (Ills 90, 91, 92).

ZONE I: 10000-6500 BP.

Zone I precedes the rise in alder (Alnus glutinosa) pollen;
it includes zone RHI at the Farm Fields site (RH 1) and
local assemblage zone Kl at the Kinloch Glen site (K).
This is a period of dynamic environmental change, oscillat-
ing sea levels (Chapter 12), and developing and stabilising
soils, combined with rapid climatic change and an almost
constantly changing vegetation.

The deposits collected for this study did not include
material from the earliest postglacial period. However,
using a core from the Long Loch bog on Rhum, Ford
shows a classical late glacial sequence of two solifluction
deposits indicating frost heave of soils, interrupted by an
organic deposit (possibly representing a warmer period),
and more stable soils (Ford 1976; and see Godwin 1975).
At the beginning of the postglacial period (around 10000
BP) temperatures increased rapidly and birch, pine
and juniper (Juniperus communis) invaded the country-
side. Pollen from the Kinloch Glen site (K) at around
8800 BP shows that, even in this sheltered part of the
island, conditions were very open; a few copses of birch,
and possibly some hazel or bog myrtle, were present,
along with taxa characteristic of open non-bog habitats,
such as juniper, mugwort (Artemisia), and plantain (Plan-
tago spp.) (Parish mf, 2:A3-B8). The predominance of
grass (Gramineae) and heather (Ericaceae) pollen suggest
the early establishment of grass and heathlands in the
area.

At Farm Fields, estuarine saltmarsh with reeds (Phrag-
mites communis) had developed before the start of peat
growth at 7800 BP. The archaeological site lies at about the
maximum altitude of the postglacial high sea levels
(Chapter 12). The early part of Zone I is characterised by
a great variety of herb pollen, some of which reflects the
salt water influence, eg various pinks (Caryophyllaceae),
sea plantain (Plantago maritima), and composites
(Compositae), while other herbs are more characteristic of

late or early postglacial open environments, eg mugwort,
Iceland purslane (Koenigia istandica), rue (Thaliclrum).
crowberry (Empetrum nigrum), and fir clubmoss (Lycopo-
dium selago). After the sea level receded around 7800 BP,
open hazel scrub became established with an understorey
of horsetails (Equisetum), ferns, and sedges, together with
tall-herb communities, including meadowsweet (Filipen-
dula ulmaria), sorrel (Rumex acetosa), and umbellifers
(Umbelliferae). Low pollen frequencies of birch and pine
indicate that they may have been present on the island at
this time, but they were probably not local to the site. The
establishment of dwarf-shrub heaths on the drier sandstone
soils near to the site is suggested by the increased frequen-
cies of cinquefoil or silverweed-type (Potentilla-type) and
scabious (Succisa pratensis), in combination with the
appearance of ling (Callund) pollen and the continued
presence of other ericaceous pollen. Finally, the closing of
the hazel canopy appears to have suppressed the flowering
of composites, rue, fir clubmoss, and crowberry.

A combination of evidence suggests that the vegetation
of the mire surface at the Farm Fields site was disturbed by
fire at times throughout this zone (cf Bohncke 1988), and
this disturbance could have contributed to the estab-
lishment of alder in the next zone (McVean 1956a). It is
not possible, on the available data, to attribute this dis-
turbance to either anthropogenic or natural fires, but, even
if the inhabitants of Kinloch were not directly responsible,
then they would certainly have benefitted from the changes
that fire promoted (Mellars 1976b). At Long Loch, a
decline in tree pollen at a time of increasing bracken
(Pteridium aquilinum), umbellifers, and composites, (but
before the rise in alder), has been interpreted as evidence
for clearance activities (Ford 1976). There was apparently
more extensive tree cover in the vicinity of Long Loch,
mainly comprising birch (up to 25% of total pollen) and
alder.

ZONE II: 6500-4000 BP.

Zone II starts at the rise in alder pollen (6500 BP) and ends
just after the beginning of the major decline of both alder
and hazel/myrtle (pollen of hazel and bog myrtle is difficult
to distinguish and is given the composite name Coryloid),
pollen at the Farm Fields site. It encompasses zone RHII
at Farm Fields and much of zone K2 at Kinloch Glen.
Heather heath was widespread, and birch, pine and oak
were also present on better drained areas. Higher frequen-
cies of hazel and alder pollen at Farm Fields suggest that
the scrub cover there was more closed than further up the
Kinloch Glen.

At the Farm Fields site there are two periods which have
reduced alder pollen and increased herb frequencies.
These indicate a decline in tree cover, both on the damp
alder-fern woodland of the mire and on the drier surround-
ing slopes, which may have supported hazel. Continued
drying of the mire surfaces is demonstrated by a change to
grasses and bracken, together with reductions in sphagnum
moss and horsetails. These pollen changes and the

increased frequency of charcoal at the time (eg in subzone
K2b) suggest that the decline of the woodland may be
associated with an increased incidence of fire. Alder is
thought to be fairly resistant to fire (McVean 1956b),
however, so it may be that these periods (which lasted an
estimated 250 years) were the result of direct and repeated
clearance, in which case the inhabitants of Kinloch would
be the primary agency. If this were so, then it is difficult to
see what long-term advantages such clearance provided for
the population at Kinloch. The promotion of nutritious
grazing after burning is a short-term effect (Mellars
1976b), and the driving of game is likely to be a one-off
activity. Fire might promote the flowering and productivity
of local hazel-nut crops (Smith 1970), but this is unlikely to
be the case at Kinloch because hazel was reduced. The
hazel reduction suggests that a more widespread impact
was taking place on the drier slopes above the mire as well
as on the bog itself.

The charcoal concentrations decline after 5300 BP (apart
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from brief peaks in RHIId and RHIIe), and this decline
suggests a reduction in the incidence of fires similar to that
found on the North York Moors (Simmons & Innes 1981 &
1987), the Isle of Arran, and the Kintyre Peninsula
(Mclntosh 1986). The start of subzone RHIId (c. 5200 BP)
dates to around the time of the elm decline, at which time
climatic shifts have been suggested elsewhere in NW
Scotland (Pennington et al 1972; Williams 1976), and these
shifts possibly involve increased precipitation resulting
from the southward displacement of the polar front
(Magny 1982).

The first major local impact of the inhabitants of Kinloch
is visible towards the end of zone II, in mid-RHIIe (c.4600
BP). There is an increase in mineral matter, and ribwort
plantain (Plantago lanceolata) and cinquefoil pollen start a
slow increase, while meadowsweet and royal fern
(Osmunda regalis) values begin to decline. Grass pollen
frequencies also start to rise, honeysuckle (Lonicera peri-
dymenum) is present, and the tree pollen assemblage
begins to include such open habitat taxa as holly, ash, and

rowan. At the end of the subzone birch expands to its
maximum value in the profile (23%).

In this subzone cultivated flax (Linum usitatissimum)
occurs as five pollen grains at 0.30m depth in the on-site
monolith (Moffat, mf 2:F1-G12). Flax pollen is large, and
it is not carried far by the wind (Gennard 1985), so that its
occurrence either indicates that it was cultivated nearby or
that it was artificially deposited, eg with collected flax in a
retting pond. The radiocarbon date from this monolith
suggests that the dump of mineral material that overlay the
findspot of the flax pollen is dated to slightly before 4000
BP (GU-2042). Although this date may be influenced by
the redeposition of derived organic sediments, the secure
dating of the slopewash deposits nearby (GU-2041) sugg-
est that the cultivation of flax occurred at the start of the
second millennium BC. In Scotland, flax has been
recorded from bronze age deposits in Fife (Jessen &
Helbaek 1944, 55), and it has recently been reported from
likely neolithic deposits in Kincardine and Deeside (Bond
& Hunter 1987, 175).

ZONE III: 4000 BP - THE PRESENT DAY

Zone III starts as alder begins to decline at the Farm Fields
core site. Changes at this time suggest a decline in the alder
woodland and in the tall-herb communities that dominated
the mire surface, as well as in the hazel on the surrounding
drier soils; this is reflected by a decline in the wood content
of the peat. Both ling and scabious expand, suggesting that
the hazel was replaced with the spread of heath vegetation.
Birch and rowan are present in high frequencies, both
possibly expanding as pioneer taxa on the drier cleared
areas left open by the decline in hazel. One cereal-type
pollen grain was found at the start of RHIIIa; in combin-
ation with the increase in plantains (Plantago lanceolata,
and P. media), as well as increased charcoal, this suggests
clearance of the land for agriculture. The start of this
subzone also coincides with a decline in pine. This decline
is approximately coeval with the regional pine decline (c.
4000 BP) which has often been interpreted as the result of
human activity and/or climatic change (eg Birks & Madsen
1979; Bennett 1984; Bradshaw & Brown 1987; Bohncke
1981; Birks 1987).

The sediments collected from the infilled watercourse on
the excavation site relate to this period (Moffat mf,
2:F1-G12): they are composed of a woody Molina peat
0.3m deep (the remains of purple moor grass), and this is
overlain by a more woody peat (0.3m in depth). Between
the two peat layers there was a band of stony-silts (0.25m
deep), and this was barren of pollen; stony-silts also occur
within the top O.lm of the profile. There was a quantity of
brushwood within the watercourse; this was mostly alder,
but it included oak, birch, hazel, together with rowan, crab
apple (Malus sylvestris) and hawthorn. The small size of
these macroscopic wood fragments suggested that they
may have been deliberately collected or, if natural wind-
fall, that they had come from managed scrub (McCullagh
mf 3:A3-AH); woodland coppicing may have been taking
place (cf Goransson 1987).

Three events are closely related at around 4000 BP.
Firstly, this is a time of major local impact by the inhab-
itants of the archaeological site: tree cover was reduced,
and acid grassland spread around the site, whilst heaths
increased to dominate the drier sandstone slopes (this
change dates to after 4660±70 BP, GU-2110). Secondly,
there was a build-up of slopewash, visible as extensive
spreads of sandstone materials across much of the
archaeological site and to the £ (Edwards & Hirons mf,

2:B9-C3). Thirdly, there was the deliberate deposition of
a layer of stony-silt into the water course (dated to
3890+65 BP, GU-2042), as well as the deposition of
midden-type deposits and gravel dumps (TAQ 4080±60
BP, GU-2148). This combination of events suggests that
this was a time when local anthropogenic impact was
greatly increased.

In contrast, the changes in the pollen assemblages from
the Kinloch Glen are much less striking than those visible
on site, but they do still confirm the widespread develop-
ment of agricultural activity. The amount of birch and
alder pollen are slightly increased throughout much of
zones 3 and 4, indicating that the sparse tree cover in this
part of the Glen is little changed, and hazel/bog myrtle
(Coryloid) is also better represented. There are, however,
increased frequencies of certain weed taxa: cinquefoil;
several composites including thistles (Centaurea); and rib-
wort plantain (Plantago lanceolata), and these do indicate
an increase in open and disturbed habitats. A decline in
tree pollen recorded further afield (at Glen Shellesder and
Long Loch, both on Rhum; Graham 1986; Ford 1976)
must indicate the widespread decline of trees and their
replacement with heath, acid grassland, or blanket bog,
but it is not possible to correlate these sites precisely with
the Kinloch data.

At the Farm Fields core site after 2800 BP, hazel and
ferns were replaced by heaths, grasses, sedges and cinque-
foil; all suggesting the development of base-poor grassland
(perhaps similar to that on the site at present). The
reduced mineral content of the peat in the first half of the
subzone shows that the local soils had reached an equi-
librium after the decline of alder and hazel. In the latter
half of this zone, cereal-type pollen is present in the record
as a continuous curve, and the presence of pollen of weedy
taxa, eg composites, mugwort, buttercups (Ranun-
culaceae), and sorrel (Rumex acetosa), suggests that this
was the period of the most intensive cultivation on site.
This period starts at a depth of around 0.28m in the Farm
Fields core (c. 1500 BP), and it coincides with increased
mineral input to the peat of the watercourse. The washing
of mineral material onto the bog suggests soil instability,
and it probably resulted from agricultural activity directly
upslope of the pollen site (possibly in the same area where
the remains of recent cultivation may be seen; Hirons &
Edwards, mf a 2:C4-D13).
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ON-SITE POLLEN SAMPLES

Pollen analysis from the fill of the watercourse shows a
succession of pollen spectra (Moffat mf, 2:F1-G12). The
samples from the top of the fill reflect the heather
communities which now dominate the site; higher tree
pollen frequencies (in the midden-type material) perhaps
reflect conditions around the site prior to the full develop-
ment of heath and acid grassland. Elsewhere on site, the
mesolithic samples tended to have low tree pollen counts,
as did the samples from the dump of rock and debris within
the watercourse and the samples associated with pot sherds
in the ploughsoil. Samples with high tree pollen frequen-
cies include those from the midden-like dumps; these are
neolithic or later. The relative chronology of tree cover
implied by these samples is confirmed by the interpretation
of the off-site pollen analysis, namely that the period when

tree and shrub vegetation was most prominent was after
the time of mesolithic settlement.

Analysis of the monolith from the watercourse also
produced the remains of the ova of the sheep liverfluke
(Fasdcola hepatica), and liverfluke ova were also present in
three samples of wood peat from the midden-like deposit
(BA Dl) and in one sample of wood peat found by the edge
of the watercourse. Although it is known as the sheep liver
fluke, this parasite has been recorded in most orders of
animal, and it is closely associated with livestock. It is
particularly prevalent amongst animals kept in large
numbers and in enclosed conditions, as repeated feeding on
infested grasslands leads to severe infestation. The swampy
edge of the watercourse is an appropriate habitat for the
wetland snail which is necessary to complete the life cycle of
the fluke, and it may have originated in the red deer of
Rhum, or in any livestock watering and excreting there.

THE CHANGING RESOURCE BASE OF RHUM

ZONE I

In zone I the first settlers would have been presented with the initial development of stable
vegetation under conditions of relatively rapid climatic change and oscillating sea level. The
climate warmed rapidly at the onset of the postglacial period (eg Lamb 1982) and, as the soils
became stabilised, a time lag developed between the temperature and the vegetation. It seems that
open conditions persisted on Rhum rather longer than on parts of the nearby mainland; there is
little evidence for the rapid expansion of birch woodland as found in most areas of mainland
Scotland (or even in south Skye, eg Birks 1977), and open heathy grasslands survived both in
exposed places and in more sheltered areas such as the Kinloch Glen. After 8000 BP soils
improved, and hazel thickets developed around the archaeological site, while on the higher, drier
slopes, away from the saltmarsh of the estuary, birch-oak woodland developed. Although hazel
may have been widespread at this time (Graham pers comrn), the higher altitude site at Long Loch
produced more evidence of birch than of hazel (Ford 1976), so that the distribution of hazel-nut
resources may have been patchy.

Rising water tables have been suggested on a continental scale at about the time of the rise in
alder pollen, and the expansion of alder to the west of Scotland does appear to have taken place
fairly rapidly at around 6500 BP, suggesting that some environmental threshold was overcome
rather than that alder arrived by immigration. This would require the presence of small
pre-existing local alder colonies and, indeed, pollen of alder was recorded on Rhum in low
quantities in the earlier period, perhaps indicating the presence of just such foci (Parish mf,
2:A3-B8; Graham 1986). The subsequent expansion of alder at the time of maximum marine
transgression, and a shift towards the dominance of westerly anticyclonic weather conditions (mid
6th millennium BP), indicates both wetter soil conditions and a higher water table.

ZONE II

At Kinloch, alder replaced hazel in the areas of wetter flushes, and it presumably expanded to
cover wider areas as the sea later stabilised at a lower level. Throughout this time the tree cover on
the soligenous bog at Farm Fields fluctuated, and the area was clearly an ecotone of peaty soils
supporting a carr of first hazel and then alder. The soils were often very wet, fed by water flushing
downhill from the sandstone slopes above, and at times the slopes became unstable (several
episodes of mineral deposition are indicated, Hirons & Edwards mf a, 2:C4-D13). It is notable
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that there are no remains directly associated with activity on site at this time, but such littoral scrub
areas are highly productive today, and they probably attracted both game and fowl for the hunt, as
well as vegetable resources. Evidence for generalised human impact does suggest that people were
not far away, particularly towards the end of this period.

ZONE III

After c. 4000 BP there was a rapid decline in the tree cover around the site, and this signals a
radical change in the resource base. On higher ground the environment became dominated by
open, windswept moorland and blanket bogs, and game would undoubtedly have been reduced in
density. This was a transition to essentially present-day vegetation-types, and it occurs in similar
fashion on many Hebridean islands, though it varies in date (eg Birks & Williams 1983; Birks &
Madsen 1979; Walker & Lowe 1985; Lowe & Walker 1986; Bohncke 1988). At Kinloch the
short-lived expansion of birch, just before the decline of alder and hazel in K2e, together with the
sporadic record of plantain, suggests anthropogenic activity, possibly agriculture, on the slopes
above the Farm Fields. This activity gained impetus around 4700 BP and seems to have resulted in
the flushing of eroded material on to the mire below. By c 4000 BP there is renewed evidence for
anthropogenic activity on and around the archaeological site itself. At this time a period of climatic
change has been suggested, based on evidence elsewhere (Birks 1987; Andrews etal 1985; Walker
1984). This change involved increased stormyness and oceanicity, and it may have resulted in the
expansion of exposed open land; it was presumably felt most severely on the Atlantic seabord and
must have had an effect on the inhabitants of Rhum, though Kinloch itself would still have been
relatively sheltered.
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12 SITE FORMATION PROCESSES D SUTHERLAND

INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the origin and developmental history of the deposits underlying the site at
Kinloch provides information on four counts. Firstly, the nature of the ground was probably a
determining factor in the choice of that locality for settlement. Secondly, during the excavation of
this type of mesolithic site it is necessary to be able to recognise the natural material in order to
define the margins of any archaeological features. Thirdly, natural processes continuing after
occupation may have resulted in the alteration or erosion of structures or features. Finally, and in
contrast to the third point, observations on the deposits may show that little disturbance has
occurred, and therefore, that much of the original evidence for human activity remains in place.

Accordingly, a number of separate studies were carried out to define the processes responsible
for the formation of the site, and possible subsequent modification: the geomorphology and
history of sea-level change of the area (Sutherland mf, 3:E11-G6); the sediments immediately
underlying the site (Davidson mf, 3:B3-C1, Sutherland mf, 3:E11-G6, and Jordan mf a, 3:C2-D2)
and the soil development in the area of the site (Davidson mf, 3:B3-C1, and Jordan mf a,
3:C2-D2). The ability of various procedures to differentiate features from naturally occurring
sediments was examined by techniques such as soil micromorphology (Jordan mf b, 3:D3- D7),
clast form analysis (Jordan mf c, 3:D8-D14), phosphate analysis (Hirons & Edwards mf b,
2:E1-E14; Lee mf, 3:E1-E10), and geophysical measurements (Maher & Watson mf, 3:A12-B2).
The present chapter is a synthesis of these studies.

THE DEPOSITION OF SEDIMENTS UNDERLYING THE SITE

During the last major glacial phase the whole of Rhum was probably covered by ice flowing
westwards from the Scottish mainland (Sutherland 1984). The ice flow was deflected to both the
north and the south of the main mountain mass of the south of Rhum, such that in the Kinloch area
the direction of ice movement was north of west. Glacial deposition deriving from this period is not
abundant on Rhum, but along the north side of the Kinloch Glen, from near the head of Loch
Scresort for approximately 1 km, the Torridonian Sandstone bedrock is masked by a variable
thickness of drift, which thins out against the slope below 50m Rhum L.D. The archaeological site
is located close to the eastern margin of this drift cover. Within the drift covered area there are
only occasional rock outcrops, and the ground surface is generally smooth with low gradient
slopes. An exception is immediately seaward of the site, where there is a small (1.5-2m) cliff cut
into the drift by the sea. Beyond the drift margins, bedrock crops out extensively as marked
benches and ridges, with a thin cover of peat and some drift in the intervening hollows. This latter
type of terrain is typical of much of northern Rhum.

That glaciation was responsible for the emplacement of the drift in this area has been confirmed
by analyses of the included clast form and the variations in lithology of those clasts. Thus,
Sutherland (mf, 3:E11-G6) found that 12.5% of the clasts greater than 40mm length were of either
schist (derived from the Scottish mainland) or of Mesozoic sediments (probably from the
neighbouring sea bed). The upslope part of the drift cover is a very compact, poorly sorted, stony
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material, which has been interpreted as a till (Jordan mf a, 3:C2-D2; Sutherland mf, 3:E11-G6).
Downslope in the area of the excavations, however, the upper layers of the drift have been
modified by natural processes subsequent to deglaciation (as discussed below).

As the last ice sheet melted, the sea around Rhum became clear of ice earlier than the island
itself because of rapid ice wastage resulting from calving of the ice sheet margins in the sea. Sea
level at deglaciation was much higher than at present as a consequence of the isostatic depression
of the earth's crust by the weight of the ice sheet. At the head of Loch Scresort, sea level at this
time was approximately 35m Rhum L.D. (Sutherland mf, 3:E11-G6). During this period of high
sea level, thin horizons of clay may have been deposited in hollows on the slopes; such sediments
have been encountered at the base of the monolith pit (RH 1) in the Farm Fields area (Chapter 11,
and below) and below peat in a bedrock hollow to the east of the excavations. There is no direct
dated evidence on Rhum for the subsequent fall in sea level, but comparison with other areas
along the west coast of Scotland implies that as the ice melted the sea fell rapidly, perhaps to below
its present level (Dawson 1984; Sutherland 1984). These events most probably took place prior to
13,000 BP.

The downslope part of the drift cover in the area of the excavations is immediately underlain by
sediments that differ from the till upslope. These sediments consist of a very compact, stony
material which differs from the till in being better sorted with less fine material, the matrix is a
coarse sand. Analysis of the clast form and roundness (Davidson mf, 3:B3-C1; Sutherland mf,
3:E11-G6) indicates that the sediment has been subjected to processes which have produced
rounding and flattening, whilst the clasts have a preferred orientation of their long axes
along-slope (Davidson mf, 3:B3-C1). These characteristics have been interpreted as indicating
that the upper layers of the till have been subjected to reworking by marine processes. The
thickness of the reworked layer is reported by Jordan (mf, 3:C2-D2) to increase as the slope is
descended, with the maximum thickness of reworked sediment (1.8m) at the base of the slope.

Other modifications to the deposits in this area have been found in the form of an indurated
horizon overlain by a gravel layer 0.5-0.1m thick, these gravels having silt cappings (Jordan mf a,
3:C2-D2). The indurated horizon is at a depth that increases from about 0.4m to 0.8m downslope.
The induration and silt cappings are typical of periglacial modification (Fitzpatrick 1956). They can
only have formed once sea level had fallen below the altitude of the deposits (ie below c.lOm
Rhum L.D.), and they may therefore be inferred to date from the Loch Lomond Stadial
(11,000-10,000 yr BP), the last period when periglacial conditions were experienced at low
altitudes in Scotland. Their presence at shallow depth in the deposits in the area of the excavation
implies little erosion of the area of the site during the Flandrian ie the last 10,000 years.

A small shallow infilled channel (the watercourse) cuts across the eastern margin of the drift
deposits. Excavated sections of this channel reveal the infill to consist of beds of organic and clastic
sediments of Flandrian age. There seems little evidence for persistent streamflow during the
Flandrian, and the initial formation of the channel may date to the Loch Lomond Stadial, for it has
been demonstrated elsewhere in Scotland that many minor gullies and channels were eroded in
unconsolidated sediments during the periglacial conditions of that period (Sissons 1976).

The deposition of, and modification to, the deposits underlying the site may therefore be
summarised as follows. During the Late Devensian ice-sheet, glacial till was deposited in an
irregular block along the north side of Kinloch Glen stretching about 1km inland from the head of
Loch Scresort and reaching a maximum altitude of about 50m Rhum L.D. At the time of
deglaciation sea level was relatively high, but a rapid fall occurred during which the downslope
portions of the till were reworked by the sea, producing a poorly-sorted upper horizon. This is the
material that directly underlies the area excavated. When sea level was low, periglacial conditions
affected the deposits producing an indurated horizon at 0.4-0.8m depth and, possibly at this same
period, a small channel was cut across the eastern margin of the deposits. The periglacial episode
may be assigned to the Loch Lomond Stadial. Thus at the beginning of the Flandrian the essential
features of the area around the Kinloch site had been established.
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SITE MODIFICATIONS DURING THE FLANDRIAN

The principle natural changes to the area around the site during the Flandrian have been the
infilling of hollows by peat, and the development of soil profiles on those areas not covered by
peat. An additional factor to consider was whether the sea during the Flandrian ever encroached
on the area of the site.

There is considerable minor local variation in the soils
developed in the sediments underlying the site, resulting
principally from variations in drainage (Davidson mf,
3:B3-C1; Jordan mf a, 3:C2-D2). Overlying the till a
non-calcareous gley has developed, similar to the peaty
gleys of the 'Kinloch' soil locality name (Ragg & Boggie
1958). The lower part of the site has revealed shallow
gleys, gleyed podsols, podsols and iron-humus podsols. It
is the last type that is found over the major part of the site,
and a typical profile is given in Table 25 (from Jordan mf a,
3:C2-D2). The Mor-type humus found in the H horizon of
the soils has infiltrated the gravels, declining in concentra-
tion with depth. This humus coats stones in the upper
gravels, and it acts to obscure boundaries of texture and
colour. The humus is relatively easily dispersed by water,
and it may therefore be presumed to be mobile in the soil
at present.

The small channel that crosses the site is infilled with
sequences of organic, peaty material, together with poorly
sorted sands, gravels and cobbles. The earliest dated
material in the channel is mixed charcoal and hazel-nut
shell from a soil horizon in the base with a radiocarbon age
of 7140±130 BP (GU-2211). A peaty horizon overlain by
slopewash elsewhere in the channel has been dated to
4260±70 BP (GU-2106). The dates indicate the long
period during which the fill accumulated. The minerogenic
horizons in the channel occur in discrete lenses with little
down-channel continuity; they are poorly sorted, generally
non-stratified and contain occasional groups of large clasts.
They are apparently not due to normal sedimentation in
such a small channel, and so are considered to be the result
of the artificial infilling of the channel. It seems likely,
therefore, that during the Flandrian the natural sediment-

ation in the channel has been a build-up of organic
sediments, principally peat.

The evidence for sea level change during the Flandrian is
sparse around the shores of Loch Scresort. On the south
side of the loch there is a gravel terrace at an altitude of c.
llm Rhum L.D. Elsewhere around the Rhum coast the
highest altitude to which presumed Flandrian marine
deposits have been deposited is 8m Rhum L.D. at Harris,
and 9.5m Rhum L.D. at Guirdil (Sutherland mf,
3-.E11-G6). It was therefore thought probable that the
maximum altitude for marine processes by the Flandrian
sea in the area of Loch Scresort was 10-11m Rhum L.D.
As the marine features surveyed are gravel ridges and
terraces, the mean sea-level at the head of the sheltered
Loch Scresort may have been l-2m below those figures (cf
Sutherland 1981).

Initially, it was thought (Sutherland mf, 3:E11-G6) that
the base of the peat of the Farm Fields represented a serai
contact from marine to freshwater conditions, but pollen
analyses (Chapter 11) revealed no clear evidence of marine
influence, and the basal radiocarbon date of 7800±75 BP
(GU-2062) implies that peat formation started prior to the
time when the Flandrian sea is likely to have reached its
maximum altitude (ie after 7,000 BP, Sutherland 1984).
The altitude of the base of the Farm Fields site (9.9m
Rhum L.D.) may therefore be considered a maximum
figure for quiet water sedimentation at the head of Loch
Scresort by the Flandrian sea.

During the Flandrian, the natural processes acting in the
area of the site have not resulted in any major disruption.
Peat has infilled hollows, and soils have developed on the
higher areas of drift. There is little evidence at breaks in
slope of any significant downslope washing of material, and

Horizon Thickness Cm] Description
Grasses

B1

BZs

0.02

0.13

0.65

Greasy, black well-humified CVon
Post grade 7] peat. Rbundant
grass roots. Massive, soft.

Very coarse sandy clay loan with
abundant stones, rounded to sub~
angular. Rbundant roots. 10YR3/1
very dark grey-brown.

Loamy coarse sand with dominant
stones rounded to subangular.
2.5YR3/2, dusty red. Moister and
less organic than 81.

Slightly indurated gravels and
cobbles with silt cappings in situ.

Table 25: A typical soil profile.
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the preservation throughout the Flandrian of the peri-
glacial features in the soils implies little site disturbance.
The Flandrian sea did not rise to such an elevation that it
transgressed the area that has subsequently been excav-
ated, but the near coincidence in altitude of the lowest

level to which artifacts have been traced and the
uppermost level to which the sea may have risen (approxi-
mately 10±lm Rhum L.D.) suggests that a lower part of
the site may have been truncated by the sea.

THE DIFFERENTIATION OF THE FEATURES FROM THE NATURAL
SEDIMENT

A variety of artificial features were found during excavation: pits; scoops; possible stake holes.
These were generally recognised from their fills of dark organic-rich material, but when examined
in detail their margins were not clear due, in part, to the staining of the surrounding gravels by
humic material during soil formation. Attempts were therefore made to characterise the feature
fills and to compare them with the surrounding material in order to define the features more
precisely.

Jordan (mf b, 3:D3-D7; mf c, 3:D8-D14) examined the
differences between the fills and the surrounding sediments
in most detail. He classified the stones within the features,
as well as those in natural sediments, according to their
form, roundness and mass. In addition, in a trial study, he
examined the micromorphology of three fills. The clast
analyses showed very considerable overlap between the
characteristics of the fills and the natural sediments, both
showing a large range of values for the parameters
measured (axial measurements, roundness estimation,
mass). However, they could be differentiated on the basis
of sphericity and mean maximum length. In general, it
could be concluded that the fills were not directly derived
from the surrounding material but contained an additional
angular component.

In contrast to the clast analyses, the examination of the
micromorphology of the fills concentrated on their matrix.
One section examined crossed the lower boundary of a
feature and showed a much greater frequency of mineral
matter outside the feature, with a transition over a distance
of about 20mm. The matrix of the features was dominated
by organic matter some of which may have been intro-
duced after formation by the activities of worms. There
were no notable structures in the matrix, although rare
oriented and sorted coatings, domains and plugs suggest
that some of the fine organic matter has been mobile in the
features, and hence may have been introduced at a later
date.

Attempts were also made to identify the features on the
basis of geochemical or geophysical signatures. Phosphate
surveys were carried out by Hirons and Edwards (mf b,
2:E1-E14) and Lee (mf, 3:E1-E10). These surveys

covered only small parts of the site, and it was possible to
define areas that clearly had higher concentrations of
phosphates than the background for the area. However,
the limited number of points sampled did not permit the
identification of clear patterns which would assist in the
interpretation of any correlations between feature occur-
rence and phosphate concentration. It was therefore not
possible to address the problems as to what activities would
give rise to phosphate concentrations, and what rela-
tionship such concentrations might be expected to have
with particular features.

Geomagnetic surveys of the surface susceptibility, as
well as the magnetic field (using both fluxgate and proton
magnetometers), were carried out over both excavated and
unexcavated parts of the site. Unfortunately, interpreta-
tion of the surveys over partially excavated ground was
difficult due to the removal of a varying thickness of
topsoil. The susceptibility pattern (Maher & Watson mf,
3:A12-B2) showed distinct areas of high susceptibility
superimposed on a fairly low background. Individual highs
were interpreted as arising from the presence of stones at
the surface, but clusters of high points in the unexcavated
areas were considered to represent true subsurface
features (Maher & Watson mf, 3:A12-B2). The observa-
tions with the fluxgate and proton magnetometers pro-
duced results which were difficult to interpret and which
had little correspondance with the susceptibility survey.

The attempts to develop techniques to characterise the
observed features and differentiate them from the natural
deposits have only been partially successful. All techniques
were applied on an experimental basis, and further work
would be necessary to assess their utility.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of factors relating to the location and formation of the site may be considered to have
played a positive role in its selection as an occupation area. The presence of the underlying glacial
drift has produced a relatively well drained area when compared to the extensive areas of irregular
rock outcrop and intervening wet hollows on much of Rhum. The glacial deposits could also be
excavated, and hence provide a more stable foundation for even simple structures. Loch Scresort
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is by far the most sheltered part of the Rhum coast, most of which is rocky and inhospitable with
the few beaches being open to storm waves. An exception to this would have been the lower
Kilmory Glen during the middle Flandrian where a relatively sheltered marine inlet would have
existed. No detailed archaeological survey has been carried out in this area to date.

The site is unlikely to have ever been any further from the coast than it is at present, and for
much of the middle Flandrian the sea would have been very close. It seems most probable that
this, too, was a factor in the selection of the locality.

The evidence suggests that there has been little modification, due to natural processes, to the
area of the site since occupation. The soil profiles preserve relict periglacial features, suggesting
little total erosion, while at breaks of slope there is little build-up of slope-washed material. Thus
the majority of the evidence that has not been susceptible to biological decay will have been
preserved on site. Unfortunately, the slight positive nature of the relief of much of the area
excavated has meant that there has been no development of a stratigraphic sequence correspond-
ing to the various periods of occupation. An exception is the infilled channel (the watercourse), the
full potential of which has still to be realised.
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13 THE USE OF BLOODSTONE AS A RAW MATERIAL FOR
FLAKED STONE TOOLS IN THE WEST OF SCOTLAND
A CLARKE & D GRIFFITHS

OTHER LITHIC SCATTERS ON RHUM A CLARKE

In addition to the excavated site at Kinloch there are twelve other lithic scatters on Rhum (111 93).
Four were known when excavations commenced (RCAHMS 1983; Love 1983), the rest were
located during fieldwork in 1984 (Clarke mf, 1:E6-E9).

SRMHRN INSIR
/ \

N

Bloodstone H i l l

Li th ic Scatter
Isolated Li th ic Finds

. CflMRS PLIRSGfllG

RUBHfl NflM FERNNR6

•fl 6HOIRTEIN

Nfl CRRRNERN

f: CRVES BRY

ILL 93: Rhum: location of Bloodstone Hill and other lithic scatters.

THE ASSEMBLAGES

Although flint is present, bloodstone is the major lithic
component on all of these sites (Tab 26). Knapping debris
dominates the assemblages, but cores are only present at
Buail a' Ghoirtein. Retouched artifacts are scarce (six

artifacts only), and only three barbed-and-tanged arrow-
heads (two from Samhan Insir; one from Hallival), give
any indication of period (bronze age).
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SITE TOTRL BLOODSTONE FLINT INDETERMINRTE OTHER RETOUCHED

Comas Pliasgaig
Rubha nam Feannag

Samhan Insir
Bay View
Port na Carancan
Caves Bay
Buail'a Ghoirtein
Guirdil Bay

Harris

Shellesder Bay
Back Bothy Field
Hallival

17
47
34
25
264
43
632
20
4
3
6
1

47
28
19

131
15

403
17
4
3
6

4
5
10
28
2

5

6

116
17

195

2
12
1
6
1

Retouched Blade
2x b & t Arrowhead

Scraper

Scraper

b & t flrrowhead

Table 26: Rhum, lithic scatters: materials composition of the lithic assemblages across the island.

DISTRIBUTION

The peat cover of Rhum has sealed much of the prehistoric
land surface, and prehistoric sites were only found in areas
of natural erosion or artificial disturbance. Ploughing, in
particular, both for forestry and crop cultivation, has
resulted in the discovery of five of the sites (Clarke mf,
1:E6-E9). Hence, the coastal distribution of sites (111 93)
does not necessarily reflect the prehistoric settlement
patterns, but it probably indicates the impact of modern
development. Despite this, there is considerable evidence
for prehistoric activity around the north shore of Loch
Scresort. In addition to the main site at Farm Fields, lithics
are present in the fields adjacent and along the slopes to
the NE of the site. In particular, the site at Buail a'
Ghoirtein has produced a large assemblage of lithics from
several concentrations exposed along a modern track. In
1985 a part of this area was excavated (Trench AN), and
over 600 lithics were recovered although no archaeological
features were found (Chapter 3). An examination of the
lithic artifact types present in Trench AN shows that they
are essentially similar to those from the Farm Fields (Tab
27).

TYPE

Pebbles

Scalar Cores

Platform Cores

Disc Cores

Rmorphous Cores
Blades

Plaices
Debris
Chunks
Retouched

Microliths

TOTflL

NUMBER

5
16
3
1
2

14
273
343

7
4
3

671

Table 27: Trench AN: composition of the lithic assemblage.

CONCLUSIONS

The spread of lithic artifactual material around Rhum indicates that prehistoric activity was
widespread. The analysis of the assemblages confirms the role of bloodstone as a major resource,
but it adds little to the interpretation of the prehistoric settlement of the island. It must be
remembered, however, that these assemblages all result from surface collection only (with the
exception of Trench AN), and many comprise few pieces.
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A

flrchaeological Sites

fireas of Geological
Investigation

ILL 94: The location of the areas of geological investigation and of archaeological sites with bloodstone artifacts.
Areas of geological investigation: A Kinlochewe; B Shieldaig beach; C Strontian; D Port Appin; E Gribun, Mull;
F Torosay Castle, Mull; G Kerrara; H Carsaig, Mull. Archaeological sites (see table 28): 1 Redpoint; 2 Sheildaig
cairn & Sheildaig mesolithic site; 3 Kraiknish; 4 Rubh'an Dunain cave and cairn; 5 Glendale; 6 Isle of Canna; 7 Isle
of Sanday; 8 Isle of Eigg (one isolated find and a lithic scatter); 9 Sanna Sands; 10 Cul na Croise, Drymen Sands,
Kentra, Arivegaig & Bruach na Maorach; 11 Polloch; 12 Allt lochan na Caraidh; 13 Risga; 14 Acharn; 15
Tungadale.
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SITES OFF RHUM A CLARKE & D GRIFFITHS

INTRODUCTION A CLARKE

The use of bloodstone as a raw material for the manufacture of flaked tools is not restricted to
Rhum, and assemblages containing worked bloodstone occur on the neighbouring islands and the
mainland, but bloodstone is not a major component of the assemblage at any site. The sites where
bloodstone was used have been documented and mapped (Ritchie 1968), but their contents were
not examined in detail, nor were the possible mechanics of the distribution of the raw material. At
that time little was known about the prehistoric occupation of Rhum, but with the excavations at
Kinloch and the analysis of the lithic industry, which was known to contain large quantities of
bloodstone, it is felt an appropriate time to reappraise the prehistoric distribution and use of
bloodstone. Furthermore, a number of unrecorded sites incorporating bloodstone artifacts have
been identified since the publication of Ritchie's work and these could be added to the picture.

The overall aim of the reappraisal was to assess the prehistoric use of bloodstone as a raw
material for flaked stone tools. The study was divided into two parts:

- the location and examination of potential sources of bloodstone;
- the location of sites making use of bloodstone, and the examination of their lithic

assemblages.

METHODS

DOCUMENTARY SEARCH

Museum catalogues and relevant publications were exam-
ined for references to the sources of bloodstone and to
collections of bloodstone artifacts.

ARTIFACT EXAMINATION

Sites containing worked bloodstone were first listed, then
the lithic assemblage from each site was examined. It was
considered important to look at the whole range of lithic
materials used at any site, but unfortunately access to
complete assemblages was not always possible. Some
assemblages rest in private hands, and surface collections
are not always fully representative of a site. The examin-
ation of the assemblages was designed to provide a basic
catalogue of the types of raw materials used and of the
artifacts present within each assemblage. As a result of the
problems inherent in the recognition of bloodstone
(Chapter 4), this study is concerned only with those pieces
of a green colour (with or without red inclusions), and with
pieces containing vesicules whatever their colour. These
pieces are certainly of bloodstone, but the exclusion of the
more doubtful pieces (those of a grey or cream colour, and
those with much abrasion), means that the amount of
bloodstone recorded for any site represents only a
minimum quantity.

FIELD WORK

Sources D Griffiths
Although Bloodstone Hill on the west coast of Rhum has
long been considered to be the primary source of
bloodstone, other possible sources are cited in geological
texts (Ritchie 1968), and it was considered important to
ascertain their potential as sources of raw material in
prehistory. To this end the sources were visited, where
possible, and the raw material at each was examined. The
survey was particularly concerned with the abundance and
type of material to be found at these sources, and samples
were collected to assess the potential for source character-
isation using Electron Spin Resonance spectroscopy (see
below this section). Finally, the extensive geological col-
lections of the Royal Museum of Scotland were searched
for examples of bloodstone from sources that might other-
wise have been missed.

Sites A Clarke
All of the archaeological sites from which bloodstone had
been recorded were visited. Both the sites and their
surroundings were checked for potential sources of raw
bloodstone (eg nodules in beach or river gravels). During
the course of this work a search was also made for new sites
with bloodstone artifacts.



SITE TYPE EXCflVflTED PERIOD BLOODSTONE ^TOUCHED REFERENCES

Occupation X

Hidden X

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Cave Midden X

Lithic Scatter

Chambered Cairn X

Single Find

Kerb Cairn X

Lithic Scatter

Souterrain X
Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter
Single Find by
Chambered Cairn

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Lithic Scatter

Meso

Meso

Meso

Meso

Meso

Meso

Meso ?

Neo/Bfl ?

Neo/Bfl ?

Beaker

BR
Bfl

Bfl ?

IR
?
?
1
?

?

?
?
?

1.1
0.5
4.1
0.4
7.0
6.0
3.5

*4.1
40.0
50.0

100.0
10.0
11.0

100.0

2.7
5.0
6.2
2.8

100.0

7.0
12.5

100.0

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Walker (1973)

Lacaille (1954)
D t, E (1983)

Ritchie et al (1975)

D g, E C1983)
Lacaille (1954)

Lindsay Scott C1934b)

Lindsay Scott C1932, 1934 a)

Hedges C 19783

D fc E C1989J

Gray (1960)

Clarke [19763

Lacaille (1954)

Lacaille (1954)

Lacaille (1954)

Lacaille (1954) D & E (1983)

SITE
Shieldaig , Uester Ross

Risga i Loch Sunart

Pol loch , Sunart
Rcharn i Morvern

Rrivegaig, Rrdnamurchan

Rllt Lochan na Caraidh Sunart

Cul na Croise Rrdnamurchan

X Rubh'an Dunain Cave i Skye

X Canna

X Rubh'an Dunain Cairn, Skye

Eigg 1

X Shieldaig Cairn , Vester Ross

Glendale, Uist

X Tungadale, Skye
Redpoint, Uester Ross

* Eigg 2

(Centra i Rrdnamurchan

Bruach na Maorach, Rrdnamurchan

X Kraiknish , Skye

Orymen Sands , flrdnanurchan

X Sanna Sands , flrdnanurchan

X Sunday

X Sites not inc luded in quanti tat ive analysis

Table 28: The use of bloodstone in prehistory, sites off the island of Rhum: site type and period.
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RESULTS

THE LOCATION AND EXAMINATION OF
SOURCES D GRIFFITHS

Nine locations were examined to determine whether they
might provide a source of raw material for the archaeolog-
ical assemblages (111 94). Whilst the raw materials used in
the Kinloch assemblage are not (for the most part)
bloodstone in the strict geological sense, they are the sort
of material generally found in geological association with
bloodstone (Chapter 4). Thus, the examination of sources
of bloodstone is justified as a starting point in looking for
the raw material sources of prehistory.

With the exception of the source at Bloodstone Hill,
none of the other locations yielded material at all similar to
that used in prehistory (Griffiths mf, 1:F8-F13).
Bloodstone was only found at two sites: a few pebble
nodules were found on a beach on the west coast of Mull;
and the collections of the Royal Museum of Scotland
contained one pebble nodule from Machrihanish, Kintyre.
Neither of these finds, however, could be said to provide
evidence for viable alternative sources of raw material in
prehistory, and the nature of the pebbles and their assoc-
iation with beach deposits at both sites suggests that in situ
sources are not represented at either location. It seems
likely that past research has used the term 'bloodstone'
loosely, to identify a variety of green or red coloured
rocks.

The evidence from fieldwork, therefore, suggested that
Bloodstone Hill was indeed the only source of bloodstone
exploited in prehistory. The next step was to verify this
with an attempt to provenance some of the archaeological
artifacts. A number of techniques have been used to source
other microcrystalline siliceous rocks (eg thin-sectioning,
trace element analysis, and microfossil composition), but
all of these techniques posed special problems when
applied to bloodstone. A recent pilot study (Griffiths &
Woodman 1987) has shown that the non-destructive tech-
nique of Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectroscopy
may also be used for such work, and this was the analysis
pursued.

The ESR spectrum of a geological sample is a function of
its composition and the conditions of its formation. The
spectrum may subsequently change due to the chemical or
physical processes that affect the atomic environments or
the numbers of unpaired electrons, such as re-crystalli-
sation, heating, or irradiation. The effects of gamma
irradiation and heat on the ESR spectra of flint have
already been investigated (Griffiths et al 1983 & 1987), and
similar behaviour may be expected in hydrothermal silica
rocks. Geological provenancing depends on finding some
property of the raw material that is characteristic of
samples of that material from a given region, and serves to
differentiate them from samples from other regions. The
use of ESR spectroscopy for reliable provenancing is
dependant on having a thorough knowledge of the range of
variation that is present in the ESR spectra of each of the
geological sources under investigation. This requires
comprehensive sampling which is both time consuming and
expensive. In order to investigate whether the effort and
expense of such a programme might be justifiable, the ESR
spectra of a preliminary batch of 29 samples of micro
crystalline siliceous rocks from western Scotland were
recorded and examined. A particular question that needed
to be answered was whether or not the samples showed a
significant variation in their ESR spectra, for if all of the
spectra were similar, it would be less likely that features
characteristic of provenance could be discerned. The preli-
minary batch of samples (all of bloodstone), comprised

one geological sample from Fionchra, Rhum; ten geolo-
gical samples from Bloodstone Hill, Rhum; four geological
samples from Mull; and fourteen archaeological samples
from various sites in western Scotland (Griffiths mf,
1:F8-F13).

Although the sample numbers were small, the results of
this analysis suggested that there might be distinct differen-
ces between the nodules from Mull and those from Rhum.
The results suggested that this technique might be applic-
able to the provenancing of bloodstone, but there was a
major problem in the considerable variation present within
the geological material from Bloodstone Hill itself. This
variation meant that it would be difficult to match the
spectra of material from Kinloch to the spectra of material
from the island sources. For this and other reasons, the
investigation of the application of ESR spectroscopy to the
sourcing of bloodstone was not pursued. As the survey
stands, the small sample size used means that the detailed
provenancing of the archaeological material is not possible
(Griffiths mf 1:F8-F13).

THE LOCATION AND EXAMINATION OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES AND THEIR
ASSOCIATED ASSEMBLAGES A CLARKE

Twenty-two sites were found to include worked bloodstone
in the lithic assemblage (Tab 28; in addition it has recently
been reported amongst the assemblages from Mercer's
excavations on Jura, Finlaysonpers comm). All the sites lie
within 70km of Rhum; they are to be found on the
neighbouring islands and peninsulas of the west coast of
Scotland; none of the sites are far inland. The sites
comprise most (but not all), of the lithic scatters known in
the area. However, the distribution of material seen today
owes more to the ad hoc collecting practices that have
taken place across the area than it does to the likely spread
of prehistoric activity. Thus, it reflects both the existence
of active collectors, particularly in the Ardnamurchan
peninsula, and the locations of recent ground disturbance,
as on Eigg. Nevertheless, it is likely that the distribution of
these sites does represent the area within which bloodstone
was considered to be a resource in prehistory. In the future
targeted fieldwork must be used to determine whether the
lacunae, seen on 111 94, represent true gaps in the prehist-
oric settlement of the area and in the use of bloodstone.

Only five of the sites have been excavated; the ass-
emblages from the remainder of the sites result from the
surface collection of material, and, as such, they reflect all
of the biases usually present in surface collections. The
associated data suggest that the majority of the sites are
mesolithic, although both neolithic and bronze age sites
are included. Eight sites comprised such small assemblages
that they were not considered in the quantitive analysis of
the catalogued data (Tabs 28, 29).

Tables 28 and 29 both illustrate that the bloodstone
artifacts comprise only a small percentage of the total lithic
assemblage from any site. All the assemblages are domin-
ated either by flint or by quartz, supplemented by small
quantities of other raw materials; on half the sites less than
5% of the assemblage is of bloodstone. All the materials
are local; both flint and quartz are available throughout the
area (Wickham-Jones 1986), the other materials may be
more restricted and were used only within their immediate
source area. Many local rocks were more or less suitable
for stone tool manufacture, and they were used at indi-
vidual sites on an ad hoc basis, eg the mudstones of
Redpoint, or the chalcedonies of Ardnamurchan. On two
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Redpoint

T = 1356

Shieldaig

T =6001

Glendale

T = 62

Eigg 1
T = 100

Risga
T = 14080

fHlt Loch an na Caraidh
T = 77

flrivegaig
T = 41

Cut na Croise

T = 336

Kentra
T = 128

Bruach na Maorach
T = 35

Pol loch
T = 143

Rcharn

T = 843

Dry men Sands
T = 85

Bloodstone
Flint
Mudstone
Quartz

Bloodstone
Flint
Chalcedony
Quartz

Bloodstone
Flint
Quartz
Sandstone

Bloodstone
Flint
fig ate
Pitchstone

Bloodstone
Rest

Bloodstone
Flint
Chalcedony

Bloodstone
Flint

Bloodstone
Flint
Chalcedony
Quartz

Bloodstone
Flint
Chalcedony

Bloodstone
Flint
Quartz

Bloodstone
Flint
Chalcedony

Bloodstone
Flint
Chalcedony
Pitchstone
Mudstone
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Bloodstone
Flint
Chalcedony

37
35
197
1087
68
655
8
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7

52
2
1
5

71
22
2
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14013

5
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3
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12
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8
52
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1

24
10
6
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1
4
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3
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3
3
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66.6
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100.0
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100.0
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0
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0
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Table 29: The use of bloodstone in prehistory, sites off the island of Rhum: raw material types.

sites (Acharn and Eigg 1), there are also small quantities of
pitchstone and these pose a problem. Pitchstone from
Arran is known to occur in archaeological assemblages
across Scotland (Thorpe and Thorpe 1984), but there are
pitchstone outcrops on Eigg. The pitchstone artifacts from
these two sites were not included within the previous work
on the sourcing of pitchstone artifacts and so it is possible
that the material was locally derived from Eigg, rather than
from Arran.

In order to assess whether bloodstone was transported as
pebble nodules, the percentage of cortical pieces on each

site was calculated, together with the percentage of
bloodstone cores and knapping debris (Tab 29). On most
sites cortical pieces were scarce, they were 'numerous' at
only three sites, and there were bloodstone cores at only
three sites. Knapping debris occurred on all sites, but only
ten of the twenty-one sites contained retouched artifacts of
bloodstone.

The analysis of the artifact assemblages was difficult
because of the poor quality of the data. Most assemblages
contain only small quantities of bloodstone, and it is
noticeable that the two largest assemblages come from the
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only two sites in the series that have been excavated.
Despite these problems, there are points of interest. The
cortical component of the archaeological assemblages is
generally low (Tab 29), and this suggests that the nodules
were reduced before leaving Rhum (perhaps to limit
weight or to test the quality of the raw material). Knapping
debris does occur on all of the sites, however, so that some
additional reduction of bloodstone is likely to have taken
place locally. This may have included the production of
flakes on some sites, in particular those from which

bloodstone cores were recovered (three of these sites are
mesolithic). Elsewhere it may be that the bloodstone was
transported as flakes and these flakes could then be further
worked as necessary. As it stands, the evidence does not
suggest that bloodstone fulfilled a specific function at any
of the sites. There is a relatively high number of retouched
pieces of bloodstone, and this might reflect the value
assigned to the material in prehistory (perhaps for its visual
quality and its rarity off the island), but it might also be a
result of the biases of past collection techniques.

DISCUSSION

Although not fully confirmed by geological provenancing, the available evidence does suggest that
Bloodstone Hill, Rhum (111 95), was the only prehistoric source of bloodstone. Given this
assumption, and though the archaeological evidence is not abundant, certain patterns are
discernible. The use of bloodstone extended over a long period of time (from the mesolithic into
the bronze age). Bloodstone was only one of a number of lithic resources available throughout the
area, but it was the only raw material likely to have been collected from any distance. Throughout
the period of its use, some slight changes are visible. In the mesolithic there is more evidence for
the on-site manufacture of bloodstone artifacts (reflected in the quantities of knapping debris
recovered), and as the mesolithic sites are all (so far) on the Ardnamurchan or Morvern peninsulas
there is the possibility that their inhabitants maintained direct access to Rhum and removed raw
material in the form of cores. In this period the exploitation of bloodstone may have been a
subsidiary to other subsistence activities. In the later periods it seems that bloodstone may have
been used more specifically, particularly for retouched artifacts, and it may have been transported
as prepared flakes. It must be remembered, however, that many different types of site are
involved; excavation is necessary to verify the details of the emerging picture of the use of
bloodstone in prehistory throughout the area.

ILL 95: Bloodstone Hill from the N.
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14 INTERPRETATION AND CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION

The prehistoric remains at Kinloch are associated with two broad periods of human activity, one
mesolithic the other primarily neolithic. The mesolithic remains consist of pits, hollows and
stakeholes accompanied by a substantial body of lithic artifactual debris. The neolithic remains are
sparse and with the exception of one small hollow are not solely of anthropogenic origin. For the
purposes of interpreting the archaeological evidence they are dealt with as distinctly separate
periods.

KINLOCH IN THE MESOLITHIC

STRUCTURAL EVIDENCE

The structural evidence for the mesolithic period consisted primarily of pits and hollows, together
with a number of stakeholes and two slots. These occurred across the site, with the exception of
the W where the distribution of lithic artifacts in the ploughsoil of Trench AH suggested that
features had once existed, but were now ploughed out.

The interpretation of pits and hollows is notoriously difficult (Woodman 1985a, 123-9). Hollows
may be deliberately dug, or they may be enlarged around a natural feature; pits, on the other
hand, are usually artificial. At Kinloch the pits and hollows have been regarded as variants of the
same type of negative feature. They are present in a variety of shapes and sizes, from the small
steep-sided pits of AD 5 and AD 6 to the shallower more rounded outlines of BA 1 and BA 2. This
variety of shape and size is usually apparent wherever pits and hollows are found, and it may relate
to function. On some sites pits and hollows are present in sufficient quantity to allow groups to be
identified (Woodman 1985a, 126-9), but this was not possible at Kinloch because not all of those
recorded were excavated.

Many functional explanations have been proposed to account for the presence of pits and
hollows. These include rubbish disposal, raw material extraction, storage, and cooking. In
addition, pits and hollows have been interpreted as dwellings, though it has been noted that the
presence of 'pit-dwellings' has perhaps been too readily accepted in the past, and that possible
natural explanations for some of these features, such as tree-falls, should have been examined
more closely (Newell 1981; Woodman 1985a, 126). There is little evidence, however, to support
any of these explanations at Kinloch; there was no indication that any of the pits or hollows had
been used as shelters, most were too small for habitation. None of the pits and hollows were
associated with signs of burning, or with large quantities of burnt material, as might be expected if
they had been used as hearths or as cooking pits. Raw material extraction is also unlikely as there
is little of use within the gravel matrix of the site. Storage is a possibility, but there are other ways
in which objects may be stored; rubbish disposal is also possible, particularly in view of the
quantities of lithic waste, and carbonised hazel-nut shell, present in the fills. In any interpretation
of function, however, it must be remembered that a pit may be used for many different purposes
throughout its life, and that the excavated fills will, by and large, only relate to the last stages of
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ILL 96: Trench BA: Interpreted locations of arcs of stakeholes.

use. Whatever the reason for their original creation, the pits and hollows at Kinloch certainly
ended up filled with a mixture containing lithic debris.

The uncertainties of interpreting the functions of the pits and hollows at Kinloch are
exacerbated by the homogeneity of the fills. In most areas post-depositional processes have
obliterated any internal stratigraphy, so that any sequences of filling are no longer apparent.
Furthermore, the acidity of the soil means that much of the material presumed to have been
incorporated as organic remains has not survived. The artifactual contents are predominantly
debris from the manufacture of flaked stone tools, together with tools themselves and coarse stone
hammers and cobbles; all are set within a uniform matrix of comminuted organic matter, including
charcoal. Detailed chemical analysis has been used to assist the interpretation of fills such as these
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ILL 97: The stake-hole evidence; one possible reconstruction of a structure drawn from Inuit variations.

elsewhere (Hamond 1985), and it might have been of use at Kinloch (Hirons & Edwards mf b,
2:E1-E14), though the results of soil phosphate analysis were disappointing (Hirons & Edwards
mf b, 2:E1-E14; Lee mf, 3:E1-E10).

The only positive structural evidence consists of stakeholes and slots, most of which were
uncovered in Trench BA (this was, however, the largest excavated area). In Trench AD there
were two pits with post-pipes, but no other structural features were identified. These post-pipes
may have been marker posts for the pits, or they may have stood as the base of a rack or frame. In
view of the small size of the trench, it is possible that other structural features lie undiscovered
nearby, and that these posts formed part of a more complex structure. In Trench BA the
stakeholes did not occur within pits. They lay in arcs suggesting more stable structures (111 96), but
reconstruction on the surviving evidence is difficult because there are no complete circumferences
of stakeholes and the posts were slender (c. O.lm in diameter). Arcs of stakeholes, such as these,
occur on other sites, and they have commonly been interpreted as windbreaks (eg Morton, Fife;
Coles 1971, 321-41). In support of windbreaks as a possible reconstruction at Kinloch, all the arcs
face against the prevailing wind. It is possible, however, that the Kinloch stakeholes represent
more substantial, fully enclosed structures. Firstly, ethnographic work shows that quite stable and
functional dwellings may be built around a minimal framework of 'poles. The ridge tent of the
Central Inuit, for example, consists of an arc of poles at the rear, joined, in various ways, to a
single pole, or a pair of poles, at the front (111 97) (Faegre 1979,125-31). Secondly, complete circles
of stakeholes may originally have been present on site, but are now destroyed. If so, then they
could have been built up in several different ways, from a conical tipi-type dwelling, to a domed
bender or yurt-like dwelling (Faegre 1979). If full circles of stakeholes were originally present,
then an explanation must be sought for the destruction of part of each circumference. The most
likely explanation would be truncation, whether by natural erosion or by human action, but
excavation in Trench BA suggested that this had not taken place. Furthermore, if the truncation
were the result of human action, then it would be expected to show as features which cut into the
stakehole arcs, but this was not the case. The westernmost arc does terminate in a pit-like feature,
but as neither the pit nor the stakeholes were excavated it is impossible to say which came first;
elsewhere in the trench the likely locations of 'missing' stakeholes do not coincide with pit
complexes. The similarities of the stakehole arcs, therefore, do suggest that they reflect accurately
the original structures on site, but the palimpsest of features, and the lack of complete excavation,
mean that it is impossible to speculate whether closed tents or open windbreaks were present (Ills
98a and b). Certainly, though the evidence does not suggest dense woodland on the island, there
would have been a plentiful supply of trees, such as hazel and birch, from which poles, quite
suitable for the framework of huts, could be procured.
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ILL 98: Artist's impressions (a and b) of the site during occupation with two possible reconstructions of the structures in
use (Reconstructions by Alan R Braby).

Whatever the structures on site, they could have provided considerable shelter from the weather
of the day. The inhabitants of Kinloch had access to a number of resources from which to make
coverings for their dwellings. Animal skins are perhaps the most obvious, but, in addition, birch
and other bark, and even brush wood, might have been employed. In connection with this, the
quantity of stone in the nearby watercourse must be considered. The stone was apparently derived
from the surface of the area of mesolithic settlement, and, with the absence of stone in similar
quantity elsewhere, an explanation for its original concentration in this particular area must be
sought. The amount of stone was not enough to suggest stone built dwellings, but it seems that
stones once formed an integral part of the wooden framed structures, perhaps holding down the
coverings and providing additional support against the wind.

On some sites the distribution of artifacts has been used to suggest the locations and forms of
structures; both sharply delineated concentrations of lithics and gaps or lower densities of material
have been used to pinpoint a structure (Blankholm 1987; Leroi Gourhan & Brezillon 1972). At
Kinloch both concentrations and gaps occurred, but their relationship to the features, in particular
to the arcs of stakeholes, remains unclear (as does their interpretation). Artifacts have also been
used elsewhere to identify the locations of specific features; most particularly concentrations of
burnt material which have been taken to suggest the locations of hearths. At Kinloch, however,
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the recognition of burnt artifacts was difficult, and, although easily identifiable burnt material was
spread over the site, there were no clear concentrations to suggest the locations of hearths. The
presence of burnt material in large quantity, however, does indicate that fires were certainly
present. This point was confirmed by the recovery of heat fractured stone slabs which had
apparently been used as hearth slabs; these were found particularly in the pits of Trench BA. It is
likely, therefore, that the settlement site at Kinloch was used to provide both shelter and warmth
for the mesolithic occupants.

THE FUNCTION AND ORGANISATION OF THE SITE IN THE MESOLITHIC

Structures may be used for a variety of purposes, and the detailed analysis of an artifact
assemblage is frequently used to indicate the function of a site, even where only the stone tools
have survived (Skar & Coulson 1986). At Kinloch, the lithic assemblage across the site mainly
consists of the debris from the manufacture of stone tools, but there is also a range of tools and
material derived from their use. The wide range of tools present suggests that many different tasks
were undertaken and, although it is impossible to identify individual tasks, a similarly broad range
has been interpreted on other sites to indicate domestic settlement (Mellars 1976a).

The distribution of lithic artifacts across the site reveals spatial differences that may be related to
specific working areas, but the relationship between the final disposal of a tool and the place in
which it was used is complex (Schiffer 1976). Across the site, blades are more abundant towards
the W, whereas cores and knapping debris are more important towards the SE. Specific
concentrations of manufacturing waste were identified in Trench BA, and they varied in content
(most particularly in the ratio of debris to cores and in the quantity of tiny fragments). These
concentrations probably relate to discrete deposits of knapping debris. Elsewhere in Trench BA
blades were more prolific, but too few modified artifacts occurred for the reconstruction of specific
functional deposits.

The locations of 'functional' material did reveal patterning across the site as a whole. It is of
interest that spatial patterning occurs, but it is impossible to speculate fruitfully as to the uses of
the different areas of the site, on the basis of artifact distributions alone. Given the long period of
time from which the mesolithic remains date, it is likely that some of the spatial differences may
relate to chronology, but it is also likely that the use of the site was structured in some way, eg with
different activities taking place in different areas and with separate family groups making use of
separate dwellings.

Lithic Technology
Two different processes must be considered: the manufacture of tools and the use of tools. The
manufacture of tools included the selection of raw materials, the choice of knapping techniques,
and the reduction method. At Kinloch, soft hammer percussion (probably using sandstone
hammers), was preferred, and it was applied to flint cores to make blades. The blades could then
be used as they were, or altered into formal tools, eg microliths. As flint was not available in great
quantity, the prehistoric knappers also made much use of the bloodstone which occurs naturally on
the west coast of the island. Bloodstone is poorer in quality than flint but, with some modification
of knapping methods, it was possible to produce a similar range of artifacts from it. These
modifications lay mainly in the different treatment of the nodules, and in the alteration of the
reduction method. Nodules of bloodstone were apparently tested and prepared into cores away
from the site; once on site, the bipolar method was more common in the knapping of bloodstone
than of flint.

There was no analysis of the individual tasks for which tools were used. However, several tool
types were recognised and, despite the problems of emic and etic classification in prehistory
(Knutsson 1988b, 11-6), it is likely that they fulfilled a range of functions. Detailed consideration
of function is confounded at Kinloch by the poor survival of material; stone tools were only part of
the material culture of the settlement, and probably only a small part at that (Coles 1983, 9-11).
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The necessities of everyday living were provided for by a variety of artifacts of many different
mediums, and most of these have disappeared. The analysis of the functions of the stone tools
would help to illustrate the range of activities present at Kinloch, but it can never reconstruct the
complete life of the settlement.

Resources
Little survived to indicate the resources used at Kinloch, but from the raw material range of the
lithic assemblage it may be deduced that both very local resources and resources from further
afield were collected. Whether settlement at Kinloch lasted throughout the year is unknown, but
Rhum, as an island, had to be reached by sea; some form of sea transport undoubtedly existed.
Thus, there were opportunities, not only for sea fishing, but also for the exploration of resources
on other islands and the mainland. Though there has never been intensive fieldwork in the area,
the presence of bloodstone artifacts and mesolithic sites reinforces the argument that the
mesolithic populations were mobile.

Little is known of the history of the fauna of Rhum, but the vegetational history shows that
many plant resources were present from early in the postglacial period. Around the head of Loch
Scresort, esturine saltmarsh had developed by 7800 BP; inland, much of the island was covered by
open grass and heathlands, with some shrubs like juniper and bog myrtle; in more sheltered areas,
light woodland, including copses of birch and hazel, had been able to develop. Several authors
have tackled the complex problem of reconstructing resource use, often on sites where the remains
were better preserved than at Kinloch, and they have emphasised that the inhabitants of any one
site might be expected to exploit a variety of habitats for both plant (111 99) and animal resources
(Bonsall 1981; Clark 1976; Mellars 1987; Woodman 1985b). At the time of occupation it is likely
that the sea level was slightly lower than that of today (Sutherland mf, 3:E11-G6). Although the
site was never far from the sea, it may have been set back from it, separated by a flat littoral area.
Elsewhere on Rhum, the habitats include the sheltered glens and the higher more exposed
grasslands and rocky peaks; the population of Kinloch must have travelled through a variety of
habitats on their way to Guirdil Bay for bloodstone.

ILL 99: Fragments of hazelnut shell (Photograph - I Larner).
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CHRONOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

Site chronology is concerned with two questions: the date and the duration of settlement. There
are two main sources of evidence: radiocarbon determinations obtained from samples of
carbonised hazel-nut shell; and stylistic cultural comparisons of the stone tools.

The radiocarbon determinations relating to the mesolithic settlement all lie within the
millennium between 8685 and 7520 BP, which place the site firmly at the beginning of the known
postglacial settlement of Scotland. Early postglacial occupation is confirmed by the stylistic
affinities of the stone tools. Primary technology geared to the production of blades has only been
recorded in Scotland on mesolithic sites, and microliths are a well known mesolithic indicator.
There is a lack of securely dated mesolithic sites in Scotland, and this makes it difficult to discern
changing cultural trends throughout the period, but microliths stylistically similar to those from
Kinloch have been found on other early sites, eg Newton, Islay (7805±90 BP, GU-1954;
7765±225 BP, GU-1953; McCullagh forthcoming) and Lussa Wood, Jura (8194±350 BP
SRR-160 & 7963±200 BP SRR-159, Mercer 1980). Simple scrapers on the ends of blades and
regular flakes often occur on mesolithic sites (eg Mercer 1974, 25-7). They are frequently
truncated (as are some at Kinloch), but many of the other formal tools are types that occur
throughout prehistory; they were, doubtless, well adapted to a range of uses and, thus, less subject
to stylistic and chronological variation.

One artifact (the small bifacial point from Pit AD 5; 111 59.1), is idiosyncratic within a mesolithic
context. Both the method used to produce it (invasive bifacial flaking), and the resultant stylistic
type (a leaf point), have previously been considered to be neolithic. At Kinloch this artifact is
securely stratified within a mesolithic pit, and hazel-nut shell from the same context produced two
of the earliest dates for the site (8590±95 BP, GU-1873 & 8515±190 BP, GU-1874). In Europe,
invasive bifacial flaking does occur on mesolithic sites (Huyge & Vermeersch 1982, 157, fig 17;
Gendel 1987, 71, fig 5.5), and similar artifacts have been recovered from mixed or unstratified sites
with a mesolithic component in Scotland (eg Mullholland 1970, 94; Mercer 1968, 35-6). In the past
these Scottish finds have been assigned to the neolithic, but this is no longer a valid generalisation,
and invasive bifacial flaking may have formed part of the repertoire of prehistoric knappers for
longer than previously recognised. It is worth noting that the bifacial points that are potentially
associated with mesolithic material in Scotland are generally much smaller in size than those with
secure neolithic associations.

The radiocarbon determinations indicate that human activity continued over a period of some
one thousand years. They suggest that the features to the N (in Trench BA) might be more recent
than those to the W and S (in Trenches AD and AJ), but they do not indicate whether occupation
was continuous. As the duration of the site is likely to be related to the amount of archaeological
material present, it is useful to consider the area of remains. The S, E and W edges of the site have
been obliterated by more recent activity, but the minimum area covered by the remains may be
estimated to be 4500 sq m. This is unusually large for a mesolithic site (Mellars 1976a, 378), but it
might be accounted for by the long period of use. The excavation trenches, however, were widely
scattered and they only investigated a small proportion of the site (c. 10%), so that they do not
demonstrate how the different parts of the site relate to one another. In effect, so little of the site
was excavated that it is impossible to determine whether or not settlement was continuous.

It would certainly have been possible for settlement at Kinloch to have lasted throughout the
year. A range of resources were accessible on Rhum, and there was no need for the occupants of
the site to move from season to season. Given the vaguaries of human nature and the limited, if
renewable, supplies of essentials, such as firewood, it would seem likely, however, that there were
periods in the life of the site when the focus of settlement moved elsewhere, even if only further
around the shores of Loch Scresort. The scatters of lithic artifacts along the N shore of Loch
Scresort may represent other locations of mesolithic occupation. Whether or not the settlement at
Kinloch was continuous, the long period over which activity took place has caused the
archaeological remains to be mixed, and so the problems of interpreting the mechanics of the use
of the site have increased. The gross spatial patterning of artifacts may be related more to changes
through time, than to different uses in any one period.
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SUMMARY

The evidence suggests that the mesolithic site developed as a result of domestic settlement at the
head of Loch Scresort in the early post-glacial period. Shelters of some type were constructed (Ills
98 a and b), together with incidental racks and frames. Although hearths were certainly present,
no in situ hearths were preserved. Stone for tools was carefully selected from a variety of local
sources and the technology was adapted to make the most of the material available. The spatial
distribution of the artifacts suggests that the separate areas of the site were differentiated in some
way, but this pattern is confused by the long, and probably intermittent, period over which
occupation took place. The variety of features present most probably reflect a range of functions,
but latterly they were used for rubbish disposal. There is no evidence as to the duration of
occupation each year; given the resources of Rhum, it would have been quite possible for the
settlement to have lasted throughout the year. In the wider sphere, however, the inhabitants of
Kinloch were certainly mobile, and there is evidence for a network of contacts stretching over the
coastlands and islands of NW Scotland.

NEOLITHIC AND LATER ACTIVITY

Included here are all remains relating to prehistoric activity later than the mesolithic. As discussed
in Chapter 3, the precise dating of some of these remains is impossible. In comparison with the
evidence for mesolithic activity, the later remains are scant.

The main evidence for neolithic activity consists of the dumps of material preserved within the
developing bog of the defunct burn. In addition, there is one shallow hollow (AD 7), which, on the
basis of the associated radiocarbon determination, was filled in in the late third millennium BC. At
some time a spread of gravels was formed along the southern edge of the watercourse. These
gravels were apparently derived from the mesolithic site surface, but the stratigraphy suggests that
the site was long out of use by the time that the gravel was scraped up. As there was no evidence
for great truncation of the mesolithic features in the area immediately adjacent to this gravel
dump, the material must have come from further away (most of the site in this area remains
unexcavated). By this period the burn had become sluggish and a thin layer of peat lay under the
gravels where they had spilled out over the edge of the burn. This gravel 'bank' was not
substantial, and it is difficult to understand what led to the creation of a feature such as this, but the
most likely explanation is that it represents an attempt to consolidate the edge of the growing bog.
The burn at this time had silted up, and the gravel spreads could have been used to increase the
amount of dry, free-draining land at the burn edge. As the gravels are overlain by peat, the effort
was only temporarily successful.

The exact date of this activity remains obscure. The stratigraphy of the watercourse section
indicates that the gravels post-date the mesolithic remains. Smaller dumps of different materials lie
within the peat of the watercourse and are associated with the neolithic activity, but there is no
direct stratigraphical relationship between these and the gravel spreads. The watercourse must
have silted up over a long period of time, and indications of human activity between the two main
periods on site are preserved in the local pollen record. So, it is possible that the gravel dumps
relate to activity prior to the neolithic remains. Given a slowly developing bog, consolidation of
the edges might have taken place at any time if there were people in the vicinity.

The majority of the more securely dated neolithic deposits were also associated with the peat of
the bog. Towards the eastern end of the main excavated length of the watercourse lay a deposit of
rocks and wood, together with sherds of pottery and flaked lithic material. Given the small size of
the trench, interpretation of this feature is difficult. The protruding rocks make it unlikely that the
bog was deliberately filled for cultivation. On the contrary, the rocks may be an attempt to
improve the free-flow of water (and therefore drainage); no drain cuts were observed, but the wet
peaty matrix was not conducive to excavation and observation. Alternatively, the rocks may be the
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fragmentary remains of a causeway across the bog, or simply a dump of redeposited rubbish
(including the lithic debris and abraded pot sherds). The presence of flax pollen in the deposit also
opens the possibility that the rocks were associated with the retting of flax. If so, then just such a
dump in sluggish water would be expected, but it must be borne in mind that only 5 grains of flax
were recorded. Whatever the function of the deposit, it is tempting to equate the deposit of rocks
with the clearance of the surrounding land for cultivation (Chapter 11).

The interpretation of this deposit is further complicated by the apparently conflicting dating
evidence incorporated within it. One radiocarbon determination (3890±65 BP, GU-2043), was
obtained from a sample of wood, but the typological analysis of the associated pottery suggests
that this date might be rather late (Chapter 9), whilst geochemical analysis of a piece of pumice
from the deposit suggests that the radiocarbon determination may be some one thousand years too
early (Chapter 9: Dugmore mf, 3:G7-G10). In addition, detailed analysis of the lithic assemblage
from the deposit revealed a number of mesolithic traits, indicating contamination from the earlier
settlement of the site (Chapter 6). None of these dates are absolute, but together they suggest that
the deposit may have had a longer and more complicated history than that revealed by the
stratigraphy during excavation. The area examined was small, it had been cut by numerous
modern field drains, and it was excavated in appalling weather conditions. Whatever the reason for
the incorporation of the rocks into the watercourse, it is likely that the pottery, at least, was
redeposited, and the possibility of both early contamination and later intrusion (if only repre-
sented by the pumice) into this deposit, must be considered.

Further evidence of neolithic activity in the watercourse consists of a small number of matted
rafts of organic debris and brushwood lying within the peat. Analysis of the brushwood indicated
that it had probably resulted from the clearance of scrub. These rafts may also have been
deliberate attempts to consolidate the bog surface, or they may simply have resulted from the
clearance of debris, after a storm perhaps. The organic debris provides a midden-like consistency
and the rafts may include an element of rubbish disposal.

Whatever they were doing in the area of the watercourse, people were present in the vicinity
in the late second and early third millennia BC. They made both pottery and stone tools, and,
though individual functions cannot be interpreted with certainty, there is evidence that both were
used. Residues surviving on the pot sherds have been interpreted as possibly the result of
prehistoric fermentation, an interpretation supported by the brewing of an acceptable drink from
the ingredients identified by the analysis (Chapter 9.2). The refuse-like nature of these deposits
suggests that the neolithic habitations were close-by and the excavation did attempt to locate
structural evidence from this period. To the north of the watercourse the land slopes steeply and
is composed of damp boulder clay. Trench BB was opened here, but it revealed nothing. It now
seems likely that any neolithic settlement may have lain to the east, where it would have been
destroyed by the dyking, ditching and erosion at the edge of the field; or it may have lain to the
south. If settlement were to the south, then the remains must lie in the unexcavated parts of the
site, amongst those of the mesolithic settlement. Within the trenches there were features that
were never excavated, notably in Trench BA, and it is possible that some of these may date to
the neolithic. There were no obvious neolithic type-fossils (such as pottery) in the associated
artifact concentrations of the ploughsoil, however, and the only certain evidence of neolithic
activity was a shallow hollow (AD 7) which lay across the top of the mesolithic pit complex .in
Trench AD. Both the fill of this hollow and its contents were unremarkable; there was nothing to
differentiate them from the mesolithic material below, but the fill was separated from the
mesolithic fills by a thin peaty layer, which presumably represented a time when the hollow lay
open. The neolithic date was provided by a radiocarbon determination obtained on hazel-nut
shell found within the fill (4725±140 BP, GU-2043). This determination is several hundred years
earlier than those associated with activity around the watercourse. Elsewhere, hints of neolithic
activity may be detected in the occasional occurrence of neolithic type fossils within the
ploughsoil. Large bifacially flaked points (quite different to that of AD 5), and sherds of pottery,
were recovered in small numbers across the site, but so far the evidence suggests that the
majority of the features uncovered away from the watercourse are associated with mesolithic
activity.
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SUMMARY

The existence of neolithic material on site, and the dating of some of the deposits to the late second
and early third millennia EC, indicate that the site was re-visited at this time. No structural
evidence from this period was located, however, and the material remains are sparse so that it is
not possible to interpret the activity that was taking place.

KINLOCH IN THE WIDER CONTEXT

Only evidence relating to mesolithic settlement will be considered here. The remains of neolithic
activity are unremarkable, and in this context they offer little to the knowledge of the neolithic
settlement in the north of Britain.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF KINLOCH

Although the site is early, the location of Rhum makes it unlikely that this was the springboard for
the human settlement of Scotland. Other sites at least as early as Kinloch must exist. Mesolithic
sites usually occur as scatters of lithic artifacts and they are not highly visible, but this is
compounded by a combination of demographic, historical and geomorphological factors which
mitigate against the discovery of new sites (see Woodman 1978, 2-5 and forthcoming). Recognised
sites, therefore, reflect neither the likely density of population, nor the likely patterns of
settlement. Furthermore, few sites have been excavated and even fewer published in full, and in
any case the survival of material on most excavated sites is so poor that analysis is biased towards a
small part of the original cultural remains. As a result the literature (including this publication) is
full of analogies drawn from work elsewhere. Hence there is a clear idea of how the mesolithic
populations of Scotland should have lived but little idea of how they actually lived.

The traditional view of mesolithic occupation is that of a pattern of transient bands living in a
period of environmental change and responding to this by grouping and regrouping at different
times of the year in order to make the most of available resources. This view owes as much to
contemporary anthropology (eg Riches 1982) as to the poor survival of archaeological remains, but
analysis of the mesolithic is slowly being refined with the development of techniques that allow a
more detailed study of individual sites. The site at Kinloch conforms to this pattern in that
unsuitable soils and more recent disturbance have meant that the physical remains of human
occupation have all but gone. It is impossible to say whether the settlement was transient or
permanent, or how many people used it at any one time. It is likely that Rhum could have
supported a year-round population, but there is no evidence that it did. On the one hand, diverse
lithic scatters have been located on the island and they might represent a year-round pattern of
mesolithic occupation; on the other hand, the use of bloodstone on the mesolithic sites of the
neighbouring islands and mainland provides evidence for the movement of people throughout the
area.

Mellars (1976a), amongst others, has tried to approach the question of settlement type and
duration by analysis of the area of a site together with the quantity and variety of artifacts present.
If this analysis is applied to Kinloch then the whole site may be assigned to his type B 'Balanced
Assemblages', and it would be interpreted as the result of occupation by at least multiple family
groups, generally winter based and often coastal, with a reliance upon hunting as well as more
'domestic' tasks. However, there are methodological problems in such sweeping applications of
analysis. An assemblage is as much an artifact of the recovery techniques of excavation as it is an
artifact of prehistoric deposition, and neither it, nor the site, may be considered a unity. A site
develops over many years, and so represents a series of occupations, even if these occupations are
continuous. At Kinloch, the nature of the assemblage varies across the site. If the site is divided
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into constituent areas, then these areas produce very different results when Mellars' analysis is
applied. The south, being microlith dominated, would represent summer occupation; the north
(dominated by scrapers), would be a winter camp. Elsewhere, other explanations for this type of
variation have been advanced, eg microliths have been assigned to male activities related to
subsistence, and scrapers to female activities related to maintenance (Welinder 1971). All of these
interpretations may be explanations for the variation in the mesolithic remains, but on the basis of
the data available they tend to say more about contemporary archaeological thought than about
the life-style of the past (Whallon Jr 1978).

The same problems beset any interpretation of the number of people occupying the site. Much
work has been done to equate settlement size with population, often with differing results (Cook &
Heizer 1968; Weissner 1974), and attempts have been made to apply this to archaeological remains
(Price 1978; Blankholm 1987). At Kinloch, however, the long period of use means that the
settlement built up as a palimpsest and, as it was not excavated in full, it has not been possible to
sort out the detailed chronology of the different structural elements. Mellars has tried to avoid this
problem by looking for localised concentrations of lithic material across a site (1976a, 377-9), but
so little was excavated at Kinloch that not even this was possible. There are, in any case, many
different reasons for the build up of discrete concentrations of artifacts across a site, and the
presence of habitations is only one.

In the face of so many unresolved questions about the nature of the site one point stands out,
namely the contribution of the detailed examination of the lithic assemblage. This has served to fill
out the available information about the site, even if it can provide little more than a hint of the
original complexities involved. Given the general predominance of lithic artifacts as a data base for
the mesolithic, the increased use of lithic analysis (eg Broadbent 1979; Cahen 1987; Zvelebil et al
1987) is of great importance for the future analysis of the period. Many techniques for obtaining
information from stone tools are under development and, although not all are applicable to every
site, the ubiquity of stone tools means that some, at least, will be of value on most sites. At
Kinloch, the lithic assemblage led to the discovery of the site, and assessment of the lithic
procurement system has provided the first concrete evidence for mobility in the mesolithic of
Scotland (even though the details have still to be determined). Although it was not possible to
interpret the spatial patterning of material across the site, it is of interest for the interpretation of
social organisation to know that such patterning does exist. The composition of the assemblage
was also patterned, suggesting that it served a range of functions. Finally, the assemblage provided
detail of one facet of mesolithic technology, lithic reduction, and in particular of the adaptations
made by the prehistoric knappers to produce the tools that they needed. As much archaeological
theory is built upon stylistic comparisons of tools from different assemblages, it is of great
importance to be able to assess the constraints in operation upon assemblage formation.

At Kinloch these constraints relate in particular to the different lithic materials that were
available and to the use of different methods to reduce them. The latter included the bipolar
method and, as the identification and interpretation of this method has provided much debate on a
number of sites, it is instructive to examine it in more detail. Bipolar cores occur on a variety of
prehistoric sites, and the use of the method has been variously ascribed: to a scarcity of raw
material; to the poor quality or small size of available material; to the work of women knappers;
and to cultural preconditioning (Broadbent 1979, 108-11; Hayden 1980; Kobayashi 1975; Mercer
1980, 21-2; Thorsberg 1985, 3). At Kinloch the bipolar method is not a response to a scarcity of
raw material, for the bipolar cores are predominantly of bloodstone, which was abundant. Nor is it
a cultural trait, as it occurs on a variety of sites throughout Scottish prehistory and it has never
been isolated to any one period, geographical region, or type of site. It may be an adaption to the
available raw material, but if this was so, then at Kinloch it is unlikely to be related to small nodule
size, given the range of nodules available on Guirdil beach.

The most likely explanation for the use of the bipolar method at Kinloch is that it was related to
the relatively poor quality of the bloodstone in relation to the flint. By using this method the
knappers were able to make the most of the intractible and uneven material of the bloodstone
nodules, and analysis showed that they preferred to knap flint when they could procure it. In this
way the technology of the site was determined by the raw materials that were available. As a
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result, the assemblage is constrained by the materials of which it is made, but consideration of
these materials, as well as of the individual tool morphology and knapping characteristics shows
how the knappers carefully selected in order to minimize the material constraints. The knappers of
Kinloch were fortunate for they had access to a variety of plentiful, and generally good quality,
raw materials. Knappers at other sites in Scotland were not so fortunate, the available material was
often limited, and so both the manufacturing techniques and the tool types show further
constraints.

As a postscript to the discussion of bipolar cores at Kinloch, it should be noted that they have
also been interpreted as functional tools (Mercer 1971, 18-19). This possibility is not ruled out
here, but in the absence of a detailed functional analysis of the pieces themselves, it cannot be
developed. Whether or not they were used, these artifacts are primarily cores. They are the debris
left from the manufacture of flakes and blades by a specific reduction method. They may well have
been used subsequently, for it was not uncommon for lithic debris to be turned into serviceable
tools, and the use of bipolar cores would be a typical example of this.

Finally, the very survival of the site is of interest. Although the features had suffered plough
damage, the preservation of information in the ploughsoil suggests that the potential for the
excavation of mesolithic sites elsewhere in Scotland may not be as bleak as once believed. 'Ghost'
features could be identified in the ploughsoil even where lazy-bed cultivation had taken place.

THE MESOLITHIC IN SCOTLAND

The mesolithic sites of Scotland are predominantly coastal; here they are both more visible and
more accessible to the present day populations who locate and record them, and this has served to
over-emphasise the value of the coastal environment for the mesolithic community (Woodman
forthcoming). However, in other parts of Europe survey work has demonstrated the importance of
the mountain environment for mesolithic occupation (Bang-Andersen forthcoming; Holm forth-
coming), and until fieldwork in the interior of Scotland has confirmed the validity of the coastal
bias it should be regarded with caution. In this respect, the invisibility of mesolithic sites does
create a difficulty. Although many lithic scatters are recorded, few are securely dated, and it is
salutory that Kinloch was not recognised as a mesolithic site until it was excavated. A rapid surface
collection over the field did not recover any microliths and the only type-fossil known when
excavation commenced was a barbed-and-tanged point (usually bronze age; no other remains of
this date have been recovered). The problems of recognising mesolithic sites mean that in order to
improve knowledge of the mesolithic across Scotland it will be necessary to do more than surface
survey. Shovel-pit sampling provides one rapid method to locate scatters of small artifacts in
terrain such as that of Scotland (Bang-Andersen 1987), and a close examination of the situations
where the peat cover has already been disturbed (as in forestry ploughing) can be of use. Where
this has been undertaken it has yielded artifact scatters, even microliths (Clarke forthcoming;
D & E 1983, 13). Only by employing such techniques will the biases inherent in the present
knowledge of the mesolithic settlement of Scotland be removed.

The material traditions of the mesolithic are, of necessity, based on lithic artifacts and the lack of
sites means that Scotland lacks a good data base. Further south many more sites have been
identified and there has been much research upon the lithic assemblages of England (eg Pitts
1978a; 1978b). This has had an important effect upon the interpretation of the mesolithic of
Scotland for there has always been a tacit assumption that the Scottish mesolithic developed out of
the mesolithic settlement of England, and that it is closely related to its southern neighbours (cf
Mulholland 1970, 103-07).

In 1976 Jacobi drew up a typological scheme for the chronological development of the lithic
industries of England, comparing the broad changes in the microlith types with those of Europe
(Jacobi 1976). In his scheme he identified two main chronological phases which divided around
8000 BP. The microliths of the earlier industries were based on broad blades (generally
non-geometric types), those of the later industries were based upon narrow blades (geometric
types). Since its publication Jacobi's work has dominated research into the mesolithic. The most
important impact on Scotland has been that all Scottish sites are quickly assigned to one of Jacobi's
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two sub-divisions (Morrison 1980, 114-73). In fact, it was soon apparent that the evidence from
Scotland did not fit easily into these sub-divisions, but this was taken to be an effect of the
perceived 'peripheral' northern location of the mesolithic settlement of Scotland. In particular, the
discussion has centred around the site of Morton, Fife, where apparently broad microliths seemed
to be associated with fifth millennium BC dates, although by then broad-blade industries had
disappeared from further south (Myers 1988). However, in his original paper Jacobi did not
consider Scottish material at all. It is theoretically dubious to attempt to fit assemblages from one
area (Scotland) into a typology based upon material from a different area (England). In any case,
the early postglacial inhabitants of the British Isles are unlikely to have paid heed to modern
political boundaries. Britain encompasses a variety of regions and this geographical diversity must
have helped to shape the development of its mesolithic cultures. The sweeping application of
analysis across the country will only serve to obscure the developing relationships between the
mesolithic settlement of the different areas. Modern political names are of use to archaeologists
because they identify separate archaeological systems, but it is important to remember that an
individual system represents both cultural and geographical diversities and is not a natural unity.

The lithic industries of Ireland, another diversity of regions, have recently been examined, and
this has led to increased information about chronological developments (Woodman 1978). The
relationship between the early postglacial settlement of Ireland and that of Scotland is still unclear,
but, unlike the relationship between Scotland and England, no cultural priority has been assigned.
Thus, freed from the need to conform to an existing chronological typology, work on the
mesolithic settlement of Scotland may be assisted by comparison with the methods and results of
the Irish work. This opens the way to use the English and Welsh data in the same way; from this
work regional comparisons may spring that are of more value to a study of the mesolithic
settlement of the British Isles as a whole.

THE MESOLITHIC SETTLEMENT OF THE BRITISH ISLES

Since Jacobi's assessment of the material from England in 1976, many sites have been located,
some have been excavated and a few analysed in detail. The new sites uphold Jacobi's
chronological division. In addition, work in both Wales and Ireland has added detail to knowledge
of the mesolithic settlement of this part of north-western Europe. In Wales many sites are known,
but most consist of unexcavated artifact scatters. However, in combination with information from
the excavated sites, the detailed examination of these assemblages shows that the major
chronological division identified by Jacobi does occur throughout Wales (David pers comm). In
Ireland, in contrast, there are still few early postglacial sites, but fieldwork is increasing the data
base (Woodman 1984; Zvelebil et al 1987) and the sites show a diversity of material culture. Some
of this diversity may be ascribed to chronological factors, but (although the major chronological
break is around 8000 BP as in England), it is the earlier mesolithic sites in Ireland that have an
artifact assemblage based upon narrow blade microliths. The later sites have an artifact
assemblage without microliths at all, but they have a range of tools based upon the modification of
large blades (Woodman 1985a, 169-74).

Sites with assemblages that reflect the narrow blade traditions are to be found across the British
Isles. On mainland Britain they may be assigned to the same general period, but they do not all
have precisely the same composition. As more sites are recognised it is increasingly apparent that
there is great material diversity between the narrow blade sites. In particular the proportions of the
microlith types vary; some sites are dominated by scalene triangles, some by backed bladelets, and
some by other tools. In Scotland, all of the evidence suggests that the microliths of the earliest
mesolithic industries are based on narrow blades. Kinloch is but one of a group of sites that have
produced industries associated with seventh millennium BC dates; other early sites with narrow
blade microliths include Newton, Islay (McCullagh forthcoming) and Lussa Wood, Jura (Mercer
1980). Broad blade microliths do occur on Scottish sites but there are no certain associated dates.
There were no broad blade microlith types at Kinloch.

In a development of his typological chronology for the mesolithic Jacobi divided the narrow
blade sites of England and Wales into groups, and he interpreted these groups as 'social territories'
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(Jacobi 1979); more recently he has examined the weaknesses of this argument (Jacobi 1987), and
from this it is clear that the data is not yet adequate for this sort of explanation. The details of the
groups of sites, both spatial and chronological, are not properly documented, and neither are the
details of the contents of the assemblages and associated features. The diversity of the later
mesolithic period in Britain is well known, and it is by now apparent that there is no longer any
need to 'fit' the Scottish sites into an English framework. Instead, the developments of material
culture in Scotland, although still only hazily known, are plainly just one facet of the hetero-
geneous nature of life across postglacial Britain.

From this it follows that to improve understanding of the mesolithic settlement of the British
Isles it is not enough to locate and examine more sites. It is also important to look in more detail at
the patterns of information produced by those sites, and this includes information relating to site
size, assemblage composition, topographical location, and date. Ethnographic analogy has shown
that variation in any one field may result from several things: seasonal differences; functional
differences; or cultural differences; and all of these differences are interlinked (Binford 1983,
109-92). From the earliest archaeological synthesis this variation in the archaeological evidence
has provided a basis for general social interpretation (eg Wilson 1863, vol 1, 41-64; Lacaille 1954;
Mellars 1976a; Gendel 1986), and its application is of great value today because it is under constant
review, both with the refinements of middle range theory and with the additional data provided by
new sites. Inter-site analysis is still fraught with difficulty, however, for it does not usually involve
adequate source criticism. If the explanations for inter-site diversity are to be valid then the
analysis must be certain that the variation observed relates to geniune prehistoric differences and
not to the effects of post-depositional processes. This is best illustrated where analysis is based on a
comparison of the artifact assemblages; differences between artifact assemblages are as likely to
result from the recovery techniques as they are to result from the prehistoric deposition practices,
eg a manually recovered lithic assemblage is not a true reflection of the prehistoric assemblage,
both the quantity of material and (more importantly) the proportions of tool types change when
sieving techniques are introduced.

ILL 100: Kinloch: work in progress on site (Photograph - Andy Barlow).
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Inter-site analyses are important, for it is only through them that overall knowledge of the
mesolithic period can advance, but because of the difficulties there will be no attempt here to slot
Kinloch into the structure of the mesolithic settlement of Britain. The site is large, and covers a
long time-span, even if occupation was intermittent, and the internal organisation of that
occupation is unclear. It has not been possible to identify contemporaneous features, nor has it
been possible to recognise chronological relationships except at a broad level. Some functional
interpretation has been undertaken, but it is general, and in the absence of full excavation and
more detailed analysis it can only be tentative. As for comparisons of the general composition of
the assemblage, account must be taken of the considerable variation across the site. Finally, the
recovery techniques used at Kinloch have undoubtedly affected the assemblage so that detailed
comparisons with assemblages recovered elsewhere are at present of limited value. Only through
the development of inter-site interpretation will the complexities of the early postglacial settlement
of the British Isles be revealed, but detailed studies of more sites are needed. The information
from Kinloch is now available should others feel braver, and have more time, than this author.
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chips 73
crested 72
narrow 73, 169

blanket bog 23
blanks 58
bloodstone: 25, 26, 27

artifacts off Rhum 152-6
availability of 52
colours of 51
identification of 53-4
jewellery, use in 51
quality 52, 161
sources of 26, 51, 152, 154
surface alteration of 53
trade in 25, 26
transportation of raw material 52, 155-6

Bloodstone Hill, Rhum 51, 151, 152, 154, 156, 95
bone 131
borers 95
breakage as indicator of use 105
bronze age 25, 149, 154, 156, 168
brushwood deposits, 44, 17
Buail a Ghoirtein, Rhum 149, 93, 150
bulb type 58, 65, 30
bulbs:

diffuse 58
flat 58
pronounced 58

buried soil 42
burins 99
burning, evidence of 40, 41, 140-1
burnt material 34, 54, 160-1

Canna, Isle of 23
cereal-type pollens 127
chalcedony 51, 57, 154 see a/so bloodstone, flint
chemical analysis 53, 158
chunks 58, 62
Clach Alasdair, Eigg 52
clast form analysis 147, 3:D3
coarse stone tools: 117-126, 77, 82

cache of 124, 83, 84
catalogue 1:E1-E5
function 121
modification 117
raw materials of 117, 123
types 117-126, 77, 78

bevelled pebbles 120, 81
bevelled pebbles use of 124

see also anvils, hammerstones
use wear 120

cobbles 40, 117, 121
cores: 58, 60, 35, 81

as indicators of knapping debris 109
types:

bipolar 60, 28
disc 61, 28, 85
platform 59, 60, 26, 27, 67, 32

cortex as aid to identification of flint 54
cross slabs, seventh century 25

dating of site 38, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 132-6, 146, 163
debitage 58 see also lithic technology
definitions for lithic analysis 57

Eigg, Isle of 23, 154
edge damage 104
edge retouched artifacts 93
environmental history 137, 89
excavation:

features 37-41, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 68
method 28-31, 4, 5
recovery levels 27, 103-4
strategy 27, 28, 29, 31
trench layout 29, 4

experimental knapping 52

Farm Fields see Kinloch
fermentation, evidence of 127, 165
field drain 37
field dyke 37
finds concordance 1:A4-B10
Fionchra, Rhum 51, 154
fire see burning
flakes: 58, 61-2, 31, 33, 34, 35, 72, 83

decortical 72
inner 72
irregular 58, 61-2
overshot 72
platform rejuvenation 72
primary 52
regular 61

Flandrian, site modification during 146-7
flax pollen (linum) 141, 165
flint: 51

beach pebble 56
heat treatment of 53, 154
identification of 52-4
quality of 51
sources of 51

fossils as indicator of flint 54

geomorphological investigations 3:E11-G6
ghosting of features 41, 168
glaciation 23, 144-5
gravel:

dumps 44-5, 164
terrace 27

Guirdil Bay, Rhum 52, 54, 117, 162, 167
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hafting:
of microliths 102
of tools 87, 117

Hallival, Rhum 93, 149
hammerstones 78, 120, 79, 80, 124
hazel:

exploitation of 140, 159
thickets 142

hazelnut shell, carbonised 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 44, 99, 157,
162, 163

hearths, evidence of 41
heat treatment of raw materials 53
heath 23
Hebridean pottery wares 130
hunting 166

inter-site analysis 170-1
invasive flaked points 97, 59
Isle of Man 124

Jura, Isle of 154

Kilmory:
River, Rhum 123
Glen, Rhum 23, 148

Kinloch:
climate of 23, 138, 142
geomagnetic surveys 3:A12-B2
Glen 23
location of site 26, 1, 3, 148
River 23
soils of 138

knapping see lithic technology
knapping floors 77, 109, 156

Laig Bay, Eigg 52
lamellar index 76, 84-5
lazy beds 9, 40, 48, 50
leaf-shaped points 38, 163
limestone, silicified 52
limpet hammers 123
lithic artifacts:

concentrations 49
deposition 103
distribution 66-76, 55, 160-1
edge damage 104
edge modification 87
extract catalogue 34, 1:D1-D7
function 87, 161
maintenance of 105
manufacture 105
secondary modification 87-102
statistics 3:D8-D14
storage of 124
tool types 87-102

lithic density 36, 19, 20, 21, 22, 48
lithic scatters 25, 27, 28, 36, 149, 93, 94
lithic technology:

bifacial flaking 163, 165
bipolar technique 58, 123, 161, 167
blanks 58
bulb as indicators of force 65
core edge preparation 65-6
definitions 58
heat treatment 53
knapping 56
lamellar index 76, 84-5
percussion

direct 66, 71
hard 58, 65, 66, 123
indirect 66, 71
soft 58, 65, 66, 71, 78, 80, 123, 161

primary technology 58, 64-86
reduction method 58, 66, 42, 81-84, 161, 167
reduction technique 58, 65
resharpening 93, 105
secondary technology 58, 87-102

Loch Scresort, Rhum 27, 31, 6, 52, 137, 150, 163
Lussa Wood, Jura 163, 169

Machrihanish, Kintyre, bloodstone nodule from 154
mesolithic:

in Belgium 125
in England 168
in Europe 124-5, 168
in Ireland 169
in Scotland 124, 163, 168-70
in Wales 169

microburin technique 102
microburins 99, 63
microliths: 28, 77, 97, 60-64, 104, 161, 169

functions 102
hafting of 102
types 99-102

midden 165
mixed mesolithic/neolithic contexts 78-80, 43-51
mobility in the mesolithic, evidence for 162
modified artifacts see secondary lithic technology
Morton, Fife 159, 169
Muck, Isle of 23
mudstone artifacts 154
Mull, bloodstone nodules from 154

National Monuments Record 21
Nature Conservancy Council 26
neolithic activity 25, 31, 42, 46-7, 154, 163, 164-6
Newferry, Ireland 124
Newton, Islay 163, 169
norse place names 25

Oban rock shelters 124
Oronsay middens 124

peat 24, 44, 139, 90, 164
pebbles 60
pitchstone 155

Arran 52, 155
pits 29, 30, 36, 40, 11, 157
ploughsoil:

density of lithic material in 45-7, 19-21, 25
nature of evidence from 27
pottery in 126

pollen:
analyses 91, 92, 2:A3-B8; 2:B9-C3; 2:C4-D13-

2:F1-G12
frequencies 140-2
species in pottery residues 127

population mobility in mesolithic 162
post holes 36, 40
post pipes 36, 40, 10, 159
pottery: 47, 126-30, 165, 86, 87

catalogue 1:D8-D13
cultural affinities of 130
location of 126, 129
residues on 126-7
Scottish neolithic 130

preservation, relative levels of 23, 24
promontory forts 25
pumice: 38, 47, 130-1, 88, 165

analysis of 130, 3:G7-G10
sources of 130

quartz 52, 154
quartzite 52
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radiocarbon determinations:
calibration 132
dating of archaeological site 132-6
dating of environmental history 136-146
procedural resume 3:G11-G14

raw material: frontispiece
attributes of 41-53, 1:G10
availability of 167, 1:E10-F7
classification 1:G11
identification 52-4, 1-.G1-G9
provenance 154, 1:F8-F13
selection of 117, 120, 123, 125
surface alteration in 53, 154
transportation of 52

recovery levels 27, 103-4
resharpening 93, 105
resources:

environmental 137, 142-3
see also raw materials

retouch see lithic technology, secondary
Rhum:

brew 127
geology 23, 2a
lithic scatters other than Kinloch 149-50, 93
local datum 21
settlement history 25-6
soils 25, 2b
spelling of 21
vegetation 23, 2c
volcano 23

Royal Commission (RCAHMS) 25, 26
Rum see Rhum

Samhan Insir, Rhum 149
sampling:

in excavation strategy 28, 5
in artifact analysis 64, 78

scrapers: 87-93, 52, 54, 55
angled 91
blade 91
concave 91
flake 91
simple 87

sealevel changes 31, 145
seasonal mobility 162, 163, 166-7

sediments underlying the site 144-5, 147
settlement chronology 132, 140-1, 163
settlement patterns 150, 154, 167
shellfish, processing of 123
shelters:

evidence for 157-8
reconstruction of 159-61, 98a&b
see also structural remains

sieving: 27, 29, 170
wet 27, 29, 103-4

soils 138, 142, 144-8, 2:E1-E14
spatial patterning of lithic artifacts 34, 48, 49, 105, 109,

161, 163, 167
stakeholes 42, 14

arcs of 158-9, 96, 97
structural remains:

evidence for 41-2, 11, 18, 49, 157
hollows 41, 42, 18, 157

see also pits, pestholes, stakeholes
interpretation of 157-9, 97, 98a&b

survey:
field walking 27
resistivity 27

tent:
types 159
of Central Inuit 159, 97

thin sectioning 53
tools see coarse stone tools, lithic artifacts

undersea survey 31-33, 6
use wear:

analysis 35
on coarse stone tools 120, 125

vegetational history of area 139-43, 162
volcanic glass 52

watercourse 30, 41, 42, /5, 16, 44-5, 126, 148, 164
windbreaks 159
wood:

rafts in watercourse 45, 16, 17
samples from site 137, 3:A3-A11

woodland 23, 137, 140-3
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KINLQCH, RHUHl CONTEXT AMD FINDS CONCORDANCE, TABLE 3O

KEY* A. PEBBLES

B. CORES

C. BLADES

D. DEBITAGE

E. MICROLITHS

F. RETOUCHED

G, HAZELNUT

H. POTTERY

I. COARSE STONE

J. PUMICE

K. BONE/ SHELL

M/C. MAfiTiR LAYER/ CUT NUMBER

PIT6 AMD HTC I nXC

LAYEH A B C D

1AD117 - - - i

iA015i - - 2 9

E F Q H

1A0155 - -

1AD163 - -

IA0221 - -

2 70

1 J K M/C INTERPRETATION

- - - ii7 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

- - - 15i FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

- - - 133 UNtXCAVATCD

- - - 154 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

- - - 145 CUT - AD221

- - - 165 CUT - A0165
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1AD035 - -

lADiia - -
1AD145 - -

1AD152 - -

1AD154 1 1

1AD166 - -

1AD038 - -

1AD206 - -

1A0207 - -

1AD029 - B

1ADO36 - 2

1A0119 - -

1AD144 - 1

1A0162 1 -

1AD163 - 1

1A0224 - -

1AD226 - -

1AB227 - -

1AD04O - -

1AD234 - -

1A0037 - -

1AOO39 - -

1AD141 - -

1A0142 - -

6 111

-

10 49

10

24 269

14

-

-

-

50 16O1

6 94

83

16 595

2 75

24 545

4 72

1 10

1 1

-

-

34

1 13

3 5

7

1 - -

_

- - X

- - x

12 4 *

- - M

_

_

-

24 2 -

1 1 -

- - x

9 - K

1 - H

15 - x

X

- - K

_

. . ~

_

- . _

_

- * x

— — —

165

165

165

165

165

165

038

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

CUT • AD206

AD207

- - - 038 CUT - AD038

AD207

AD038

AD204

- - - O38 CUT

1 - -

- 1 -

038

038

038

038

038

O38

038

038

038

O40

O40

040

O40

040

040

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

CUT «

CUT «

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

AD234

AD040

I i AC



1AD203 - -

1AD228 - -

1AO147 - -

1AD230 - -

1AD130 - -

1AD231 - -

1AD204 - -

1AD23I - -

1AD148 - -

1AD149 - -

1AD16O - -

1AD203 - -

1AD208 - -

1AG028 - Q

1AD161 1 3

1AQ14S - -

1A021O - -

1A0223 - -

1A0233 - -

1A0222 » -

1A0159 - 2

1A0201 - -

3

-

i

-

1 6

-

-

-

-

-

4

-

3

-

69 1139

47 920

3

1 47

2

-

-

8 248

4

1 - - - - - - 203

- - - - - - - 228

- - - - - - - 228

- - - - - - - 230

- - M - - - - 230

- - - - - - - 231

- - - - - - - 231

- - - - - - - 232

- - - - - - - 232

- - - - - - - 232

- - x - - - - 232

- - - - - - - 232

1 - - - - - - 232

- - - - - - - 208

14 4 * - 14 - - 209

28 - x - 1 1 - 208

- - M - - - - 208

- - M - - - - 208

- - x - - - - 208

- - - - . - - 20«

- - - - - - - 222

3 - x - 1 - - 222

- - - - - - - 222

FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

CUT

FILL

CUT

FILL

CUT

FILL

CUT

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL

CUT

FILL «*

FILL

FILL

FILL OF

POST PIPE 1

FILL OF

POST PIPE 2

CUT OF

POST PIPE 1

CUT

FILL

FILL OF

1 i AG



1AD209 - -

1AD225 - -

1AG121 - 7

1AG122 - -

1AG214 - -

1AG191 - -

1AG123 - 1

1AG190 - -

1AG192 - -

3 S3 2 - -

31 115V 9 4 M

20

POST PIPE

- - 222 FILL OF

POST PIPE

- - 222 FILL

- x 121 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)*

- - 121 FILL

- - 121 FILL

- - 191 CUT

NATURAL?

- - 191 FILL

NATURAL?

- - 191 FILL

NATURAL?

- - 191 FILL

NATURAL?

1A0193 - - 20 - - x -

1AG238 - -

1AQ187 - -

1AG1B8 - -

1AJ178

1AJ104

2 - - -

- - 193 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

NATURAL?

- - 238 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

- - 187 UfCXCAVATCD

- - 183 UNEXCAVATED

- - 189 UMEXCAVATED

- - 178 CUT

- - 178 FILL
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1AJ175 - -

1AJ176 - -

3 - x -

1AJ179 - -

1AJ173 - -

1AJ180 - -

1AJ171 - -

1BAO48 - -

1BA021 - 3

1BA053 - -

1BA023 - 1

1BAO54 - -

1BA047 - 3

1BA049 - -

1BA05O - -

1BA032 i 2

1BA02B - -

1BA029 - -

1BA042 - -

1BA101 - -

iBAliO - -

1 47

e 183

3 83

23 772

19 440

6 246

16 668

2 - H -

6 2 * -

4 i M -

1 - x -

5 i M -

1BA030 - 29 i02 3300 36 7 M -

—

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

1
-

1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

- M 178

- - 176

- - 178

- - 179

- - 179

- - 180

- - 180

- - 171

- - 048

- - 048

- - 033

- - 053

- - 054

- - 054

- - 054

- - 054

1 - 032

- - 028

- - 029

- - 042

- - 101

- - 110

- M UO

FILL $

FILL

FILL

CUT

FILL

CUT

FILL

UNEXCAVATED

CUT

FILL *

CUT

FILL*

CUT

FILL

FILL

FILL

FILL (MO CUT

NUMBER)*

UNCXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

MASTER

CONTEXT FOfl

PIT COMPLEX.

FILL, INC,

BA130 AS

I i Afl



1BAOS7

IBAOafl

1BAO89

1BAO9O

1BA091

1BA093

1BAO94

1BA102

1BA103

1BA104

1BA105

1BA1O6

1BA107

1BA108

1BA109

«,«
1AC015

1BAO27

1VA035

1BA034

1BA039

1BA040

- - 16 965

1 1 18 435

- 2 9 709

1 11 19 220a

- 2 9 7/4

- 2 9 379

- 6 26 2576

- 7 13 571

- 2 2 244

- - - 13

- - 4 227

- - - 19

_

_

_

HICi UTAKEHOLE9

- 1 1 26

- -

-

_

- .

. . . . .

6 2 x

3 - x

3 - x

6 2 x

3 2 -

3 - x

3 - x

5 2 x

2 - x

- 1 x

2 - M

— - x

- - _

_

_

1 - x

_

- - _

_

- - -

— — —

EXTRA LAYER

F0« FINDS.

- - x 110 FILL

1 - x 110 KILL

2 -

1 1 L10

- • I l - j • '. ..

- - 110 ' ;•..

1 1 x 11O FILL

- - x 110 FILL

- - x 110 FILL

- - - 110 FILL

- - x 110 FILL

- - x 110 FILL

- - - 110 FILL

- - - 11O FILL

- - - 110 FILL

*

- - O15 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBEH)

- - O27 UNEXCAVATED

- - 03S LMSCXCAVATED

- - 036 UNCXCAVATED

- - 039 UfcEXCAVATED

- -.040 UNEXCAVATED
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1EA041 - -

1BA043 - -

1BAO44 - -

1BA043 - -

1BA096 - -

1BAO97 - -

1BA098 - -

1BA099 - -

1BB025 - -

1BB02B - -

1BB031 - -

1BB032 - -

O41

043

044

045

096

097

098

099

- - - 023

- - - 028

- - - 031

- - - 031

UNEXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

UNHXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

UNEXCAVATED

CONJOINING

TOP FILLS.

FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

CUT

FILL

OMITS FOR VERTICAL TiHBERfl

1BA095 - -

1BA1OO - 2 4 27 3 - x -

095 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

10O CONJOINING

FILLS?*

HtflOLITWCi PATCHES
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1BA025 - -

1BA026 - -

1BAO31 - -

1BA032 - -

023 UNEXCAVATED

026 UNEXCAVATED

031 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

032 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

1BC026 - - 026 FILL (NO CUT

NUMBER)

HEfiOLITHIC/NEOLlTHIC GRAVEL BANK DUMP

1AE031 - -

2AM312 - -

2AM315 - -

1BA024 - -

1E/037 - -

1BA03S - -

1BA051 - -

1BA070 1 4

1BA071 - -

1BAO72 - 1

11A074 - 2

IBAOai - 1

IBAOSA - -

IBCOlfl - -

—

-

-

-

-

-

1
8

-

-

2

1

-

.

—

6

2

-

-

-

14

138

1

41

24

3

-

9

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - - _ _ 1 2 0

- - - - - - - 120

- - - 1 - - - 120

2 1 - - 3 - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - 2 - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

- - - - - - - 120

SPIT

EPIT

WATERCOURSE

WATERCOURSE

WATERCOURSE
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NEOLITHICt PtAT IN UATERCGURflC

2AM313 - -

1BA04O - 3

1BAOA1 - -

1BA062 - -

1BACW.3 - -

1BA064 - -

1BAOA5 - -

1BA046 - 1

1BA073 - -

1BAO7V - -

1BB003 - 3

18BO04 - 1

1BCOO5 - 2

IftCOU - -

1BC020 i -

1BC022 - -

1BC023 i -

1BC020 - i

XBC029 - -

1K031 1 1

10

2 48

4

21

32

i 34

1 33

31

8

-

4 49

1 25

1 133

-

34

i a
2 28

2

-

2 77

1 -

1 1 M -

1 2 - 1

1 - - -
- - K 3

- 1 x 4

- - Q2O

- - 020 SPIT

- - 020 SPIT

- - 020 SPIT

- - 020 SPIT

- - 020 SPIT

- - 020 SPIT

- - 020 6PIT

- - O20

- - O20

- - 020

- - O20

- M 020

- - 020

- - 020

- - 020

- - 020

- - O20

- - 020

- - 020

NEOLITHIC* PITfl AND HQLUMO

1 i A12



IAD133 -

1BB027 -

2 257

1

3 - K - - - 133 FILL*

- - 027 FILL

NEOLITHIC! DUMPS IN PEAT OF WATERCOURSE

1AG126 1 2 2 3 3 2

1AQ128 1 19 23 2234

1AO185 - -

2AM314 - -

1BA074 - -

IBA077 - -

1BAO78 - -

22

10

- - K 13 - - - 020 ROCKS AND

GRAVEL .

-AO128,

BC012,

3C014,

BCO21.

16 5 M 32 3 2 K 020 ROCKS AND

GRAVEL

-AG126,

BC012,

BCO14,

BC021.4

- 1 - - - - - 020 ROCKS

. - - ! - - _ 020 ROCKS IN

AM313

- - - - - _ - 020 GRAVEL

- BB033

1 - H - - - - 020 MIDDEN AND

BRUSHWOOD!

- _ - - - - - 020 STONES
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lBSO2i

1BBO23

1BB024

1BB026

1BB033

1BCO10

1BC012 - 2

1BC014 - -

- - - 1

1BC021 - 1 2 17 - - - 1

020

020

020

020

020

020

020

- - - 020

- - - 020

STONES

BRUSHWOOD

BRUSHWOOD

GRAVEL

GRAVEL

- BA076

GRAVEL

ROCKS AND

GRAVEL

- AQ126,

AG128,

BC014,

BC021.

ROCKS AND

GRAVEL

- A3126,

AG12B,

0C012,

BC021.

ROCKS AND

GRAVEL

« AG126,

1BC025 - -

BC014.

020 ROCKS

NATURAL

AU



1AA007 - - - - - OO7

1AA004 - -

1AA025 - -

1AB027 - -

1AC012 - - - 4

1AC016 - -

1AC017 - -

1AC018 - -

1AC020 - -

iAC02i - -

1AC022 - -

1AC023 - -

1AC024 - -

1AD112 - - - 7

1AD113 - -

1AD120 - - - 10

1AD143 1 - 1 53

1AD164 - - - 6

IAD147 - - i 20

1AD149 - -

1AD170 - -

1AD202 - . - -

- - - - - - - 007

- - - - - - - 007

- - - - - - - 027

- - - - - - - 012

- - - - - - - 016

- - - - - - - 017

- - - - - - - 018

- - - - - - - 020

- - - - - - - 021

- - - - - - - 022

- - - - - - - 023

- - - - - - - 024

1 - - - - - - 112

- - - - - - - 113

- - M - - - - 120

1 - x - - - - 143

- - - - - - - î 4

1 - x - - - - 147

.... ... i49

- - - - - - - 170

- - - - - - - 202

TREE HOLE

CUT

FILL

FILL

SLOPEWASH?

GRAVEL

GRAVEL

PEBBLES

PEBBLES

GRAVELS

GRAVELS

GRAVELS

GRAVELS

GRAVELS

GRAVELS

GRAVELS

GRAVELLY

SAND

-AD144

SANDY GRAVEL

GRAVELLY

SAND -AD120

flILTY GRAVEL

GRAVELS

NATURAL

CUT OF

1 i Bl



JAD229 - -

1AD205 - -

1AG184 - -

1AG186 - -

1AG212 - -

1AG213 - -

1AG245 - -

1AG252 - -

1AQ241 - -

1AJ107 - -

1AJ109 - -

1AJ172 - -

1AJ174 - -

2AK302 1 -

2AM314 - -

2AN322 - 1

2AW323 - 2

2AM324 - -

1BAO34 - -

1BA04A - -

IBA073 - -

— —

11
-

-

-

-

-

-

_

2 162

24

-

9 51

13

5 92

1 31

1

-

-

-

_ _

- - - - - - - 202

- - - - - - - 203

- - - - - - - 184

- - - - - - - 1B6

_ _ _ _ _ _ - 212

- - - - - - - 213

- - - - - - - 245

- - - - - - - 213

- - - - - - - 241

1 - - - - - - 107

- - M - - - - 109

- - - - - - - 172

1 - x - - - - 174

- - - - - - - 302

- 1 - - • - - - 322

- - - - - - - 323

- - - - - - - 324

- - - - - - - 034

- - - - - - - 04*

- - - - - - - 073

- - - - - - - 080

STONE HOLE

FILL

NATURAL

GRAVELS

STONES

Bum ED SOIL

CUT OF

WATERCOURSE

BASAL CLAYi

GRAVEL

-BC027?

SLOPEWASH

GRAVELS

STONE HOLE

GRAVELS

ROOTKOLE

GRAVEL

BOULDER CLAY

SLOPEWASH

SLOTEWASH

SUfUCD SOIL

LOAM

OHAVCL

BURIED SOIL

GRAVELS

1IA04U - - 4 12 - - - 080 GRAVEi-B
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1BA082 - 1 1 6

1BAOB4 - - 2 4

- - - 082

- - - 0«2

1BAOB3 - 1 3 19

1BA092 - -

1BBOOA - 1 1

1BBO07 - 1 - 8

1BB013 - -

1BB020 - -

iBB029 - -

1BB018 - - 1 3

1BB030 - -

1BBO19 - - - 3

1BC003 - - - -

1BC007 - - - 1

18C019 - - 1 Q

1BC027 * -

- - K - 1 - x 085

- - - - - - - 092

- - - - - - - 006

1 A - - - - - 007

- - - - - - - 013

- - - - - - - 02O

- - - - - - - 029

- - - - - - - 029

- - - - - - - 030

- - - - - - - 030

- - - i - - - 003

- - - 1 - - - 007

- - - - - - - 019

- - - - - - - 027

- BA08O

BURIED SOIL

• BA034

BURIED MIL

* BAO82

BURIED SOIL*

ROOTHQLES

BOULDER CLAY

HILL AND

STREAM WASH

STONES

STONE HEAP

CUT Of

STONE HOLE

FILL

CUT OF

iTONE HOLE

FILL

GRAVEL

SLOPEWASH

SLQPEWASH

ORAVEL

-A02527

UMOATEO CONTEXTS

1ACO11 - - - - - Oil PIT CUT?
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1AC014 -

1A0125 - -

62 1 - x -

1AJ103 - -

1AJ1O2

1AJ1O5

2 8

1

014 CHARCOAL

PATCH

125 UNEXCAVATED

PIT FILL

WITH POT.

103 CUT OF

LAZYBED

FURROW

103 FILL

105 FILL OF

FURROW (NO

CUT NUMBER).

PUJUQHSOIL

1AB001 - - 1 7 - - -

1AB002 - - - 3 - - -

1AC001 9 59 48 165S7 63 11 x

1AC013 - - - 9 - - -

1AC019 - -

001 PLOUGHSOIL

001 MODERN

PLOUGHMARK8

001 PLOUGHSOIL

OOi PLOOOHSOIL

IN HUMP

CAUSED BV

AC014.

001 PLOUOH80IL

IN UNDUL-

ATION CAUSED

i B4



1AD146 - 2 15 219 3 1 * -

BY AC014

1AD001 1 34 130 489B 74 17 K 2 2 1 - OO1 PLOUGHBQIL.

INCLUDEy

A0270 AS

EXTRA LAYER

NUMBER FOR

FINDS.

1ADOOB - 6 73 3209 44 7 x - 2 2 - OO1 GLEAMING SPIT

BELOW

PLOUGHSOIL.

OO1 CLEANING SPIT

BELOW

PLOUGHSOIL.

OO1 PLOUGHSOIL

001 PLOUGHSOIL

INCLUDES

AG271 A3

EXTRA LAYER

NUMBER FOR

FINDS.

IAG211 - 1 8 227 2 - x - - 1 - OO1 CLEANING 6PIT

BELOW

PLOUOHSQIL.

1AHO01 8 27 241 S52S 04 7 K - 1 - - O01 PLOUGHBOIU

INCLUDES

AH272, AW273

AS EXTRA

1AE001 - 2 1 7 0 - _ - _ - -

1AG001 7 44 109 5117 50 1O - 184 2 -

B5



1AJ001 10 56 271 14223 144 30 K 2

LAYER NUMBERS

FOR FINDS.

001 PLOUGHBOIL

INCLUDES

AJ274, AJ27S

AS EXTRA

LAYER NUMBERS

FOR FINDS.

1AJ106 - 28 1183 21 - x -

2AK301 - -

2AL331 - - 1 170

2AW311 - 2 1 10O

2AN321 S 19 B 494

1BA001 10 335 345 4758

- 1 - -

- 1

1 3

20 82

1BA010 11 122 114 4231 28 25 * -

- - - 001 CLEANING SPIT

BELOW

PLOUGHSOIL.

- - - 301 PLOUGHEQIL

INCLUDES

AK303.304.

- - - 331 PLOUOH9OIL

1 - - 311 PLOUQHSOIL

- - - 321 PLOUGHSQIL

20 - - 001 PLOUGHSOIL

INCLUDES

BAOO2-004

AS EXTRA

LAYtfl NUM1ERS

FOR FINDS,

17 - - 001 CLEANING 8PIT

BELOW

PLOUOHSOIL

1 i B6



1BAO11 - 2 21

1BA022 - 5 34 262

1BB001 - 5 5 1 1 6

1BB002 1 2 5 1 4 2

1BC001 1 7 14 258

1BC002 1 9 24 097

3 - -

- 2 - -

1 - - -

1PS001 24 154 238 2/947 318 153- 3

1 -

J 4 K 11 - -

INCLUDES

BAOOB-O09

AS EXTRA

LAYER NUMBERS

FOR FINDS.

- 001 CLEANING SPIT

OF AGB£

- 001 SECOND

CLEANING SPIT

BELOW

PLOUQHSOIL.

- 001 PLOUGHSOIL

- O01 CLEANING SPIT

BELOW

PLOUGHBOIL

- 001 PLOUGHSOIL

- 001 CLEANING SPIT

BELOW

PLOUGHSOIL.

- 001 PLOUGHSOIL

SAMPLE

SQUARES

INCLUDES

PS002.0O3

A3 EXTRA

LAYER LUMBERS

FOR FINDS.

1 : B7



1FW001 17 203 55 5165 29 41 - - 1 - - 001 FIELDWALKING

OF WHOLE

SITE INCLUDES

FW002.

iUSOOl -- - - _ . - - 2 - - OO1 STRAY FINDS

MOOCH*

1AB009 - - - - - 009

1AB034 -

1AD114 -

1AD115 -

1AD116 -

1AE030 -

1AE033 -

1AE041 -

1AE032 -

1AG127 -

1A01B1 -

1A0129 -

1AG183 -

1A0124

55 - - - 10 - - -

- 3 273 a - * i

034

114

115

114

030

033

041

041

127

181

181

103

1O3

RECENT

DOWMSLOPE

MOVEMENT

CAUSED BY

PLOUGHING,

PLOUGH DAMAGE

PLOUGH DAMAGE

PLOUGH DAMAGE

PLOUGH DAMAGE

FIELD DRAIN

FIELD DRAIN

GULLY CUT

FILL

FIELD DRAIN

DRAIN CUT

FILL

DRAIN CUT

1 i



1AG13O - -

1A3162 - -

1AG242 - -

1AG243 - -

1A0256 - -

1A0213 - -

1A0216 - -

1A8253 - -

1AG234 - -

1A0253 - -

1BA012 - 3

1BAO13 - -

1BAO14 - 1

1BA015 - -

1BA016 - -

1BA017 - -

1BA018 - -

1BAO19 - -

1BB003 - -

1BB008 - -

1BBOO9 - -

1BBO10 - -

1BBO11 - -

11B012 - -

1M014 - -

1IB015 - -

— —

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

4 40

_

1 11

4 77

2

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

— .

1B3 FILL

183 FILL

242 DRAIN CUT

242 FILL

236 DRAIN CUT

256 FILL

236 FILL

256 FILL

256 FILL

256 FILL

012 DRAIN FILL

013 DRAIN FILL

014 DRAIN FILL

015 DRAIN FILL

016 DRAIN FILL

017 DRAIN FILL

016 DRAIN FILL

019 DRAIN F1LL

005 MODERN

PLOUQHMARKS

OO9 DRAIN FILL

009 DRAIN FILL

010 DRAIN FILL

011 DRAIN FILL

012 DRAIN FILL

014 DRAIN FILL

015 DRAIN FILL

1 t D9



1BBO16 -

1BB017 -

1BB022 -

1GCO04 -

1BC006 -

iBcooe -
1BC009 -

1BC015 -

1BC016 -

1BC017 -

1BC013 -

1 4

1

1 1

- 1 - -

016 DRAIN FILL

017 DRAIN FILL

022 DRAIN FILL

004 DRAIN CUT

004 FILL

O08 DRAIN CUT

OOfi FILL

015 DRAIN CUT

O1S FILL

017 DRAIN CUT

017 FILL

1 t 010



THE ILLUSTRATION OF THE ARTEFACT ASSEMBLAGCi CONTEXTS AND

(-I NOB RECORDING NUHHfcRfl OF ILLUSTRATED ARTEFACTS, TABLE 31

ILL 26 CORES

1. IPSOOlUVj 2. IPSOOlOXi 3. 1AG001BL) 4. 1AG271CF| 'j. 1AD001VK|

6, iAD270BD| 7. 1AD001WF| 8. 1AQ001GB| 9. 1AQ001HN.

ILL 28 CORES

I. IPSOOlUUt 2. IPSOOiUTi 3. 1AG001NM| 4. !Al3271NH| 3. 1AD001XL|

6. 1PS002EH| 7, 1AQ271MV| 8. 1PS001UR.

ILL 29 BLAOCB

i . IPSOOlVYi 2. IPSOOlUHj 3,4. !P600iUA| 5-10, IPiiOOl OA t Oi|

II. IPBOOiVY, 1PS001UH, IPSOOiUR.

ILL 54 RETOUCHED ARTEFACTS, SCRAPERS

i. 1P8002PK) 3, iBA004AMi 3, iFWOOiSCl 4. iAJOOiDDl 3. 1FW001PO|

I. iPSOOiHUi 2. 1BA021CU| 3. iADiMAY) 4. J3A003MB| 5. iBA0030K|

6. 1PS003HH| 7. 1PB002XT| 6, 1BA010CJ| 9. 1PB001LB| 10. 1PS003AM|

II. IPSOOlTEi 12. IPSOOinU.

ILL 55 WTOUCHC0 ARTEFACTS, SCRAKAfl



6, IPSOOlGFj 7. 1PS002QH.

ILL 56 RETOUCHED ^WTEFACTB,

i. 1AJ274CA) 2. IPSOOlBBj 3. IPSOOlAKf 4. 1BAO10SQ| 5. 1BAO22FT|

6. 1PS002VD( 7. lADOQSHKi 8. 1BAO09RV| 9. lAi-JOOiLY| 1O. 1PBOO1PC|

11. 1BA004CK| 12. 1BA009QD| 13. 1PSOO1WB| 14. 1PS002£W|

15. lAGOOlPEi 16. lAOOOlLIl 17. 1PS003O£| 18. 1BAOO1NV.

ILL 57 RETOUCHED ARTEFACTS, EDGE RETOUCHED PIECES

I. IBAOOlMYi 2. lAEOOlBPj 3. 1BCOO1DI | 4. 1PSOO1RE| 5. 1PS003I_U|

6. 1BA002CD| 7. IPSOOlAWi 8. iAGOOlACf 9. 1AD001AW| 10. 1AD154AZ|

II. 1BA004IN| 12. 1PS003QJ| 13. 1AC001HN| 14. 1PBOO1PD|

l(j. 1PS002AC| 16. IFUOOUDl 17. lf'S003PZ| 18. 1AJ001KV.

ILL 50 RETOUCHED ARTEFACTS, BORERS

1. 1BAOOBLL, 1BA002KB| 2. !AD02fCF| 3. 1AQ121AO| 4. 1BAO23CU|

5. 1PS002IMF| 4. 1BA004AB, 7. 1AD001DO| 8. 1BA0020W| 9. 1FWO01HK)

10. IPSOOlNVj 11. 1BA002AS| 12. 2AM311AU; 13. 1BA070AH|

14. 1AD154C2.

ILL 59 RETOUCHED ARTEFACTS, IWA0IVC FLAICCO POIWTi

1. 1AD02BAT| 2. iPS003LR| 3, 2AK3O1AC| 4. 1BAO040W| 5. 1§C023AB|

6. !A012iFV| 7. 1P*002JU| 8. 1AJ001EB| 9, iPB003L£| 10, 1PS002JV|



11. 1PS003LO| 12. lAJOOiOKi 13. Far* Fi»ld* 19fi3| 14. B*Hiv«l|

15. 1AQ271FQ.

II L 63 MICROLITH6

I. 1AD001AX» 2. 1AD270£G| 3. 1AO273HW; 4. 1A0126CA| 5. 1AH273£T|

6. 1AD02BER| 7. 1AH001JK| 8. 1AD143AG| 9. 1AH273EQ| 10. 1AJ274CD|

I I . 1P8003EB| 12. lAJOOUAi 13. 1AH272KO| 14. 1PSOO3ZW|

15. 1PS003FF| 16. 1PS003KR| 17. 1PS003ID| 18. 1ADOO1XO|

w. 1AJ106BP| 20. ieCOO2AZ| 21. 1PS003PC| 22. lAC001Ci|

23. IPSOOlYJi 24. 1AD270CO1 25. 1AD270CJ | 26| 1AH001HK|

27. 1AJ274CC| 28. 1BA130DZ) 29. 1AD134BZ| 30. 1AQ001EH|

H. lAHOOlVEj 32. 1FWO01DQ| 33. 1AG271EA| 34. 1AD144AF|

35. 1A3121BV( 36. 1AD029EN| 37. 1AHOO1WQ| 3S. 1A0029DQ|

T.9. 1AD029DE| 40. 1AD029EF) 41. 1A0029G£| 42, 1AD029ED|

13. 1AD029EE| 44. 1AG271BW| 43. 1AOOO1LV| 46. 1AQ271W3|

47. 1AD02QDV| 48. 1AJ001WW| 49, 1AG0010Z| 5O. lADOOlNCj

51. 1AJ001WX| 32. 1AJ275IN» 53. 1AD161BJ | 54. 1AJ104AV|

55. 1A3128CN| 36. 1BA030XN.

ILL 64 H1CAOLITHO

I. lAJOOlPHi 2. 1AO211AW) 3, 1A0271AF| 4. 1AHOO1AY| 3. 1BA045AO|

6. 1PS003NJ( 7. lAGOOlSNi 6, 1BA009XI| 9. ltA002NU| 10. 1AOOO1XJ|

I I . 1BAO90BS| 12. 1BA090HW| 13, 1AJOOILZ( 14* 1BA030XA|

15. 1BC002§2| 14, !EA102iD( 17. 1BA030WR| It, 1AOOO1KT|

19. 1A0029DQ| 20* IFWOOlCii 21. 1AO271LI | 22, lADOOlMj
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23. 1BA090BO| 24. 1PS001VK; 25. 1PSOO1VM| 2o. 1ADOO1EQ|

27. lACOOiKEi 28. 1PSOO2BS| 29. 1AC001LK| 30. 1AJ106ER»

51. :BB004BA| 32. 1AJ001TU| 33. 1AJ001PB.

ILL 06 POTTEHV

I

I. 1AG271AV; 2. 1AG271UJ| 3. 1AG127AP| 4. 1A0271OC| 3. iAO271UC|

h, 1AG271QCI 7. 1AQ128SL| 8. 1AQI24CY.

ILL 87 POTTEHY

I. 1AG271WB| 2. 1AG271RQ| 3. 1AG2710M| 4.

*. LAG271UU( 7. 1AG27INW| 8. !AG27it4U| 9.

I I . 1AG271SB| 12. 1AO271PR| 13. 1AG271PB.

5.

10. 1AG128RY(

ILL 78 C£W«S£ STONE TOOLS

l . IBAOOBVJi 2. IBAOSSAWi 3. 1BA004HL| 4. IAD029GC.

ILL 31 COARSE STONE TOOLS

] . 1AD028HR| 2. 1AD02SHW| 3. 1A0O2BHT| 4. 1PSO0308J 5, 1BAOOBVC|

6. 1AD028HB( 7, 1BA004HI$ 8, 1BAOOBVH| 9, 1AD270FB.

ILL BO COAROe STONE TOOLS

1 i C*



1 , lADOOPIDi 2. iUSOOlAAi 3. 1P60O3OT| 4. 1AD028HY| 5. 1BAOB9AT|

H, 1BA07OATI 7. 1BA07CAS.

ILL 8tt PUMICE

1. iADOOSlAi 2. lADOOBIB.



i AVER CONCORDANCE FOR THE INTERPRETED CONTEXTS IN TEXT, TABLE 32

'"•LI i 1ACOM

•••r:2i 1AC015

A D 5 i

(1AD163 - 221) CUT| (1AD035, 1AD118, 1AD145, 1AD152, 1AD154,

1AD166) FILLS.

(1AD206 - 207 - O38) CUT| (1AD029, 1AD034, 1ADU9, 1AD144,

1AD162, 1AD163, 1AD167, 1AD224, 1AD226, 1AD227) FILLS.

(1AD234 - 040) CUT| (1AD037, 1AD039, 1AD141, 1AD142) FILLS.

(1AD232) CUT( (1AD14B, 1AD149, 1AD158, 1AD160, 1AD203)

FILLS.

(1AD208) CUT) (1AD028, 1AD161, 1AD168, 1AD210, 1AD223,

1AD233) FILLS.

(1AD222) CUTj (1AD159, 1AD201, 1AD209, iAD225) FILLS.

(1AD133) FILL.

AJU (1AJ179) CUT| (1AJ173) FILL.

AJ2i (1AJ178) CUT| (1AJ104, 1AJ175, 1AJ176, 1AJ177) FILLS.

AJ3t (iAJiBO) CUT| (iAJlOB) FILL.

BAH (1BAO53) CUT| (1BA023) FILL.

BA2i (1BA054) CUT| (1BA047, 1BA049, 1BAOSO) FILLS.

BA3i (1BA048) CUT) (1BA021) FILL.

BA4/5i (1BA090, 1BA102, 1BA103, 1BA104, 1BA10A, 1BA109) FILLS.

BA6i (iAG2M) FILL.

BA7i (1BA087, liAOM, 1BA105, 1BA107) FILLi,
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BA8i (1BA089, 1BA094, 1BA108) FILLS,

BA9i (1BA091, 1BA093) FILLS.

BAiOt (1BA052) FILL.

PEATi 1BA020, 1BA060-66, 1BA073, 1BB003, 1BB004, 1BCOO5, 1BC020,

1BC031.

MAIN DUMPi 1AG1B5, 1BC012, IBCOiS, 1BCO19, 1BC021.

HANKi 1AE031, 1BAO24, 1BA037, 1BA031, 1BA070-72, 1BA074,

1BA081, 1BAOB6.

M A I N DUMP/BANK ABUTTINtGi 1AG128, 1BC022, 1BC023.

t)UMPii 1BA076, 1BA077, 1BB023, 1BB024, 1BB033.

DUhP2i 1BC025.



SITE
TRENCH
CONTEXT

FIK) COOE
HWIBER OF PIECES

TYPE

1, 2
cm rui nfi nrin iH| ui uu

0001-9999 CTrock Sptcific)

fifl-ZZ

1-254

sue TYPE

OflSSIFICaTIQN

PtbbU*
Bltdtc
FUlct Dtkris
R«ttuch«J C«rti
Rtttuchtd FLtlcti
RtttucktJ Chunkf
C«irf« Sitnt T*«Lf

4 Ofcjtct

With C*rU*
Priiwy
Inntr
SUn, Fltict
Bait
V.rUd Pu.ic.

Difc
CrttltJ
C«re

Scrtftr
Utf PtUt

Dl ic
R.J
Sctl«nt
Fin«

y BUnttJ
InvMivt Flii«J P.int
FtctitJ

Burin

CD brtt
C3) Fltkts
(5) Chunki
C7) RtUuchtd GUd.i
C9) RtWhtd FLtkt

(11) Hicr*Utk<
(13) ShtrJ*
(15) P.tttry

CD Fltlctd
C3) Uithtut

C7) fckUt
C9) Ri.

(ID fcrfy
(13) UnHrtt4 Puaict

CD Plttftr.

(5) PLtin
(7) Ctrt TriMilA|
C9) EnJ Serif"

(11)
(13)
(15) Br.kt.
(17) fcr.r
(19)
(21) B*ck«J BlcJ.Ut
(23) Creic«nt
(25) Br«tt»« Fr«|nnt
(27) luMlU i Crcn
(29) R«UR^tJ HtAMPft

(31) 6r«un4 E4|t T«»L
(33) Sfktrictl
(35) ,Seri

Fltk*

(43) Burin
(45) E^t-Ont Si^t Scrtftr
(47) Trwcttt^ Scrtftr
(49)

(2)
(4)
(6)
(6)

(10)
(12)
(14)
(15)

C2)
(4)
C6)
(8)

(10)
(12)
(14)
(2)
C4)
(6)
(8)

(10)
(12)
(14)
(16)

(20)
(22)
(24)
(26)
(28)
(30)
(32)
(34)

(40)
(42)
(44)
(48)
(43)

Tablt 33 On.ftltt artifact catalogut: litldt. attrlbuttft and
codt numbtrft

1 t CO



Cvtrst Pttttry

CONDITION

RECOVERY METHOD

Gun Flint
Pl«ln P«U«r
InJtttPnintt

Flint Trut
FUi|u*ui R«
St*nt
CK.rt

Sennit***
B*n«

Chtrc**l
Sti«U
Ktjtl ^l
Pu.ict

Blttt
PitchitMt

fWN..
Ffcrti.J

lU.trtttfuJ
Dry Si«v«J

(81)
y (93)
• P*tttry (85)

(7)
ck (9)

(21)
(23)
(29)
(31)
(41)
(43)
(47)
(49)

(57)
(59)

(9)
(17)

(3)
(5)
C7)

TiU Fit
CUc*r*U

P«Utry

Uvt ?

U
d

BUtMtnt

Outrtiit

Byr.1

Surftci
Pvl Rti

tf.t SMV

t

C*
4V

^

(90)
(82)
C64)

(2)
(8)

(22)

(54)
(56)

NOTES
( 8 Fi|ur« grid rtftrtnc* 1
( Ttxt ]



Typt Sub Typt Classification

I - 4
5-6
7 - 3

10- 19, 29, 40- 48
10- 19, 29, 40- 48
10- 19, 29, 40- 48
10- 19, 29, 40-48
10- 19, 29, 40- 48
20 - 28, 49
30-35
83-85

13- 14

Table 34 O n - s i U art i fact ca t a logue : relationships of
t yp t , sub-typt and classification

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1
3
5
5
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
5
8

10

- 2
- 4
- 7
- 7
- 7
- 7
- 4
- 7
- 7
-7
-7
- 7
-9
- 12
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FLflKES, BLflOES RND RETOUCHED
miQUfl

Light Grtin
Grty
Purplt
Cr«t*/Grty
PurpU/Grttn/Crt«
VhiU/Ttn/Gr«in
D*rk Grttn/PurtU/Grttn
Dork Br««n
Pur»U/Gr*tn

filJRVTVffl.
S»oLL FrajMnt Miffing
Diftai Surviving
Uft Sidt Surviving
C,Ml*U
IndtUraintU

PI RTFORH TYPF
PLttr*ra Hiffin|
SctLir
F«cit«J RrUficitl
Br«kin

PI flTFfWH HnftPWrt fVlY
Punctif»ri
Cr«ic«ntic
TrlinjuLtJ'

lA^ittrBinitt

PimFOTO TRWHED ON CORE FftCE
PLflTFORM TRIMH£0 ON PLflTFOftM EDO£ _
PI RTFPftM TWK flTFH

PLflTFOftH UP PRESENT
P1_flTFQfiM UTDTH

P1_flTFQftM THIttHEfifi ..

PlflTFrtW flHfiF

nun rwwflTTFOTCT^
Pwltlvt
FUt Bulk Ar«t
ln^t«r»lmt«

C 1 ]
(13 D*j-t Qrt«K
(33 Crtw
(53 Vhiti/Grty
(7) Vhitt
(9) Lifht Gr««n/Vnit«

(113 D«rk Grun/VhiU
(133 Light Qr«M
(153 TM
(173

[23
(1) PrtxiitL Surviving
(33 Right SUt Surviving
(53 &4|«nt Survivin|
(73
(9)

C33
(13 PL«tf«rn D«Uk. R«M
(33 Plutr flrtificltl
C53 Ntturtl t«. UrtictL
(73 Rtttuchtd
(8)

CD Uniir
(3) Ltlingi
(3) fWihiui
(9)

C33 Y/N
__ C63 Y/N

(73 Y/N
(03 Y/N
(93 Y/N

[103 _ •
(113 „•
(123
C131

CU N«|«tiv<
(3)
CD **( biUflttU

C2J
(43
C63
C8)

CIO]

(14)
(16)

C2)
(43
(6)

(2)
(43
(63
(6)

C23
(4)
(63

C2)

(10)

Tablt 35 Dttailtd llthic analytlt: t*tract cataiogut, fittdt
ottributti and codtt
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IndtUrainttt

BULB THICKNESS

Plcr.tr
(Vi i f i c i tUy R*wv«J

(93 fet RpplicabU
C15]

TFRHTNflTTfW
Bipolar
Obluit
Hlnjt
Br.k.n
Ind*t«r«inatt

Fl Pl'F HnfiPHrt MY
Par.Utl
C«rwtrgtnt
Irrtgultr

IndtttnintU

MORPHOLOGY OF THE DORSflL SCflRS
ParaLUL
Roundtd
Cort ical

Ind«ttr«inttt

(n
(3)
(5)
(73
(93

(13
(33
(5)
(9)

(1)
(33
(53
(93

C163
Fetthtr
St«p
Ov«r*h»t
fcdifitd
fUt BppU

(17]
Div«r|«nt
QUpltc«4
H4dlfi<d
K*t BppU

(181

HUctUu

PREDOHIItfWT OfilENTflTION OF DOfiSflL SCflRS.CI93
Saw D l r t c t U n C D Oppond
O b l i q u t C3) UUr.l
H u l l i p l t C5) Urtic.l

(9)

PROFILE C202

C«nv«x
Irr tguLif

(3)
(53
(93

NUhBER OF PREVIOUS REMOVALS ON DORSflL_C2l]
POSITION OF RETOUCH ON DORSfiL _____[221

By p»l*r

POSUION OF RETOUCH ON VEKTRft. __
By Mltr

SENEftflL MOftPHOUJOr OF RETOUCH __

C«nctv«
Sinu*ui

C23J
- e

- 8

-C241
( t) OHi.u.-Ptr.LUl
(3) Strti|hHVtUtl
(5) FiM
C7)

(2)
(43
(63

(103

(23
(43
(6)
C8)

(103

(23
(43
(63

C103

(23
(43

(23
(43
(6)

(2)
(4)

(2)
(4)
(6)

t i 02



INYRSIVENESS OF RETOUCH — [251
CU Invuivt CntiSurftct (It ctf t tr t )

Edg« (3)

flVEMSE MORPHOLOGY Cf RETOUCHED EOGES_[25*]
C«nvtx (1) Cinccvt
N#lch (3) Strtijht
Sinu»ui (55 Irr«gytcr
DtnticyLtit (7) P«Ut

RNGLE Of RETOUCH________
flbrupt
IrrtguLcr

flVERBGE DEPTH OF RETOUCH SCflRS

C261

[27]

IrrtguLcr (31

RVERaG£ TERKINflTION Cf RETOUCH SO*S_ (281

Ftmthtr

hfiCROSCOPIC EDGE DfiHflGE ON DORSflL [29]
0^ p«ltr c«*rJin»tt»

TOROSCOPIC EDGE OflHflGE ON VENTRflL ___ [30]
By p*l«r

HflCROSCQPIC GLOSS ON OORSa EDGE [31]
By pil&r c«»rJin»t«i

ffiCRQSCCPIC GLOSS ON DOftSat SURFflCE __ [32]

ctnlr«) C2)
(4)

(2)

(21

mCROSCOPIC GLOSS ON OOftSflL SURFACE
By f»L*r

MACROSCOPIC GLOSS ON VENTRA. EDGE

MflCROSCOPIC GLOSS ON VENTftflL SURfflCE _ t35)

rjXROSCOPIC GLOSS ON VENTRflL SURFRCE _ [36]
By ptltr cur^lntt

HflMMERSTONES
PITTING PRESENT.

un SiJ*
Vtntrtl Gurftct
K*t Pr.M.t

C973
(1) OiiUl
(3) Ri|hl
(9) 0*n«l
(7)

1 i D3



FUKING PRESENT
Pr«xi»al End
Uft Sid«
Ventra l Syrfact
N«t Prtitnt

FACETING PRESENT ________
Proximal End
Uft Side
V»ntral Sgrftct
Not Prtttnt

ROUNDED GROUND SURFRCE PRESENT
Proximal End
Uft Sid«
Wntral Surf*ct
N»l Prtitnt

GROOVES PRESENT ________
Proxiwl End
Uft Sidt
V«ntral Syrftct
Not Prtunt

PERFORflTIONS PRESENT _
Proximal Efld
Uft Stdt
Vtnlral Surftct
Not Prtitnt

POLISH PRESENT _____
Prtxiwl End
Uft SUt
Vintrtl Syrftc*
N«t Prtitnt

INOENTflTJONS PRESENT _
PrtxiMl End
Ltft Sidt
Vtntrtl Syrftct
Ntl Prt.tnt

STRIflHONS PRESENT __
Prtxiwl End
Uft Sidt
Vtntrtl Surftc*
Ktt

SPREflOOf VEflft

_C38]
CH DifUl End
C3J Riflht Sidt
C53 D4rs«l Surfact
C7]

_C39]
CU Distal End
C33 Right Sidt
C5) DtrctL SurfKt
(73

_C403
CD Diittl End
C3) Right Sidt
(5) D*r«tl Surfact
(73

__[413
CI3 DiiUl End
(33 Riflht oid«
(53 D*r««l Surf*ct
(73

_t42]
CU Oifttl End
(33 Right Sidt
(53 Dtritl Surf«ct
(73

_(433
(t) OiiUl End
(33 Right Sidt
(S3 D*r»tL Surftct
C73

_C443
CU Oiftt l End
(3) Right Sidt
(53 CUrnl Sarf«t
(7)

_[453
CD Oiittl End
(3) Ri|kt Sidi
(S3 CUritl
(7)

(23
(43
(63

(23
(43
(63

(23
(43
(63

(2)
(43
(63

(23
(43
(63

(2)
(4)
(63

(2)
(4)
(63

(2)
(4)
CC3

(46]
OM (Vtt UciUttd
DifflJM

C t )
(33
(5)

feet thu QM (Vtt Uc«U»td (2)

1 i Di



COBBLE SHAPE__________
Sphtrical
Ovtid
Rtctangular
Fltt Oval

FLflONG RLTERflTION BEFORE USE
PrtxiMl End
Ltft Sidt
Vtntrtl Sypftct
Hot Prtstnt

GRINDING BEFORE USE ______
PrtxiMl End
Ltft Sidt
Vtntrtl Surftct
Sot Prt.tnt

PEOONG BEFORE USE ______

C47]

Ltft Sidt
Vtntrtl Surf«c«
N*t Prtstnt

POUSHING BEFORE USE _
Pr«xi»al EnJ
Ltft Sidt
Vtntr«L Sgpf«ct
Mot Prt.tnt

NLHBER OF FflCETS ____

RJL3ES BETWEEN FACETS

flVERflGE flREfl OF FflCETS
NUMBER OF GROOVES__
SIZE OF GROOVE ____

LtngU
UUth

LOCflTION OF PERFECTIONS
Ctntrtl
Cuntt Otttraiiit

HEflNS OF PERFOWT10N __
Ptckin|
Cuntt QtttraiM

SHflPE OF PERFOftflTION __

(3) EUngtttd Oval
(5) Irrtfylar
(7) FUt Rtund

_[481
CD Oi*tal End
(3) Rifiht Sidt
(5) CUrttl Surfcct
C73
_ [49]
(1) DifUL End
C3) Right Sidt
(5) D«rftl Surfcct
(7)

_ C503
CD Oi.ttl End
C3) Ri|ht Sidt
(5) 0«r<tl Surfcct
(7)

_t5IJ
(1) Oifttl End
C3) R}|ht Sidt
(5) Q*rttl Surfeit
(7)

Y/N

(561

GLwi

_C573
(I) Off«tt
(3)
_[563
(I) OriUU|
(3)
_t59]
(I) PtrtUtl
(3)

C2)
(4)
(63
(8)

(2]
(43
(63

(23
(4)
(63

(23
(4)
(63

(2)
(43
(6)

(23

(2)

(2)
(4)
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PEKFOMTION SIZE
L«n|th
VUlh

LOCflTION OF INDENTIONS [611
CD Off «l

HEWS OF INDENTING
Ptckini
Canntt Dt t tmint

VIEV UF

Irrtgultr

SIZ£
L«n,th
V i J t h
0«ith

PLflTFORM SHflPE
PuncUf»r»
Ovtl
Bip.Lir

NUMBER OF FUKE SOWS VISIBLE
GENERfL TYPE OF RErtOVft

[68]
CD F..th,r

PREOQHIMflNT TERHMTIOh
Bi^tltr

K4tur,l Fit*

RVERflGE PLflTFORH SHE
RVDWtt PLflTFOftrt flNGLE



RLL PIECES
LENGTH
WIDTH
THICKNESS flVflY FROM BULB

PROXIHflL EDGE flNGLf, if

DISTRL EDGE flNGLE, if t»r«prUtt
RIGHT EDGE flNGLE, if ypr«pritU

LEFT EDGE flNGU, if u»r»rMt



KEMP

FABRIC lAi Caaria pottarv. oranga buff outar surfaca, darkar buff

innar surfaca, crunbly tand tamparad black cora.

NOS . i-23 Faaturalass shards.

21 AG271, 2 AG128

NO. 24 Siapl* carination on body mhard with a lug balow

it, th« tip of which im lomt.

AG271

NO. 25 Potmibl* fragmant of a flat ba*ad va»»»l.

Shard mil* 60mkM3&««*

AG271

NO. 26 Curvad mhard, potmibly a plain thouldar.

AO271

NO. 27 Curvad shard, possibly a plain shouldar*

AG271

NO. 281 Vary abradad small shard with a possibla «i*pla

cordon, or mayba a shouldar fragmant.

A0271/A3128

NO. 2V Curvad shard, possibly a plain shouldar.

A0120

TABRIC IDi Coarma pottarv. dark oranga buff out«r »urfac»

praparad oranga buff innar «urf«c«, cor* lika

1 ( DO



NO*. 30-B8

No. 8V

No. 9O

No. 91

No. 92

No. 94

No. 93

that of fabric 1A. Worn.

Featureless sherds.

11 AG124, 11 AQ127, 1 AG128.26 AG271.7 BC02.1 BC07,

2 BC23.

Single fin* incision on outer surface of sherd.

Not decoration.

AQ271.

Pommiblf inci»«d decoration t on* horizontal lin»

(2mm wid») and two obliqu* onvm b«luw it.

Sh«rd «iz» 40m*M^^4i*.

AQ271.

Plain shouldvr.

AQ 271.

A wa*t«r or pommibly a bit off a trump*t lug.

AG271.

Sh«rd vhoMing pr«par«d «dg» wh*r» lug would hav*

b««n «tuck. Th* braak occurred wh«r» th« coils

join*d.

AO 127/271.

Bh«rd broken Nh«r» «dg» ha* barn flattened and

prepared to join another coil.

AQ271.

Plain mhoulder.

A0127.

FABRIC ICi Coarme pottery* with good surface preparation, orange

1 i D9



No*. 96-128

No. 129

NO. 130

No. 131

No. 132

buff inner And outer murfacem, mandy gray to black

core.

Featurelem* mherd».

2 AD270, 1 AG126, 1 AG128, 16 AG271, 1 BC02,

1 BC03, 1 BC12, i BC21, 2 BC23.

Fragment of fl*t bame.

Sherd »ii» 35mmx45mmxl2mm thick.

Plain »hould»r .

AG120.

EM t«rn«l ly •wpandwd b«v*l l«d rim probably f ram

ma*« pot am no. 132.

Sh«rd «i2* 21matxZb*ml$mm th ick.

BC02.

Fragment fro* an apparently tiailar rim to no. 131.

BC02.

f'AORlc IDi Cc<rtt pottery, orange buff outer murface, Qrmy

abraded inner murface, grey to black fine core*

Worn.

Mom. 133-184 Featurelem* mherdm.

2 AQ127, 25 AG128, 24 AQ271, 1 033/693.

NO. 185 Plain rounded ri».

Sherd miie 2$m*xZQ(**xLQmm thick.

A0271.

NO. 186 Plain fine carination which "«y have been just

below the rie> (now lomt).

1 t D10



No. 187

AG124

Sh»rd showing coil join and *n inci»iori on th»

inner

AG271.

FABRIC 2i Hard pottery. w« 1 1 built with good »urfac» treatment

on inn«r and

No«. 196-20B

Mo . 20?

No. 21O

No. 211

No. 212

No. 213

(al»o»t lik« a * l ip) . Orange

out«r murfac**, fin« gr*y cor«.

F««tur«l»«m »h«rdm.

1 AG127, 18 AG27l t 1 BB03 , 1 BC02

Plain thinnwd rim.

Sh«rd til* 40mm x iOflwnx 3mm thick .

AQ271 .

Plain thinned rim.

Shard ftiz* 20mmx 1 5m*¥6*wn thick.

Plain thinnwd r*«.

Sh»rd •!!• 30m«M20**»6m» thick.

AG271.

Sh*rd »howing edg* pr»par»d *io join coil.

AG271 .

Plain rounded n* with a «i*pl« narrow cordoo

b«low it.

S.Scrd mix* 30•«*4^*•..d»• thick.

AO271.

FAflRIC Ji fin* pat ttry . brown/black burnished out«r

1 : D l 1



NO. 214

*urface, fine black core, Nun thick.

Featurele** body *h»rd.

A012B.

FABRIC 4At Cc*a.r*e PQtttry , orange tw j f f »ur- f*ce*,

grey t h i c k core w i t h large i nc l u«ioo*

V»ry w o r r t .

F»*tur»l••* «h*rd».

12 AG128, 14 AG271, 1 BA31.

Body »h«rd with brokmn lug.

Sh»rd m.z* 35***45«mM13*« thick.

AG271.

Mo*. 215-241

No. 242

FABRIC 4Bi Thj.c^ vy*icy 1 4r pot tyry , co rky w«r« , orangw

buff f tu r facw* , brown cor». i4orn .

No*. 243-246 F««tur«l»» th*rd«.

6 AO271 .

No. 249 Po**ibl» *h<rd of plain rounded n».

A0271.

FABRIC 4Ci R»f cot t*rv * orang« to r»d buff

No*. 230-233

•urf»c»* with gr»y cor«* lik» tho»« in fabric 4A

Very worn.

Feature!*** *h«rd*.

I AG124, 1 AG127, 2 A0271.

D12



FABRIC 3Ai Cq^r^f DQtt«Ttf . orange t>uff murface*

nith fin« grey core. Very abraded and **orn .

. 254-276 Featurele«« »h»rd*.

2 AG127, 17 AO271, 2 AJ275 , i BA20, 1 135/833.

SNrrd w i t ^ siMplv cordon, Bfl*n wid».

AG271

Sr>«rd wi th inci» ion an innttr »urf*c*.

A0271.

No. 277

^4o . 27B

FABRIC Mi Kjnj POtt t^y . brown bu / f murY*c*» ,

fine gr»y to bl*c«i cor». V»ry abraded.

^4o». 279-298 F«atur»l«»m *h«rd« .

17 AG271, 1 AM314, 1 BA20, i 008/899.

4̂o . 2V9 Sh«rd with i»pr»m««d lm« on rough outer *urf*c*.

AG271 .

N8 • mignifiem « »h«rd

d i f f »rm t cont««t».

up of two conjoining pi f ro*

MB KEMP, ROYAL MUSEUM uF SCOTLAND, ARTEFACT RESEAftCH UNIT, 5

CCWTES PLACE, EDINBURGH.
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Ann CLAftKE

KEYI CONTEXT AND FINDS REGISTRATION NUMBERj LENGTH K WIDTH x

THICKNE96I MATERIAL TYPE (IF OF A SEDIMENTARY ROCK THEN GRAIN

SIZE ONLY IS GIVEN)) CONTEXTUAL INTERPRETATION.

f-"or definition* ••• text (Chapter 9. 1).

PLAIN HAMMER8TONEB

1AD028HX1 120 H 49 M 2B| MEDIUM GRAINED) AD3.

1AD028HYI BO x 42 x 30) COARSE GRAINEDj AD5.

1AD02BHZI 127 H 102 X 80| COARSE GRAINED) AD5,

1AD02BIA) 140 x 47 x 24t COARfiC QRAINCD) ADS.

1AD161FDI 130 x 88 x 63| COARSE ORAINED| ADS.

1A312BUEI 66 x 50 x 43| COARSE QRAINCD| MAIN DUMP/ BANK ABUTTING.

2AM311AWI 71 x 47 x 42| COARSE t3RAINED| PLOUOHSOIL.

1BA004HM1 89 x 43 x 29f COARBE OflAINED| BROKtN| PLOUQH&OIL.

1BA004HN1 104 x 70 x 20) MEDIUM ORAIN£D| PLOUGHBOIL.

1BA004H01 9B x 67 x 58» COARSE QRAINCDt PLOU3HBOIL.

1BA004ITI 129 x 49 x 3D| COARM ORAINCD| PLOUOHBOIL.

1BA004IUI 43 x 90 x 23| FINE ORAIN£D| BROKEN) PLOUOHSOIL.

1BA008VOI 77 x 08 x 30| COARfiC ORAJNtD) PLOUGHSOIL CtEANINO

LAYER.

BA072AL1 96 x 60 x 30| COARSE ORAINfiDt BANK.

iBAOBSAJi 97 x 3D x SOI MEDIUM QRAINED| BROKEN) iUftlED SOIL.



1BA094BNI 43 x S3 x 29| MEDIUM GRAINEDi BROKEN| BAB.

PEBBLES

lAD028HRt 120 x 30 x 21 1 MEDIUM GHAINCD| ADS.

1AD02BHS1 114 M 34 x 14| TUf F | ADS.

lAD02BHTi 100 M 43 x 21 | MICRQ3ABBRO| ADS.

1AD028HU1 152 x S4 x 20| MICRQGABBRO| ADS.

1ADQ28HVI 118 x SI M 2b| COARSE GRAINEDi ADS.

1AD028HWI 107 x SA x 24| MEDIUM GRAINED) ADS.

IAD270FBI 99 x 38 x 22| FINE ORAINED| PLOUOHSOIL.

1BA004HH1 120 x 44 x 24 | MEDIUM GRAINED* PLOUGHfiOIL.

1BA004HII 160 M 61 x 33| FINC GRAINCD| PLOUGHSOIL.

IBAOOAHJt 108 x 40 x 24| MEDIUM GRAINED* PLOUQHSOIL.

iBAOOBVCi 115 x 38 x 22| MEDIUM GRAINEDi PLOUOHSOIL CLEANING LAYER.

iBAGOeVDi 103 x 3fl x 19| MEDIUM GRAINED* PLOUOHSOIL CLEANING LAYER.

iBAOOSVEi 109 x 38 x 23| MEDIUM GRAINEDi PLOUGHSOIL CLEANING LAYER.

IBAOOBVFi 95 x 4B x 23| I1CDIUM GRAINEDi PLOUGHBOIL CLEANING LAYER.

IBAOOeVGi 108 x 44 « 20) MEDIUM GRAIN£D| PLOUGHSOIL CLEANING LAYER.

iBAOOBVHi 90 x 40 x 27| MEDIUM GRAINCDj PLOUGHSOIL CLEANING LAYER.

1BA02JDYI 102 x 32 x 18| FINE GRAINED| BA1 .

1PS0030BI 91 x 22 x 15| FINE GRAINEDi PLOUGHBOIL.

FACETED

1AD270FC1 48 x 34 x 29| MEDIUM OfiAINCDl PLOUOHS01L.

1AG271WQI W M 37 x 2i( UNlDCNTIFIEDl PLOUOHBOJL,
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IBAOOSVIi 65 x 56 x 27) MEDIUM GRAINED; PLOUGHSQIL CLEANING LAYER.

IBAOOBVUi 36 x 34 x 24| MEDIUM GRAINED) BROKEN) PLOUGH SOIL CLEANING

LAYER.

1BA008VVI 103 x 51 K 24) COARSE GRAINED) PLOUGHSOIL .CLEANING LAYER.

1BA021EUI 89 * 39 x 34) CGARCE ORAINtEDf BA3.

1BA070ASI 54 x 3fl x 28| COARSE GRAINED| BANK.

IBAO/OATi 75 x 36 x 29 1 hGDIUM GRAir4ED| BAMK.

1BA089ATI 70 x BO x 22 | MEDIUM GRAINED| BA8.

HOUNDED HAMMERSTQNEfl

1AD008ID1 63 x 49 x 3B| COARSE GRAINED| PLOUGHSOIL CLEANING LAYER.

1BA004HK1 B6 x 48 x 34{ COARSE GRAIN£D| PLOUGH&O1L.

1BA070ARI 50 x 44 x 36| COARSE GRAINED| BANK.

IFWOOlZWi 66 x 48 x 36| MEDIUM GRAINCD| PLOUOHSOIL.

1PS003DTI 63 x 54 x 47| COAR6E GRAIMED| PLOUGHBO1L.

1P90030UI 79 x 63 x 35| MEDIUM GRAINED| PLOUOH&OIL.

lUSOOiAAi 67 x 69 x 43| QUART2| STRAY FINb.

AWVILB

1A312BUDI 100 x 47 x 34| COARSE GRAINED) BROKEN)

MAIN DUMP/BANK ABUTTING.

1BA004HLI 125 H il x 34| FINE GRAINED) FLAT SID£D) PLOOOH&OIL.

lBA004IRt 123 x 41 M 29| COARSE GRAINED) PLOUGHSOIL.

1BA004ISI 120 x 56 x 33) TUFF| PLOUOH80IL.

lBA030€Ei 40 M 50 x 24| MEDIUM GRAIN£D| tROKEN) &A4-9,
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1BA047CE! 112 M 67 K 19| MEDIUM QRAINED| BROKEN) FLAT SIDED| BA2

1BA038AWI 06 x 70 M 37) MICRGGABBROj BROKEN) BA6.

FLAT BIDED

1BA004HLI 123 K 81 x 36| FINE GRAINED) ANVIL) PLOUGHSOIL.

IBAOOBVJi 120 M 60 x 33| MEDIUM GRAINED) PLOUGHSOIL CLEANING LAYER

1BA047CEI 112 x 67 x 19) MEDIUM GJRAINED) BROKEN) ANVIL) BA2.

lUSOOlABi 136 x 75 x 34) COARSE CHAINED) STRAY FIND.

(3ROUND EDGE FLAKE

IAD029GCI SO M 24 H 10) EDGE ANGLE 55 )MICROGABBRO) AD2.

V POLISHER

1BA004IVI 6fl x 35 * 10) FINE GRAINED) PLOUGHSOIL.

LOCATION OF HAMUPOftTB

1AD008 x 1 PLOUOHSOIL CLEANING LAYER

1AD028 x 4 ADS

1AD159 x 1 AD6

1AG121 x 1 MESO PIT

1AG12B x 1 MAIN DUMP/ BANK ABUTTING

1AG271 x 1 PLOUOHEOIL

1AH273 M 1 PLOUOHSQIL
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LBA004 K 7 PLOUGHSQIL

1BAOO6 x 6 PLOUGHSOIL CLEANING LAYER

LBAOJO K i BA4-9

1BAO72 M 1 BANK

1BAO89 x 1 BA8

1BAO90 H 1 BA4/5

18BOO3 M 1 PEAT

1BC001 x i PLOUGHSOIL

A CLAflKE, ROYAL MUSEUM OF SCOTLAND, ARTEFACT RESEARCH UNIT, 5

COATES PLACE, EDINBURGH.
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OTHER LITHIC SCATTERS OM RHUHl CATALOGUE

Ann CLARKE

: -' i * catalogu* cov*r« only thorn* «it*« found during

ritldwalking in 1984. For locations of previously known tit**

»*• RCAMS 1983 no*.10, 12, 13( 14.

'SEE ILLUSTRATION 101)

PORT NA CARANEAN NM423 988, 264 ARTEFACTS

Sitv li»» 25-50* LD on flat ar*a b*yond b*ach. Th* »ain

col 1 *c tion of *rt«-f*ctm MAB found in a for«mtry dr«inag»

d L Lch, c20« long, lying para 11*1 to th« old m«ttl»Mnt. A f «H

pieces w*r* found in an «r»* of for««try ploughing to th*

«outh. Momt of th« ploughing H«« too mh«llow to •xpoi* the

OG5 through th» p«*t.

BAY VIEW NM402 994, 25 ARTEFACTS

Th» tit* lies <8* LD. It W«M r»v«al«d by « cutting in th*

gr*v«) for «n «l*ctricity c«bl» in 1983. Hott of th* lithic*

^*r« found in gr*v«l at th* top of th* cutting or «bov* it

"h«r« tr«» root* had b**n disturbed* Thr«* pi«c*» w*r« found

m th* wood acrot* th* ro*d in ditturb»v tr** root**

CAVES BAY KN42i 973, 43 ARTEFACTS

Th* mit* fir*t ca** to our attention with a flak* found
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during for»«try ploughing by th* NCC. Th*r» war* thrM *ain

of ploughing! to th* north th* ploughing was on mt««p

and nothing wa» found ( to th* south th* ploughing waft

on flatter land but it waa too »hallo*-* to br«ak th* p*at

rover. Flak«« w»r» found in th« c«ntr*l ploughed «r»* ju»t

of th* 10* br»ak of slop*. Homt of th«m» lithicft

found in th« ME qu*dr«nt of thim area b*tid» br*«k of

op

HARRIS NM337 962, 1 ARTEFACT

i". a bluff on th» »outh b*nk of th* rivar.

HARRIS NM33B 961, 3 ARTEFACTS

In * drainag* ditch running parallel to road and forMtry

plantation. Two pi»c«» of pottvry w«ra almo found Karv,

SHELLESDER CAVE f4Q327 020, 3 ARTEFACTS

• r.« flak»« w«r» found on th* surf AC* of a «idd»n at th*

vntranc* to th* cav*. Th* cava «it» at th* back of th*

pr»»»nt day b»ath.

GUIRDIL BAY NG320 OiO, 20 ARTEFACTS

THI», and Gl*n Ouirdil w*r* fi*ldwalk*d on a vary w*t day so

much jay hav« b**n *i««*d* Th*r» w«r« no fiwingm for th*

thr«« find spot* although two w*r* locat*d to th* «a»t of th*



•• iv«r- and on* to th* w*«t. Th*y w«r« g»n*rally ar«a*

th* p*at had b»*n *rod»d by running wat*r tc r*v*al th» OGS.

FiACK BOTHY FIELD NM4O2 998, 6 ARTEFACTS

rh* fi*ld im»*diat*ly to th« w*»t of

s i t * 1 i»m. A »««1 1 nu*b«r of «rt»f *ct» M«r«

potato planting.

wh«r« th«

found during

BUAIL NA QHORTEIN W1404 998, 632 ARTEFACTS

f our lithic •c*tter» w«r« found along a track to th« «amt of

th* vHcavationm (BN31-4). B>4O1 warn located at th» «amt«rn «nd

of th* track and included ov»r half of th* pi*c*« found. BNG2

Ht «tr««m croftming of track. BNO3 c • 50* w*it of th* mtr*a**

BNG4 an ar*a of c . 1OO« mquar* around SE corn*r of

« ' - • _ • .at lonm . Al l th* «lt«i 1 !• on an ar*a of g*ntly mh*lving

land similar to that of th* *xcavation. BN01 at il.97« LD.

CLARKF., ROYAL MUSEUM OF SCOTLAND, ARTEFACT RESEARCH UNIT,

COATES PLACE, EDINBURGH.
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THE flVfllLflBILITY OF CHALCEDQNIC SILICA, INCLUDING BLOODSTONE, ON
RHUM ftND SOME POSSIBLE METHODS OF DISTINGUISHING IT FROM FLINT IN
EXCflVRTED SAMPLES.

*

OR b DUHttNT

^hum nai long been famad aa a source of oloodstone and agate for

use oy lapidansts and jenellerfi. The demand for bloodmton* Mas

suf f i c ien t ly high for a fiball quarry to b* opened at th» northern

end of Bloodstone Hill to SHDloit a particularly good 'tea*)' of

it. it it Decause or t^t* popularity of tuch varieties of

cii^lcfidonic silica that any aB»smj**nt of thy current

ava i lab i l i t y of tti««e uattfpiala nuat D« regardad as oeinq

considerably lest t nan in tori^er t iMes although th« i sol at i on of

KhiiM naa served to orotect naturally occurring stocns.

Ncvert h«less a good deal of Dloodmtone, aoate and otner variet ids

or chalceaomc silica can st » 1 1 de found on Hhu*, testifying to a

con»id«raDly mucn qreat»r aoundance »n th* oast.

Tha various tyoss or chalcedomc or crypt (.'crystal 1 me Si 1 tea

occur m association with th« lavas of Tertiary age Hhich font

Tionchra and Bloodstone Hill m western Rhuju. Vhe silica Minerals

occuoy awygdales, irregular cavities and fiosures witiun trie

lavas wnsre they were deoositeu from nydrotKemal solutions wniCh

ovrcolated through the rocks at so he stage after consolidation of

tt>e lavas. It is not currently Known why several d»ffa>ramt

var iet ies of silica are oresent and th«r« seefcis to 0« no obvious

contro l on HHiCh or the varieties occurs wh«rB witnm th« lava

D i le.

fh* onncioal sources or oloodstorve and agats1 at present are in
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th« mcraam oenaatn r ioncnra arvd Bl oodmt orx Hill *rvd a lmo on v n»

0«ach«m to t h« w«-mt of b looamtona Hiil and in t3ui rdi .' &»v. It i m

mt i 1 1 domtiDl* to co l lec t Dotn olooomtona1 ana aoat* at ou tc roo

Out Sine* t n« or i nc i oa 1 o u t c r o o of t tw i ayat i m i n t f>« ut ••o,

l«ra«lv in*cc«*»»oi» H*f6t»rn c i i t f or b looas ton t Hill it im

un i iK« iv tnat trut aver o rov io *a much »t»t«ri»l ot fver than ov

nat u ra i • ro» i on.

In addi t ion to tt>« m* i n v a r i e t i e m or chalc»oonic s i i ica oreiant.

D 1 oodmt one. , a*o» r, olafi»ta and cnjicadonv, a v» i n or ooa i inv

m i l i ca i* *t t 1 1 or*m*nt on t n» no r th midm- of b loodmtcn* Mi l l .

HoHaver ooa l i* (iru i k* 1 v to om m ign i f i can t f o r wo rh i no ana it i m

only of int»r»*t n«r» Dacaum* of i t m ra r i t y .

m of chaic»donv, D i o o a m t o n b , oiafiina a no i *mo» r w» rm found

aHonomt t n» vxcayatea Mater ia l at r\inlocn. lh*ra ••en* ft to b« no

natural H*V tnat m idn i t t can t awountm or o looamtonm-. aoat* or

cnalc»dony couid hav« •ov«d natura l ly t roin t n« arvam of o u t c r o o

in th» w«*t or Rnu* to r\ inlocn. T h* d i rect ion or ic«-»ov«*«nt

aoo«arm to hay* oran f r o m «ast to namt. mo al tnouan lono»nor«

dr i f t could dimo*rm» cxoblm-m northward* T T O M t tv* Miacn cxiOH

Bloodfctorva Hill it im unlikely that much *ovaiiM»nt would car ry

o«dbl«m riant around tm north of t tw imland. It tm •nvimagvd

that tti« w a t v r t a l non m nmloch warn d»l L tnirat •! v coi l acted and

carriax] acromm t h* tmland.

EiiDl

of t h« yanoui roriii of cnalctooruc mil ica w«r» collactad
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from f lnu* r o r •uD»»ou«nt a n a l y t i * m an att»»ot to a i*cov«r t f»

o«»t w«t nod or d i »t inoui » h i no m u c n u a t v r i a i f r o * t1 i i nt . w i t h i n

•xcavatva a*»»*«ol»a»* ( t a o !• 3ti) .

Hand »D*ciMn «x*j« ina t ion

S«v»r»l f » a t u r » « « n a D l » r 1 i nt and c n a l c « d o n i c « i l i c a to o«

d i »t inau i »n»a DV »is io l« v i » u a i inmosc t ion . T r > » c n a l c « o o n v n n i c h

o c c u r m on Hnu** snow* a o r«a t v a n » t v or c o l o u r * wanv or w n i c n can

Cm d i r e c t l y d i «t i n o u » at>«a f r o m r J i n t . H o r •xa*»ol» no d a r k or»«n.

l i a h t or»»n, o i O H o r r*d v a r i « t i » t o f r l i n t o c c u i - w i t n i n t n*

c u r r a n t ama or i n t « r » s t . !aoi*ie OT t h« o r»v c n a i c w a o n v » H O H » ioat*

Daoding w n i c n r » a O i i v O i m t i n a u i » f > « » » t r r o * » f l i n t . f loa t

t M O o r t a n t l v (uucn o r t ne cna lc*domc s i l i c a f r o m Knut* con tami

f t w a l l ( i -* .*n«i , round«d » o i i * r u l i t « » o f f « r r o * n c a i c i t a * . T h i » i t

m«»n aft *MA i 1 round . D i ' onn a o o t f c on t ^» a u r f a c * of t n« *awoi«.

Bucn m o o t * a r* ab**nt f r o m f l i n t f t a M o l v f t . I f th««a »oot » ar* not

•••n on t ha m u r f a c * or t »>• B a M O l v i t nay o« n o r t h D r v a K i n g i t to

*•• i f any a r« r»v«al«a. 'If* oo*l found on Hhu** i& r«ad i lv

d i f t t »r«pu t »iv«a ou» to i t w ooa

f t f t i M o l * • x a a n n a t i o n o r anv » x c a v a t » d M a t e r i a l i n o u i o t r - « r « r o r c

d i t t t i n o u i s h cha l c«aon ic m i i i c a r ro» f l i n t ai~td c o u i d i n d i c a t * a

orovananc* f ron Ht .u*«. ho**v«r. t f w r * H i l l ' j f t u a l l y ex laudl** of

crvalciKlonv arvd otrvar a t a tv r i a l or»«tint w n « c h cannot o« r«adi 1 v

di*t i n g u i m h a > d f r r * i r U n t in t h i t wav and otn*r tvcnmauvv »av OB

r»oui r*o. lh« wm t» y a n a t v of c rv«lc«donic *i i ica t* o a - t i c u l * r i v

d i f f i c u l t to d i f t t i r v Q u i c h f r o * f 1 mt m that ao««>tc* of th« Car roan

ca lc i t* «oh«rul i t«t.
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Gr««n c K « t c t 4 * n i c * i I ici, Fi«ncKr«, RSy»

P«U |r«tn ch«Lc«J»f* ic f i l ic*, Guir^il B*y

W^ i t t f l i f t t -L i lc* cK»U»J»ny, Gy i rd iL B*^, RKu»

Pink ^4 |r*y ck«U«J«iiy, kc«cK kt l tw Bt««4«Uit« HiU,

Butiiric*tck cH«U«4*Au, k«uh kcUw BU*^it ft« Hill, ftu.
[krlc |r**n c K t l c t 4 * A y , kt«ck k t l»w BU«Jjt»fn Hill, RSw»
Gr«^ cK* lc«J»ny, k«*cK k«l*w Bl»«4*t»*4 HUL, Rhu*
OfiUnt »ili£«, fr«B t viifi w i th in liv*j( Bt»*J»t*»t Mil'.,

2}
3)
4 )
5]
6)
7]
81

Flint OtUct*w< flint i« cktU, flntri*, K«rth«rn

Tab!* 36 Samples us*d for tht analysii of th« d i f f t r tn t ia t ion
bttween flint and chalctdony
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Thin «action •x«Hin«tion

iTKa onotopraph* or t ha thin sact ions Arm neat w i t h tna

•xcava t ion arcn iva at the Hoya l Comenit i ion for Rnciant and

Himtorical Honurnant*. tdinouroh. )

£,;**tin*t i on or thin fact ion* can in morn* cauai o r o v i a t a racud

ana da f i n i t i va r»aan» of d ist inoui»hinu bat wean r j i n t and

en*leadonic s i l tca. However BI nee f 1 i nt and enalcadonv a ro Dot h

var iB t ia * O T r r v D t o c r v t t a l i i n » B i l t c a th*v ao t o o n rer r iark io lv

s imi lar ( p l a t e s jb. ^b, to. / D ) .

Flint o r t »n con ta ins t r a c a m or oroaii ic remains wh i en, i r

r t fcognisad. reaa i 1 v a i ec i nau i snes r l i n t ^ A r t»a i men: a r v o r i Q i n

f r o m t h» cnalcadonic i i l ica of Hhum r o r m w d LV nva ro t f i e rma l

a c t i v i t y < p l a t » B d t 'J ) .

Th« or»s«nc» of f « r r o a n c a l c i t a »Dh«ru l i t»B in mo»ne of t h»

chalc»donic • i 1 i ca r r o m rthum di6t ingui«n»fc it T r o w f l int

<o la t * f e i. 2 i ^a ) . H tr'nn m a c t i o n may r»v*al tham* wn*n t nay ar«

not obv iou* in t fv« nand toaciMtfn. Py r i t a nan mean to am oramant

i n ona of t h« Hnuw maMOiem and warn not o o s a r v s o in f l int t o l a t r

3b ) . Sojtt* roriBB or cnalceaonv snow aoata-oandina wiucn IK c iear . i v

ravaalao in thin maction* ovan if it IP not oov iou* in nand

t p l A t a j) . f ha racoomt ion of «ucn a t a n t u r a in a

wou ld c laar l v di*tinoij i«n it f roH f i int.

In thin tact ion t ha ooal r r o w rthum in d i *t i nau i anad DV it»

tandancv to f rac tu ra ^ o l a t a t>a) and DV tha mfil lma of mucn

f racturai.
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I he aamol« of flint •xauinvd mho wad a qraatar amount of

crvi tal lmo quartz of coar»ar gram su» infilling cavit ia* and

other i rrapularitia», than wa« opaarvad in any of th*» chalcadomc

a i i i caa (o la tB 7a). Howavar much wora-coarmalv crymtallina oilica

- v a s * i to or»s«nt m on* of tha thin m»ct ionm of chalcedony

*Hamin«d and mmce chalcadonv is f reduent ly amaociated

cr - ta r tz on Rhum thi» feature ia considered to hav« only

i riioort anew aa a tr.ainu of ditcrimmat ion.

Chamimt ry

• . a r . t of th> col lvctvd fta^oltfi w*r> analyivd for w a ^ o r and t rac»

,• lementm and t he ramul t» coMoarad w i th an anblyevd f Imt f row

Mnt r a m ( tabla 39) .

< '•• hardnama of th> Bamoia* i*d to Uinor oraoarat ion Qroolamm and

* chromium anomaly w»t mtroducttd during tha cruBrtmo orocaa*

wr i ich umat cr,ra*»-mtaai i»wi for oraakirup tn« ••mola. *i h* r*«ult*

i i s t a d tor chromium »ra th»r»for» all h»gh«r than th» actual

re*uit* but not by a t'ixad factor. Th* high total* for th»

w i . *!,»«• ara t h» raauit of tha high lavalm of ailica Hhich fall

uutBidv th« normal rang* of caltoration for rock analy>*a.

In tarma of th« Ma^or alaManta th« principal conitituant in

• i l ica *nd all of th« ••fciDlat tnow ralattvalv »iKul*r valuam with

th» ancaot ion of tha haliotrooa aampla (no* b) which has a lowar

amount. Thia vaMQla iti ancaotional in othar way* insofar aa *t

»how« Mucn hiflhar Pi 0 , C«u and K D than tha othar chalcadomc
2 3 2

. Furthar «naly*i« of thii typa of *«atar»ai would oa

to datar*»ina wnatnar «u of tha dark graan chalcaaony
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( nel ao t rooe) shows these cha-wical characterist ics. Th* m a j o r

e lenient s w h i c h aooear to De of most va lue am d i sc r iminant*

net ween f 1 int and th* f tnum cnalcedomc si 1 icas are Ml 0 . T iO .
2 3 2

h e u . Fa 0 and K 0 wh ich are low»r in th« analy vd f l i n t . CaO and
2 3 2

M L) va i ueB ar» highar in tmi f 1 int than in th«
J 5

(Bxc»Dt f o r no. 6) .

u f the analy»d t race ttieiMntm oanum, qal 1 iuu and r u b i d i u M »r«

luoher in th» f l i n t than m tJw ch«lc«donic milicaw. That content

of u r a m u f t i ** al»o s l i g h t l y hiph«r in thai f l i n t and t h i m way oo«n

uo the ooBi iOi J i tv of ufiino th« low lavvl* of radioact ivity a* a

d i s c r i m i n a n t func t ion . Th« oth*r analy»«d «l»i*»nt» m that f lmt

*>-• orvment in aMounts w i t h i n th« total rang a of thorn* of tha>

o t h e r aawDi** and hainc* thai* ar* of l i iui tad valua for

d i s c r i m i n a t o r y funct i on*.

i ha uan of ••i«ct»a »lvM«nt« to d i t t i n g u i f t h o«tw<*n f l i n t and

cha lcedony i» i l l u t t r a t ed (Il l . lOla-c). P l o t m of CaD and rtl 0 .
2 3

r eO+F« 0 v Na LJ+K u and P U v TiO »how that th« f l i n t maatol*
2 3 2 2 2 5 2

i & cneu ica l ly dist inct f r o m tha analysed chalceooruc silica.

nowever f u r t h e r analyses or chalcedony f ron RhuM and p a r t i c u l a r l y

of f l i n t f r o M v a r i o u s oth«r local i t ies Must oe Made to f u l l y test

t h i s idea.

There seeMS to D* p o t e n t i a l for discr iminat ing between f l in t and

cn« icedonv f r o m R h u M on th« oasis of three Main c r i t e r i a*

i . Rounded soharul ites ot a ferroan c*lcit» are or»s*nt m w«ny of

t h e laMoles of chalcedony f r o M HhuM» Thase sohtrul ices are absent
1 i F2



in f l in ts.

Examination of t hm-*»ct ion* m olane oolanmed light often

i evaa lm some t race or f OBBI !• in flint, ref lect ing ita

^t fd imentarv oripin. Such fo»Bilm are aDB^nt in flhuta cnalcedony.

Chemical analysis or flint and chalcedony seeMB to offer

p o t e n t i a l fo r ditcriMinat »on tinc« flint tends to h«v» lower

^mounts or i rori, aluumiuio, t it*niu** and ootamaiUM ana higher

amounts or calcium arvd onomohorum*

ions for futur* work

i i ^ e r t f i& clttarly a n*»d for a t«cnniau» or a«ne& of techniauBa

wtu ch can di»t inqu*mn f 1 mt frm the various tyo»« of

cna lcedonv f rom Rhua. Such nathodm will vw»d to oe accurate and

c o s t Bf fect ive, particularly »n the current financial cliHate.

vnaMination of tf* excavated ma^oltm could mucc«»mfuilv

between flmt and chalcedony for a good deal of a

ft. Thim »t a non-deat ruct ive techmoue which ha*

no c o m t B ov«r and aoove che tikie of the oeraon undertaking the

e>;aminat ion.

M fo l i ow uo to thift would oe a thin-mection «tudv to tee whether

th*rv ar« any fOBflil* or trace fom»il« ore*ant, indicative of

f lmt . Howevvr thtn-ft>ction oraoaration take* ti»e and can become

if theie are ootain*o co**ercially. The technioue is

e mtofar a* maAtole* have to oe cut uo in thm-vection

. If biological trace* are oretent then thi» IB a clear
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id i cat i on or a mBdiHntarv ortQin and henc* OT flint.

> i techmauB which may 1* um«f ul for dBtmct ing fomoi 1m or f oriaar-

r o s s i l s it thay hava baan raolacad by milica im

rat hodoluMinemcenca. In this tachn IQUB a polnhed ml ica of a

r o c k / A r t e f a c t can OB axa*in*d. flraam of mi 1 ica raolacewant May

i nnunesce dif f Brant ly to tha rawamdar and reveal f Bat u ram not

. i s ib le oot icai lv. H mwai lBr ftaMOlB mi2a would DB rBOuirBd than

r o r conventional t htn-SBct ionina. PrBoaration tiwe i» le«m

i t run-meet j on.

vmif t of vxc^vatBd fiaMolBm im a dB&tructiv*

D ' i t onw wnich aoee ot ter conmidBrablB ootsntial afi a »«anm of

ci i scnmmat mp DBtweBn maotolua or flint and chalCBdony. Tha

t pchmoue t ft hOHBVBr da»t ruct ive and BKOBHBIVB if comtBd on a

cornmarc ia l Damn. In addition tKBPB im a MiniMUM majnolB miZB

win en meanm that it may not OB oommiblB to *n»iv»B tual 1 mawolBi.

W i t h thB currBntly available dataoamB tfvarB is almo mom*

uncer ta in ty aoout th» int«rorBtat ion of th* TBmult». Further

a n A l v m i m or flint front vanoum iocalitiBs would nav« to OB

undart Ak«n as a orBr»ouimit« to any f uturB mcudy.

s tao l * i f co too i c anaivtim ortBrm conmid»raDl» ootantiai am a »Banm

of dimcrimnat ing DBtMBBn flint and chalcBdoruc milica tttnca

tna«B fo rm in warHBdlv diffBrant way». Unvpan i»otooa analy»»m

may o f fa r a railmafB way of di»t »ngui«hino OBtwBBn tt~m two

mater ial* . HQHBVBP it »• iikalv that t^r* im a lack or data

currant ly available and a d«t«oa«B would n«Ba to &B ouilt up. Th«
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t e cnn iou* ** d«Bt ruct iv» out oniv n»«a« r«i»t iv»ly

o r f c a M D i e r o r analytic. Th» t«cnmou»B invo lved AT

A v - i i l a o l B at t f"« Scottish U n i v e r » i t i « » K»»«arcn

i pent r«, tafi t r \k iona» .

amount*

currant iv

rtaactor

S c a n n i n g elect ron nucromcooy o r t « r t oot»nt 1*1 f o r discnMinat ing

t - l m t f r o m chalcedony of vanoum torn* »tnc» th» o t ruc tu r* of th«

t w o vana t i es of cryot ocry»t «1 1 in» si l ica m d i f f« r«n t . W o r n i m

• M i - f . , ; , - . m nand to •valu*t» c na i i k v l y affect iven«»ft of t t i i m

r ec hn i aue.

f > i - : b DUR^NT. HUNTtHIAN NUStUM. UNiVErt&lTV Of' GU^SGQW.
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MATERIAL PROVENANCE SURVEYi PRELIMINARY REPORT

bR D GRIFFITHS

Moving examined the lithic material excavated at Fan* Fields,

K in loch, Rhum in the 1984 season, the f ol lowing location* were

to determine whether they wight provide * source of raw

for th» FATA Fi«ldm *mm«abl*a»t

(Ql»n Doch»rty *nd Abhainn Bruachaig)

Stonti*n, Loch Sunart

Gr i bun , Mu 1 1

C A r » a i g , Mu l l

roro**y C**tl» t Mull

1 a 1 • of K«rr*r*

Port Appin

Guirdil b««ch and Blood»too» Hill (lml» of Rhu»)

Thv majority of th**« locationm w«r» chom«n b*c«u«« of reports in

th« gvologicAl lit«r«tur* of bloodston* having b»«n found at

thmm. While th* raw Mtcrial* u««d in th* Fara Field* •m«««bl«g»

«r« not (for the *o«t part at lea»t) blood*tone in the strict

gvolagical *en*e of the word, they are the sort of material that

on* might expect to find in geological association with

bloodstone. Thus the examination of bloodstone sources as a

starting point in looking for raw material sources is well

juttifled.
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INLQCHEWE. Qlmn Doch*rty NH 064597

d ttrva* b*d on NE aid* of road. Homtly mica tchist ( th*

gro logic*! d*tcriptions in thit r*port mutt b* r*gard»d «t

pr-Qvi«ional ) * So«* quartz v*int. No microcrystal 1 in* »ilica found.

»•• INLQCHEWE. Abhainn Bru»chaig vall»y, ENE of Kinloch«w»

f-ollow»d p*th from road to mouth mid» of river, •wawining p*th

and gravvl . Tr*v«r»«d up fro« about NH 043623 up to th*

b«low th» fir»t major crag of th* vallvy at th* top of th»

(NH 056622). Th* road and rivar grav»J contain much

"'granitv with bright r«d and gr«»n ninvralft *nJ almo a

m*t*morpho»»d r«d and gr«»n rock . Th* bulk of th* riv»r grav*l»

1% m*dim«ntary or lightly Mta*orpho**d fin* grainwd rock* Th*r*

% alrno mon* whit« quarttit*. No «icroc rymta 1 1 in» milica rock wa*

'ound and non* of th* rot km *Mhibit*d conchoidal fracturv* Tn«

outcrop* of rock pa«m»d during th» upward trav*rm* w«r« •Ma*in«d

without finding anything of not** Th* main outcrop and th* tcr««

b*low wvr* of a ?*lightly m*ta«orphc*a*d ••di»»ntary rock thawing

"mica flak** parali*! to th* b*dding and having a f«w narrow

v«in* of quarti, No «icrocry» ta 1 1 in* silica found*

L*mc«nd*d fro* th* crag to th* *ain riv*r via th* «tr*a* court*

• -.•mining th* bed along th* way. This yivldvd mostly th* •**•

rock at th* crag f though with to** quarti and r»d and gr*«n
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f o c k m , especially near th* main river. Followed the *ain riv*r WE

up th* valley on th* BE bank, *nd crossed At th* w*ir/waterf al 1

*t NH 058628. Th* rock in th* track on th* north bank of th*

river was similar to that already mentioned. In some part* whit*

quartzit* predominated, but this was too sugary upon fractur* to

b» useful -for tools.

in* va 1 ley provided no wicrocrystal lin* silica rock. It is

r ^ftibl* that th* dark green and red rock, which often looks at

' . r s t glance as though it night b* bloodstone, or at least

i'riiotrop»t may have been mistaken for bloodstone by laymen. As

'or a l l tho locations examinvd, our failur* to find bloodstone or

microcrystal 1 lin* silica rock does not discredit previous reports

of its discovery nor prove that th*re is none there. Th* fact

that H* could search for hours without finding a mingle sample

•» suggest that th* locations are rather implausible as sources

'or the large amount of raw material necessary to produce the

r *. •-,-!-, Fields assemblage*

"'.« beach opposite th* island was examined in vi»w of th*

proximity of th* Shi*ld«ig and R*dpoint sites* No

microcrystal line >ilica found. Mostly a r*d sends tone. Th*

quartzite four w«s too sugary for tool**

STRONTIA' .och Sunart
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The river «outh grav*ls at NH 614614 w*r* examined and on* lump

of green ?ch*rt warn found. Up th* valley amongst th* spoilh*aps

around th* «in*shaftm and quarri*m NM e33£3V better quality gr»«n

ch«rt wai found. Thi» Aatvrial appaarm to occur in ?»ilicifi«d

h*ndm in th» common gr««n local rock.

iRIBUN, Mull

M t th« coamt MM 444333 ar« ouir^op* of r«d conglo»«rat»

tandwich»d b«tw«»n morm ho*og*noum roc km. Th« /ragmvntft in th*

cong lomvrat* (which •o«»ti»«m t«nd»d to breccia) M«r»

predominantly r»d-brown ?quartzit* or ?granit*« Mo*t of th* rock

around Oribun i« ?«*ta»orphom*d gran it* with a f*M v*inm of

quartz . Examined outcrop*, v*in», boulder* and b*ach pebblem f ran

approximately MM 444333 to P4M435327. B*ach pebble* provided

^ilicifivd chalk, ?lightly *ilicifi*d *ud stone, 7«ilicifi*d

green material minilar to that found above Btrontian but no

material minilar to that um«d at Far* Fi*ld«, or ind**d anything

very knappabl*.

CARSAIQ, Mull

r. 4 wmed th* b*ach p*bbl*», ncrmm «nd outcrops fro* th* pi*r NH

534213 along th* co*»t to Rubh' a ' Chro»ain point HH 023303. Thtm

yielded no material »i«ilar to that used at Far* Fi*ld». Th* b*»t

Making ttone was ?pitchtton*» * black glassy rock with son* pal*
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veinm and inclusions. Thim was fairly common, especially SW of

the bay. There was also a fin* grained Vbasalt which might serve

for flaking in th* absence of the ?pitchstone. Some rounded flint

pebbles ¥49rm present in a grey matrix in boulder* on the beach,

but theme were quite rare.

TOROSAY CASTLE, Mull (i mile SSE of Craignure)

Stopped at a small quarry on the west mide of the A049 just mouth

of the ca«tle entrance NM 726352. Nothing better for knapping

than mome reasonably fine-grained quartz pebbles.

PORT APPIN I4H9054

Walked around the peninsula* Much fine-grained quartiite suitable

^or knapping, with veins of purer more coarmley crystal 1ine

quartz running through* A broken flake, possibly man-made, was

found between the jtttties to the seaward of the road at NM

903454.

ISLE OF KCRHARA

Not able to get a boat across to the island, but Meddle, says

there are pebbles of coarse heliotrope in tha> Old Red

Conglomerate of Kerrara. Accordingly examined outcrops of this



rock on the mainland opposite the island NM 633284 And pebbles

*long the beach. No raicrocrystal1ina silica found.

GLMRDIL BEACH and BLOODSTONE HILL, Rhum

Ample material on the beach to replicate, in appearance at least,

the majority of the Far* Field* lithicm. Microcrymtal1ine si *ica

in a l l colour* and good quality material for knapping. Larger

chunk* on the scree* below that crag* on Bloodatone Hill (largely

overgrown) and large in *itu pocket* of pale and dark green

material in the crag* near th* top of Bloodstone Hill overlooking

Guirdil, The outcrop* on top of Bloodstone Hill and Fionchra did

not yield muitible Material for replicating Fare. Field* artefact*

j* r*r «t I could telli but «y acquaintance with the Material i*

limited and I did not *earch for very long a* there wa* a rich

*ourc» nparby.

A powible Mi*Match between the Far* Fields and the Bloodstone

H i l l material occurs in the caw of the opaque off-white flint

l i k e material fro*. Far* Fields. There were a number of pieces of

thim In the *aMple bag of Far* Fields Material I took with M*,

but no siMilar Material fro* Guirdil bay or Bloodstone Hill was

found .

DR D GRIFFITHS, INSTITUTE OF ARCHAEOLOGY, CMWDOJ SQUARE, LONDON.
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RAW MATERIflLSi BURFflCE flLTERATION EXPERIMENTS, TflBLE 40

&. FINLrtY'SGN

Cata logue of exoeriMentfl conducted to examine surface al terat ion
of b loodstone. Tha EP number* refer to the eHDeriment number ana
rrtsv include wore than one diece. Piece* *natter»d and
sudseauentlv further treated account for many dieces although a
lot of vary smal 1 f raamont B ware not aavaa. iNB temoerfcture IB
given in degraae centigrade*

£P1 Nodulfl Darn Qraen oloodnt one

nested to 2uO° over 200 nunutff*, temo maintamod 20 minute*,

coo led overnight, ful iv irnrnareed in »ana oath. Mo vifliDle change*

EP2 Nodule Light Green olood»tone

Hoatad to 300* ovar 200 minute*. temo maintained 20 winutee,

c o o l e d overnight, fully iMfiieraed in eand oath. No visible change.

EP3 Fiake Lignt Green Dioodmtone

Heated to 400° over ibO minutee, tvmo maintained 60 minute*,

c o o l e d overnight, fuily immersed m **nd datn. No v i * tDle change.

EP4 Nodule T ran* lucent Grev Dlood*ton»

Heated to 300* over ioo wmute*. temo Maintained 20 mmute*.

coo led overnipht, oart iallv iminer*ed in *and oath* t HDD tea

DO rt ion cracHBd.

EP5 Flane Dark Green

d tu 400 over ifiO minute*, cewc Maintained 20 minute*,

cooled averniQht, partially imMvrieti in »and oatn, fin po tea

oor t ion cracked, icwe t^all Di*ce* attacned,

EPfc Flak* Light Qr0en Dicjd*ton*

Heated to 300* over 100 Minute*, t«MO Meintftinad ISO M

cooling, fully im*i*ri«d in unti D«th* Na v»iiPle change*



EP7 h lake Light Green Dlood»tor>»

P 1 a c e d xn 10% HCI for 6 wont h*. Colour Qraaual ly fad mo.

EP8 Flake ChalK flint

Heated to 300* over 200 Minutes, t«mo maintained 60

r o o i t o overmans, fully irnw«rsed in sand oath. No vimiol* change.

EP9 F lane UarK Green Di oodatona

i 1 i ̂ cisd m 10% HCI tor b mont MB. Colour qraauai 1 v f aama.

tiPlO f ' i S K w Chert

>' i aced in 10% HCI for b months. No v isa Die cnanae.

E.P1 1 h j a K B Chert

neat ud to 300* over ^00 MI i nut as. tBhio m a i n t a i n e d 30 M I nut OB,

r o o i aa a verm ant. f ul w inmieraed m sand oatn. NO viBiDle cnanae.

tP12 Chunk Chalk flint

• Maced m 10% MCI tor & ftiontns. Partial oatmation,

EP13 Flake Beach flint

Piac»d m 10% HCI for b month*. Part ial oatination.

EPU Flak* Bvach flint

^ lac»d m 10% hC1 for 6 Month» t Partial o«tin«t»on,

EP15 Fiak« rran»luc»nt br»y Dlood»ton»

piac»a m iu% HCi for u hiontho. Colour gradually fading.

EPlb FiaK* Puroli Dlooanton*

Piacvd in 10% HCI for * ftionthti Colour graauai a«rK«runQ*

EP17 Nodul* Light iir»»n oioatfttorm

H«at*d to 600** ovtr BOO minutM, t«mD M»»nt*in»o for 200 nunuto,

coaivd overnight, fully iMMvriffd in tana b«th* Bl»«ching,

EPlfl Nadult Dark Qr«»n bloaditont

H.«t«d to 600* ov«r 100 Mtnutift, t«^p w«int«inpd Co Minutvi,

rapid cool ing, o»rti«lly imw«rt»d in «*nd bathi Soduia cowplttt ly
oa



scattered.

EP19 Flake Tranm lucent Grey oloodmtone

Heated to 500* over 150 minutes, te*o maintained for 100

f ul ly immersed in sand oath. cooled overnight. Bleaching, som

c r a c k i n a .

tP20 Flake Li out Green bloodstone

Shaken 120 nunutes in t oosoi 1 with stones. No visible change.

EP21 Flake Dark Green bloodstone

Shaken 120 mi nut OB m t oo»oi 1 with stones. No visible change*

EP22 Flake Translucent Grev dloodmtone

Shaken 1 20 minutes m toomoil with stona*. No visible cnange.

EP23 Flake Cnalk flint

Sfiaken iio mmutos m toosoil with Btonts. No viaiole change*

t'P24 ChunK Chert

bhaken 120 Minut» in tdotoil with fttoni*. No viaiDlv change*

EP25 Flake Beach flint

Shaken 120 rtunutei in tooaoil with atone*. No viiiDi

EP26 Flake Light Green Dlcobmtone

Placed in 10* NaOH over 6 wonthe. No vitiblt change.

EP27 Cliunk Dark Green blood«tone

Placed in KIX NaQH over b monthe. No vivib.e cnange.

EP2i Chunk Chert

placed tn iOH NaQH over fa Month*. No vit.oit changa*
EP29 Chunk Purole blooattone
Placed in 10H NaQH over b Monthti No v.i.alt Change,

EP30 Flake Uh*lk flint

Placed in 10* NaOH over • Month** No vmDlt changa,

change.
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cnange

tP31 Flake baach flint

P 1 aced m 10% NaQH ovar b cnonthm. No visibla chanae.

EP32 Flake T rant lucent Grey Dlooa stone

Placed m lo* N?QH over tit months. No vi»ible cnanae.

FP33 Flake Light Green olooofitone

Placea m 10% NaQH over b monChn. No vi*i ble change.

EP34 Chunn Lipht Grean oloodst on»

fiaced in water, frozen, allowed to war* slowly. No

c Mange.

EP33 Flake Dark Qreen oloodstone

Pi ac*d m water , frozen, warmed quickly. No

EP36 Flake Lioht Qreen oloodstone

Placed m wet toDsa i l , f rozen, warmed amckly. No vic iOle chanqe.

EP37 Flshe Liaht Green bloodatont

ne»tea to AGO** in 15u mmut»»T temo fiitint ainari for 100

coo iad raoidly, oar t ta l l y imbivrflftd in »and dath. Partial

* hat t er ina.

EP3B Chunk Dark Qr»«n Dloodttona

Heated to 500 in 100 fuinuttffc, iHooaid. Enolaavd before caoZing.

EP39 ChunK Chart

Heatvd to 600* m 400 minuta*, tamo waintainaa 200 winatB», coolad

overnight , *ullv ifrtmaraad tn *and bath. No vi«»ul» changa.

EPAO F laka DarM Orc»n bioodttona

imm*ri*a in 20K HC1 over 6 wa»-(». Colour turrmd urown,

EP41 K iaka Light flrtan uloodttona

immeraao in 20% HC1 ovap A wathi, Colour fading*

EPA2 FiaKa Light Qfaan

changt.imm»r»ad in BK HUi ovtr it wonths. No
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EP43 Flake Dark Green bloodstone

Immersed m 5X HC1 over 6 months. No visible change.

EP44 Chunk Chert

Immersed in 5% HC1 over 6 months. No visible chance.

EP45 Flak* Chalk flint

Immersed m 5% HC1 over b months. Faint oatina.

EPut, Flake Beach flint

Immersed in 5% HC1 over 6 month*. No visible change.

FP47 Flake ^ Light Green Dloodmtontf

F rozen eloosed, warmed auickly. No visible change.

EP48 Flake Ljpht Green oloodmtone

F rozen exoosftd, warmed QUICKlv. No viftible change.

EP49 Flake Light Green Bloodstone

bnaken m drv sand for 120 Minutes. No viinbl* change.

EP50 Fiake Dark Green olooattone

Shdkvn in dry sand tor 120 minute*. No visible change*

EP51 Flake Chalk flint

•Shaken »n dry «and for 120 Minute*. No vnibla change.

EP52 Flake Translucent Gr»y olood«ton»

Shaken m dry «and for 120 Mtnutvi. No Visible change,

EP53 Flake Chert

Bhak»n in dry *ano for 120 winut«». No

Light Qr»«n bloodaton*

?h«k«n in dry «and for 120 Minuto. No

EP53 Flak* Light Qr*»n bloodstone

tn dame iand for 120 MinutM* No vi*ibli cnangt.
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tiP5b Flake Dark Green oloodstone

biu-iken in damo sand for 120 Minutes. No visible change.

Flak* Chalk flint

n in dame sand for 120 minutes. No vimible change.

F 1 akc T ran«l ucent Gray bl ood»t one

MiaKen m darno tand for 120 Minutes. Mo visible cnange.

F_P59 Flake Red Dloodstone

Moated to bOU m 300 minutes, tewo maintained for 100 w»nutBtt,

o^rt ial 1 y immer»»d m uand bath, raotd cool i no. EHolodad, many

•jieces Drown, surface texture ruinad bv crazing.

CP60 Fl any Dark Gra»n Dlooaatone

HP a ted to bOO m 200 Minutes, tewo maintained for 200 roinutas,

uart ially imm«r»»a in »and bath, rapid cool ing. Exploded, piec«*

H»: Dos»d of a darker colour.

EP61 Flak« Light Qr»»n bloodmton*

tieat»d to bOO m 200 winutam, tawu maintainad for 200

o a r t i a l l y BHpouBd in land bath, Biow cooling. Shatt«r«d,

e"oofied darker, turfaca t»ntur» dantagvd by crazing and

f racturinp.

EP62 Chunk TrAn*luc«nt Qr»v Dloodmton*

Heitad to 600 in 200 MinutBK, tamo Maintained for 200 *unut«»,

ua r t i a l l y •Hpoavd in tandbAth, «low cooling, Bhattertd, lighter

m colour, LKOoiad «urfac«« whit* and enQoaed aurfact tvHtur«»

rumed by craiing and mhatttring.

EP63 Flake Chalk flint

Heated to boo in 200 wtnutM, partially •KQOHVd in iand bathf

mioH cooling* 8h*tt»r»d( •Kpoieo •urf«o»« paler, «urfac§
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damaged DV era lino and r ract unng.

EP64 Nodule Light Green bloodstone

Heated to 500* in 150 wmute*, exposed. Exoloded on heat ing, t iny

r~ rags.

CP65 Flake Light Green bloodstone

Heated to 600* in 250 mniutes, fully immersed m sand bat h, teroo

Maintained for 100 minutes, cooled overnight. Some cracking along

texture ooundary.

E PbS Flake Translucent Grey Ploodstone

°d to bOO m 250 Minutes. fully immersed m sandbath, toruo

n>a i nt ainBd far 100 minutes, cooled overmoht. Some cracking along

t f?^-t u re Doundary.

l-:P67 Flake Light Green bloodstone

Immersed m 10% HC1 2 ueeks (no visible change), neat ad to 600°

O.EM- 300 minutes, temp maintained 100 Minute*, partially enooved,

ii o w cooling. Shattered, cracking, loss of surface texture, some

oivces darker, a few lighter. shaken 120 minutes in

t oomo i 1 . Abrasion of weakened surface.

r_, bB Flake Dark Green bloodstone

l^nieraed in 10% HCl 2 W«BKS (np vxtibie change), neated to GOO

ov*i 300 minutes, temp Maintained 100 minutes, oartially enposed,

• low coolinp. Partially shattered, f.owe swali fragments brown,

mo MB cracking. Shaken in toptpil 120 Minutes, no vimible change

in colour.

EP69 Flake Trantlucent Qrey DAoodmton*

ImmBrsed in 1UX HC i for 2 weens (no visible change), tvanated to

DOG'' over 300 minute's, t*wo *e,int«irmd 100 minutes, otrttelly

*)( nosed, flow coo i ing (partially shattered, cricking', many
1 t 07



fragments lighter in colour, serioufi damage to murface texture),

5hihen m t DOS 011 120 MI nut at (CD we abrasion).

F.P70 Flake Chalk flint

Immersed m 10% HC1 2 weeks (no viSiDle change), heated to 600

(i ,er 300 minutes, t«mo maintained 100 minutes, oartially exposed,

°i 1 GV-J cou 1 mg (exoosed shattered, cracking, bleaching), shaken m

t ODSOI 1 120 minutes (no vimiblv change).

F. P71 Flake Translucent Gray Dloodstone
tHeated to 600 over 300 minutem, tcmo maintained 100 MInutem,

c s r t i a l l y exposed, slow cool ing (shattared, cracking, loss of

•^'irface texture oaler, mo we nieces very oala with chalky

i nsidem), ImrnBrued in i05i HC1 2 waakm (ooomibly mlightly oal«r)T

shaken m toomoil 120 nunut»m (murf«c» abramion,some fragments

broken).
\

EP72 Flake Light Gr««n oloodmtont

Heated to 600° ov»r 300 fti»nutos, t«**D Maintained 100 winutam,

c^rt i a l l y BHuomud, alow cooling (•Hoomtd uurfacem mhatt«r>dt

cracking, occasional oamagv to »urfmc« t«Htur», no colour

), immvrmvd in 10% hi_l A wvtk* (no v i m i D l a changv),

in 20X HC1 2 H««HI (slight patination), mhakpn »n

120 minut«m mo vi«&bla chang*).

EP73 Flak* Dark Grain bloodmton*

Hyatvd to 600* ovvr 200 wmutam, tvmo maintainvd 100 Mtnutim,

uart i t l ly •Hpomfd, »low cooImg (•Hoomvd «urfac«» part imlly

, ••D»ci»liv on tvHtur* boundariflm, occa«ion«i grackirn,

immtrrnvd in 10% HC1 (4 wat-Mft (no viiibl* chang*),

in 2UK HC1 2 w«aM« (no viflidlv chang*), warM«d in 2OH

(mlight dttcolouratton), thaH«n tn tuptoii 120 Minuivi (no

i i oa



v i « i b i n change).

EP74 F l a k e L i g h t tiraen Dlooastone
u

Heated to 600 over 0̂0 MI nut 0s, tewa maintained 100 nunuteo,

n a r t i a l l y oxoosed, slow cool mo (exDosed murfacet shattered, some

crack mg, exposed surfaces darker, some erosion of surface

texture), and tome rapid cool ing (much cracking), iwmerfied in 10X

• (Li 4 weakfi (famt discolouration), shaken in toosoil 1̂ 0 nunutee

'no visible chana»), froron in wud (furtner cracking).

EP75 Flake Purola Dloodstone

Heated to 600* over 300 Minutes, tamo Maintained for 100 minuto*,

SIOH cooling, oartially VKpoflaa (eKDosvd surfacvo Khattered,

covered surfaces cracked along flaw* and t»Htur» changes,

tirowmng, some cracking), immermad in 10)6 HC1 4 wtokm (no visible

change), imrnirsea m 20̂  HC1 2 w*»ks (no visible change), n«at«a

m 0̂% HCi (browner), shaken in toosoil 120 minutes (some

aoramion of dawapad surfaces), frozen in Mud (no visible change).

b FINLflYbQN, DtPT flRCHHEOLOGV, UNIVER&ITV OF EDINBURGH, EDINBURGH.
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1) Colour
C«vir*|i

flduU CtUur •Kitt/tff t | r « y ~ » t | | r«yM |r«y
Jtrlt |rty/yiU«w/yiLL«w-wfiiti/trtniLuctnt
trtMlucint |riy/triJiiLwc«Bt ytl

|Mtn

2) Surfac« fllUration

fMith/Mtt iM«th/ptrt

3) C a v i t iits

4 )
5]

b) Edji

c) &jrftc«

*] Hicrtpittinfl priunt/iiunt

bJ Lirtr Ctvititi

irri|gltr
DiiMttr (H]
Fill «ttty/cil«ur
C«r« t RIB pruint/tin*t

rrlt lACI

t) Prtitnct
b) Extint

Frt^ucncyt riri
CIM4H

61 CorUx

7] *Frtih

81
9] Hardnin

Priunc*

[wi thout briilung]
4) M VI.UU
i) Yiiikli
<) C«Uur

lift

Tabi* AI Llthlc raw mattrlalit attribute! uitd to
dlfftrtntlatt bttwttn mottrlalt
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MflTERIflL
BU.id.n*

Flint

Lava ?

Siflnificanct
Qkviiut

Prtkikly

PtMikLy

PtuikLy

Prtktily

Cfcvituf

Ftaturtt

ctltur/ttKturt/prtftftct tf vnicultf/ajttt kw

Uu cliir trtcti tf ctUw/ttMtuT't/prtMftct *f
vi« icultc/t|tit

«v«n tin cltir Irtctf *f
ftr txtaplt vi *nLy vi*iklt »iU t »«|nifyi
ttxturt uncUcr Jui U MithiriA| tf §grf*c«

piicti »ith«ut «ny clitr

«M«th ttxturtd grty/Wiitt MtUi^ pitcti

u tktvi, kul w i th tthir fttturtf, «uch it pittt4
ctrltx, frt^uinUy with |rty unptlinttt^ trtt

It ctrttx

it ii(h tht 'prtktblt' «i|nificuct| but fith prtitnct
•f ftiiili

tt dticrikt Ut v«ry i*ft triy wUriil, with «
kltck ctntrl vhtrt viiUU, ntt tctutlly t Ltvt,

t liLicttui rick, kut tk« ttri «u
U 4 U t l » u i « h th l i

CONDITION
Frtih

PtrilciLly

Burnt

Ftaturtf
fruh ir Kttrly fpnh lurftci

pirtiiUy tr U|htLy

ctapltttly tr kttvlly

furfact ctapUttl
Ut« if tti|Kt

craii»|i hiat ipalli

tr

ptrt ial ly

Table 42 Llthic row mottrlalt t clatiitlcation
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wou Id have been maintained by periodic burning - if this had

cx: cured only on the up 1 ands it may ex pain why no charcoal was

found in the core.

The beg inn ing of this zone is marked by a su'Jdwn rise in the

importance of Ppĵ en tj. I 1 «u. , PJ an_tjqg »J3£t R M_fflg >j *nd Ar t«ff |% n i

la»t thr»« of which ar« w*«dm of arabl* cultivation. Th«r« ar«

*»v«ral mp«ci»» of P 1 an t*QQ or> Rhum today but th« pollen in this

cor* im pr»»ufft»d to b» pr»do* man 1 1 y P . I4_nc»ol a^a and P . mar i

and P in u_j_ both d«clm« toward* th» *urfac«, and

* dominance. A 1 nut p«r»i»tm at a low fluctuating l*v»l.

r«app»arm at th* »urfac». No other tr«» taxa w*r«

identified. JlLDJ-gtTU? *nd U-lfA occur near to th« surface, and

permimt* intermittently. Herbaceou» taxa con«i»t of

•u«tained high level of Ericaceae, lower levels of Gramineae and

a slight rise in Compositae. Many ta*a make their first

appearances ir the pollen recordi An tn^mis , Af t*r , Arc t

a . Clraium *nd Hubuc .̂ Many of these may derive fro*

•pec i»s of agricultural Meeds.

and P^l vpodium are th« or\ 1 y spores identified in the

surface sample, although higher frequencies of the latter were

expected, However* the grazing pressures reduced due to th*
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ILL 107 : RH1. Tlmt depth curvt for th« growth of ptat. Constructed
by inttrpolotlon bttwttn th« m«an* of th* radiocarbon
ag« dtltrmlnatloni aituming a dott of itro ytars BP.
for tht »urfac«
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Sa»plt C«

PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
PS
P7
P9
P9

P10

P 1 1
P12
P13
P 1 4

P15
P16
P17
P16

PI9
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27

P28
P29
PX
P3I
P32
P33
P34
P35
P36

500
310
700
240
410
320
190
280
330

^Isx3!OJ JJJ

230
150
250
49°1 XIS530 J ̂
270
330
290
180 1 240300J ZW

210
700
360
250
210
410
250
270

200 1 200200 J
190
270
210
360
200
230
360
290
230

120
GO
70
80
90
90
50
70

100

40 1 4040 J W

90
40
6C^u
60J
50
50

no

Sl»
no
100
60
90

180
60
40
70
60 1 6570 J
70
50
70
90
60
90
60
70
80

600C
5000

13000
9000

11000
10000
4000
5000
9000

™] 50C5000J :XWJ

9000
3000
8000

10000 1 1000)lOOOOJ
&000
9000
7000

SSl""
sooo
9000
7000
7000
7000
9000
9000
6000
7000 1 7TO9000 J /:UJ

6000
9000
eooo
7000
8000
7000
9000
9000
woe

7200
6800

20000
8600
7900

13000
5600
8200

11000
4200
4500
7900
4200
8300
8600

10000
G800

11000
IQOOO
6500
7000
7900

12000
7300
7000
5300
icon
6400
52X
7SX
TWO
6300
7100
7300
9000
8500
7*00

10000
12000
1100

4350

9300

£750

7700

Table 52 CKtmlcai ana ly t i i acroii th« wcavat lon t i l t :
tract f l t m t n t o n a l y s l t , r t t u l t t ( p p m )
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A PALYNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF A PEAT CWE

FROM THE KINLQCH GLEN, ISLE OF RHUN

Romola Parimh

INTRODUCTION

Thim »tudy im turned on * four metre core obtained by Sue Bellamy

in 198 4 f row a bog 1750* inland of the e*cava t ion * i te* in the

Kin'och Glen (NO 386O02). The bog i* »itu*t«d on gently shelving

m*nd«ton» having « dominant vegetation of C 4 1 1 u n a vu 1 gar i» ,

ErioDhorua vaain Jtum and Sah*Qnu« mpp.fin Jun» 1987J. The ba**l

d»po»lt« w«r» a dark p**t with woody frag*i»nt» of pf t^ 1 * or Alnuy

overlain by a light coloured p«at, about 3m d«»p. Thi* Ma« topp«d

by a layer of recent, undecompomed plant material. The bot torn

6770 + 90 BP (HAFt-6608).

LABORATORY TECHf4IQU£S

Sample* for analymit, were taken at .05m interval* and prepared

following the method of Faegn and Ivermen (1975). After

•cetolytim the mamplei were tiwed uting a lOu* «*eih and an

ultraftonic agitator to remove «ilica and other mineral Matter.

The »lide» were examined uming a 2ei»* binocular microscope at a

magnification of x45O. An oil im*«r«ion l»nm wa» uted for

detailed identification* (KlOOO). The two principal lource* of

reference uted for pollen identification were Erdtm*n at al.,

2 : A3



(1961) and Moor* I Webb (1979). The whole area under the

covers! ip warn eMamined on eac h slide by traversing, the area in

•trip* equal in width to the Yield of v i ew .

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The pollen counts were calculated a* percentage* of total

terrestrial po 1 1 en and drawn up to produce the pel 1 en diagram

t i l l I'-1-' ) • A total land pol l*m mum Ha* chosen a* the basis for

calculation because in some instances there were no AP grains

identified. Count* of aquatic tax a are excluded fro* the po 1 1 en

sum as they represent only the local aquatic envi r on men t .

Propor tions of tree, shrubs and herbs, were calculated as

percentages of total poll en ard spores to produce a summary

pollen curve. Only levels where the pollen sum exceeded 5O pollan

gram* were included in the poll en d lag ram .

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Th* diagram was divided into four local pollen assemblage zones

(P«Z), two of which are divided into sub-zones. Dating of this

core is based on the tentative assumption of a steady peat

accumulation rate, the basal radiocarbon date, and comparison

with assemblages from other cores from N.H. Scotland.

icaceae
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Thi* is the- basal ion* of dark brown peat. The raoiocarbon date

for the lowest 0. 20m ( 4 . OQ- 3 . 60m } wa* B770+VO BP (HAR-66O8) .

Of t he tree spec les B** tu 1 a. i » the mo* t important, with A

• mount of B. n 3 n 4 , a dwarf birch native to ff>oun t * inou* area* of

Britain, Sc and injv i a , Siberia and the Arctic circle today, here

t J* en to represent open , cold cond 1 1 1 on* . P_jpu> po 1 1 »n h»r • m*y

b* d»rtv*d by wind transport f ro«n tl~« Scottish mainland.

begin* to appear after B. nan* decline*, *ugge»ting a more

temperate c l i m a t e al thoug h it* peak at 3. 1 5m , m*y b* due to

watting of pollen on to the bog by increased surface drainage. Oak

remain* r e l a t i v e l y unimportant after this peak. A \ nu* appnar*

consistently .r small quantities throughout the zone, and Acej^ .

Ab ie» and P ic ea Dccur in'-crmittently. Abi v * and P i era may a-"ise

her* from long distance transport. A* they are not native to

Britain it is l i k e l y that they are derived from earlier

•ed i*en ts .

Shrub* are dominated by Cor y lu» and JuniD«rul in alternating

peak*. Jijn ̂  Qf>rus indicate* ba»e-rich »oi 1 condition* and tend* to

be usuroed am shading fro* taller tree* increased, and by *ore

acid *oil condition*. §j| 1 1^ pollen occur* near th* base of th«<

core. This group include* many tana with wide ecologic and

geographic ranges. Uie* peak* in thi* tonej Lonicera and

tNtlr only appearance* and P r ij n u • occur*| th««e pollen tana

way all derive fro* northern temperate or co*»opol i tan *pec i*«

£ : A7
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auggested far this time on Sky* and Lewis, be due to climate ( eg .

Bi r ks 1973), It i * not possible to distinguish be tween t he

e f f ec ts of these two factors in po 1 1 en data of this typo. "I he

vege ta t ion wat mainly gras*land, with scattered birch in 1 ess

ex posed areas . Hea ther and > i oer dom mate an iffip^r tan t scrub

co«pon»nt possibly i n d i v - - . < intir-antal climat*. Strongly

competitive r ud«ral gr** . ' . . . . *»t mom* di»turbanc«

a 1 t hough no charcoal w*« ri-c^. ^GI .. t1-* pollen preparation*.

Th« boundary of thiv zon* i» marked by a change :n colour, but

not tw-turr, of the d«po»it to a lighter brown at 2 , 75m . There IB

an mcreame in Bt tu I J . uu t more impcr tan t 1 y , in Ainu* which

reacha* itm highest frequence* here - ( 3OX ) .

A f a l l in Gramineae i« matched by a simultaneous rise in

Ericaceae. There is a complete de<:lire in all shrub spec i es , with

only 1 0 f.t-1 W, * *nd •Ĵ fUPfJ r u * appearing at on« or two levels. The

proportion of AP i NAP ( non-ar borevi 1 pollen) rises i n i t i a l l y , but

f a l l s to a f a i r l y steady 1 ower 1 *>ve 1 of around 25X , There is a

decline in herbaceous tax* in mid-zone, c< responding with *

large p«ak of fcr icaceoum tana. Foil owing this, Ctnt«ur«* appears

in significant quantites. Co»*on in both I a t«-g 1 ac la 1 «nd

anthropogeneous f lor as (Godwin 1975) , Lrn taurea is rare in

Scotland today and often associated with cultivation of rye. It

way have b*»n a native lat»-glacial relic. PlantaQQt Pottn ti 1 1*
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and Mffibf 1 1 1 f trjj also occur, which support the poftsibility of

human disturbance. Pot«n 1 1 I j_j i« • pollen-type including * rang*

of plants of wide tolerance of pH often associated with

AP frequenc i es .

Ptendophyta and aquatic ta * a dec 1 me t hroughou t t hi t zone , which

i* characteri sed by 1 ow TAP frequencies. The da-elms of Sch jgnuf"

it a»*ociat«d with drier cond itionm of a po*t-glacial warm

period, and *ub*»qu»nt nut-mhading by •xpansion of ald»r.

Zone 2a vegetation 1% dowi nated by an Eric acrou* scrub and alder

ift in important element, probably in damp»r , more ftheltwred area*

or a* a »ucce«»ional specie* of drying bogland. The indication*

of human presence %how that human activity continued on Rhu*

through t h* t i«e not represented in the Kinloch Excavat ions ,

Indeed i t is u n l i k e l y that Rhum would not have been ot cupi »d

during this per 4od when climate was at its mos t f avour ab 1 e .

Zont Zb ?fjQ-1.7»p LV*mint4^-Pt>r idoohy tr P^Z

The general trend of low TAP is continued but tha» relative

proportions of Ar* i NA/3 fluctate more, reaching iero *t i .8%«,

Within this sub-zone is a total decline of trees and shrubs.

frt tu \ * alone recovers in aid-zone, although P;out And * LnV^

reappear in m*a ller quantitites. Uis," survives and p«ahs ne*r th*

top of th* zone, and at two con sec u t i ve leve Is, PruPum makes its

most significant appearance before vanishing totally.
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Th*re is * r i se in Graauneae c orre*por.d ing to the dec 1 me in

arboreal tax* and Er icaceae. Cer> taur_e_a_ peaks, but Po tjm t ill* IB

th* only other herb of any % ign i f ic ance . Othwr* do occur, but

only sporad ica l ly . Singuitor faa. and Uwbe 1 1 i f er*e are the wo»t

1 mpor tan t | t h» Yoriw«r occur* on 1 !*•« ton* on C*nn j today , bu t h*B

• wid» pH tol«ranc« BO cou Id »ur v i v« in th« mor* ac id «n v i ron*«n t

of Rhu*. Spor«m ar» more fr«qu*nt at t hi B l«v«l t w i th riBing

Sphagnum, P tf r j<J jy* and Ppl yPlTJ_4^ .j. Aquatic* ar» at th«ir high»Bt

l»v«l» h»r« al*o, pOB»ibly indicating a n»tt»r bofl «urfac«.

Thi» to ta l d«clin» of AP i» of con»ia»rabl« importanc* in th»

c o n t e x t of tha> d«mor,B tra t»d a c t i v i t y of th» p«opl« of Hhu«. It

*ugg«*t« widespread for»*t c learance and it* replacement by

grass land , probab ly assoc ia ted w i th the in troduc txon of graiing

animal* and potsibly corre la ted w i t h the second phase of

occupation at the Farm Fie lds excava t ion s i tes.

B » t u i a - A l n u B - C Q r v I u B . PAZ 20OQ-10QQ BP .

Tn* boundary is marked by a rise in AP , sustained at higher, but

fluctuating levels. The rise consists wamly of increases in

Betula and Alnuf . although Qutrcus e-nd Pinua are again of so**

importance. Ac^r t Frj* JPU* *hd PQPU 1 u» are recorded only

sporadic J 1 ly .

Shrubs show a general increamei Corylut and Ul tM being the wost
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dominant, but IJ ftfl * 1 *o occur*. A fill in Gramineae is matched by

• rise in Er icaceae but not to pr ev ious high frequencies.

Cen teyrya. and Artjm 4^141 (probably « di f ferent species, associated

wi th disturbance here, f rom th* la te-g lac ia l species of Zone 1)

are p res en t bu t P j a.n ^JQP is «i*ming for muc h o ' t h* 1 ow»r part of

thim zon». Oth*r h»rb »p»ci»* id»nti f i»d include

hn . F i j jp«ndu 1* . KHAU ti* . ^* 1 • 4^T1€ . Pol YQQnym *nd

Ulb> III f Ttfuc r IUITI occur* on Rf-,um today but i* known to

highly »u»c»ptibl« to »rv«*p grazing on Canna , and i* co*Tion»r in

w«l calcarwoum •nv

Pollen of L, jLn_yj> g^ l_t«_£ I »t i^uff . the cultivated f l a x , Ha* found in

thi* zone. Fl a x pollen i» believed to be di»*emina ted only very

i oc a 1 1 y to the parent plant *ugg*»ting that the cultivat ion wa t

nearby. The distance of the sampling »ite fro* l i k e l y «uitable

area*, however, suggest* that the singlr flax pollen grain Mas

po**lbly derived fro* long distance transport. Pollen of f l a x was

also found in the or «ite samples by Mo f f a t (*f),

Thai zone suggests an incomplete recovery of forest nith wetter

bog surfaces and possibly wetter climatic conditions indicated by

riue* in alder and Sphagnum, and a f*l 1 in Ericaceae.

Zone 4a I ,<X>-0. CQ*QQ»J

The beginning of this lone i* identified by a fal l in AP and a

recovery of Er icaceae^ together wi th appearance of Compositae.
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1 • continue* to dominate the tree taxat there it * f a l l in

i and in Queroj after an initial pea* , remains a

secondary dominant, but does not appear initially. A scatter of

p-o 1 1 er< f row other tree taxa occurs which may be derived •from more

distant sources.

Jun iperu* reappears, and remain* at low level* t hroughou t the

re» t of the core . Gprj' }_u,t. dec line* in itnpor tance ; Uj_f ̂ appear* in

»ample*. Gramlneae f a l l to lower level* but per*i*t to th*

top of the zone. Ericaceae *ho« a large i n i t i a l ri*e, and

Cen tiurca . Euphgrbi acra* . F i j jpenQula . Maj vjceje. Umbel 1 i f era»

and Pqtyn 1 1 1 1 * make up the herb *pectrufft. Spore* remain

relatively important - P^Jrl jjuff . rQ\ vPQdium and, i n i t i a l l y ,

. *nd the ubiquitou* 3Dh«Qnum . Aquatic* are dominated

by Myr j.gphy 1 t urn .

Continued disturbance and relatively intensive land use is

imp 1 ied in thi * zone i probably by *h*ep grazing Mhich is thought

to have been an important part of the economy at this time (Love

1983). Historical evidence suggests th* continuous occupation of

throughout this period.

The importance of Ericaceae reflects the natural* and possibly

•an -induced podsol nation process to Mhich all British soils have

been subjected, due to deteriorating climate after the post-

glacial th*r»al optimum. It also reflects the recent history of

intensive landuse on Rhu* - primarily grazing by »ha>ep. rtoorland
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remova1 of *heep have been rep 1aced bv restocking with deer and

it may a 1 so r>e suppressed by competition. Nympna»4 i m the on 1 y

aquatic present. It occur* in acidic waters pommibly colonizing

bog pool* -formed in old peat cuttings. ftp i NAP rises again to

•bout 25X.

SLJMrtARY

Woodland was never f u l l y developed throughout the Flandrian

across the bottom of the Kinloch Glen on Rhum. Po*»ibly many of

the open area* were not available for tree colonisation due to

the early development of bog. Woodland reached it* maximum ewtent

at 2.60m depth in the peat core where AP attain* 63X. of total

pollen. Ericaceae and Qramineae Here the dominan t taxa

throughout. Birch and alder were the mo* t frequent tree* but

pollen datt *ugge*t that pine and oak may have occurred locally.

Hazel, Juniper and whin occurred in favourable location* within a

matriM of gram* heath.

Co«po»itae, plantain and PQjynt iJJ * a**ume greater importance

near the surface presumably a* agricultural activity wa«

intensified. The domination of gra»*land over woodland may have

be»n due to a combination of a harsh environment. podsolization

of soil* i unfavourable topography and extensive influence of

man, both temporally and spatially. Tree* w i l l grow on Rhum

today, however, so climate cannot be the cole determining factor.
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FURTHER STUDY

Two 'fur t her pilot « tud le* wer» car r ied out as part of the

investigation of the Kmloch G 1 en pea t core | an at tempt to *ipp 1 y

the Kontron Digital Image Processing System to aid in th»

id«n 1 1 f ic * t ion of fo»»il poll»n, *nd th» appl icat ion cf DNA

charact«r imat ion t»chniqu«% to th* mtr* t igr*phic study of thr

p»a t .

USE OF KQNTRON D I G I T A L I HAGE PROCESSING S Y S T E M ( K . I . P . S . )

POLLETJ ANALYSIS

Th» a i m» of t hm pilot mtudy w»r»

- to analy** pr«par»d «l id*m uming KIPS a* an a l te rnat ive to

th« opt ical i*icro»cop«.

- to obtain enlarged i«ag»« and photograph*.

- to a t tempt to automat* t h» poll«n m»arching proc»mm.

Th» Kontror. I*ag« Proc»»*ing Sy»t»* warn d«vim»d for us* in

cyto logy, part icular ly in th* identification of ano*ali«m in c«ll

division. Th* »quipm«nt con«i»t* of an automated mcanning »tag»

und»r a nor**l binocular micro»cop»| th« stag* ha» an 8-«lida>

capac i ty. Th« »oni tor can b* progranuiMivd to m»t up a m«and«r , a

**ri«» of •quar»« covering the ar»a tu ba> mtudivd) th* vquarvm

ar» contiguo<j«, but not overlapping, thus ensuring no duplication

or cMismion of any f ie ld of vie**. Co-ordinates of f ield* of view
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can be stored, and later recalled for image processing. At »f

field of vision, two autofocus routines, operating on x, y, and z

axes, focus on the most prominent obj ec t. This i * also manually

adjustable.

The IPM (Image Processing Module) it programmed to ennance

contrast between feature ana background] thi* appearm to l i f t '

the feature out of the tcriren. The feature can be enlarged (x4)

up to three time*, and photographed at any »tage. After each

enlargement there i» a m t x l l i n g proce»4 of image integration,

which re^ovem noime and *ovemen t introduced by camerai and a

fi l t e r proce»» to eliminate the effect caused by enl arge<r,en t of

the individual m^uarem of which the video mcreen con*i*tm. A

calibrated scale of any size can be added (to the original video

f i e l d * and ne* features photographed.

Severa 1 focal planes of an object of so*e depth can be contained

to for* one linear picture con taming all el emen t s of the ob J ec t

in focus. An infinite nu«ba>r of pl*,ies can be u»«d, thus reducing

a 3D object to 2D without losing any detail of resolution.

Application to Th« Peat Corf

An attempt Has *ad« to automate pollen searching by asking the

computer to eliminate from any given field of vision those

par tic tes above or b*low a given site, an1 below a given

• ph*r ici ty. The mixes se lee ted were IG-lOChj*, and the circularity
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index scale was fro* O.5 to lu ( lu • total perfect circlw). The

sues chosen were assumed to cover the rang* of British pollen

species. However, there was considerable d i f f i c u l t y in developing

the programme because the computer wa» unable tc distinguish

between pollen gramm and other matter when these wer* in contact

with each other in any given focal plane. The size range cho%en

was also too large, because thim included most of t h» other

organic matter on the slide.

A final attempt was made to distinguish grains by an area-

peri«»ter ratio - it was assumed that relatively solid'

s t rue tured grains won Id have a low ratio compared with degenerate

fibrous material. Thi* failed for the same ^easons a* above. The

main problem with au torn* t ing analysis was the fact that thr size

and shape range of po 1 1 en was too great , and problems ensued

relating to damaged grainm, or naturally split ones, «f . g .

Ceiar

This ia a new software package which is becoming available for

KIPS. It was developed for cytology screening of cancer cells,

but is adaptable for any c e l l - l i k e shape (i.e. almost any shape).

This enables the computer to learn' about Iti characteristics,

including shape, site and surface pattern of the target objectj
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locate those on slides, and store their co-ordinates for recall.

It would thus be possible for KIPS to identify and count a

1 arge number of individual specie» of po1 1 en gramm, providing

that suitable parameters to distinguish between closely related

specie*, could be communicated to it.

ATTEMPT TO EXTRACT DM\ FROM P£AT FIBRE

T he compos i t ion o f DNA from c e l l nuc 1 • i i * g*nu» and *p«cj«»

mpccific* Th» aim* o/ thi« »tudy w»r* to **tract and •*amm» DNA

from mampl*» of p*at, to characterize the peat deposit and help

confirm th* compel ition of past peat forming vegetation.

A l l living cell* able to divide contain a nucleu* which im

c ompr i*ed mainly of deoKyridomenucleic acid ( DNA ) , which encode*

the genetic information of the c e l l and the whole plant. Every

plant specie* haft a characteristic composition of DNA, by which

that genus, and species, m*y b« recognised.

Th* technique of extracting and modifying plant DNA im now being

Miaely used in many 1 a bora tor les for genet ic eng ineer mg to

obtain high-yielding, d i sea»e-rer i s tan t plants. Similar

techniques could be used to identify vegetation debris and

observe any di f f er«nces fro* present day strains, provided that

tha> D*4A has been preserved intact.
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Tha> essemtial feature* of the simplest form of the procedure are»

i) ex t rac t the DNJ^ separated f rom non relevant wia ter la 1 .

il) place it in an agarose or similar gel and e 1 ec t rophore 1 1 c a 1 1 y

separate it» compon «ntm according to ch«rg« and density.

i l l ) mtrain to d»t«ct th» various band* of »»paratod DNA.

Th« t»*t «ub»tanc», ».g. wntract from the p»at cor», could b«

»»parat»d alongmid* DNA axtractc'd from frr%h h»»th»r, birch,

alda-r, »tc. A com par imon of the band* indicates any homo 1 ogy

b» t »*»»n knowfi control »ampl»* and th« t»»t material from core

fibre.

There are more select. ve procedure* in which a DNA probe or

extract of the n t ro 1 material, labelled with a radio-isotope,

is applied to the test sample. If there is homology between the

DNA component*, the probe w i l l bind to the bands of the te»t

sample. The amount of binding indicates the degree of DfJA

• i*i 1 a r 1 1 y .

Pilot test fqr pfstA extraction

Am a first step to test the feasibility of the idea, an attempt

was made to extract DNA from a sample of that peat core.

Unfortunately, th*re are two immediate limitations to DNA

analysis of peat i

1) in th* examination of Lindow Man recovered from a p«at bog,
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t h* acidity and tannins had comp 1ete1y denatured proteins,

including DNA (Stead ft *J_. 1986), and provided the condition*

for preservation.

2) The presence of bacteria and other soil microflora, which

con tain DNA , wou Id ser lou* ly contaminate any plant DNA .

To examine for contamination b/ bacteria, 16 samples of the peat

at different depth* were taken using a sterile spatula, dispersed

in sterile distilled water, and plated out on nutrient agar in

duplicate. Tube* with d i s t i l l e d water shaken with the spatula

were negative controls. One set of plates was incubated at 37* C |

the other at rooo temperature, about 21 C. Plate* incubated at

37*C showee occasional colonies after J days. Those kept at room

temperature showed fairl/ heavy growth of bacteria and fungi,

indicating significant contamination by modern organisms at all

depths.

Th%u* th« samples were unsuitable for extraction of plant DNA.

Trvere were two possible approaches i

1. Prepare probes of the micro-organism DNA to determine

• imularity with any DftA extracted. This is a couple* lorig-ter»

procedure, and probably valueless.

2. Wash th« fibres with large amounts of mterile water and filter

off all bacteria and small debris.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AHALYGES OF HJWLEB FR»1 TRENCH Art AND A BLANKET

PEAT REMNAWT, FARM FIELDS EXCAVATIONS KINLOCH, ISLE OF RHUP1.

Kevin J Edward* and ken R Hironm

Dur ing the c our*e of exc ava t ion* in t renc h AM , a pea t- - 1 i k e

organic deposit was discovered mealed beneath slopewash. At the

requemt of the e x c a v a t o r * the depos i t was samp 1 ed for it* po 1 1 en

content . The amount of ident i f iab le pollen Mas meagi e and in an

at tempt to e x t r a c t a* much envi r on men tal informat i on a* po**ible

the opportuni ty wac taken to at*e«* the mater ia l for it*

charcoa l and i nmec t con ten t . The depo* it contained f ragmen t» of

l i thic mater ia l and a *ma 1 1 piece of po t te ry . The preliminary

examinat ion of a s m a l l re«w~ian t of ne^'by b lanke t peat wao a lso

under taken .

Trench AM is located 6 m east of the western w a l l of the

principal e x c a v a t i o n f ie ld at grid reference NM 4O4 999, Th«

ground sur face here i s on jn incline w i t h the watercourse running

f^*W to SE through th« trench ( t o th* north of the sample spot) and

the soutl>«rn limit of the slopewash deposit lying south of th*

t renc h . T he organic mater ia l >-ato f cMjnd in the sou them p>or t ion of

the trench and the strat igraphy at the sampling point is

described in table 43.

A woool ith of material was co l l ec ted and ra>turna>d to tha>
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laboratory for analysis. An adjacent sample of the peaty material

(8 cm in thickness) submi t ted for r ad ice arbon determination to

the Un i vers i ty of Ol asgow 1 a bora tory gave a result of 426O^ 7O

(GU-2106) .

The pjaty material was sub-sampled for pa I/no 1 og i c a 1 analysis and

received standard pr»trea tmen ts based on NaGH, ac*toly*i« and HF

( Fa»gr i and I v«r««n 1975). A! I ».?mp 1 •* w«r« vo 1 um» t r i c a 1 1 y

pr»par»d by d i *p 1 ac«m»n t and tab 1 »t» of Lycopod ium f nng t i.r̂ uff' w»r«

add*d to allow •mtimat«« of palyno«orph concentration (Stockinarr

1^71). Po 1 1 «n and micromcopic charcoal pr«oarat ion» w»r » moun t»d

in silicon* oil of li'3OOcSt vimconty. Fiv* duplicat* mlid*m p«r

mamp 1 • 1 *v* 1 v*«r» *><am in»d but th* scarcity of po ll»n, its poor

condition and th* obfuscating charcoal pr»v*nt«d routing poll*n

coun ts and it Mas only f*asibl» to r»cord numbers of po I 1 *n

grains and spor*s. Charcoal «icrofr agm*n tm g r*a t»r than 151 u*i

in ar»a w«r* counted jnd *sti*at»s of concentration w*r« mad*.

Th* pollen and charcoal data are pr»»«nt*d in table *4.

Further sub-samples of material were subjected to paraffin

flotation ( Coope 1985), in order to concentrate insect remains.

No regains were found but small fragments of Sphagnum were

preser, t .

The renaming peaty material was passed through a l»m seive. A

large number of charcoal f ragmen ts w«re found of which charred

hazel-nut shells iCorvlua avei lan^ i w*r» readl ly identifiable. In

addition there were 29 fragments of lithic material and a single
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• herd of coarte pottery.

The organic material would appear to be similar to a highly

humi f led peat with very l i t t l e indication of the peat forming

vegetation (which included Sph^gn,'^) remaining. There was a high

con ten t of bo th mac roscoplc ( ma in 1 y hare 1 ) and microscopic

charcoa 1 .

Th» r*dioc *r bon d«t» obt*in»d f rom

^260*70 bp (GU-2106), which, »ugg»»tm * neolithic r*tn*r th*n

»*to lithic *g» ^or t h» d»po«it. lhi» d«t» might *l»o b»

con»i»t»nt with th» co«r*»w«r» find (unknown *t th» tim* of

»ub*i»mion for dating) which app»ar« to b» *imil«r to mh«rd*

f oijt 'd 11 th» neolithic con t«*<t* of th« mairi BHcavation ar*«.

Alto, th« datvd **t*rx«l und*rli»« th* muppotvd »lop«w*»h d«po»it

•nd i* not di»»i*il*r to th« dat» of 3945^ 6O bp (OU-2O41) for a

wood «a»pl« at th» ba*» of th« •lop»«amh material in tr»nch AG .

Th< d*t* mutt, though, b* vi»w*d with caution. If th* p«aty

material f rom t r»nc h AM do*« con tain intrumiv* organic material

( »g . older eroded peat or charcoal transported fro*

u p* 1 ope /up«t ream) then the date (at could almo be the case for

th* trench AG tample) w i l l precede the date of tlopewath by an

unknown period. Likewime, the pottible mixture of org ale

material » meant that any C-14 determinatlont could poet-date

local metol ithic activity.

The low quantitien of pollen (table 44) cannot r e l i a b l y be
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Q«ptK (»)

Syrf «c«

0.00-0.30

Q.3G-0.50

0.50-O.y

0.57-0.70+

D e s c r i p t i o n o f D*p«j i ts

f t o r t

0.05 •

Rttl id, r*undt4 taflJi
• f f cniy aintrtl f • il

Black p i t t -
*T cn«rc*il

J t p » * i t > i t h

t«

n w i r xl r i

Tabl» 43 Tr«nch A M : strat igraphy at th* sampling point
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O.CD-0.0! 0.01-0.02 0.02-0.03 O.CD-Q.C4 O.CH-0.05 0.05-0.06 0.06-0.07

Ul«> l.l.J

W

2
3 3
I 2

1 1
I
1
1

3 I
3 4

2

3 i

1
1
7

2
1
I

21 4

1 C

3
1 1

2
7

2 2!

3 12

32.1 12.2 51.2 23.1 12.1 11.5

Tabl* 44 Trench AM ; Pollen and charcoal counts
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assessed for environ«N»n ta 1 purpo*e* and thim would especially be

th* case if th* deposit wa» subject to the processes of

contamination con j ec turpd above, *ince the mirrof o**i 1 content

would be similarly affected. the sample* are dominated by Aj nut

and Cyperaceae pollen, both of which are indicative of wet

condition*. Th» r»»i»tant »por»m of F j. I ica^*^ ar» frequently

differentially premerved in pollen preparation* but they do

indicate the local pretence of fern mpeciem. A l l of the pollen

and tpore type* are present in detailed analyieft from both the

Farm Field* »oil vample* ( Mo f f a t mf ) and thu rai*ed beach depo*it

to the we*t of the excavation tHiron* and tdward* mfa). The

ubiquity of the taxa from trench AM in many different age level*

in the raised beach profil*, preclude* a realistic a*»e»*ment of

either deposit age or the exittence of contamination but the

presence of A 1 n^f »ugge*t% a poot 65O08P date for the final

accumulation at the site.

Upslope of trench AM, there i» an area of denuded blanket peat

whicn ha* beer eroded by drainage waters and agricultural

activity ( *ee 111104). A small re»nant of peat 98 m north-east of

trench AM was cored and the maximum peat depth recoverable in the

chamber of the Russian corer (Jowsey 1V66) was found to be 1.13

m. The deposi t consisted of a humified fibrous peat, A ba*al

sample and two from higher in th« profile were taken and

processed for pollen analyci*. The re*ultt are *howr> in table 45.

The basal sample han much higher Alnui* Coryloid and Filicale*
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va ' ue* than those higher in the prof i le wheram t h* reverme im the

came for Gra«ineae and CaJ jyna . l~he d»c 1 in* ir: woodland taxa at

the r*i*»d b«*ch «it» i» d«t«d at around 3930 BP. It im not

e»rt*in that thi» d*t» would *pply to the d«clm» in Ajnuf *nd

Coryloid in th* blanket peat but at i* pom»ibl« that the event IB

analogous. The bamal »a«ple «< l *o contamm wore Qut^Cu> pollen

than im found in the mimed beach profile. Theme finding* muggemt

that prior to the perlod of wood land reduction indicated in the

blanket peat samples, the moil condition* upslope of the Farm

Field* were drier and Jbl e to support scw»e oak with alder-hazel

wood land, a 1 though thi t, was probably open with an undermtorey of

herb* and fern*. After the woodland decline an acid-heath

replaced the wood land here ra ther than the acid-grass 1 and around

the dawper raised beach mite.

KJ EDWARDS It KH H1RON5, SCHOOL Of GLOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF
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Tox»n (X l«tal L a n d p a l L t n )

'-

(it.)
( t«k)

C|rciltf]

Cff *r«c*«« Cftd| t l ]

Ckt« tK«r )
Cht* tK)

PLwtt f t lwct«t t t t tr iknrt

R t U , « t c . ;

FiUct

flP

Shr.k

Htrki

P«LUn , »f

D*pth C u t r t s f ro* top of d t p o s i t )

0.64-0.65 0.87-0.68 ! . 1 2 - 1 . 1 3

2.10
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.90
0.50

Z9.40
20.90
25.10
5.50
0.50
1.70
1.40

11.00

0.50

4.X
0.50

32.90
62.40

3.50
0.50

2.90
3.20
4.X

57.90
6.90
2.60
O.GO
0.50
7.50
5.20

Z2.90
0.50
0.60

10.10
4.90
4.90

80.10

16.70
0.50

7.70
19.90
13.00
20.90
9.20
0.90

3.90
1.50

22.90
3.70

43.20
19.30
1.20

34.30

235 347 336

Tablt 45 RH 3 : Polltn count
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POLLEN AND CHAHCG^ WWL9EB FROM THE KflRM FIELDS SITE, KINLOCH,

ISLE OF RHJH

Ken R Hiron* and Kevin J Edward*

Th» organic depo*itt near the Farm Field* encava t ion 1 1 te ( Hof f a t

mf , Edward* i Hi ran* mf ) f provide only *nap*hot*' of their

re* pec 1 1 v* env i ronmwn t* 1 con t»nt». A pro^iming 1 oc* 1 i ty for

providing « long-term record of «n v i ronmwn t* 1 wvwnt* at th» Farm

Fi»ld» M«« that of th« rai**d bvach ar«a to th» w»*t. At a

dimtanL* of mom* 200 « f rom th« vxcavationm, a p»at d»po*i t bvgan

forming at arounc1 7800 radiocarbon ye*rm BP and it* in v«» t iga 1 1 on

form* th» ba*l* of thi* r»port.

METHODS

Th» anp

Th« mawpling »it» i* a vollgvnou* *ir« found on vmtuarin* clay*

firmt inv»*tigat»d by Dr Donald Sutherland. Th« aim warn to find

th» tran*ition from marine-clay to t»rr«»trial p«at and mo

provide a data for the retreat of the *ea after th* main

pomtglacia) tranmgremmioo. Sutherland • *it» (designated mite

Hhl , 111 : '4 ) Ma* murveyed by u* am part of an upmiop* tran*ect

(111 10*: ) carried out in order to define th« *h«pe of the

hi I 1•lop* and the bamin of accumulation. A *a*p1• »onalith Ma*

collected fro« th< d»ep«»t point on th* tranmeet at an a 1titube
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ILL 105 : (a) Plan showing i ran»«ct i in t« o* tl>4 cort tittt RH 1 and
R H 2 . ( b ) T r a n * t c t t i n t* showing p«at depth*. N B . 2 - 5 *
v e r t i c a l exaggerat ion.
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of 9.9 m local OD. The base of this profile is located close to

th* «aKi*Hj* height of the postglacial transgression. The

stratigraphy is shown in table 46.

Th* irniHrd i ate en v i ronmen t of the *i t • is rough gra z ing dominated

by Jgnpym but fur mer c u l t i v a t i o n ridge* attest to a more varied

hi*tory of agriculture. Above the field the land rises sharply

and the sandstone * 1opev are dominated by Qjt̂  \ ypa. vu i_QAr A* and

hy1 in 14 c aeru1ea. There it a coniferous theLter-belt to the east

of the site and hedgerow* containing Cr«t*4QUl mpnuQyn^ and S^ t i *

vpp.

Loss -on- ign 1 1 i on determinations were made on cont iguou* i cm

thick samples which were dried at 110 C for 12 hours and ignited

at 530 C for 8 hours. The results are calculated as percentage

dry weigh1- and they are plotted in 111 I '6.

Samples for pollen and microscopic charcoal analyse* were

processed by standard NaOH, acetolysis and HF techniques prior to

•ounting in silicone oil (Faegri i Iversen 1975). A l l sample*

were volu*etrically prepared by displ ace*en t and tablets of

anootinu* added in order that palynoworph

concentrations could be estimated (Stockmarr 1^62) . The pol len

sum aim*d at was 5OO de terminable land pol len grains which was

not attained for all levels ( e.g. b*tw««n i. 03-1. 17 * and in th«
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basa 1 clay* which were barren of po 1 1 en ) . The po 1 1 wn data are

presented as a percentage of the total land pollen sum with

po I 1 en and spores ou t s ide the sum calculated a* sum + tawon . The

pollen diagram ( 1 1 1 1'-^ ) im divided into local pollen assemblage

zones (RhI-RhIII) torn* of which are further subdivided into

»ubion«B. Full concentration data are not gi ven here but a curve

for total po lien cone en tration* it premented in 1 1 1 I ' 1 ' . The

coun t» for microscopic charcoal are bamird on f ragmen tm greater

than 151 urn in mtze. Curve* for charcoal concentration and the

total pollen to charcoal ratio (Swam 197^) *r» al»o pre»en ted in

i l l I"b .

Five aamplem were u»ed for the C-14 dating of *ite Rhl . Four

magpie* were taken from the pollen monolith and a f i f t h c a me f rom

the mame «a*p!e hole at the bame of the peat (Sutherland mf } .

Dating wat carried out on 2 cm or, in the ca»r of the upper**}* t

mample where the peat had left* organic content, 3 cm tlice* of

peat by The University of Glasgow Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory.

A c hrono 1 ogy of *ed imen tat ion may be proposed by plotting the

a v a i l a b l e C-14 date* (table 47) against depth and interpolating

between mean quoted sample ages. lllu»tration »howm ftuc h a

ti*e-depth curve which ha* been completed by a**ummg a date of 0

year* bp for t h* surface and as%u»ing the dat« taken fro* the

basal 2 c* of peat by Sutherland corresponds to the basal 2 cm of

peat in the sample mono 1 1 1 h .

Th« ti*»-depth curve ha* b«en u»»d to convert pollen
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coocentrationm into to ta l po1 1 en AC cumu t a tion rate* or po1 1en

inf lu* in i l lustrat ion Iu7.

RESULTS

T he stratigraphy recorded at • a m p 1 e s i t « R h 1 i » given in table 46

Ppt I en zpny Rhl ( ; • 37-1 .41 m, 6400-6500 BP }

Thi* zon» pr«c»*d» th« ri»« in * 1 d*r poll»n. It i* Ch*r*ct»rii»0

by • p«*k of Cyp»r*c»«» (»*dg») rising f ro/n i?'/. to t h» hi gh»» t

m»dg* polt«n fr«qu»nci«» in th» profil* ( 7 1 X ) b«for« declining by

th» »nd of t h* ton* . Two

Rhl* U. 57-1.33 ff. a40O-75QO BP )

Thi* mubzon* i» ch*ract«ri*»d by incr«*»ing Coryloid { c t . ha !• I )

and Cyp«rac*a» p«rc*ntag»* , falling GraMin«a« (gra*m) and

Co*po*ita» values and Ranuncu 1 ac»a», Th« 1 tC trw"». U.ycgppd turn

mff i aao and Emcxtrum ar» pr«m«nt. Other h*rb pollen type* include

a !• landica . CarvQDhvl lacgae. Sani f raoeaceae .

t ferae, Pla.nt«QP CQrortQput and P. mart t j«a. and &el la

mel 1 jQinQiflea vpores So*« of the«« ta»a indicate the presence ot

plant ccw»*unitie» winch nay re f lec t the proximity of the sea

(e .g . , Caryophy 1 1 aceae , P 1 ao^QQ *a r j_^ j, m^ , Co*po»i tae ) . Oth*rt

are character ist ic of late- or early postglacial op*n

•nviron»»nts (e .g . , Arteaisi* . Kcxniai* islandica. Thai it trum.

Emp«trmn. LvcQpQfliua lelaao ) . This subione suggests th«
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establ ish**n t of open haiel scrub with an understorey of

horsetails, ferns and sedges and with t* 1 1 - h*r b COAMHJH i t les

including F; j jjrndu I * , RuaaeM acetQ%a and U*b* 1 1 i ferae . Br tu 1 a

(birch) and Ptnui ( pine ) may have b»en presen t on t h* island at

the ti** but were probably not local to the Karm Fields. The

closing of th* har«l canopy app»ar» tc hav» mupr«»t«d th«

flow«rj.ng of CcHHpomitaw, Th^ jj c t rum t LyCQQPd ium it 1 ago and

trum . Charcoal im low in concentration and p»rc»ntag» t«rm».

Subzon* Rhlb f i . 53-1. 4 j m, 750Q-6SOO HP)

Corylo id and Cyp»r*c«*» po 1 1 »n ar» dominant ^nd F 1 1 ipcndyjla .

F \ Ij. c 1 1 f y and £Qun»t^m mcr»a*«. D»mijnda »por«» ar» pr«»«nt fro*

lbrac*t»n)n«ar th» star t of thi* »ubzon« and P t C f A d

important in the latt»r part . Op«n haz«l scrub w i t h an

und»rmtor«y of ••dg**, F ; 1 ip^rQu 1 < » K» t <*pyri^^ , R<j<mx , ferns and

tt tu* spp. dominated this long period. Th* increased

frequencies of Potent i l ia and 3uCCi»a. . the appearance of C*l tuna

(heather) pollen suggest the es tabl i *h*en t of dwarf -shrub heaths

on th« drier sandstone soi ls near th* tite.

Microscopic charcoal fragments are present throughout the

analysed prof i le but are low in concentration in rone RhI . Local

anthropogenic a c t i v i t y may b* indicated by th* p*ak of SuftEi

JCe.tQ»a-typ* pollen in K l b and th* increased frequencies of

several pollen types which *ay, arguably, support a suggestion of

local burning) Ptffridiu* aoui I inun. Pot»ntl 1 la and Heiaaovrua. In

combination these lines of evidence suggest that the vegetation
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of the mire surface was disturbed by fire at times in this lone

and that this disturbance could have contributed to the

establ ish*>en t of AjnLit (alder ) in the next zone ( Me Yean 1956* ) .

It is not possible to attribute this disturbance to either

• n throp»o<3»n ic or natural fir»* on th» d«t* pr»*«nt»d h»r« .

R h l l m.

This zon« «t*rt* *t th« r i *• in /j] ngt po ll«n *nd «nd* jumt *ft»r

A 1 nu» *nd Coryloid po 1 1 »n b«q in major d«clin»» and gra»» po I 1 »n

mcr*a»»*. T h» jon» i» divided into ^iv» mubzono* on th» ia»i* of

major fluctuation* in AJj^gf pol 1 »n fr«qu«nci»*.

(1.41-1.31 *. 6300-3930 BP J

An i n i t i a l 5H_Vi K (willow) pollen peak dec 1 mem (50-<1V.) as

frequencies increase and ferns expand. There i» less Potent i l l * .

rts! 1 eJP Q y T u_T and Cyperaceae po lien than in the prev lou* /one .

SDhaunuB and sedges were replaced by local stands of willow which

**ere in turn, replaced by AJ_n_y_j, The/re is a 1 oss-on- ; gn 1 1 ion peak

at 1.40 » which sug.ests a period of erosion resulting in the

flushing of mineral material onto the «ire. McVean (l'?36b, 327)

h*s sho**n that Ainu* QJutlnpia is a pioneer species capable of

colonising a wide range of *et habitats as they become aval lable

and wo-ild not normally be involved in a simple S*. 1 J^B~ft Inm

hydroseral sucession. A j n y t was clearly immigrating to an area

already suited to its colonisation.

Coryloid pol 1 en frequencies **ere not affected by th* 9aJ 1 ̂-
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Lib n». fUdi*cvk*n yn. BP

BU-2QK2
8U-21M

5300 t CO
W-2110
OU-2101

CkptK C.

1.55-1.V
I.33-1.41
US-1.21
O.W-0.91
0.53-0.62

Table 47 Cort RH I : radiocarbon dtttrmination*
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sue ems ion , a 1 though its concentra t ior. declined briefly at the

lower zone boundary, Ihim might indicate that C Q r v 1 u » a,v_tJ 1 *,OJ

MAC the specie* concerned here am the alternative Hyr ica B * Lf

wou Id probably have been in f 1 uenced by the local c hang»s on th*

bog surface had it been present. The scarcity of flvr ica on Rhum

at the present time is notable (eg. McVean i R a t c l i f f e

Rate l i t r e 1977 ) .

Subzone R h I I b (1.31-1.27 m, 595O-5700 BP )

Thim mubzone im charac ter imed by greatly reduced Ĵ nt^t *nd

Coryloid and increased Ptrr_jdiug and Grammeae values. The»e

changes indicate a reduced tree cover both on the damp alder-

fern woodland suggested for wet areas of the mire and on the

drier surround ing slopes which may have supported hazel. The

change to grasses and bracken and further reduced Sphagnum and

indicates a continued drying of the local mire

surfaces. Charcoal concentrat ions and percen tages are higher in

R h l l b and the start of R h l l c than in RhIIa.

The po 1 1 en changes, and inc r eased f requency of charcoal in this

•ubzone suggest the decline of woodland may be associated with an

increased incidence of fire.

Subtone MU (1,27-1. j7 «. VOQ-523Q BP }

and Cory jgid. pollen frequencies recover in thi» mubzone and

a gradual dec line of grasses and bracken takes place. Potanti 1 la

pollen values are low and MelampyruB is absent, Sohaonum regains
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low and PQJ rise*, These change* suggest that the m i r e

sur f ace »a* s t i l l f a i r l y dry but there i * also )o**-on-ignitian

evidence for the wasnmg of mineral on to the nur f ace of the

site. T hi * i * the per iod of max i/wu» Pxnuf p o l l » n fr»qu»nci«» »nd

cor r»«pondm to th« »Kp*nmion of Pj njjl on to driwr jar a t»d bog

«urf*c*« on Sky* (William* 1976). A jn^y^ and Qg r y 1 u * «xp«nd»d to

r»g«in th*ir forn«r habitat*, »ugg«*ting op»n woodland a* in

»ubzon» R h l l * . Gram* ard »»dg»» m a i n t a i n a major pr»»»nc» and a

rang* of h«rb* i* pr»*a»nt. F r a K j. n u «_ po 1 1 «n hat it* f ir*t

app»aranc» . Po 1 1 «n fr»qu^nci«» of F j 1 j t?>ndij i a and Qymunda ar» 1 ow

p«rhap* i n d i c a t i n g that th»y w«r» unabl* to ra>g*in th»ir former

i- in th» rt g»nera ting woodland.

R h l l d (1.17-1.03 *. S25Q-1950 BP j

In t hi * »uoion« AJ njjm pollen frequencies are reduced and thome of

•edge* mcreame. FI I iptndu I* pollen and tiQuimetuff . Osmanda and

Sphagnum »pore» increase. Potenti 1 la . Ranunculaceae and

Me. 1 e»pyrUjB a l l expand and Pttff ictiui h** • peak. There is *om«

evi dence tha t c harcoa 1 product ion increased, c e r t a i n l y in

relation to pollen. This coupled with the p o s s i b i l i t y that

Pt»r-iQiu<» t so** spec ie* of Potent; 1 1 4 and M e l a m p y r u m . »ay

increase in response to f i r e , could indicate the disturbance oY

vege ta t ion arising f rcww burn ing .

In the first part of the subione increased bohaonu*.

and Cyperaceae all suggest a wetter Hire surface. In th* latter

part of the subzone • s i m i l a r succession of pollen-typvs to that
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found in R h l l a takem place. Sphagnum and w«re replaced

by 5*1 j, n i again coinciding with an mcreame in Mineral con ten t of

the p*at, indicated by 1 omm-on- igni t ion decreaming fro* 75-807. to

60 X. Thim change warn followud by the decline of S< i i K and the

r»-«xpan«ion of Qlnu* with f»rn*. In R h l l a m i m i l a r chang«» w«r»

int»rpr»t»d am r»multmg from drying of th« *ir« and thm

• xpanmion of A j n LJ ̂  «*m int»rpr«t«d am rwmultmg f rom th« invamion

o* Sa I i x by arriving AJPUK population*.

Th* »xpan*ionm of i 1 mt*r»*ting am both

ar» r»mimtant to salt-mpray and thim might indicate that an

incr»am»d incidwnc* of gal*m contributed tc th» pattern of

•ventm. The mtart of thi * mubzone ( c . 52OO BP ) datem to around

the time of the elm decline nhen climatic m h i f t m have been

muggetted for north-wemtern Scotland ( Penn ing ton ê ^ * \ • 1 *?7 2 |

W i l l i a m * 1976) pommibly involving incrwamed precipitation

remulting frc _ -outhward dimplacement of the polar front

(Magny 1982) .

Rhile (1.03-0.74 ».

Thi* mubzone ha* a recovery of ft] qua *nd Coryloid pollen to

th*ir higha»mt frequencie* in tha? diagram. Lo««r fr»quencie« of

fernm, h*rb* of open ground and herb ta*a possibly local to the

»ir» *urface, for e«a*pte, Fil laendula and Q*»uoda. mugga-mt that

thift warn th« period of momt c lomed tree vegetation at the m i t e .
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Evidence for possib'e human impact begins at the time of *

mid-»ubzone increase in mineral matter. P] an t«QQ l^nceoj ata and

Poter> til 1 •- type pollen start a • 1 ow increase whi 1* Fj 1 iprncJuI*

• nd Qjtftjnqi values b«gin to d»c)in». Th«r« i* almo th» beginning

of « »hift to***rdm high»r gr«»m po 1 1 *n f r»qu»nc i w •. Th«

compomition of tin* tr«» pollen «m»*mbl*g* b*^ini to include much

open habitat ta *a am IJjL*.. Fr4>< inui *nd 5orb*i>. *nd Lon it;er f im

pr»t»nt. At the end of the *ubion» B t tu ' a expandm to rpach it»

highest frequency in the pro f i le .

Subione RhIII ( Q . 7 4 - Q m. 395Q-pre»ffnt1

Thi» zone f c t a r t m ai A jnua begin* to decl ine and i» c1o»e to

• tart of reduction* in Fi l icale* and Coryloid frequ»ncle». Gr«»»

po 1 1 en f rirquenc i •» ri»e m i g n i f i c a n t l y at the mtar t of the phame.

Poten 111)a, Betu1 a and Er icaceae u n d i f f , pol len i* better

repr»»enten and Fi 1 icendul*. Ptendium* Q«mund* and 5*1 in are

let* frequent. Two »ub2On»» are def ined) RhlMa im a transit ional

lone where Atnui *nd Cory lo id are decl ining and Phl l lb a f te r the

decline has taken p lace.

&ubione RhUU ( Q . 7 4 - 0 . S O c*. 395Q-2POQ BP )

Thi» subzone im defined by f a i l i ng flloua and Coryloid pollen

trequenc ie* which are replaced by gr*»» and to a le«»er extent

•edge pollen. Potanti11* i« ml igh t l y increased over the previou*

i one. Th*«e change* »ugge»t * dec line in the alder we. ad land and

tall-herb coauMjnitiem previouvly dominating th« mire *urface» and

the haiel on »urrounding drier coils. This is ref lected by a
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change in the peat between 0. 67-0. 73 m where the wood content

decreases. Gal lvn* •nd SuCC i»a. pollen expand suggesting the

replacement of Cory Igs on drier slopes by the spread of heath

vegetation. Bt tu la and 5orbu» poll»n *r» pr»»«nt in high

•fr»qu»nci«», both po»mibl/ •Kp*ndinq «» pion»»r tax* on dn«r

cl»*r«d *r»«» left op»n by th» removal of h*zel. One cer«al-type

pollen grain wa* found *t the start of R h I I I a . In combination

with the increased frequencies of P 1 ap t,*Qg ^anjeqt a ta, . P.

and increaied charcoal f requenc iet, clearance for agriculture i»

suggested. The start of this subzone also coincides with a

decline in P j_ng> . Thi« decline is approximately coeval with t h*

regional pine decline at c. 40OO BP and it is often interpreted

elsewhere as a being caused by either man and/or climate

(Bennet t 1984 ) .

ne R h l l l b (0. 50-p m. 29QQ-prr»«n t j

This subzone has the I owes t frequencies of tree poll en , Coryloid

pollen and fern spores. These are replaced by pollen of heaths,

grasses , sedges and Ppten ti 1 1 a . This suggests the development of

base -poor grassland perhaps similar to that on the site at

present . The reduced miner a 1 content of the peat in the first

half of the subzone shows that local soils had reached an

equilibrium after the decline of alder and hazel.

Cereal-type pollen for»t a continuous curve in the latter half of

this zone and the presence of pollen of ruderal ta*a (eg,

Cowpositae, flrtMtitl* t Ranunculaceae and Rumen acetPia' . suggests
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R H l i b
R H I l a

• • • • » * « • 0 • • • t* * 1* It •

Pollen sum • total land plant p o l l e n t taxa outside sum as percent sum + taxon
Exaggeration oF open curve is x l O .

I L L 1 0 6 : R H 1 . Ptrc«ntag« po l t tn diagram
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ILL 108 (contd) RH 1. P«rc«ntog« poll«n dl«gr»»

Poll«n mum • tot»l land pl*nt poll«n: t«x« out»ld« mum ••
p«rc«nt «un + t«xon. Ex*(|*r*tion of op«n curv» I* xlO.
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that this was the period of most intensive cult ivation. Start ing

around O.28 * ( th* beginning of a continuous cereal curve and

dated to c. 15OO BP ) thim period coincide* w i th increased mineral

input to the peat. This probably represents th* consequence* of

moil instabi l i ty resulting from agricultural ac t i v i t y directly

upslope of the pollen mite. Local recent cul t ivat ion is evidenced

by the l a z y bedm at th* mite i t m e l f . Th* incr»ame in Fr*

pollen probably re late* to the expansion of Fri

vegetation had beco»* mor» op*n.

a f te r local

It I ,am been »ho**n above that th«re im po 1 1 »n evidence of pom* i b 1 e

Hemolithic ac t i v i t y at Far* Fiwldm at learnt bett-«en c. 595O-57OO

BP . Befor* thi» time pollen evidence for the impact of »an is

d i f f i cu l t to distinguish fro* the general background pollen of

ear ly postglacial open and exposed habi ta ts . A co*binat ion of

h«rb po 1 1 en types f rom p lants which may respond to f i r», and

charcoal evidence, suggests that f i re was an important ecological

factor and may have contributed to conditions leading to th*

ex pans i i of ftlnm at 650O BP. Whether such f ire was del ib*rate

and associated with th* mesolithic inhabitants of Rhxa* or wh*th«r

it was accidental or the result of lightning str ikes is unkno**n.

f i rs t appa-arance of Planta.QP i*nceojata (rib**ort plantain)

occurs at 1OO cm depth and is dated to 49QO BP. This suggests

that Rhua was inhabited at the tim* although tha> occupants

Impact on the alder **oo<3 1 and was Minimal. Tha> start of the f irst
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sustained hillwash event recorded by mineral inwash at Rhl was at

0.90 * depth and dated to c. 47OO BP . At O.80 * (42OO BP ) th* P.

lit j cjrve b*co**s continuous suggesting that man s impact,

possibly associated wi th grazing act iv i t ies, spread to the drier

m I op«* *bov« Rhl f x r » t c*'j*ing mo»« washing of ;Mn*r«l cvn to th«

*ir» and that »»ver*l hundred y«*r» »l*p*«d t>«Yor» direct i*pact

*t*rt»d on th« *ir« i t m « l f . Th« Ji*Jor •cc«l»r*t»d i*p*ct CMH th«

*ir« »t*rt»d «t th* bwgining o^ ion* R h i l l * *t c. 390OBP. Th«r»

i» a «ugg«Btion of local arabl* cultivation aft*r cl««r«nc« of

*ld»r and hazvl, charcoal b*co»*ft »or» fr»qu*nt and a general

c hang* to op«n cond 1 1 ion* i m «ppar»n t. Thi » tak*m the form of

local ••dg«-gram* 1 and with plantain*, Ranuncu 1 acvav and

Co«po«it*« and «*pan«ion of hwathm with Sue. C i • * «nd

tn vironnwn ta 1 di»turbanc»* in th* neolithic may b* •««*in*d in

th* light of radiocarbon datem am»oci*t*d wi th co l luv ia l

«lop*Ma*h depotit* m th* *«cavaticM-i ar*a ( 1 1 1 ). Wood fro*

b*n*ath colluviu* in tr*nch AG w*» dated to 3945^ 6O BP (OU-

2O41) , while p»a»"y organic material b*n*ath colluviu« in trench

Art w«» d«t«d to 4260 * 70 BP &U-2i06). Th* interpretation of

th*«e datem requires fto*e caution (Edward* 4 Hirons »f ) but they

•ay provide th* earliest datem for up* lope erosion for their

r»sp*c tiv* sa*pl ing si tes . Th* evidence for neolithic impact at

th* pol len prof i le sit« to th* M*st of Far* Field* i» cc*o»i*t»nt

with th* date*.

Th* suggestion of anthropogenic impact fro* th* pollen record at
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Rhl in the tLmm b«tw*«n 7SOO and 49OO when no *«ttl***nt evidence

i« evident in the e*cavation i» not nece«»arily ano*oloum. The

rai»ed t>««ch *r«» i« •f-f»ctiv«ly of f -* i t« with r*g*rd to th«

•xc«v«t»d *r»*( itm pollam r»cord thu* r»f l«ct f t diff»r«nt

influ»nc«« though th« pollen c*tcn*«nt area* of th» poll*n *nd

• rch**olCH3 ic* 1 ftit*ft »*y w« 1 1 overlap. Th« »n vi ron»»n t* 1 record

im pr«do*in4n t 1 y local and indicat»» anthropogenic and other

fac to r * which are umilarly local . N«v»r tha> 1 emm , the prof i le

doem mhow veg«tatiooal chang*% con»i»tant with hu«an impact

during the »e»ol i thic , neolithic and later periodm and they VKXJ 1 d

also appear to demon»trat«- diftturOancem which have yet to be-

accounted for in the archaeological record of the area.

KR H1RONS 4 KJ EDWARDS, SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY

BIRMIW3HAM.
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SOIL SAMPLES FROM THE FAKM FIELDS

EXCAVATION, KINLOCH, ISLE OF RHUK.

Ken R Hiron* and Kevin J

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of phosphate*, organic matter and trace element* in

• oil* associated with archaeological excavation takes place

primarily to a**i*t in the interpretation of human activity. Thi*

work* on the premime that the disposal of domestic rubbish and

human and animal waste product* over a sufficient period of time,

way lead to the enhancement of certain chemical element* in the

•oil. The analysis of *oi 1 phosphate* i» the most ccNunon *oil

ch**i»try te*t to be used in archaeological context*,

particularly in an effort to a*«e*» the *patial extent, intensity

or type of activity (Provan i97i, Proudfoot 1V76, Edward* et â .

1983). An a«*e*tment of *oil organic content may indicate the

presence of burning, biological re*idue» or the accumulation of

•oil organic matter (cf. Hamond 1985)and, although le** useful,

trace element determination* have been u*ed for similar purpose*

(Sokoloff and Carter 1952, Cook and Keiier 1963, Hamond 1903).

Thi* report prevents chemical data from 36 sample* »ub*itted by

th* ewcavator* in 1983. The principal aim of tn* investigation

na* to compare *oi1 pho*phate concentration* in cample* from

excavation trench AD with phosphate level* along a transect in
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th* ft*** field (111 109 ). Th* opportunity wa* a 1 «o taken to

•**e*« th« *a*ple» for organic mat ter and limit ed trace elemen t

content.

Sampling proc«iuram

Th* »oil* in th* excavation f ie ld have been a**e**ed (Davidton

1964) a« comprising a top»oi1 of mandy loam (O-24 c* in *a*ple

trench O808^*)) underlain by »tony 1 oa*iy *and (24-58 c m ) and a

•tony »and/grav»l lay«r (38-116+ cm), Th» »tony horizon* ar«

int«rpr«t»d a* being of g 1 ac la 1 / f 1 u v io-g 1 ac i a 1 origin. Tha>

top«oil im now a cu l t i va t ion hor i zon and t h* pr»hi*tonc moi l may

have been a peaty gley (w i t h podiolm occurring in better drained

area*) . Davidton sugge*t* that cul t ivat ion nay have remu 1 ted in

th* lorn* of an earlier peat layer.

Detai l* of soil *ample location* are *hown in I l l iu^and table

48. Within the con*traintm of th* *a*pling progra«i»«, it Haft the

al« of th* excava to r * to obtain data *howing both horizontal and

vertical variation* in ch**ical content. ba«ple» PI to Pi*

relate to trench AD and two of it* PA t* (AD 5 and AD 4 } . 5a«ple*

P20 to P36 were obtained fro* 9 shovel p ) t * mpaced at a maximum

interval of 23 « along a tran«a>c t running north-**«ftt of trench AD

(111 109 ). In each •hovel pit (except P22) , *a*ple* were

col lee t*d fro* th* *urface of th* ftubftoi1 ( i .e. fro« i*»*dlately

below th* vift lble cul t ivat ion horiton) and fro« th* aa»* depth

again MI thin th* *ub«oi1. A work ing hypotn**i* wa* that th*
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transect sample* would provide background levels for the

chemical composition of the mo^l* in the proximity of the

excavations .

Methods of Analysis

Samp 1 es were dr ied at 110 C for 24 hrm and sieved throug1- a 2 nm

memh . For phosphorus determinat ion , samp 1 e» w»r« ignit«d for 1

hour at 55O C *nd dig»»t»d for 1 hour in IN KC 1 to »xtr.--t

organ ic and inorganic pham»* ( ftnder m«n 1976). Th» extract na*

•fllt»r»d, *ad« up to 1OO ml and total pho»phorum w*» d«t»rmm»d

by th* pho*pho-mol ybda t» method of rVjrphy 1 Rilwy (1962). Every

fourth *ampl» na» repeated and cro»m-batch replicate* were

included for an eitimate o"* overall between - and within - batch

prec i

Initial emtimatem of organic Matter content Mere «ade uming low

temperature io»» on ignition (8 hr« at 4QO C) . More acceptable

emtimates were sought using the OKidnabte organic carbon Method

of Walkley & Bljck (1934). Again every fourth sample was

duplicated. Values of total organic matter ( XOM ) were calculated

from the owidisable organic carbon data using a correction factor

of 1.724 (Hesse 1*71, Finlayson 1975).

Measures of tota 1 manganese (Mn)t zinc i Zn ) , calciuai (Ca ) ,

magnesium ( rtg ) and copper ( Cu ) w*re made by atomic absorption

spec tropho torn* try on a Perkin -Elmer 306 AA8 af ter sample
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Sup U Nt

PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
PS

P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
PI5
P16
P17
Pie
P19

P20, P21
P22

P23, 24
P23. 2S
P27. M
P29. 30
P3I. 32
P33, 34
P33, 3B

h*U*. ctnlrt *f «.fUtd 0222 [RO 6]
UtU. E.
0.05. ,,
0.10.
0.15. • •
0.20. - -
0.25. • •
0.30. > •
0.35. up
fulfill i

k* t t *k ct
lufcivil i

(•f *4 f t .
0.20. J*-
0.30» > .
fcttU. E.
W c#rritr
3.00. E.
^t ctrftir

ih*vtlp it
"

••
-
-
-,
,,

-

• •

.iJ. *f ..ftitJ 0272 (RD 6]
E. .iJ« *f .^Ut4 0222 [RD 61

..
..
(Up <^«) E. .iJ« tf t^tit^ 0222 [RO 61
wr f«c« , 0.50. E. «f E. *i^ «f i«ft i»4 07
*tri *f .^U.J 0708 [RO 1]
urf»c«, 0.50. E. «f t«fU«^ 0706 [HO 1)

E. *U< .r ^U.J 0200 [flD H
n E. i.J. *f *«fl!.J 0208 [flD I)

> ,
ii^t «r «^tit^ 02oe [no n
tnnck FC, twk *« i i *wrf**ct

•f HW ctrntr irtnck flD, iuti*il igrftci

Irtnck flD, ivbittl »yrf«c*

1 0730/1910
2 OttQ/WOO
4 OM/OMO
3 04CV102D
6 0530^170
8 (370^330
9 QUO/3530
10 0130/SMQ
11 OOZQ/BvHO

en

Table 46 Description of the campling points (or chemical
analyst* across the excavation s i te
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digestion by the acid-pressure deto*position method of Bernas

(1978). The Cu content was below the limit* of detection in al l

sample*.

Result*

Remult« of total phosphorus and organi/ *a t ter determinations are

g i ven in tab 1 • 49. The overall precision of t he method in t«r*«

of 1 aboratory pr«cin ion (uming th« valu*» for r«plicat»m) and of

background (shovel pit) vertical and horizontal variability,

uming replicatem fro« different moil levelm (»ub»oil and »ub»oi1

surface) and from closely spaced pit« 1, 2 and 4, Ham estimated

by the method of Vermeulen ( i*?53 ) . Theme, and entifnatem of

confidence intervals (following Chamberm 1964) are shown in table

SO. The data muggemt that differences greater than 250 pp« (9OV.

significance) or 35Opp* (95X) are likely to be significantly

different qiven laboratory imprecision. Background moil vertical

and horizontal variability muggemtm that only differences between

samples which exceed 550 pp* (90X) or 80O ppm (957.) are likely to

be weaningful for the purpose* of identifying artificial

enhancement. Variability of less than this couId be expected by

varying depth of mampling in th* moi1. For estimated total

organic matter determinations, precisions are given in table 51.

Horiiontal variability is greater than vertical variations for

organic matter,

1 ) The shovel pi t samples used to assess possible background
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r , u l o i a i L r no tpn t rou j uxiouioi* LTianic LI*., i • t. a i
Swap It N«. r P L Y n • M 1 4pp«. Larbtn k Llrgcnie natttr

P22 344

P73 3bO

!:!]" !:
5.7 9.

P24 4?2 "1 1.3 2.
440 J

P25 136 •
136 .

P26 660

ni 204 •
212
204 .

P?fl 290

PZ9 340 '
350 .

P30 456

P31 456 '
398
336 .

P32 560 '
450
520 .

P33 356 "
372
2S4 .

P34 300

P35 260 '
272.

P3C 420 '
400 .

136 ° 7'

4.3 I ? 7.
4.1 J 7.

;I.G e.
207

2 . 6 4.

M5

!:§]" !:
2.3 4.

392

2.8 4,
510

3.3 t.
337

2.9 5.

2« U9 3'

!:?]» 3:

J J B ,

8

2

4

J J 7 . 2

2

8

2

c ] 5 - 7

0

e

7

0

3

|] 5.0

LVSI •

Ign it it

17.7

21.7

6.1

18.6

1 4 . 1

13.2

12.5

9.9

13.4

i.6

11. e

12.1

12.2

8.5

11.9
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Pr ec is i o n

10.6

i k « L y i« bt * i f l n i f i c a n t

vtr ic t vtr « i « n

K » r i i # n t t L vir itt
: 3 .4 :13.9

i i Z . 4

i20 .5

Table 50 Chemical analysis ac ross the excava t ion s i t e
total phosphatt dtter mination, estimatt of

'" inabil i ty ( ppm P )

Pr tc is ion

v«r

v t r t l c t l v t r i t t i » n

K « r n * f t t « l v*r lit i t n

±60

* 1 3 5

i l20

D i f f t r t n c t L i k « L y t * kt
9CZ

1250

i550

^ c * n f i d t n c t

1350

1900

1750

Table 51 C h t m i c a l analy*l* acrois (he •icavation t i t t ;
t o t a l organic mat te r d t t t r m l n a i l o n , t i t ima t t o f
v a r i a b i l i t y ( V. om )
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leve/ 1 s of P 1 ro* the Kinloch field vary in cone en tra t ion between

136 and 6£0 pp« P (both shovelpit 5). There i» a general tendency

for sample* from within the subsoil to have P value* exceeding

tho*e at the surface of the subsoils (r*nge«| 216-660 ppm for

*ub*oil* and 136-3C3 ppm for *ub»oi 1 surface). Thi* pattern

hold* for all but *hovelplt 1 but i* never significant even at

90X confidence level. Illustration 110 show* frequency histograms

of the phosphorus determinations I 2a) f rom t he surface of the

subsoil and 2b ) from within the subsoil. The slight difference

in value* is apparent from the histogram*. There is no apparent

spatial trend in P concentration* within the transect sample*.

2) Phosphate samples fro* the subsoil surfaces in trench AD (P10,

PI 2 , P17-1V) range in cone en t r t ion between 4 46 ppm and 1770ppm.

P10, P17 and P19 are all significantly higher in P than shovelpit

samples at the 9OX probability level. Illustration i | n shows a

hi* tog ram of all sample* f rom t renc h AD including those f rom the

two pits.

3} Vertical phosphate variability within the two pit* AD208 and

AD222 showed no consistent trend or any layers with significantly

enhanced P levels. Th* two samples with highest concentration*

occur at th* top of AD222 (PV} and at PiO close by. A student* t-

test of differences between »ean* for samples of unequal variance

was used to compare the background samples (X • 3M pp* P, s - +

124) with samples fro* trench AD (X - 445 opm P( • - •*• 211). This

gave a t obs of 3.27 which is significant at p 0.01 given d.f. •
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31. Thus, a**L.»ing both cample set* to b» normally distributed*

which *ee*» rea»onable on inspection of t i l i'j1:' , the *a<ftple*

fro* AD have *ign i f ic an t 1 y higher P concentration* than the

background <a«p 1 e» .

4) There i» *cn»e tendency for organic matter to increase

down* 1 ope in t h* surface and »ub«oil mamp 1 •» of th« bac kground

tran*»ct. T hm lack o* ccmumtant vertical variation im not

un*x p«c t»d giv»n that *ampl«» ca«» f ro* b«n»a th t h< cu 1 1 1 va t»d

»urfac» horizon. hawimu* organic matter valuem of 8. IX, and V.6X

are lower down the field (pitm 2 and 4} w h i l m t the lowwmt value

i* at pit 11 at the top of the field. Pit 1 ha» low value* but

i» on the k n o l l with trench AD. Some organic matter value*

within trench AD tend to be highi P10 • 14. BX (high«*t value) and

P16 » 17. 4X. However , bac kground variation 11 large and AD

values other than the two aforementioned f a l l within th»

background range .

Organic matter profile* fro* pit* ADS and AD6 *how no clear

patterning, although P2 at 12. IX fro« tha> ba*e of AD6 is

significantly higher than *a*ple» overlying it and it» near

neighbour PI .

5) An extended di*cu**lon of the trace *le»ent analy*e* i»

beyond the remit for thl* study. Th« data in table 32 are

inrluded for intereit. duch bates a* Ca and Mg are highly

susceptible to leaching processes, Ca and hn values *ay b*

enhanced by thaj disintegration of booe in acid solls while Zn and
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ILL 110 : Chtmlcal anatytlt acrot* tht tilt. Frtqu«rvcy dl*tribution*
for phosphatt determination*
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Cu are concentrated in th«ilfi*h and the vitcera of much w i ld l i fe

a* fith, ani«al* and bird* ( c f . Hamond 1985). A more

co«preh»nti ve mtudy of the ch4.-.ittry of moil* at the t i te HOU 1 d

be of interett .

Photphate concentration* fro* teveral »a*ple* t*k«n from tr»nch

AD at Kmloch Farm f i«ld w«r» found to b« m ign i f i can t l y high»r

than background l*v»lm d»t«rmm«d fro* »hov«lpit» within th«

•wc-vat ioo f i«ld. It i« unl ike ly that thi» conc«n tra t icm ham

b«*n causvd by lateral tranm 1 oca t ion of topmoi 1 at AD 1% t i tuatvd

on a slight knol l which hat orvtumably ba>«n a t»d i *a>n t th*dd ing

ra th«r than receiving *it». Th« »nhanc»m»n > it mor« 1 i km 1 y to b»

du» to an accu*u 1 a t ion of huwan/animal d«riv«d phompha tern r*l*t«d

to a p«riod of localit»d act iv i ty . How*v»r, th« »nhanc»m«nt im

not gr«at t b»ing of th» order of 3OO ppywP (X for backg round

ta»pl»t 356 pp* and for tr»nch AD ta*pl«t 665 ppm). Th«

•nhanc»»«nt obm»rv»d could b« ««plain«d by P accumulation fro*

ani«al corra l l ing and hu«an Matt* du» to proMimity to th» bothy

ov«r a p*riod of ti«« and could w« 1 1 t>« modern. Photphatv value*

fro* pitt ADS and AD6 thow no »nhanc»w«nt over valuet fro* the

remt of trench AD. The two nig he* t P concentration* are fro* the

tubtoi 1 tur face at the top of AD6 and at nearby P10.

KR HIROWS * KJ ED+4AW08, SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHY, UNIvtRSlTY OF

BIRMINGHAM.
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WORT 01 POLLII AMD ANCILLARY AIALTSES IH SUPPORT OF THK

tXCATATI0*3 AT KIILOCH, RHUH 1984, 1965, 1986

B MOFFAT

Introduotion

Thia report preaente the reiulte of the analysis of pollen and

plant Bacro-renaina froo on-aite depoaite in aupport of the

excavation* at Kinloch, Fern Fielda, Rhun in 1984, '85 and '86.

The «tudy conpriaed thr»* parte:

1) 3aopl»5 taken froc excavated context* in or adjacent to

archaeoiofical features to aid in the definition and

interpretation of the faaturaa.

2) Saeplea taken fron material attached to pottary.

3) Pollen analyaea fron a peat Bonolith collected fron the infill

of a watercour«e that once cro«»ed part of the aite. Thia

e«»pllng point vai the «ite cloaett to the excavation* where

•tratified deposit* oould be found. Loae on ignition' and

aluniniua content of the infill were determined. A radiocarbon

date waa obtained froe a buried ioii below the baae of the

deposit.
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Samples were collected from carefully cleaned faces or by

scraping fron the potsherd in question. The nonolith waa

collected by hamaer ing a metal monol ith tin into the cleaned face

of the tr«nch. Sub aanpl ing for poll»n uai th«n o«i-ri«d out in

th» laboratory .

Preparation for poll»n analyoia waa by a nod if icat ion of th*

conc»ntration t«chniquo« of Faegri and Iver»en (1975). This

included *i«vintf , deflocculation with ROH, acetolyaation and

r««oval of nineral ailicat«» with HF . Finally, the sanplea wera

•tainad with aafarin and nounttd in glycerin* for examination

under the oicroacope.

'Lo«> on ignition' waa aoaaured on aanplea fron the nonolith ••

an •«ti«at» of organic content. Aluminiun values were deternined

by atomic abaorption «pectrophoto«etry an an index of lotive BO 11

erosion. The determination* were carried out by Dr. Hiohael Penny

in the Department of Foremtry and Natural Resources, University

of Edinburgh.

Dmmoriptionm

In all , seventy- one samples were collected for palynologioal

examination as part of this study. Thee* were numbered

consecutively and are described in the concordance below along

with an assessment of their archaeological period, brief

description, the radiocarbon age (if determined) and a finds
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nuBD«r uh*r* appropriate,

Saapl*a uer* collected f ron th* following group* ;

1 . Saaplea f roa th* fill of •••olithic pita .

2 Sanpl* froo n«ol ithic context AD7.

3. Scrap inf« f roa neol ithic pot«h«rd«,

4. S»«pl«« f ro« artificial ducps within the pemty fill of the

wat«rcour«« .

5. A ••ri*B of BaaplVB tak*n froa th* peaty fill of th*

wat*rcour§* including a monolith tak*n through the deposit.

CXIICORDAJICI OF SAMPLES

1. 3m*pl«B froB th* fill of H«Bolithio pita.

«; Context AD6, Stmplui fro* fill of post pip* vithin ADQ222.

1 . A D 0 2 0 9 :

Pit AD0222. Bai* of poet pip* at *dfl« of woody part of cor*.

P«mty Boil,

2.AD0209:

Joodx part of oor* at baa* of poat pip*. Partly huaifi*d wood

with thr** piooca id*ntifl*d aa B»tuli app .
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3. AD0225:

Organic 'pallet' in lowaet fill of AD0222.

4 AD0225:

Lowaat fill of AD0222, paaty «oil fron body of dapoait.

8. AD0159:

Uppar part of post-pipa f i l l . Paaty soil with corninutad charcoal

abundant.

11. A00225:

Sub-aaapla of lowtat fill of AD 0222; natrix of fibrous poat with

uM «pp. rocain*.

b) Context AQ122

6. AG121;

Fill of pit AG0121. Ste«a of C

in fraaay, black paaty fill.

7825+65BP GU-2038

7. AQ122:

Saaipla fro« fill of pit AG0122.

•on* charred, included

c) Context BA3 mtsolithio pits.

BA0048 d»t*d to 7850150 BP OU-2145.

80. BA0021:

Fina black aoil froa within ahallow dapraaaion. Nuoh burnt

aa-orphoua aatarlal and aaall angular atonaa.

d) Context BA4/5 fill of »«t*r hollov BA0110.

64-68. BA0106:
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Pit fill* from from anal low depreasion und«r «aater context 110.

Sanplea taken f ro» beneath slab atone* that lie »et in pit .

*; Context BA8 mmsolithic fill of hoUcv BA0110.

69-70. BA0108:

Saop lea of pit fill fron «et of shallow d»pr«H«ion« r»cord«d

und«r naat«r context BAG 1 10 , Banplvc takan froe b«lou «l»b.

f) Context BA9 mmtolithic fill* from mtstir hollov BA0110.

58. BA0091:

Fin* black soil t'ron within thallow d«pre*iion- Much burnt

aaorphoua Bat«rial and tnall p«bbl«>.

59. EA0093;

Fine black soil from within aha How depression. Much burnt

aoorphoua •• t«na 1 and aaall p«bblo«.

2. 3»«pl« fro* ••olithio ocxit»xt 407.

6. AD0153:

Tak«n froa lax«r ••alin( pit Al and from beneath larfe «lab

•tone. Subaided illty aaterial.

3. ftorapinfv fro* ••olithio Pot»h«rdB

t) Stmplim colltcttd from th* ploughaoil context AQG271 .

16. A00271:

Rfliiduei tnoruated on pot aherda . Sherd 10,
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17. AG0271:

R«Bidu«a BncruBted on pot «h»rd«. Shvrd 4.

i8 A00271:

RB«idu«s encrusted on pot sherds . Sherd 24.

19, AQ0271:

Residues encrusted on pot snerdB , context interpreted BE Modern

contamination froa fi«ld drain. Sherd 91.

20 AG0271;

ReviduBB «ncruBt«d on pot aherdB, context interpreted mm modern

contBBinBlion fron fi«ld drain. Sherd 27.

21. A00271:

R»BiduBB «ncrudt«d on pot ahBrdt . Sh«rd 26.

22. AG0271:

R«Bidu«B «ncruBt*d on pot sherds . Sh«rd 214.

29. AG0271

RBBiduBB «ncruBt«d on pot sherds. Sh«rd 13.

b ) Samp} #5 from modern fi*ld-dr*in disturbing the a j te .

ContBXt A00181.

23. AG0127:

R*BiduoB •ncruBt«d on pot BhBrdB. Fill of drain 191. Black

fibrous Boi1. Sh«rd 38.

24. AG0127;

R«aiduBB «noruBt»d on pot ahardB. F i l l of drain 181. Black

f IbrouB soil. Sherd 42.

28. AG0127:

Fill of drain 181. RaBiduBB *n crusted on pot BhBrdB, context
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intarprattd •« aod»rn contaaination fron fi»ld drain. Shtrd 38

c) Scmplmm from rock and grtvel dump* in fill of */« ttrcour ** -

Context A00128.

25. A00128:

Ra«idu«« «ncru«tad on pot «hard« . Top layar of peaty f i l l of

p«t»rcout«« (»ix*d wood/grats/aedge ) . Sherd 29.

26. A00128:

R««idu«« «ncru«t»d on pot ih*rd«. Top layvr of peaty fill of

«»t»rcour«« (cixed uood/gra§t/«edg«). Shard 1.

27. A00128;

R««iduaa »ncru«t«d or1 pot ihards. Top Imyer of peaty fill of

vat«rcouri« (»ix»d uood/graii/»«dg«). Sherd 104 .

v* f ro> duapv within paaty fill of wat«rcour»«

m) S*mpl0s from 'Hiddmn Dump"

B AGO 7 7 coapriaad dunpi of neolithic Bidden and bruihwood in p»rt

of th« w»t«rcour«« ( Sanpl«i 30-36) R»dioc«rbon datereination

4080t60 BP OU-2148.

30-35. BA0077:

Proa 'aiddan dtpoiit" duapad in uatercour**. Htauithin it

oharrad bruahwood ( Alnua , Batula app . and Corrlui ). Haar »h«rd

in lan« of woody ptat, aainly Alnua .

b) S*mpl** from rock mnd rton* dump*. Context AG0128.

b. AG0128:
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Froa de«p top layer of uatercourae f i l l , ateBB of Cal luna and

fibrous peat. 7925i65 BP OU-2G42

10. AG0126:

Sample of top layer in watercourae f i l l .

12. AQ0126:

Boxed aaBplea free E edge of AGG128 (12-15). Agglutmatad

peaty inclucion in ba«»l »»nd .

13. AG0128:

S«»pl« of baBKl «and in 0128.

14. A00126;

Sand, peaty soil boundary overlying 12-13 in A00128.

15. AG0128:

Peaty aoil above 12-14 in 0126.

5 . Seriee of «aAf>le« taken f roe. th« peaty fill of the

vaterooaree .

&AQQ6Q 'spit' xcross the peat fill of th» vtttrcour** (^impl**

37-41).

37-41. BA0060:

Sample to characteriae content of peat layer in gully of burn.

Wood utth aacro-reBaina of ^otton-graaa, Eriophorua . and peaty detritui

42-43. BC0028:

Qelatinoua black aaaa anelling of reain, for a half-hour after

exposure. In baae of watercourae. Containa aplintera of

ooniferoua Hood. Area highly disturbed by draina.

44-57 Saaplea froa monolith taken through fill of -ateroourae.
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R1SULTS

Introduotion

The results of the pollen analyses of on-«ite soil aaaples are

tabulated (table 53). The tables give numbers of pollen counted

with percentages of tree plus ahrub, graeo and nedge pol len, herb

pollen, ericaceoue and npore-bearing taxa.

Saaplee 11, 13, 18, 20, 21, 22, 27, 62, 64, 65 and 69-71 all

proved to be barren of pollen. Full counti fron sa»pleg 35, 36,

41, 81 and 88 provided only very few gr«in« and th«a« were also

excluded frou the poll«n t»b 1* . Th« pol l«n table «hows aanpl««

calculat«d as percentages of the sue of pol l»n of dry land taxa

with other poll«n and «por«« r«pr«B*nt«d a* »uc plui taxon.

Th«r« art no BOd»rn «xotic« in any of th« pollen •tuples which

would n«c»a*arily indicat* nodvrn contacination. However, the

archaeological context of the aaBplea • hour a that they were

depoaited ai part of an 'open ayatem and BB each they oust have

been subject to mixing of elekentB fron different pollen

accumulation alte». Thia IB particularly true of the Honolith

aaaplaa which will be diacua»»d liter. In goneral, however,

•lopeuaah haa been auggeited aa the chief agenoy for infilling

large parts of Trenches AG and AH and it ie likely that overland

flow has been active over mo»t of the site bringing with it
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transported pollen. This pollen uaa possibly aalnly pene-

conte«poraneouB ( ie . recently deposited pol len ) but latterly,

after peat formation, derived pollen alno oust be auBpected.

hore specifically, samples 19, 20, 23, 24, 25. 26, 27 and 20 all

originate from either nodern ploughsoil or f roe. the top of the

dump of rock* «nd other caterial in the watercourse ( AG128 ; , and

the interpretation of thin i« prob lena t ica 1 . Sanples 42 and 43

EUBt also be considered auapect on the baciB that their

local it iea were hijhly disturbed by field drains.

Beauae

Context la; Sanplea 1-3 all contain birch pollen, unlike -4 and 6

and fewer ericay. There IB no patterning evident evident in the

aaaples fron within AD6 , and this auffeBtB a fill of mixed

provenance, aa night be expected in a po«t ho j c ^ i 1 1 .

Context lb: The aacples gave Binilar result a to *ach other

although 7 has slightly tore alder pollen than S .

Context Ic; Sasple 60 has high pollen.

Context Id; Step lea 84 and 85 had no countable pollen.

Context le: All saaples proved to have a very low pollen

concentration .
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Context If: Aaaeoblagas docinated by heathers, grasses and

sedge* ,

Context 2: Sample 9 wae dominated by heathers with BOB* fern

content .

Context 3m; Sample* froe potaherda collected f roe the plougheoil.

A fairly hoccgeneoua group with a high Ericaceous content.

Context 3b: Scrapings fron potsherda taken fron the nod«rn field-

draino cro»iing the cite. Again theie forn » honogenoeus group

doeinated by Ericaceae and Graoineme pollen.

Context 3c : Scraping* froc potaherde taken from th« rock and

gravel dunpa in the watercourse. Again very cinilar to 3a ) and

b).

Context 4 a Sacples froc peat within th» "ridden do up" oaterial

' in th« wat«rcour»». These •acplei were taken to provide a

background agsinit which to conpare the potiherd «oraping«. They

are lonewhat different to the group three aacples in having lore

tree pollen, mm inly Alnua but alao Bona Coryloid and QuerQua . and

lower Erioaceoua pollen.

Context 4b: Saaplea fro* peat within the rook and atone duipa in

the Materoourae. Theae aaaplee have a high Bricaceoua pollen

content niailar to thoae in group three.
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Context 5: Staples f roa the peaty fill of the watercourse.

Saaples have alight ly no re tree pol len and lean Ericaceae than

the group three-type. Sanplee 42 and 43 have vary hi£h pine

pollen contenta but arc froa a disturbed context.

Diaouaaion

The results of the pollen analyse* f ron the nonolith through the

watercourse crossing the site are presented in the fore of a

pollen diagran (111 ill ). The data are plotted against depth,

calculated on the basis of total land pollen.

Sutherland (chapter '. j ) has suggested that the channel was only

active a a a atrean in late or icoediatc postglacial tinas and

that an orderly accumulation of peat night have been possible.

However, ther* are cany problem inherent in attecpting an

investigation of suoh channel fills in a wtratigraphic context;

the assuned derivation of pollen and sedinent froE source a other

than the ianediate vicinity of the aanpl ing site, and the

likelihood of alluvi-1 and oolluvial episodes cake it difficult

to intorpret the stratigraphy as a flinple tine series. Aluo the

likel ihood of hiatuses caused by ted i cant renoval by f lushing of

the aite during extreae events and possible aedicent inversions

by inwashing of eroded peat adr! to the uncertainties.

The pollen diagrau shows a rather homogeneous pollen sequence

at up to 80K was probably predoainantdoainated by Alnua which,

2 : 02
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In the «crub around the wet flush. Batuln. Qraaineaa. Coryloid

and Cyperaceae are the other important taxa repreaented. Salia ia

praaent in some quantity but other trees ere poorly represented.

Hany herb-pollen type* were recorded throughout ths profile. The

only real trend apparent in the diagren ia f roe alight ly higher

Cyperaceae and Calluna in lower part* of the dlagran to slightly

higher Betula and Greninea* in the upper parta of the profile. In

th« middle of the profile there in a phaae with slightly higher

Sa]. jjt and Bstula a»,d a continuoua Sambucyia curve. The irea neer

th» burn wan a wet fluah witn AInaa buahes rooved in it at

virious pointa. The plsnte oontnbating the birch pollen probably

gr«w further up the slope where the soila would have been drier

The trend suggests • lightly drier conditions in the period

represented by the upper sediaenti pretuaably in response to the

infilling of the channel.

Thft date of 7HOil30 BP (GU-2211) free the buried aoil below the

baae of the nonolith precedes th« date of the riee in Alnua

pollen In the Rhu* 1 oonolith of 6430t90 BP (OU-2108). Aa Alnua

pollan uai found at the baae of the watercourse aonolith either

we hav» local preaence of Alnua at Fara Fields c. 500 yeara

before the aajor expansion at the core site RH1, or a hiatus in

aediMentation occurred between the ftoil aaaple date and the start

of peat aoouaulation.

Ill l i ^ shows a stratigraphio colunn and sediment data froa the

wateroourse a:onoiith. The sediments are comprised of a HQ! Inii

2 : OB
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peat with woody inclu«ion», 30-cm in depth, overlain by a more

woody peat of 30 cm depth, Between theme layers there waa a band

of atony-ailta around 25 en in thickneae. Stony a il ta again

appear within the top 10 OB of the profile. A layer of brushwood

ia vreeent within the lower peat stratum. The wood waa identified

aa Alnua. The figures for organic natter and aluminium content

outline the mineral layers in the profile, organic natter content

b»ing r»duc«d wh«r« the layers occur. Aluciniu» follow* thii

pattern b«inj generally lower in th» upper part of the nonolith

and declining where the cineral content of the B*di«ent in

higher. Thie «ugge«t» that the nineral content of the upper part

of the Bonolith i« lower in aluniniun than the lower part perhap»

indicating that the eoili waehing into the wateroourae in the

upper part of the lediaent had been aubject to core leaching of

aluBiniun than thoer below.

Th9 Pr*s*nc9 of Linum polltn (fltx**).

Linua\ uaitatiaaiauB oooure at five graina at 30cn depth in the

•onolith. Linua pollen IB large and not carried far bv wind (eg.

Gennard 1987, Hall p#r* coam) and under normal oirouaetancea a

find of ita pollen would euggeat cultivation of flax on or in the

[•mediate vicinity of the mite of diaoovery. The g^diurnta in the

wateroourae are undoubtedly derived, though not neomaaarily from

any great distance and it ia moat likely that flax cultivation

took place within what ia now the excavation field. The dating

achrme auggeated for the peat in the watercourae by the

radiocarbon dataa outlined above would indicate that the atonea

2 -. 07



du»p which ovarliea the find» of flax pollen dated to slitfhtly

bafora 4000 BP. It ia of couraa poaaible that tha data im

inf luanoad by radapoaition of derived organic sedimantB but tha

••cure dating of tha •lop«wa«h auggaata flax cultivation

•oB»wh«ra around th« itart of tha sacond Billenniuct BC . Jaaaen

and Ha Ibaak (1944) report tha cultivation of flax in tha

neolithic of Britain and Godwin (1975) report* recorda of it a a

far north aa tha Lake District, flax has recent ly been reported

f roB likaly neolithic deposits in Kincardine, Deeaide (Bond *

Huntar 1987, 175)

Linuc cathart icua (purging flax), ia a nativa annual

charac tar iat ic of, brt not confined to, calcareous grasslands. It

la qu i ta co«»on in heathy graaelanda on Rhuc today. Linuc

aathar t icuc poaaeaaec tha fibroua and olaagiruus propartiaa of ^ .

uaitaLjaaiauB to a •nail datfra* hut by any nodarn aiaa>aaant it

doea not rival tha propartiea of cultivated flax. Godwin (1975)

raporta finda of ita pollan in aaaociation Kith Bronra Ag« and

Harly Iron Age cultivation, Linua oathar t inu» waa found in four

•aDpla* taauatd to be a«aol i thic (1, 2 , 4, 6) and aavaral

neolithic (5, 10, 12, 14, 15, 33).

It ia notabla that all of tha Naolithio oontaxta containing LillUA

pollan ara acaociatad with tha watarcouraa. SaBplaa 5 and 10 ar*

fron tha rook duap; aaaplva 12, 14 and IS ara froa contaxt

400128; aaaplaa 30,31,32,33 and 34 ara froii tha ftiddan duBp; and

30 ia froB tha ptat in tha watarcouraa Par,iapa t ha -wa taroouraa

2 ; OS



was used as a ratting pond for the flax. This was posaibly in the

neolithic but it io BO re likely that later, it took place after

• oa« of the upper sedinenta had been dug out of the fluah. Thia

night relate to the making up of the banka of the watercourse by

the spreading of rubble, or to the laying down of a brushwood

base , perhaps to consolidate the flush for use aa a pond. Macro-

renains of the cultivated flax L-irmi us itat Agfl inuii provide the

beat evidence of retting and without these the interpretation of

these deposits nust ranain uncertain.

Th* Littor*! SJoment

Thare ia little evidence of an obligate littoral elecent in these

pollan floras. However, nany pollan taxa ^ould represant plant

•paciaa character i nt ic of local narine conditicns. These include

Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Runait and PI ftp litfj can tint

suggesting that the narine influence although strong has not been

a predominant factor in the fornation of the fossil assenblages.

Tr** Pollen

Overall, there are significant differences in the amount • of tree

pollen in the range of on-sita sanplea investigated. Saaplea with

low tree pollen counts include •••ol i thic •••pie* froa BA (56,

68, b6, 67) and both •••olithic and neolithic e>epUa frou AO and

AD (S-7, 10, 12, 14 and pot encrustation samples 16-29). Sanples

with high tree pollen frequencies include BA 32-35 and BC 42 and

43 which are sjo.it likely neolithic or later- Off-site pollen

•nil ys»a would tend to oonfirn that the period when tree and
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• hrub v*g a tat ion was at it« cost proninent locally W*B af tar the

tin* of neaolithic occupation excavated at Farn Fields. Th*

pollen suggests a scrub woodland eletent with hazel and alder

prado»inating. Howavar thera ara in *o«a aanples with relatively

high proportiona of Âiilia (14.6 - 37 . 5X TLP in sanples 2, 3, 32,

33) and in sacplas fron tha resinous Bans in the burn-fill

(sanplas 42 and 43) very high Emui frequencies (44-46. 2X TLF' ) .

Cultivtrs

Only two undisputed cultivara have been identified anongot the

pollen assemblages. Flax, which uas found in the burn-fill and •«

diacuaaad above, and cereal. The pollen of cereala occurred in

four aanples fron on »ite (19, 23, 28 and 29), all of which ware

fron potaherds. All four aaaples aluo contained higher

proportiona of Fi 1 jptndula pollen than in •anple* fron th«

aadinant natrix ( og . group 4 aaBplas) and thaae findings ara

intarpretad aa avidenca of foraar pot contanta (Moffat in prasa).

It in difficult to placa thaaa aaoplaa in a wider context aince

p 1 1 but aanpl* 29 co>a froc oontaxts with BOB* contamination.

Howavtr, givan tha finda of caraal-typa pollan in tha •onolith

fro« Para Fiald* (Rhl, Hirona and Edward* mt ) it la poaaibl*

that cultivation wai practiflad cloaa to tha axoavation ai ta in

tha Htoiithic aftar 4000 BP Thara war* nuaarous h«rb tax«

praaant in tha pollan rvoord aany of whioh Might ba aqua tad with

w*«di. Thaaa fit in to an occasional and ••aaonal outbreak of

•aad growth; thay ara unraaarkabl* and do not coBpliB«nt any

particular agrarian or crop ayataa
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Fluk*

The ovs of the sheep liverfluke FtMCiolm hipmtic* were found in a

•asple fron the sonolith, in three aaBples of woody peat free the

•idden deposit (32-34), and in ft tap 1* 7 of woody peat f roc

alongside th« watercourae (36 in all). Although known as the

sheep liver f luke this parasite haa been recorded in cost orders

of aninal but it ia a atjor ep iroot ic inf««tor aasociat«d with

liv«»tock particularly wh«n k«pt at high denmitiea in »ncloa«d

condition* R*p«at*d f««ding upon inf*at*d graailandH l*ade to

parvaaive and ««ver» infestation. The *waapy burn aide IB an

appropriate habitat for the wetland nnail which ia apecifically

required to conplete the life cycle of the fluke and the boggy

watercouree aay we 11 have oneouraged contfregationa of liveatock.

Ha. Fiona Quinneas, Diraotor of the Rod Deer Project on Rhun

writea -

'Rhue deer are quite often infeated with Faaciola hepatica .

During a period between 17.3.74 and 11.2.75, I collected 132

faecal •••plea fro* deer in our atudy area, 23 X of which had

poaitive £ h agg counta. Count • varied between 0 and 36 . Egg

count a fro* a aaeple of thrae deer kept here in an enclosure at

higher denaity varied between 0 1 5 .

Frou 53 of our study deer 1 we> able to carry out post Bortess

this spring and, of those which still had intact livers, I found
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that 42 X of the liver* uere infested by one or mori

•oatly very few - i.e. 1 - 4 fluke but one hind had 28

comm. )

Fluk« ««y h«Y* originated in the native red deer of Rhum or any

livestock, watering and excreting at this nwanpy uat«n edge.

BRIAN MOFFAT, SHARP, 36 HAWTHORNVALE, EDINBURGH, EH6 4JN.
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50 25 18
54 13 11
21 F 17
35 16 31
9 12 38
8 57 26
15 28 83
17 74 58
20 48 56
25 50 84
19 28 60

45
48 28 17 29
20 31 23 31
19 83 32 71
18 64 65 74
25 53 26 40
27 26 37 25
16 41 55 36
5 22 35 F
2 28 59 F 19
20 57 F F 20 21
59 24 59 80 77 27 53
39 27 32 19 18 195 32 36 21
33 64 31 33 23 31 31 27 23
41 50 31 54 25 25 70 24 50
484234445089543138

51 33 45 46 126 18 100 27
2S296939S5252656
47 50 117 52 114 45 63 51

m

xu. 113; Trtnch BA. Surfact mognttlc tuwtptlblllty iurvty,
f* Ftaturt (111 rtmovtd
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uaa ovar tha canturiam. Tha mout aKtanaiva soil at tha tin* of

prahimtorio occupation im likaly to hava baan a paaty glay though

a pod 10 1 Bay hava ooourrad in tha baat drained mituationa, aa in

batwaan aaapaga lin«a. Th« pr«aano« of a for«at oovar would alao

hava improved drainM*- Cultivation in raoant hiatorioal timaa

has raault»d in the loa« of th« original paat lay«r and th«

production of a ahallou atony ainaral topsoil within uhioh tha

bloodatona arifaota hava baan found.

of Q»o»orpholo4ioal mod Padolotfioal Kyolutioo of Araa in

Tioinity of JUoavatioo Sita

POST OLACIAL Hiatorio tima: cultivation and mixing of

uppar horizon (layar I); loaa of paat

layar; laay bad formation.

Plandrian tranagraaaion to 8m, occupation

of aita ?

Davalopmant of a paaty glay-podcol
•oil auita.

LOCH LOMOMD

ADVAMCB

Corria glaoiara on Rhum; intanaiva

pariglaoial prooaaaai; axtanaiva mpraadv

of aolifluotion (Uyar II).

LATE OLACIAL Traxiagraiiion to 30a 0.0. t formation of

ahoraltnai raworkiog, raaorting fluvio-

gltoial dapo«ita and land forma btlov 30«

§U
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Thasa aajiplaa diffar from tba othar faatura fill* in having*

comparatively apharioal stonaa. Thaaa atonaa ara alao small and

wal l aortad. Th« aaaplafl art aiailar to each othar.

19, 20, 21. BA60

Saaplaa 10 and 21 ar* aodarataly aiailar to aaoh othar, but 20

!• slightly diffarant. Tha Btonaa in aaapla 19 ara mod«rat*ly

•ph«rio«l, uhila tho«» in aaaplaa 20 and 21 ar* alightly aor«i
u n g u l m r than tha aaan. Th* aphariolty of 10 and 21 ia vary

ahil* that for 20 ia much laaa BO. Stonaa in all thraa

ara lar<« and poorly aortad. ,

2 2 , 23. BA01

T,';••• vaapla* d i f far ali^htly froa aaoh othar Both oont f in

ston*> which ara laaa apharioal than tha maan, aaapla 23 vary

n u c h B O . Both hava vary variable- apharioitiaa. Whi la tha atonaa

in aaapl* 22 ara amallar than tba maan and aodarataly wall

•or t«d thoa* in smapla 23 ara largar and aodarataly poorly

• or tad.

24, 25. B4093

Th«>« jaaplaa ara vary aiailar to aaoh othar. Both ara alightly

!••• apharioal than tha aaan and contain atonaa which ara

• lightly largar than tba ma-an. Tha variability of both is

•lightly graatar than tha maan, for both oritaria,

26, 27, 28. BAQM

Th*«« «aapl«B d i f f a r froa aaoh othar , 20 aora ao than 27 and 26.

U h i l a 2B and 27 ara laaa apharioal than tha saan and contain

Urgar a tonaa, 20 ia Bora apharioal and contains largar itonaB.

T h i a f o l l o w s tha trand aatabliahad in othar camplaa w h l o h ghows
that angular Btonaa whioh ara axotio to tha paraot aatarial ira

•lao largar than tha aaan.

D JORDAJf, IMQLI3H UIIITAOB* FOtTRISS HOUftI, SAVIU ROW, LOIDOi.
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Flandrian ( i . • . o. 10,000 BP to th« prsaant). Hora ganaral r«vi«ua

of raia«d Bhor«linaa around Scotland <B.g. Sissons 1076) hav«

provided aapB that indicate tha altitude attained by th« a«a at

the peak of th« Main Poatglaoial TranBgrBsaion (i.«. o. 8500-7000

BP). On RhuB, thiB fiflur« ha a baan put at o.8-0a 0.0. It is

icportant to not*, howavBr, that f igurta d*rlv*d fro* «uoh

national diMfBBB arc broadly r«lat«d to HBwlyn Datua, a B«an-

tidv dmtuB, whilst Rhua local datun, aooordinK to tha 2nd Edition

1:10,560 napa, im a lou-tid* datua. (Ho r*Burvay of banoh aarks

wan oarriad out during production of th« li!0>000 aapB on Rhuai

th* b«noh mark altitudta tfiv«n on thaaB napB ar« th» 6-inoh 2nd

Edition valuBB convert «d to B«tr«a) , Adciralty TidB TablBB

indioat* tht tidal rantfa in thia ar«a of th« Inn«r HabridBB tj ba

o.4n. Hanoa, on th» altitude rcaohad by tha Main Postglacial

TranBf rBBBion on BhuB whan r»lat«d to looal datua should b«

inor*aa«d by o . 2a to 10-lla looal O.D.

LOOM! Short-Forming Fmotorm;

In addition to th* datua probl«a, tha davalopatnt and altitude of

•ny particular shoralins ftatura is a function of looal factors

•uoh as B«dia«nt supply, Bjqpoaura, offshors profils and coastal

profil* (a* ••!! as rsglonal factors such as isostasy and sustssy

uhioh altsr ths sltitud* of opsrmtion of Btrins prootncs ovsr
long tia« psriods),

On Rhua, sodiasnt supply to tha coast today, as apparently during

th« whols of th» Pltndrian, is vsry low, This is indioatsd by th«
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oomponant of foreign arratics, ii suggaativa of glacial motion

playing BOB* rola in tha origin of tha sadiaant, though no

•triationa tiara notad on any of tha olaata. Tha poorly eortad

natura of tha sadlaant would alao support a fllaoial origin but

the roundnaaB analyaia iaplias that* ooBparad to aoat tills,

which mainly hava a aodal O!BBB of •ubingular aatarial, thia

stdinant haa baan subjactad to rounding, praauatbly by fluvial or

carina prooaBBaa. Tha avarage olaat torn ia not dianinilar to

that found in tilla although tha o/a ration ia ralativaly low

icplying aalaotion of or acidification to flattar olmsts auoh an

OOCUTB on baaohaa or aa a raault of frost ahattaring. Conaidaring

•11 tha avail*bla inforaation it IB oonoludad that tha sadiaant

underlying tha arohaaologioal aita ia a atona-rioh, glaoial till

that haa baan partly aodifiad, probably by aarina prooasiaa,

producing inoraaaad roundnaaa and flatnasa in tha olaata,

Tha altituda of tha aiapla pit ia slightly abova tha laval to

whioh it nay ba infarrad that tha upparaott Plandrian saa

raaohad. It is tharafora thought unlikaly that marina

codifioation ooourrsd during tha Plandrian. It is sora probabla

that auoh sodlfioation took plaoa during tha Lata glaoial sarina

ragraBaion from tha marina li»it (at o.36m local O.D.) at tha

h«ad of Loon fioraaort.

Bloodstooa

A datailad gaoaorphologioal aap of Ouirdii/Bloodatona Hill ia

ahown (111 122 ). Tha following tooount foouigai on th«



AGE CALCULATIONS

At the end of eaoh fiv* oyol* pariod th* aaApla count rat** w*r*

converted to radiooarbon dat*a according to th* itandard

trettn«nt of Stuivar and Polach (1870). Th«r» !• unfortunately no

siuilmrl^ riforoua approach to «rror analyaia. In thia laboratory

the errora on (a) background, (b) Bodarn standard and (o) th«

smnple count rat**, tog*th*r with *rrora on (d) qu*nohin*", (•)

f ractionation and (f) raplioat* analyai* all contributed to the

final error in the ajfo .

OR OORDOH T COOK * DR BH SCOTT, SCOTTISH UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH

AND REACTOR CENTRE, EAST KILBRIDB.
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COWTtWTS

Th* aAAlyal*. of wood aaaplaa fro* tha axcavatlon ait*
t McCuilajh

Klnloch* Jthu* i g«omagnatlc aurvaya
D Mahar * D

Soil* wvd c«o»orpholo(y 0 D«vld*on

Klnloch, Rhua i soil* *nd ««diM*nta encount«r«d during
D Jordan

Kinloch, Rhvw i a report on th« thin ••ctiona of »oll»
during •xcftvation D Jordan

Klnloch, Jthua t • report on th* •tatistlcs of •ton««
from •rch**olo^lc»l context* D Jordan

Klnlochi lthu» i total pho«ph»t« analyaia of

lUport on (•oaorphologlcal lnva*tlg atlon*. carriftd out
in support of th* •xcavation* D iut bar land

on g«och«»lcal analyst* and Intarpratation
A Dugmora

Tba ra4iocarbon datarmln*.tionai procadural raauma
0 Cook * I Scott
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U*LOCH, HUM 1M6: UPOtT Oft Tlil ttOOD

R. HoCullMh

Spaoiaans uara acquirad f rom tha routina stapling of each layar

or as "Bpaoial* aaaplaa from contaxtB particularly rioh in

uat«rlo£g*d wood. Tha work was carried out to provide vcrtfiad

aouroaa for C14 dataB and to qualify aoaa of tha context

dtaorlptiona. Tb» BimpUa v«r« alao •xaainad for tool aarka that

oould poasibly ba ralatad to SOB* aapaot of th« aita 'a tool

uacablaj*.

ill of th« aaaplaa oa«« froa tK» p»at filled waterooura* that ran

aoroaa th» thraa araaa of tha aita. While it ia poaBibl* that

Boaa of tha paat aay ba quit* aodarn* auoh of tha wood oaaa froa

tha lovar !•¥•!• which produced tha aaaaablaja of naolithio

pottary and othar apaoiaana wara ravaalad ovarlying tha aurfaoa

of tha fravala banaath tha paat. It ia poaaibla that tha roots of

ajjoh latar traaa on tb» aita had intruded into tba ptaty deposits

and to taat for this root wood MBS daaoriainmtad froa liab or

trunk wood in thin saotiona uain^ tha aatbod of 3ohwain4rub«r

(1078). Howavar, in nona of tha oonttxta axaainad waa root wood

•hotm to ba prasant.

Tha unaUvad matarial waa «)taain«<l to provldt tha ran<« of

•aaoiat of tba largar aatarial. iaoauaa tha ai«vad aatarial

rarraaaattd a vary larfa aasaablaga a 10* aub-aaapla «ta

Of tba uaiiavad aatarial 7 saaplas oontaintd aithar no
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wood at all or aaraly bark* in tha lattar oaaa identification to

•paoiaa laval waa not poaaibla. Ona particular aampla (BA

117/024) oontainad a oonaidarabla amount of vary aaall flakaa of

bloodatona. Of tha 11 ramainin* aamplaa only 2 (BC 0020 and BA

0077) contained apaolaa othar than aldar.

BC 0022

10 apaoiaana war* oxaainad union rapraaanta about 30X of tha

total. All war* Alnua tflutinoaa. and vara frafaanta of rounduood.

Thara waa no avidanoa of tool dammga; all tha braaka In tha bark

appaarad to raault fro* damaga In eitu, though aoia of tha anda

appaarad torn. Savaral apaoiaana had what appaarad to ba patohaa

of buroiog on tha bark, tha wood in thaaa araa« u»« aora

raaiatant to tha auctioning knlfa but in thin aaotion thia vaa

•hown to raoult in a fora of oryatallina &dhaaion, tba call

•truotura bora nona of tha oharaotariatio altaratio^i dua to

burning. Ona spaoisan bora a longitudinal split which appaarad to

hava raaultad froa drying out at aoa* ataga. Tha dia»atara of tha

round wood ringed froa 20 -4 Om* , it waa not poaaibla to oount tha

ring a but tha amootb natura of tha bark auggaetad that tha wood

Mm* darivad froa laaatura ataaa or branohaa. Moat apaolaaoa bad

oontortad pattarna of growth.

0023 US/034
Tha aampla oontainad two apaoimanaj ona a fratfaant of aldar

roundwood and tha othar waa a plant ataa aa yat unidantifiad. In

oroaa aaotioo thia waa 7-fta» diaaatar with a hollow oaotra aoaa
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4aa in diaaatar, tha outar aurfaoa waa faoatati wi th prominant

vascular bundlaa at tha junction of aaoh pai? of faoata. Tha

outar aurfaoa waa stainad to a dark brown bat tha intarior call

•truotura waa unatainad. Coaparad wi th tha uood spaoiaan tha

oalla bora littla sign of fungal or baotarial dutaga. Thia aay ba

oauaa for Buspaoting tha ataa to ba intruaiva.

BB 023 115/031

Tha aaapla oontainad two fraga«nta of aldar rounduood, ona had

baan out but tha axpoaad uood banaath tha bark uaa unatainad «od

tha damaga autt tharafora ba raoant.

BC 0020

Thia contact oontainad vail praaarvad rodn of aldar and of

Poaoidaaa ( a aub-apaoiaa of tha Roaaoaaa groupad by thair aharad

anatoay, it inoludaa hawthorn t(\T>**M*\\* •nnnrfyna^. rowan (f lorhua

and orab appla (tUllU. avivaatria^ a* wall an othar

apaoiat not nativa to tha wast of Scotland (Sohwainfrubar 1070,

124 » and a in* la aptoiaana of biroh f f ia tu la a p . ) and of haial

' In addition it oontainad thraa, poiaiblf

workad fra^atnta of laroh (Liiijt dAJlidilA) • Thay had baan aplit

from tiabar of about lOOju diaaatar in oroie eaotion and

oontainad tha latar growth rings. Tha largtat piaoa waa taparad

at ona and, no olaar out aarka aurvivad but tha taparing auat

praauaably hava baan r and a r ad with a sharp tool. Running down ona

atda waa a shallow groova with a slightly oorrugatad aurfaoa. Tha

groova runs for lOQaa but takas a sharp turn half way down.
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Drill log ia tharafora diaoountad and tha baat axplanation in that

it ia poaaibly part of tha tunnal of a ahlp wora (Torrado ap.

aapaoially X- nivalJM>. Tha laroh ia not nativa to Scotland and

daaag* by aarina aolluaoa la vary ooaaon on drift wood. Thia

apaolaan uaa found In a naar vartioal poaltlon and nay repraaant

a fairly lata inaartion.

Of tha ramaining aaotionad apaoiaana two uara idantifiad aa

Poaoidaaa, ona uaa blroh and two wara aldar. All ^ara round wood

frajatnta but ona apaoiaan of Poaoidaaa bora an obliqua out mark

that had coaplataly aavarad tha wood. Tha blow waa dalivarad fron

an antfla of about 30 dagraaa tfron' tha long axia of tha uood. Such

a ataap angla ia not uaually raplio itad by a haftad ctona blada

but thara ara aiailmr axamplaa froa tha Snaat Track, Soaaraat

Lavals (Colaa and Oraa 1985, 43).

Thara waa a oonaidarabla variation in tha atata of praaarvatlon

of tha •paoiaana, aoaa piaoai had lost all tha bark and aoaa of

tha untaotionad aatarial wac no aora than aaorphoua wood tiaeua.

Hiorosoopioally tha laroh piaoas wara ralativaly fraa of tba

algna of oallular daoay whlla much of tha roundvood «aa difficult

to thin aaotion bacauaa of it* poor atata.

i* 0003 (Bottom)

Of 0 0paoL««na froa thia stapla four wara thin aaotionad and all

wara mho*n to ba Aldar. Thara waa littla Borphologioal diffaranoa

batwaan tha •paoia*na» all wara froa rounwood of 30-40ma diaaatar
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with ••ooth bark axoapt vhara tha wood had bant. Thara «aa no

•ign of any workad eurfaoae.

Thia oonaiatad of badly daaajad roundwood, aoatly torn aurfaoaa

and oollapaad call atruituraa. All tha aaotionad apaoimana wara

aldar and thaaa aatohad tha appaaranoa of tha unaaotionad

fraction.

BA 0077

Thia contaxt uaa rapraaantad by a ainula large apaoitan and a

vary larfa voluaa of aatarial raoovarad via tha wat-aiava

prograa. It oontainad both praaarvad uood and aora charcoal than

in any othar oontaxt axaainad. Tha charcoal uaa darivad f rom

aaall dianatar roundwood wi th in tha aiaa ran fa of tuiga and ia«ll

branchaa. Tha apaoiaa praaant inoludad aldar, haial and Poaoidaaa

and alao oak (QuACflUA « P - ) - Tha larfa apaoiaan uaa a aingla piaoa

of roundwood of aldar. It had bant in aavaral plaoaa and ona and

appaarad to ba out. Tha damaja waa ehonn to ba aaraly an araa of

ooHapaad calla banaath intact bark.

BB 0003

Tha a amp la oontainad nuaaroua waatharad frajatnta with ona larga

pUca of appirantly tquarad tiabar. Tha e amp la wa« waahad in

watar uhioh raaovad «oat of tha paat, tha timbar diaaolvad into a

paaty *lurry and a a ing la piaoa of bark. Only two aptciaana could

ba Idaottfiad and both wara aldar, in ?oor condition.
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BB 0003

The sample contained a single fragment of alder round wood in an

advanced state of decay.

B3 Fill of mtmk* hoi* 025

Unid«ntifiab\« frag««nts of bark resembling the bark of

previously identified wood but the oellular structure of bark i»

not diagnostic. Judging from the curvature of the bark the

diameter of the original wood would have been about 30mn.

BC 0002 Tig Mo 540

Fragaenta of unidentifiable bark.

BC 0002 135/022

Stone.

BC 0002 133/021

Stone.

U 117/024

The cample contained a tingle fragment of email twig of 6mm

diameter, thia warn too fragil* to section. Within the peat i lu r r f

there Mere numerous fine flakes of bloodstone.

Af 123/023

The sample contained fragasnts of bark which had come fro* wood

AA



of 3Q-SQmm diameter, it warn not Identifiable to genum.

BB 023/031

The sample contained two large fragftentm of round wood of 40mm

diameter. Both vora t t _ c : r and had been contorted in growth.

Bulk sieving p:

The followinf L..-J; , ^ j > r» derived ftoa- the bulk sieving

programme: 122/OU A - * : ' . 022, 123/020, 123/010, 119/016. Hon«

contained any identifiable botanical r«iain».

The retent froa the aieving of the bu lk •ample* produced eaaplei;

BA 0021, 0023, 0047, 0052, 0077, 0087, 0068, 0080, 0091, 0093,

QO&4, BB 0003, 0023, BC 0003, 0023. Theae were re-eieved through

4.0aa, l.Cma and Q.bmm eeivea. W i t h the exception of BA 0077 none

of the eamplee contained any identifiable material. They all

contained email fragment* of oharooal, unhumif ied plant debris

and minute peat fragaente. There are 23 eaaplee from BA0077 and

of theme about &OX of the volume were examined. The retent of the

amaller eievea (1.0mm and O.&mm meih miae) contained a markedly

higher proportion of obarooal than the other aamplem, though none

could be identified. The larger mice component contained

amorphous fragmenta of wood, twigm (ranging in diameter froa 3mm

to 12mm), other plant debrim and fragaente of peat. The wood warn

all identified am aider, but the charcoal represented m range of

apeoiesj few apeoimena were large enough to examine in section

but of those that were SO* were baiel, 21* was aider, UX warn
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oak, md 14* was Pomoidaaa. Tha- lattar probably raprasantina*

mainly hawthorn or rowan. Th* idantif ioation of suoh saall

spaoiaans in tantativa as tha oall struotura of tha saallar

branobaa aay daviata froa that of tba aatura trunk wood (Jana

1970).

With tba txcaption of soaa of tha obarooal thara ' ia no avidanoa

of wood of any aaturity. Tha wood varlad froa vail praaarvad

spaoiaans with only aurfaoa ataining to piaoaa randarcd to

fotalaaa Baaaaa of aoft wood f ibraa. Ho apaoiaan waa aora than 25

oa lootf and although aoaa fraah braakfl wara viaibla it aaaa& that

•oat of tha wood bad brokan in antiquity or aftar ita

incorporation within tha p«at. Tha oharooal a imilar ly varied

batwaao wall praarvcd piao«a of round wood and oaorphoua luapa.

Only ona cpaoiman bora a dafinita out aark (a piaoa of roundwood

of poaaibly rowan or bawthorn-Pocoldaaa froa 0020). Thraa

aptolaana of laroh froa tba aaaa oontaxt wara posaibly workad but

thaaa ara thought to ba a latar intrusion of driftwood. Savaral

othar possibla out facats wara axaainad but all wara oauaad by

tba oollapva of tba wood atructura undar tha bark and praauaably

ravultad froa tba ooapaotioo of tha wood ag«ioat soaa hardar

aatarial.

Two othar fora* of daaM* wara ob*«rvadt f i rs t ly , tha arvds wars

fraquaotly ja^gad and saoondly, aoas apaoiaans bora longitudinal

splits that psnstratad to osar tha oaotrs of tba roundwood. Tha
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lattar may hava ranultad from tha drying out of tha wood at aoma

•tatfa in tha daoay prootaa; it la not poaaibla to diafnoaa tha

oauaa of tba formar. Moat of tha apioiaana avaminad in thin

•aotion bora numaroua fungal apor«a and hyphaa au£gaatin4 that at

laaat aoma if not most of tha daoay prooaaa had baan aarobio. Th«

incorporation wi th in the paat dill have arraatad thia daoay.

Tha aaaamblaja axaminad can ba atan aa d*rivad from tha local

woodland apaoiva. If it rapraaanta tha natural "windfal l" dtbria

from woodland it ia fturpriainf that no mitura wood aurvivad. It

would aaaa fa i r ly aafa to aaiuma that thia woodland vaa

aaintainad in an immatura atata or that tbara waa aala^tlon of

tha matur* wood for oonaumption alaauhara. If thia ia tha oaaa

man auat ba «a«n aa tha major factor »ff»ot inf tha creation of

thia dabria. It would aaam likaly that much of tha wood and

oharooal aaanmblatf* had dtoayad to an advanoad atata bafora

incorporation within tha paat.

ROD HoCULLAOH, ARCHAEOLOGICAL OPBRATIOKS AHO COMSHRVATIOM» HISTORIC

BUILDJNOS AMD M O W U H H H T S , FLIHIMa HOUSE, 28-31 KIMNAIRD PARK*

HlffCRAIOUALL. EDIiBUMH.
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EJILOOI, ftMUM: OtOKAOWTIC SUlflYft, MAT 19C*

D. MAKER a. D. WAT SOW

Sit* Cooditiooa

Magnatio matboda of remote aenaing for the purpoaee of

archaeological proapeotin* have been eppliad to a nuabar of

archaeological aitea, with aoaa auooaaa in dateotinj bur lad

anthropogenic remaina, Tha potential advantMaa of auoh

techniquea lia in tha rapid location of artefaota and faatur«a,

without wbolaaala aita axoavation, which ia normally both tia»-

oonauaing and axptnaiva, and uaually unoovara only a amall

fraotion of tha total ar«a of human occupation. Tha moat

aatiafaotory aathod of mafnatio aurvayinf ia to taka raadinfa at

ra^ular intarvals, uaually on a aurvayad grid/ ao that any

apatial pattarna of variation in tha data obtainad oan ba

ravaalad. HMnatio aurvay dap«nda on aaaaurabla differanoaa in

tha ma^natio auaoaptibility of tha aoil and/or aubatrata aoroaa

tha invaatitfatad aita. For a*ampla, topaoil and tha fill of

buriad pita uaually poaaaaa a highar auaoaptibility than tba

ad^aoant aubaoil. Tbu«, matfnatio dataotion of stall, looal

modif icationa in tha atrangth of tha aarth'a fiald oan, undar

favourabla condition*, ba ralatad to tha praianoa of man-induoad

•ita diaturbanoa. Unfavourabla condition!, auoh as tba praianoa

of natural aa^natio variation, parhapa from geological

batarofanaity, or poat-oooupation degradation of tha aita, wi l l

oorragpondinjly raduoa tha diaori»in»tiva power of tba mat hod in

terma of its arohaaologioal power, finally, tha preservation of
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any mafnatic aignal oarriad by apaoifio ••otiona of tha aita

araa, auoh aa haartha or araaa of f i l l , la obviously a pra-

ra^aiaita for aubaaquant aajnatio dattotlon.

Optimal uaa of tha aagnatio aurvay aa a proapaotinj taohniqua on

tba Rhua axoaTationa waa n«<atad in that tha aain araa of

intaraat had undartfona axtanaiva inv««tigat Ion in advanoa. Within

tha axoavatad tranoh BA only a aurfaoa suaotptibility aurvay

oould ba uaaful ly oarriad out. Proton aa£natoaat«r and fluxgata

tfradioaatar aurvaya uara parforaad but only on tha unaxoavatad

araa to tha aouth of tha mm in tr«noh.

M.tboda

1. Surfaoa auao«ptibility aanaing

A aaaroh loop typa H.S.2.D (Bartington Suaoaptibility Syataaa)

uaa uaad to aurvay both tha axoavatad tranoh and tha adjacent

unaxoavatad araa. Raadinja uara takan at la inttrvale.

2. Pluxgata tfradioaatar aurvay

3. Proton A*£nato«atar aurvay

Both in»trua»nta dataot local parturbationa in tha aarth 'a fiald

(tha fluxfata providing a continuous raoord of tha ohan^a In

fiald* tha proton aa4n«toaat«r an abaoluta r ad ing of fiald

•traofth). All reading a war* takan at la inttrvala.

1. Tha aurfaoa auictptibilitjr patt trn for Tr«nch BA (111 113)
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displays distinct araas of high susceptibility, superimposed on

fairly low 'background' readings averaging O.15 (these values are

uncalibrated, the precise volume of material sansed at each

•eaaurement being unknown >. Interpretations in terms of

archaeological features is difficult owing to the dapth

variation* froa seleotive ramoval of topcoil aoroia tha tranoh

araa. Combination of thia pattarn of raaulta with alraady known
/
information regarding tha tranoh araa aay, houavar, prova uaaful.

Tha pattern obtained for tha unaxoavatad araa alao ahoua araa> of

high auvoaptibility valuaa; fiald oba«rvationa indioata that

•patially iaolatad high valuaa ariaa froa tha praicnoa of aton*a

at th» aurfaot (brought up froa daap ploughing?), but that

oluatara of high point* rapraaant trua aubaurfaoa faaturai. In

tha uppar (northarly) aaotion of tha aurvayad ar«a> thiokar

vagatation and tha praaanoa of a path ara likaly to ba

raaponaibla for aoaa of tha apptrant variation*.

2. Tha raaulta of tha fluxgata gradloaatar aurvay ara

unproaiilng. Thi« invtruaant ia prona to drift and raquira*

otraful oriantation throughout tha §urvay. Howavar, two distinct

araaa ara idantifiadj ona, to tha «outharly adga of tha araa,

displaying highar valua*, tha othar, to tha north/nortb«a«t of

th« aurvayad ftraa, olaarly low valuaa, Tha lack of oorraipondanoa

with thft iuaoBptibillty aurvay indioataa tha diffarant dapth* to

which aaoh initrumant in Bansitiva, tha •UBcaptibllity «anior

oparatir* to o.20o« dapth only.
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3. Of th* three types of survey, that by proton Mjtnetoaeter im

least beset by calibration and drift problems. Exact orientation

!• unneoeasary since th* total fi«ld ia aaaaurad rathar than any

component. Preliminary contouring of tha data indicates three

aaparata anomalies. Interpretation of tha significance of thaaa

features ahould take due regard of tha possible options, whioh

inoluda: a) th* presence of a linear geological feature (auoh ae

a dyke); b) recent ground diaturbanoe or poaaible infill of

drainage channela; and o) pre-aodern ground disturbance.

With apeoifio reference to the Rhun eite, a last note of oaution

ahould be added. While magnetic aurveya of the type implemented

and deaoribed here have proved very valuable at aitea in more

southerly regions of the UI, the nature of the conditions

operative on Rhum has produced poorly drained, highly aoidio

topsoil and substrate at this site. Such conditions are somewhat

prejudicial to preservation of those ferrimajnetio iron oxide

grains present in the soil whioh would otherwise testify to the

occurrence of burning and/or land out and fill. Evaluation of the

results presented here should be cautious in view of the

limitations of the techniques under these oirouutanoas.

B HAtfIR i 0 IUTSOJI, DIFT 010PHY8ICS, UtflVIRSITY OP IDIaBUROU,
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SOILS ABO QHWOtPiOLOaT: Export oa ?isi

Ajok**ologioal Excavation, thorn 7-10tb fey 1004

Or. DA Davidson

to Iinloon

Physical Setting of Excavation Site

The sit* is located in a ploughed field on the north aid* of

Einlooh Bay (HM 4035fid96). The field elop.d at 4-5 degrees in a

generally southerly direction with an altitudinal range froa o.fl-

23a O.D. The underlying geology ia Torridonian and ie aapped by

the Geological Survey aa the Rudha £± Roinna Qrit. Wo outoropa of

rook are expoaed within the exoavatioo area, but outcrops occur

in the pasture field* to the weat uhilat rook outoropa are

frequant in the area of rough moorland to the iaaediate ea«t. A

aequenoe of narrow benohea on the hillalopaa above the excavation

area result froa the Torridonian structure.

The Soil Survey of Scotland has mapped the exoavmtioa area »• a

podsol (locality name Harris) developed on a raised beaoh; to the

east of the field paat is dominant whilst the hillslopee behind

are mapped as the Mullooh Hor complex of peat and rook. The

annual average rainfall for the Kialooh area is 2400aa( since

bedrock is never far from surface, the soils have to transmit

considerable quantities of water by throughflow and seepage lin*
mechanisms, The rough moorland area to the immediate ea»t of the

excavation is dominated by paat stapag* Unas between rook
outcrops.
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Doaoriptioa of Soil* mod Uill«lop« Depoeita Ootwith th*

Pit 1. Soil pit Urn to north of dyke in area of rough aoorland

(table 64).

Interpretation: tbi* ia a p«*fcv g_lax eoil.

Diiouetion: The two peat layera differ in atone content and

oonaiatenoe. It ia poaeible that the lower haa been eubjeot to

aoae diaturbanoe in the paat in order to account for the atone

content aa well aa the elightly hifher mineral level; peat haa

aubaequtntly developed on top of thia layer following oeaeation

of agricultural aotivitiea.

Pit 2. Soil pit in la*y bed 17a froa eaat corner of dyke of

excavated field (table 65).

The aia of digging thia pit wae to determine if a buried aoil waa

preaerved at the baae of a laiy bed ridge. The aeleoted area had

very diatinotive laay bed a <o.3,3a aoroaa and o.0.4a in aa*

depth),

Interpretation: thia ia a fine example of a amn-aade aoil with

the upper layer (3-26oa) being foraed by the ridge

Diaouaaiooi It ia probable that the original aoil eurfaoe waa at

2&oa» but foraer diaturbaooe of layer 26*97o* ia aug*ge»ted by the

•tone distribution. The material at 37-Oloa ia aiailar to the

alope depoeita expoied laaed lately below the cultivated Koriion

in the excavation field aa well aa to the material at 39-75ca* in

the fitit soil pit. The water-worked nature of the itonet ii very
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0.03-0.23 •
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Table 54 Soil protUt In soil pit 1

0,00-0,03
0*03-0*25

0*25-0*37
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it****
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Toblt 55 Soil promt In toll pit 2
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•vidant.

Pit 3. Soil pit to immsdisttt east of s*oavation field in aid

•lop* position (table 66).

Thia pit vam looatsd within tha rough moorland area distinguished

in tsrms of ita variability from psat hags, peat sespaga lines to

rooky outoropa. Thia particular pit uaa sited in ths siddle of a

•sspags depreasion lint running doun elope at 6 degrees.

Intsrprstttiont thia is a uiAli. Alii showing aigna of disturbano*

by human activity.

Discussion: Th« louar silty olay ia at laaat 60oa thick and uas

dspositad by hillvash prooaasta prior to paat growth. Tha

material probably originated from pookata of glacial till on tha

uppar slopes. A dark gray till (silt loam) uas obasrvtd undar a

•aqusncs of sands, gravsls and past in tha bank of Allt Slugan

a'Choilioh on tha lip of Coirs Dubh (MH 389970). It is liksly

that this typs of glagitl till also mantlss ths slopss of Hullaoh

Mor and provides tbs ssdimsnt source for suoh deposits, as in ths

lowsr part of this soil pit. It is not possible) to dstsrmins if

ths root fragments in this silty olay ars in situ or derived from

do*m-slope processes,

Soils and Mi lisle** D**HMits as sithtn Ixoavatioo Ms Id

In essence three types of s.«isrial ( l - I I I ) oan be distinguished,

typified by ths se^uanoe svposexJ in sampls qusdrnt 000/056 (table;

67).
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A aiailar aaquanoa im axpoaad in tranoh AC, although atratifiad

and gravala ara *lso avidant in layar XI.

Di iioo; tha origin of thaaa dacoaita

layar III

Tha vatarvorkad natura of tha largar atonaa in thia layar ia

olaar but tha difficulty la in diatinguiahing tha particular typa

of prooaaa raaponaibla for auoh round ing. Htrina or f luvioglaoial

procaaata or aoaa ooabination ara diatinot poaaibilitiaa. To aid

inttrpratation, 50 atonaa froa tha top of layar III aa axpoiad in

tranoh AC wara aaaaurtd for aaxiaua lantfth <!>> aaxiaua width

(w), aaxiaua thioknaaa <t), all at right angl««( aa vail aa

aaxiaua ourvatura <o atf a radius) aaaaurad on tha 1-u plaaa.

Hanoa tha ind«x of roundnaaa waa oaloulatad <2000o/l) aa vail aa

tha iodax of flatnaaa (50[v-*-l]/t) . For oompariaon, tha aa*a typaa

of aaaauraa vara »ada on tha praaant day baaoh iwiadiataly balou

tha axoavation fiald. Tha raaultB ara prat«ntad in tabla 58.

A Studant'a t taat vaa uaad to ooapara tha diffaraooaa in

roundnaaB, flatnaaa and langtb batvaan tranoh AC and tha praaant

day baaob; all ravulta provad to ba atatiatically aifnificant at

tha 6X laval. In otbar words tha taata •atabli»had tha

diffaraooaa in aaan valuta of flatoasa, roun4nasa and lanjth

bat*aan tbaaa tvo aaapling

An attaapt vaa also mada to d«taralna if thara vaa any diffaranoa
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Tftftck fC

I r ' r J f * f I 'I

234.6 It3.i 205.7 O.7 90.6 24.0
IS4.I 123.5 30X3 130,0 114.7

• f •
r •

Toblt 56 RouMnMi and flatnctt characteristic* of stont*
from tht matrix of the excavation tit* (trench >
and from the present day beach at the head of
loch Scresort
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in the orientation of the long axis of the stones between trench

AC and the present day beach. The results arc plotted in 111 114

using a circular graph; the bearing of the maximum slop* at

trenoh AC and the line of the shore at the beaoh sampling

position are also indicated. The lack of any preferred

orientation is evident at the preaent day beach with no

reletionehip betweer orientation of atones and beaoh ali^naent.

The >ton«s in trwioh AC also do not display any very olsar

orientation pattern though a MHK-SSW emphasis is suggested. Mo

relationship is evident between stone orientation and slope

direction.

The mie of ccaparing these stone flatness, roundness, length and

orientation measures bet«een trench AC and the present day beaoh

was to determine the degree of similarity. As can be seen from

the results the stones on the present day beaoh are larger than

in trench AC. Stones from the present day beaoh are flatter and

less round than those in trenoh AC. The measures of roundness

flatness and length are all marked by variability as expressed in

the standard deviation*, with variability it) flatness for the

beaoh being the most marked. These results indicate a difference

In sice and shape between the stones in the present day beaob and

those in trenoh AC, suggesting that the latter are not of simple

marine origin. However, the limitations of sampling must be

noted. Also Loob ftoresort would have been much broader if at some

stag* the sea was at trenoh AC, hence the locality would have

been exposed whereas, in contrast, the beaoh at the head of Loob
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Boraaort today !• ralativaly wall mhaltarad. Thua comparlaon

batwaan tha praaant day b«aoh and tht atonaa in tranob AC auat ba

aada with caution.

A fairly olaar marina liait ia avidant o.60a to tha north of tha

axoavation fiald. Thia Halt takaa tha fora of a narrow

diaoontinuoua vava out platform in tha hillaida; it axtanda

aaatuarda alon* tha lowtr alopaa of Kullooh Hor and can ba

diatinfuiahad froa tha atruotural baaohaa on tha baaia of ita

oonaiatanoy of alavation. Tha haifht of th*a ahoralin* *aa

aurvayad alon^ grid Una 050 and tha raault waa 28.Sa O.D. Thia

alavation fi ta vail with tha fi«ura of 30a <ivan by Prioa (1063)

for tha aaxiaua aarina liait on Rhu». Ho data ia availabla for

thia aarina liait but it ia praauaad to ralata to tha

trana^raaaion fol lowing tha diaappaaranoa of Davanaian ioa.

Blavan glaoiara aooumulatad during tha Loon Lomond Advanoa on

Rhua, but only ona raaohad aaa laval (Ballantyna and Waina-

Uobaon 1060). Thua tha axoavation fiald aooordintf to thia

intarpratation waa not ovar-run by thia laat glaoiation but would

hava baaan aubjaotad to intanaa pariglaoial conditions. A maximum

marin* tranagr«i«ion in poatglaoial timaa of Om for Bhum ia givan

by Prioa (1003) quoting raaaarob by Jardina (1062). Mo avidanc*

axiatm at tha baad of Looh floraaort for much a limit* but an

alavation of ftm maana that tha •xoavmtioo fiald would hav* baan

abova thia trmomgrasaioo.

Tba aitoavatioo fiald waa thus eubj«ot to a marina tran§gr«iiion



in Late Olaoial tiaea but »aa not aubjeot to later inundation by

th* aea. It is proposed that tba original depoaition of tha large

a Lone a aa in tranoh AC *aa by f luvioglaoial prooeamea, but tha

materiel waa later reworked by tha Lata Olaoial aaa. During tha

final pbajia of Davan^ian ioa on Rhua, deglaoietion produced

f luvioglaoial dapoaita in tha fora of kamea, kmaa terraoea,

•akara and poaaibly alao outvaah. It ie praoiaaly in auoh lowar

•lopa aituationa where f luvioflaclal dapoaition takaa plaoa. No

f luvioglaoial landforu aiiat today and thua it oan ba poatulatad

that aarina prooaaaaa aubaaguantly rauorkad tha f luvioglaoial

landf oraa . Tha matrix of aanda and fravala la alao of

f luviogUoial origin.

Aa alraady daaoribtd thia layar alao indioataa a uatar-workad

origin. In tranoh AC tha lanjth of tha lonjaat axia waa maaaurad

for 100 partiola* to giva a a a an valua of 5.71aa and a atandard

deviation of 3.3&ma, Thua tha material is conaidarably finar than

tha undarlyiog atonaa. It in propoaad that auoh of tba aanda,

gravel and a*«ll atonea had a f luvioglaoial origin, but auoh

reworking and dovnalopa aovement has taken place, particularly

during periglaoial timaa. Thia oould have baan following tba

ragraaalon of tba Lata Olaoial aea aa nail aa during tba Loch

Loaond Advance.

L*y*t I

Tba top*oil ia a cultivated boritoo, tba raault of agricultural



(Layar III)

Aotiva periglaoial proo«a»«a.

DEVEHSIAH

QUCIATIOH

FluYioglaoial d«po«ition: vpr«adi of

•anda, gr»v»l», ««t«r-uork»d itonts

Pook«t» of a dark gray glacial till.
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KIMLOCU, RHUM: SOILS AID fiKDIKOTfl 1ICOU17MKD DURIM HCAVATIOII

D JORDAK

Thi» work raports oni

Tha MoBorphology, parant aatarials and soils of tha alt* and it*

ion*diat« vioiuity.

Aipccta of tha archaaolotfioal faaturas and tb«ir f i l l a .

t roa ion of soila and sadiaants in tha vicinity of tha ait*.

P»r»at Materials

Tn« aita ovarlia* till and vortad aacda and fravala. Thaaa raat

on Torridonian aandatona uhioh ia axpoaad at aavaral pointa in

th« iuadiata vicinity. Tha aortin^ haji produoad band* within

which ara found aaoda and gravala of similar aiiai. Thia aortin^

!• tha raault of watar aovamant, probably vavaa on a raiaad

b«aoh.

Tha aoil aap of Rhua (Maoaulay Inatituta 1968) indioataa that tha

•ita partly llaa on a raiaad baaoh and partly on till. Thaaa

divida tha fitId oo which tha aita llaa into two: till undarliaa

tha northarn, uphill araa of tha ait* and fiald, occasionally

brokan by rook ajtpoauraa, Tha aoutharn part of tha fiald la

undarUin by raiaad baaoh a* r aval a which ovarlia tha till (111115)

Tha till daaptna banaath tha gravala and haa baan found in taat
pita 30a downalopa of tha contact at a dapth of l.fta,. Tha contact
paaaaa through tha aita and aorosa tha fiald to tha wast, in
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Known Archaeological Features

Transition
TILL-GRAVa

ILL us ; Ewovallon »ltt, Schtmotlc wction of undtrlylno toils



lobes. To the east it descends the alope and becomea complicated

by rook exposures.

The till grades into gravels which have increasingly :

better drainmge

batter sorting

fewer cobbles

!••• fin* matter

l««B-weathered »ton«»

d*fin«d internal atratif ication

th» ilop«

Banding within th« grav«la li«B aub-parall«l to th« slop* of th«

field and atonBB tend to li« parallel to it. Wo imbrioation wta

not»d but traoBB of sorting and Btruotur*, probably p«riglaoially

derived, war* obBtrved in B»ution. Mo •vidtnc* vaa found to

•ugg«Bt that the gravels have been laid down by pro-glaoial

•treaaa. The ooneltent, sloping banding and laok of etreaa

channel re-working or point bar type etruotureB are oonaitent

with thie and support the suggestion that they are the result of

raised beaoh sorting. The gravels oould have originally been laid

down by pro-glaoiel rivers and then have been resorted on a beaoh

but they Mere seen to resemble the stones in the till which

suggeatB that they had s very looal origin.

Induration was encountered at s depth which Increased from oa.40-
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80oa downslope. Where fully developed, this hardening of the

• anda and gravels Bakes thea iBperBaable, foroins; water to flou

over the top. Overlying thia indurated horicon by 5-lOoB was a

band of gravels with silt cappings.

N«»r to the till oonteot the gravels beoose watt«r and, •• a

r««ult, aora vaatharad. Thay drain poorly baoauaa thay ara oloaar

to th« iBparaaabl* till and baoauaa thay contain aor« fina

natter. Thay appaar, aa a raiult, to b* mora brokan up than tha

b«tt«r drained tfravala and hava a light blua, reduced tinge with

diffuaa, yellow aottlea. Thia appaaranoa waa typical of a group

of depoaita , including archaeological atratigraphy, uhich waa

looiely and oollaotivaly ntaed 'brokan biacuit'.

The till derivea froa and oontaina a wide variaty of rook* and

•ediaanta. Stonea within it vary widely in ahape. Hoat ara

angularly fractured while aoaa hava partly rounded aurfaoea

•uggeating that tha till is partly derived fro* reworked outwaah

depoiita.

3tonea in tha till eurfaoe tend to be oriented with tha alope and

thia auggeata aoae B-ovamant, possibly dua to aolif luotion. There

waa no evidence of BASS aoveaant of the till down into tha flush

union diagonally orovsas tha sits, nor of •olifluotion lobing or

aorting.

The flush overlies tha contact of till and gravels. Its liaits
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hava not baan probad. Whara it orossaa tha alt* ita southarn bank

haa baan built up Hith matarial containing artafaots. It aleo

contains isolated rafta of larga atonaa tha praaanoa of uhioh do

not adsit to any avidant natural axplanation.

Th* paat which filla it oontainad a faw lansas of finar ainaral

nmttar but thia naa not wall aortad and ita stratigraphy did not

parsistant at raw flow.

Soil»

Tha aoil of tha aita ia mappad aa a podaol (locality nua Harris)

on tha Rhua aoil amp (Haoaulay Inotituta 1958).

That part of tha aita ovarlying till ia foraad on a non-

oaloaraoua flay aiailar to tha paaty flaya of tha 'Kinlooh'

locality naa«. Tha till eoila ara thin and hava to transmit larga

•aounta of watar aa a raault.

Tha louar part of tha aita is found on a variaty of soils

Including shallow flays, g lay ad podaola, podsols and iron-huaus

podaola. Thaaa soil variations ara tainly dua to sinor o hang as in

tha aasa and dapth of drainaga.

Tha majority of tha aita is found oo an iron buaus podsol with an

occasionally g lay ad 0 horiion.

Tabla 59 providat profils dasoriptions oharaotaristio of tha
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R«t Htt 0*02 •
H 0.13 .

b TILL

TabI* 59 Ktnloch: characteristic toll profll*». (a) Lowtr
gravel*, (b) Till



• oila of tha aita the aurvival of banding and periglacial aorting

featurea In tha topaoat layera of the gravel* iapliea that the

structure* within the gravel* ara largely intaot. Thia auggeata

that tha apparently undisturbed reliot archaeological faaturaa

cay actually ba intaot aa *ell.

In tha plough*oil and in tha archaeological faaturaa tha organic

natter oo»ponent of tha coil raaamblad tha black, Her typa huauia

of acid aoila. Soil analyaaa carried out by tha Haoaulay

Inatituta on aoila froa a aiailar local aita (unpubliahad)

r*fl«ct thia aoidity with low axohmngaabla Ca and Kg aa vail aa a

low PH.

Th* Hor typa huaua found in tha aoila and arohaaologioal faaturaa

of tha aita ia also found coating tha etonaa of tha uppar

gravala. It variaa in tha tanaoit-.y with which it atioka to atonaa

•oroaa tha aita, probably dut to ohaogav in it* natura and

ch«aioal anvironaant.

Huaua haa infiltratad batwaan tha atonaa of tha gravala, reducing

in concentration with dapth and ia virtually indiatinguiahibla in

the fiald froa tha organic component of th* pit fill*. Thia

organic Mttar aaaaingly acts to obacura booodaviaa of taxtura

and colour by coating particlaa and raduoing oontraat. Thara

•e»aa no raaaon to auppoaa that it ia not baing aovad around in

the aoil and aavaral a tap lea of it wara found to ba aodarataly

ly diaparaad in wttar. It aay tharafora contaainata faatura
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till.. Thie lipliee that thea* fill* contain fin* matter which

did not originate in tha a and thua that detailed analyaee of the

cheeioal and other properties o' this fin* matter mumt b» treated

with caution.

Rooting over the site was unevan and concentrated in the Ap and

uppar gravels, abov* 50oa. It had locally diaturbad tha <rav«la

although it doaa not appaar to hava raaovad tha graval atruotur*.

Hooti t«adad to p«n«trat« into tha till auoh !••• than into tha

gravela and mppaarad to oono«ntr«t« in faaturaa*

Th« f««tur«a and tbair fill*

F « K t u r « a looatad in 1885 and 1986 u*r« intarpratad aa aooopa,

p i t > and auohlik*. Thay wara fillad with a aixtura of fin*

or t fanio ainaral aattar and atonaa of widaly varying aica and

•hap* .

In notion faatura »dg»» war« unolaar; oaraful cleaning ahovad

tha t thay had b«ooM obaour*d by tha aov«aant of f ina organic

•a t t«r into tha gravala around. Tha itona taxtural and

orienta t ion boondarlaa ««aa*d to bm littl* diaturbad auggtatiag

tha t fa« atonaa bad baao aovad froa (or •xohangad batwtan) fill

and aurroundiogs.

A portion of tha a too* a which tha features contained vere of

•hapea and ai««a alien to the tille and gravele. These eay be

anthropogenic. A email amount of the organic fraction of a fil l
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wme examined under low power magnif ioation, having been disperred

in 10X MaQH(aq). It we* observed to consist of a dark brown,

anorphoue, alkali -soluble maaa contain ing email fragments of

•ppmrantly intaot organic matter and fin* mineral matter.

Kroaiaa

Organ ic and mineral coatings on particles in the B horizons of

th* gravel aoila indioata that fin* aatt*r haa b**n aobil* in th*

soil.

Th« diitribution of artafaota in th* ploughaoil and obaarvationa

on th* lov*r aiopca of th* ait* augg*at*d that remarkably littl*

•roiion of aoil had ocourrad ov*r th* aurfaoa. This «as

un*xp*ot*d, unexplained and implies that auoh aor* evidanoe of

th. original natur* of the ait* may reiaio in the ploughaoil than

vxpeoted.

No plough erosion iynoheting vas noted on the site itself* nor

w«r« there increased depths of A boriion or A horiaon stonyness

on th* flatter areaa donnalop* of th* excavation wher* eroded

•oil might be expected to accumulate.

Archaeological features found at the flatter, lower end of the

known site were not overlain by eroded material. Iroaioo was seen

to be in progress on th* ploughed a-*a to th* west of the sits

although all th* eroded material vas smaller than 2mm. Th* good

drainage of the soils overlying the gravels it likely to have



raduoed erosion by reducing overland f low.

The laok of evidence of plough indue ad erosion on th* site aifht

•utf^aat that past cultivation has baan limited Kara and, perhaps,

tha t a long at and log fiald division separated the araa of the

sit* froa tha rait of tha fiald.

Th« apparently good correlation betueen features and ploughaoil

*rt*faot oonoantrationa atrongly aupporta tha oonoluaion that

•roiion of tba coaraa fraction of tha ploughaoil haa baan

liaitad.

A nota on tha aoil ohaaiatry

To mcooapany tha ohaaioal analyaaa oarriad out on tha fills of

tha faaturaa a aoil profile vaa analyaad. A ooaparie^i aay ba

cad* with tha standard prof i la* analyaad by tha Haoaulay

Inatituta (Tablaa 60-63).

1. Paaty glay fro« Einlooh Glan , Locality naaa Kinlooh.

2- Podaol froB Qui rd i l raiaad baaoh. Locality naaa Harris.

3. Podaol froa Kilaory raiaad baaoh. Locality naaa Harris.

4. Cultivated Podiol profiU froa Einlooh sit*.

Tha aita podtol has a vary d i f fa rant ohaaiatry froa tba paaty

glay and is considerably Issa olay rioh. It is ailtiar tUan tha

two otha podiola recorded, reflecting tha projtisity of the till

and tha incomplete sorting. The higher silt content of the sits

Ap aay be the result of sUln* with till fros upslops but this is

: C l l



not reflected to tbe olajr content.

Loaa on iatnition and Xoarbon are muoh higher in the lit* profile

than in the other podcola aa, in general, are tbe exchangeable

oation concentrationa, Xnitrogen and phoaphat* oonoantratioos

( to ta l and raadily aolubl*).

Al tog« th« r than, th» ait« «oil ohaaistrr, whll« not favourable to

•gnoultur*, ia auioh laaa unfavourable than thoa* of othar Rhua

podxola. Thin ia partly tha raault of rvoant liaing and

f e r t i l i a in t f aa ia auMaatad by tha Caloiua and Raadily Solubla

Phoaphat* concantrationa. Thia do«a not appear to be tha whole

•tor/ vinoa tha phoaphata laval ia relatively high throughout the

p r o f i l e , perhapa ref lect ing tha inf luence of tha archaeology. On

the other hand tha eite ia near to a major oantra of agriculture

and May have baan fertiliaed for a long tiae. There ia no

evidence that tha aolla of tha aite are inherently aore ferti le

than other aoila of the laland.

D JORDAD. EKQLISH HSFITAGI, FOETR13S HOUSI, 3AVILI POM, LOWDOM,
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KIILGCU, RHUN: A UPOKT Oi THE Ttilfl flICTIQM

D JORDAN

Kubivn i can Baaplaa wara takao Intact from tha interior and adfas

of d«praaBion« intarpratad a* arohaaolo^ical faaturaa. Thin

saot iona wars praparad from thata in tha noraal way (Fitxpatriok

I 9 d 0 > *nd •xaainad uod«r low and high powar na^nif ioation <x30 t;o

x 4 0 0 ) . Examination and daaoription follovad tha prooadura of

Fi t ipa t r iok (op o i t ) .

It waa vary dil'^ioult to raaolva tha ooapontnta of tha faatura

f i l l * during axoavation in tha fiald. Ona of tha graat atrtogtha

of aioroaoopio atudy thin aaotiona of auoh f i l la is tha clarity

w i t h wh ich thair oo«ponant parta oan ba obaarvad in «o«t oaaaa.

Such obaarvation oac ba takan conaidarably furthar than aiapl*

v i « u i l daaoription ainoa othar taohniquaa oan ba appliad to tha

••ction auoh aa optioal ainaralogy and X-ray Bpaotroioopy undar

• Uot ron aioroproba. This allows a study whioh ralatas tha

propvrtiaa of oomponantv of archaeological faatur«B to thair

• p m t i a l arrangaaant. Thie praaant study was liaitad to

• ioroaoopio t)ta*ination of tha sections.

Qn« of tha thjaa thin aaotionB was takan from tba oantra of tha

f i l l of BA023, ona- fto« aoroM tha botto* of tba out of M029 and

on« froa tha oantra of BA021 at tba Burfaoa ravaalad by tha

of tba ploughaoil.
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Section 1, taken from the centra of BAQ23 i« dominated by a vary

dark matrix in which fragmants of oarboniaad ?hajcelnut a ha 11

•bound. Between these fragments, aaa.ll fragments of othar» intaot

plant Materials are alao found. Small atonaa ara common and carry

thin coatings of tba dark matrix. Larger stones, of diameter

graatpr than 2om or ao vara also ocoaaionally found in tha
* - /

f e a t u r e , Thay were avoidad to aaka it aamiar to recover intaot

•toplca. Tha dark aatrix consisted of particles too small to ba

reaolvad in thin aaotion. Sarliar analyaaa had Bhown that a high

propor t ion of auoh aatariala on thia aita coneietad of alkali

so luble decayed organic matter. Worn porea were common, although

•call in diameter. Ho trace of aoil atruotura warn found. Mor ware

the re any diviaiona of tba sectioned f i l l except into its

ind iv idual component*. Hodern root* were oooamionally found.

Section 2, taken toroaa the louer boundary of the f i l l of &1023

• houad a gradual change froa a matrix with few atojiea to a matrix

dominated by atonea. Tbia change marked the boundary of tha

f e a t u r e which warn seen on excavation to be leas atony inelde than

o u t . The proportion of organic matter in the fine matrix warn Been

to be greater within the feature than outeide it with a

t ransi t ion over 2oa aa aeen in thin aeotlon. The matrix of tha

fea ture uhowed no etruoture mod contained few ortoka or porea.

The atones within the feature contreated with those outside by

being coated with dark organic matter which explains why th* dark

organic matrix of tha feature so dominated its appearance. Th*

•tone content of the feature seems to have had comparatively
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little effect on the appearance of the features in excavation

baoause the stones are largely masked by their dark organio

coating. Abundant worm and mite faeoal matter suggest that the
•

fill of th« feature is being actively reworked although few woraa

w*r« found during excavation. Two small flakes of bloodstone were

found in fj^I^U» .Yf1"" '•" coatings u«r« found vhioh aight*MBMr̂  . * <*
indioat* tĥ of fina «att«r through void*. M«ith»r fin*

organio matter nor olay u»r« a««n to have foraad lay«r«d coating!

on pore aurfao** although occasional, weakly orianted, olay

doBaini were aeen. Thua the aoveaent of fine matter in Buaptneion

do«a not appear to have brought about the diffusion of the

contante of the feature. Fragments of organio Batter within the

feature (aa defined by colour and therefore by organio matter

concentration) were found to be of a wide variety of particle

alzea whereas those outside the colour change boundary were found

to b* predominantly of diaseters greater than 200 Microns. This

could indioate that the visible boundary of the feature is partly

tha reeult of the removal of finer organio fragmante and that the

obaerved boundary is not that which was originally formed.

Section 3 was taken fro* the centre of B1C21. Organio matter

dominated the matrix of the feature less than in &A023 (section

1) and fragmante of organio matter Imrger than 500 microns in

diameter were very rare. Keverthelese the feature matrix was seen

to be very orgen'o and fra+utnts of intact cellular organio

•atter were commonly found within it. The matrix contained

approximately 30k stones by volume, much more than that of
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•nd it had a waak granular atruotura. Pina poraa war* found

within tha matrix and wora faaoaa wara oommonly anoountarad. Huoh

of tha organic matrix waa too fina to ba raaolvad. Within the

dark organic matrix wara araaa of finor, mora minaral rioh

•attar. Thia warn iaotropio and aight ba tha raault of Mixing.

Stonaa oarriad a thin , unoriantad coating of tha dark organic

natrix of tha faatura, again Baking thaa appaar vary dark.

Oriented clay domaina vara occasionally obaarvad aa war% rara

clay and silt plugs.

What oonoluaiona oan ba drawn froa thaaa •action*? Tha voluma

•mnplad by thia approach ia vary aaall whan oomparad with tha

total voluaa of tha poaaibla archaaologioal faaturaa. Only ona

cliBB of fiatura vaa axaainad, tha 'pit'. Tha faaturaa of BA021

•nd BA023 diffar in tha aaka up of thair Batrioaa. BA023 oontaina

•or* ooaraa organic mattar and haa laaa avidant atruotura and

•ixing than EA021. Tha unraaolvabla fina organic aattar in both

f«aturaa could not ba diffarantiatad froa aiailar aattar outaida

th* faaturaa, Tha aiightly amallar avidaooa of aixing of fina

nattar in BAG23 whan coaparad with BA021 auggaata that thia fina

•attar ia aora likaly to hava originatad within tha faatura thui

ia tha caaa for tha fina aattar within BA021 but thia ia only a

ralativa oonaidaration. Rara, oriantad and aortad fina coatings,

doaaina and pluga auggatt that fina organic aattar baa baan

•obila within tha arohaaologioal faaturaa. Thia would auggaat

that auob fina tattar found within tha faaturaa may not originate

within thaa mod that tha analyala of fioa mattar may not ba a
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rcliabla futda to tha original oontanta of tha faaturaa.

Uncartainty raaaina ia to whathar tha colour ohanga aaan to

indioata tha adg«a of faaturaa ia not tha raiult of tha aorting

of fina organic aattar from tha faaturaa. aa in tha oaaa of

BA023. Tha olaar ohanga in atona abundanoa at tha adga of tha

featura aaaaa to indioata that tha ad£a ia aa it uaa uhan first

forn«d ainoa latar diaturbanoa ia unlikaly to hava brought about

such a ohanga.
» • *

U JORDAN, EMQLISH HERITAGE, FORTRESS HOUSE, SAVILE ROW, LOHDOH.
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XIILOCU, IUUH: A UPOtT 0* TUI STATISTICS OJ STOUS MOM CQOTUTS

D JORDAH

Introduction mod Objsotlv**

Th* features discovered during excavation were filled uith

n«terial in uhioh the sites and shapes of the stones appeared to

differ fro* tha neighbouring ploughaoil and naturally ooourring*
•ediaente. 1̂  uaa though^ that information on tha nature of thaaa

•ton** aight halp in undaratanding tha Banner in which tha*
r«atur«« were filled and tha aaterial that waa used for filling.

Thia aight, in turn, Buggact raaaona why tha features Here foraad

and whether there were any aaBOoiationa between thai.

Methodology

On aite it vaa found that thara waa a oloaa oorreapondenoe

b*tu*«n the distribution of artefacts in tha topBoil and features

b«lou. There was no significant accumulation of aaterial at tha

baie of breaka of alopa and raliot pertglaclal structures were

preserved in tha soil profile. Hence it waa concluded that

particles with a diameter greater than 2u had not suffered

•ignifioant aovement in tha soil since tha site was occupied.

Thus analyses were confined to atone sixes larger than this.

The following variablaa were Beasur ad in each samp lai

* Partiola aiie diBtribution in olasses of 3-4ami 4-6am; 6-lCmm

and >l&am (all atonei).

* Houndness of atonii fl-lftm« (100 Btones)
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* Shape of stone* 6-lftm* (100 atonaa)

* Haaa of atonaa 8-16** (100 atonaa)

* Roundnaag of atonaa >16a* (all atonaa, two aoalaa)

* For tha majority (28 out of 42) of tha aaaplaa 50 atonaa war*

aaaaurad along thair thraa principal axaa so that thair ahapa

could ba oaloulatad.

Tha nuabar of aaaplaa that oould ba analyiad waa liaitad. Samplaa

w«r» ohoaan In ordar to provida axaaplae of aava*al faa tura

t y p a a , parant aatariala and plougbaoila. Hinataan of tha forty-

two aaaplaa uara duplioataa.

Onca collaotad, aaoh aaapla waa «at-aiavad at 3u and tha

r« tan ta t a dried. This vaa than abakan through aiavaa of 4aa, 6aa

•nd 16m» aaah to oonatant vaitfht and aaoh of tha four raaultinf

f r a o t i o n a vaa waighad. Tha fraction of C-16aa uaa than quartarad

•nd quartarad again and alght of tha raaulting aub-aaaplaa uara

choaan at randoa and axaainad in randa* ordar. Stonaa wara takan

f r o n tha flrat aub-aaapla and thair roundnaaa aatiaatad on a

•tandard aoala. Each atona «aa than aaaignad to a ahapa olos* and

wi, if had, Hhan all tha atonaa of tha firat aub-aaapla had baan

axaainad, tha aacond aub-aaapla waa uaad until 100 atoaaa bad

baan oxaalnad. Thia alaborata prooadura vat inatigatad bacou»a it

uaa found that tbara w«a a bia« toward* largar atonaa baing

aalaotad if thty wara taltan froa tba • amp la diraotly. On a

rapl ioata of 60 atcw.aa waa oarriad out and it waa found that 10

atonaa uara «§Btgnad to d i f farant abapa olaaaaa and 14 to
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di f farant ahapa olaaaaa on ra-aatiaation. Thua raproduoibility

W K B low.

All tha atonaa ovar 16aa in diamatar uara olaaaifiad according to

two olaaaifioatioa of roundnaaa (Oardinar ft Daokomba 1983}

Fitcpatriok 1080). Ona raplioata of 50 atonaa waa oarriad out and

it uaa found that 10 of thaaa 60 wara aaaignad to diffarant

claaaaa on tha firat indax and 4 on tha aaoond. Thua again

rwprcjduoibility wail quite low.

B.Bulta

tmch aaapla ia brlafly diaouaaad balow. Fau ganaraliaationa can

L» Bada axaapt for ona which atanda out. With only ona axoaption

(fill 0088), tha natural parant oatariala ara mora roundad than

th« filla of tha faaturaa. Thua it amy ba oonoludad that tha

a«t«rial with which tha faaturaa ara fillad ia partly

artificially angular. It oan alao ba oonoludad that tha pita ara

•iailar, at laaat in angularity of oontainad atonaa, although

•oaa contain imny aora angular atonaa than othara. Tha

variability in apharioity ia oonaidarabla, avan within fills* but

»o«« filla hava conaiatantly high or low apraada of atona aiiaa.

Although aiailarly variabla, maui maxisu* langtha show that soaa

faaturaa oontaio conaiatantly largar atonaa than do othara. Thaia

faaturaa alao tand to hava conaidarabla apraad of atona ai«aa,

•uggaating that tha high valuaa of aaan ftajtiftua langth may bt dua

to a proportion of larga atonaa within fill* which otharwiaa hava

noraal atona aiiaa.
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SWLE
NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
II
19
20
2)
22
23
24
23
26
27
21

ORIGIN

Till , 0.30-O.ttb

Qrtvtl
fir*v«l Ntlwtl T.P.
BAOQ21

BA0023

BAOOS2
u

BR0087
M

BA0066
H

BR0060

BM064

row
C2.4
(4.0
(2.4
(4.2
(0.5
99.4
56.7
52.7
54.6
46.2
51.1
51.7
36.2
35.3
36.1
36.6
64.2
60.6
57.4
54.4
33,3
54.6
51.7
93.2
93.2
32.6
54.2
96,2

(.D.
6.27
6.(0
7.63

12.42
11.64
9.96
9.40

10.20
11.73
10.36
9.02
9.67
6.62
9.44
6.12

11.63
6.11
1.37

12.76
6.74

12.62
13.43
13.77
10.96
10.67
11.37
10.36
12.26

MflXDWH LEN8TH
mm (.D,
46.9
54.5
35.1
45.3
66.5
53.6
36.6
95.2
63.7
36.7
57.0
30.1
41.1
53.4
46.0
44.6
41.5
45.6
36.7
57.6
C.4
32.1
36.2
54.7
36.3
60.0
36.3
94.1

11.3
29.5
23.6
10.6
27.6
14.6
22.4
17.4
26.7
20.6
24.2
13.6
6.6

17.2
10.0
6.6
6.4
6.6

23.6
21.6
23.6
13.7
11.0
tt.O
20.2
20.6
30.0
17,6

Table (4 Comparison of stonts from tht archafological
ftalurti and ih» txcavation sit* mat r ix ,
sphericity and maximum Itngih
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Tha aampl«« ara diacuaaad mainly in tha light of tha data for

•ph«rici ty and maximum lanjth (tab la 64) minoa th*aa ara moat

r*adily intarpratad.

1 . Th* Ap horisaa of foil ttmt pit DO.3.

T h i » ia ona of fiva aamplaa of ploughaoii . Haan apharioity ia
<*+

very high and ralativaly invariant while* maan maximum lanm'th ia

low and alao ralativaly invariant. Thua mampla 1 ia
*

cooparativaly uall rounded and aortad, Thaaa ara intaraating and

,*rhapi murpriaing attributaa for a ploughaoil. It ia oot

coniistvntly aimilar or diaaimilar to any particular olaaa of

s«apl«B or filla axoapt that ita high d«gr«a of roundlng ia

•iailar to tha othar parant matarial aamplaa.

2. Till.

Th* atonaa in thia aampla ara oomparativaly wall roundad, of

•pproxiaataly maan alia and vary poorly aortad.

3. Ploughmoil.

Th« atonaa in thia aaapla ara oomparativaly wall roundad, of

upproxiaataly maan aica and modarataly poorly aortad.

4 dr*v*l pjr*nt mitirial.

Th* atonaa in thia aaapla ara oomparativaly vail roundad

•Jthough vtriabla. Thay tand to ba vary aiall and vary wall

•ortad.

5 Qrm

Thia im modarataly and modarataly variably wall roundad. Ita

•tonaa ara oomptrativaly Zarga mod poorly aortad. It diffara from
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• tmpla 4 in thaaa r«apaota.

6, 7, 8. BAQ21.

Thasa ara quit* alailar to aaoh othar and naar tha main for

•ph«rioity, sixa and thair variabilitiaa. Thair propartiaa ara

quit* diffarant from thosa of tha parant mmtarial aamplaa.

9 BA023

This i« naar tha ma an for apharioity and ita variability. Its

• tonaa ara vary larga ajid poorly sortad, howavar.

10, 11, 12. BA047

Th«B« ara quiVa aia'ilap to aaoh othar, 10 and^l acfra BO. Thay ara

•11 vary antfular and not vary variably ao. Thay ara oloaa to tha

•••n for sain auclaua lantfth and variability. Thia faatura

appears to ba particularly rioh in tha axotio, infular atonai.

13 , 14. BA05X

W n l l e quita di f faraat froa tba parant aatariala, thaaa aamplaa

•r« only a littla balow th* aaan for apharioity and for aaan

nixiaua l«ngth. Sampla 13 ia laaa variabla and aampla 14 alitfhtly

!•«• variabla than tha mamc for both oritaria.

15, 16. MOB?

Whila thaaa aamplaa diffar in apharioity, thay contain atonaa of

•imilar sicaa and aortad to a aimilar dafraa. Tha apharioity of

•tonaa in aampla 16 im oloaa to tain whila tha aaaooiatad

• tmdird daviatioo ia low. Stonas in a amp la 16 ara motfurataly

ypharioal but mora variabla than tha aaan. 9tona alias in both

••aplaa ara lov and vary vary littla ia. tha •amplas ara wall

•ortad,

17, 18,



KIHLOCH, RHUM: TOTAL PHOSPHATE AIALTSIS OF SOILS

3 LKE

Introduction (111 116 )

Total phosphate deterainatione were carried out on 38 aaaplea

taken fron a a"rid eurvey of part of the Bite in trtnch BA thought

to have underlain a poaBible atruoture. The ala of thla part of

the analyeia uaa to deteraine whether th» distribution of

phoaphatts oorr*lat«d with tha diatribution of arohavologioal

f«atur«>. If thia waa found to b* th« oaa« tb«n it uae hoped that

phoaphat* lavala oould ba uaad to clarify th« atatua of th*

arohacolofioal faaturaa.

Th« phoiphata grid aaaplaa ware takan froa four lanaa eaoh ona

n«tr« apart and within the lanea at 25oa intervala froa a depth

of 3oa belou the ploughioil. The area covered by the grid wai 3a
x 4m

Alao mntlyitd Mera 26 background aaaplaa and further aamplea froa

around a feature AD222. Theae aamplea had previoualy been

inveatigated ueing a different aethodology (Hirona and Edwarda,

mf ) and tha aia of tnalyeing th«a again waa to check for

ooaparability with tha prevloue work.

Th« background auplee were algo u§ed aa a aeature of the natural
phoaphtte variability.
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ILL 116 ; Trtnch 6A. Location of samples for total photphatt
analysts of tolls
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Samples were alio taken from a nuaber of featurea in trench BA

but outbid* the area covered by the grid . Saaplea *ere taken froa

the fill* of featurea and al«o from 2 Oca under the vi»ible edge

of the feature Thi» work aiaed to caat light on the behaviour of

phosphate d«po*it« with r«ip«ot to their Mobility.

Method

Staple* were air dried and then sieved through a 2mn »eih. Tha

•••plea were then placed in an oven at 50 degrees Cel«iu» and

dried to conetant weight (24 hour* waa found to be sufficient for

thie).

Circa 0. 2gai of coi 1 waa then taken and ignited at 550 degreea C

for one hour. The soil *e« boiled in 25»1 IN HC1 for thirty

• inutea to ex-^ract the phoaphate (Anderaon 1976). The cooled

extract wan filtered and cade up to 25nl in a volumetric flaak.

10*1 of thia extract ««e put in a 50al voluaetric flaak and to

thia waa added about 25ail of water. Then lOc.1 of the

•olybdovanadate aolution WBB added and the Mixture Bade up to

rolua-e. Thia waa left for at leait 10 cinutea but leaa than an

hour and the ab«orb«nce read on a Corning Efi 187 Spectra

Coloriaieter. A calibration curve wa« prepared for each batch of

reading* although the curve i Lee If waa found to be conaiatent.

THe curve waa Bade by aubitituting aliquota of a SOppB F Btoak

•olutlon for the extract in the aeaay aix. The oallbration curve

vaa found to be linear between 1 and lOppa with a slight IOBB of

linearity between 10 and 20 PPB
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Tha •olutiona wara raad againgt a phoaphata fraa blank and alao

••aaurad uaa an axtraotion blank <25«1 HC1 boiled for 30 ainutaa

• nd a IQnl aliquot takan for aaaay). This blank uaa alvajra found

to contain no phoaphata.

T h U nathod uaa uaad by Haaond (1Q85) and tha aaaay ia ba»t

d*ioribad by Jaokaon (1958).

1 in 4 aaAplaa war* raplioatad, tha ujority of thaaa oroaa batch

to «nabl« an aatimata of overall laboratory praoiaion.

All tflaaauar* ua« thorc.ighly uashad in phoaphata fra« datartfant

• o l u t ion, rinaad arvJ laft atanding in 10X nitric aoid for 24

houn bafora bain^ rinaad thraa tiaaa in tap uatar and thraa

t inaa in distillad

T h r o u g h o u t tha prooadura atapa wara takan to avoid oontaaination

of tha aaaplaa fro* axtarnal aouroaa of phoaphata, thus fol loKinj

the advioai 'Dua t , aaliva, paraplration and tobaooo a a ha a carry

tppraoiabl* a*ounta of phoaphorue and ahould tharafora ba

•xoludad' l (Jaokaon 1056).

Tha ovarall praoiaion iodioatinj tha laval of laboratory error

uaa oaloulatad urn ing tha »athod of Varaaulan (1063) and wa« foimd

to ba 102ppaP. Laboratory arror «a« tbarafora around 5Jt.
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SRMPLE KO. PPM
2070
2210
2540
2990
3020
2190
21W
2*0
2900
2420
too
1330
1C30
1140
1130
3540
2740
1140
1*0
lOW
1110
3190
1130
2350
2330
3720
2910
3210
TWO
2990
1NO
2t90
2IK>
2*0

P04

2130
2190
200

3030

' 2*0
2490
1C30

2*40

\m

2540

1290

1MO

2*0

SftfU
34
35
3C
37
31
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
4*
41
90
91
92
53
54
99
91y
91
91n11
C2a
M
C9
M
V

PPM P04

I960

too

Tabit 6? Total photphat* analysts :
trtnch BA, tamplt results

1161 grid samplts In
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Comparing the set of samples from the grid and the samples from

tha natural soils (P20 to P38) using the Whitney Hann U test

(Ebdoa 1976) It can ba ahoun that the two eats of samples are

iikaly to be from different population* at the 0.001 significance

lava 1 .

Th* Hhitney Hann U test was alao used against all thoaa samples

taken fro» within 17o« of luaptotad foaturaa and th« r«at of th«

nauplea froa tha grid. Thr null hypothaaia oould ba rajactad at

the 0.05 aignifioanoa laval. Thia would h« «xpaot«d if w«

conaidar tha f«atur«a to ba araaj of oonovntrmtad hu«an activity

within tha vattlaaant as a whola.

Th« aouth aaat oornar of tha grid araa uaa thought poaaibly to

h«v« ovarlain part of an early atruotura. A Whitnay Hann U taat

uaa carriad out on tha twalva aaaplaa from thim araa and tha r»»t

of tha grid aamplaa. Tha Hull hypothaaia oould ba raj to tad at tha

0 05 algnif ioanca laval auggaiting that tha aaaplaa froa around

thia araa do oo»a froa a aaparata population to thoaa froa tha

mt of tha grid. This may support tha poaaibility that thia araa

waa aaaooiatad with a atruotura.

Conoluaioo

Analyaia of tha phosphate oontant of soils on and around tha sit*

waa oarriad out. Tha results demonstrated that the soils within

tha area of the site exhibited enhanced phosphate levels compared

to the phosphate content of the natural soils around the site.
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Further to thi« th« «oi !• fro« th« Bit* tak«n f roa within 17c« of

•uapectod f«atur«« •xhtbitcd anhancad phoaphite content (when

traatad «• « population) coapared to th« oth«r toil a5»ples taken

froB within th« »it«. However, soil rhoiphat* level« tlon* u»re

not capable of diMnoain^ between soils from individual features

and th« oth«r aoil« of th« occupation ar«a. Prelieinary work

aufgeated that ^o«e featurts retained high phosphate content

wharaaa other featuraa had loat phoaphate to the underlying

natura i.

SIHON LEE, WHITHORH TRUST, WHITHORH. DUHFRIES AND QALLOHAY.
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fivport oo 0*o«orp bo logical Invaatigatiooa Cafriad Out to Support

of th« Ixoavatio* at Kiolooh, Bhua.

DO SUTHfiRLAMD

Introduction and Objaotivaa

During 19&4, archaaologioal axcavationa wara carriad out at

Kinlooh, Rbua which aatabliahad Haaolithio oooupation of that

area fron aa aarly aa c.6500 EP. Tha aita ia aituatad batuaan

. 1 1 and 15a above local O.D., but ita ralationahip to Flandrian

e«a l«v«la uaa unknown. Saa laval during tha pariod of ououpation

of th« aita and aubaaquantly io of importanoa (a) aa a factor in

th« local anvironaant and (b) as a potential f aotor i

diiturbanoa of tha aita by aarina tranagraasion af tar ita

•bindoaant .

Th* principal objaotiva of tha work raportad Kara waa tharafora

to study tha hiatory of saa-laval o hang a around tha ooaet of fthua

•nd to ralata thia to tha Einlooh aita. A aaoond objaotiva waa to

•tudy tha aadiaant foraing tha undaraoil of tha ait* in ordar to

undvratand ita ganaaia. In addition, faotora ralating to tha

natural tranaport of bloodatona froa Bloodatona Hill and its

incorporation in tha batch at Gulrdil war* alio axajiinad.

tfork CarriaJ Oat

Following axaaination of tha whola of Rhua on aarial photographa

•t a aoala of o. 1(27,000 and a ravlaw of tha ralavant

Htaratura, ft 10-day program*a of fiald work froa 6th to 16th
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ILL 117 : Gtomorphologlcol work on Rhum 1915



April 1985 was carried out. Those stretches of coastline and

lower portions of adjacent valleys that seemed likely to preserve

«»videnoe of formsr sea-level changes were mapped at a scale of

1:10,000 (111 117). During this mapping* in addition to landforma

• nd aediments resulting from sea-level change*, features relating

to fllmolation or poat-tflaoial proo«ia«a u»r» alto recorded. Th*

napping waa aupplcaanttd by ahallow hand bora* to a aajciaua depth

of 3m to investigate the sediments at tne head of Loch Soreiort

• 10 bores) and in the lower part of the lilmory Glen (8 bores)

together with a nuaber of other bores through peat around Kinlooh

Sub*«quent to sapping, all olear raised shoreline features around

Looh Soresort, at Harris and at Guirdil vere aoourately levelled

on cloied traverses using a Koshiba seci-autoaatio level.

S«diaentologioal investigations were also carried out both in the

field and subsequently i.. th* laboratory on samples from the

•ubatrate of the archaeological site.

Sea Level Cbantf*

Introduction;

Certain aspects of the raised shorelines around the coasts of

Rhus have been described in the literature (Marker 1908, HoCann

and Biohards I960, Peaoook 1976). Theae account* have

concentrated mainly on th* rook-out shorelines and Lateglaoial

depositionsl features and have only mentioned briefly sarine

landforas and sedisants that were premumed to date from the
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poor developaent of Flandrian ahorellnee, th* paucity of riv*r

t*rrao*a a*rad*4 to th*a« and th* ooneid*r*^>l* thiokn*aa of p*at

»nd f in*-a;rained aediatant aoouaulatad in th* low*r reaohca of

F.ilcory Qlan. Th* low total a*dia*nt aupply to th* ooaata of Rhua

e**aa attributable to th* lack of *xtenaiv* (*aeily-eroded)

tflaoial depoaita. Th* nua*rou> ihort atraajia that drain th*

i alind alao ratult in auoh a*dia*nt aa ia tranaportad b«ing

diBp«ra*d around th* ooaat rathar than oono*ntrat*d in particular

•r«a«. Huch of th* aatarial in Flandrian raia*d ahor*lin*a, aa in

th* pr*a*nt b«aoh*a, therefore app*ara to b* of very local

derivation or r*work*d froa *arli*r parioda of aediaent aupply

(i.*. th* Lat*glaoial p*riod, o. 13,000-10,000 BP).

Expoaur* variva v*ry gr*atly around th* ooaat of Rhua, Th* baya

at Harria and Quirdil on the aouth and w*«t ooaata hav* aaxiaua

fetch** of well in *xo*aa of ISOka, whilat Kilaory on th* north

coaat haa a aaxiaua f*toh of o,75ka. Th* h*a4 of tooh Soraaort

near th* arohaeolofioal aite ia the aoat aheltered atr*toh of

ooaat on th* ialand with a aaxia.ua fatoh of 2 Ska to th* *aat-

•outh-*aat, ita*lf a direction of relatively low frequency of

•trontf uinda, Bxpoaure ia th* principal control on th* altitud*

to which ttavea are liabl* to aov* a*dia*nt alonjf a particular

ahor*lin* and h*no* looal variation du* to thia faotor auat be

antioiptted around the Rhui ooitt.

Th* ootatal profile of Rhua ii typically very ateep with oliffa,

riaing in places to ov*r 300at around all but a few atretch** of
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coast. Thass cliffs ara f,-ont«d by various rook platfora raanants

that pra-data tha Plandrian indicating tha cliffs to ba foasil

(HoCmnn and Biohards 1869; and hanoa, daspita thair iapraaaira

nppearanca, supplying vary little- sadiaant to tha ooaat. Tha

staap natura of tha ooaetal profile, avan in aany cmbayBanti,

prvoludea extensive devolopatnt of dapoaitional aarina landforaa.

Th* offahora profila ia also ganarally staap uround Rhum, tha

only axoaption baing in Loch Soraaort. A shallow offahora profila

r*iulta in tha raduotion of *»ava anargy prior to its raaohing tha

ahora. Hanoa on Rhua this factor oparatas in syspathy with fatoh

In aaphasiaing tha ahaltarad natura of Looh Soraaort,

particularly its haad around Kinlooh, and tha axposad natura of

Harris and Quirdil.

In auiiairy, tha looal factors affacting tha davalopaant and

altituda of shoralina faaturaa ara not conduoiva to widaspraad

fornation of dapoaitional land forsa. Thsrs is also liksly to bs

conaidarabla looal variation, froa bay to bay, in tha altituda at

uhioh givan prooaaaaa ara affaotiva. Looh Soraaort has by far tha

coat ahaltarad ooastlina on tha ialand. As is diaouaaad latar, at

tha aaxiaus of tha Main Postglacial Transgression tha lowar part

of Kilaory Olan would hava baan an avan sora protaotad

hraokiah/aarins aabaysant. Insofar as Hatolithio sattUs*nt «as

influanoad by tht shaltarad natur* of Looh Soraaort, than in tha

•iddla Flaodrian tha lowtr portion of Kilaory Olan aay ulso hiva

offarad an attraotivs «nvironsant,

Fa



FioJd Evidence of Former S»*

A geomorphological nap of the area around Loch Screaort la shown

in (Til l i w ).Tha highest carine faaturaa, formed at the tine of

deglaciation, ara found within Olan Kinloch whara depositional

tarracaa, fronting a larga drift Bound, have an altitude of c . 35m

local O.D. During tha fall in sea laval subsequent to tha

formation of theia features a further depositional terrace waa

forned in the nouth of Olan Kinloch at an altitude of c . 24n local

O.D- A major rock-cut platform and degraded cliffline occurs

along tha north of Loch Scraaort and on the eouth aide of tha

loch by ite mouth. Thia waa aurvayed naar the haad of the loch

where it haa an altitude of c . 32n u.D. Tha age of thia and

ai»ilar rock platforma which are found widely around the coast of

Rhun la unknown: they may be older thin tha laet regional

glaciation.

Tha remaining evidence reIating to sea-level change around Loch

Scraaort ia conaiderad to be of Flandrian age and to have bean

formed at tha • a.ximum of, or following, tha Main Postglacial

Transgression. Ho evidence has bean found in tha area around Loch

Scrasort to establish tha transgressional nature of these marine

landforns and sadimanta. However, evidence for such a

transgression probably exists in lilaory Glen where a line of

eight boreholes proved a widespread ninaroganio layer with peat

above and below at an altitude of around 10m This site deservea

further detailad investigation. Furthermore, tha Hain Postglacial
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Trmnagraaaion h-ia baan aatabliahad at a auffioiantly larga nuabar

of looalitiaa around tha Soottiah ooaat to aaka it cartain aa an

elaaant in tha aaa-laval hiatory of Rhua. Tha aaa-laval changaa

*Et«bliahad alaauhara in Scotland indioata an aarly Plandrian

r»gr«aaion ainiaua at batuaan 8000 and 8500 BP. follouad by tha

Main Pomtglaoial Tranagraaaion which oulatinatad in tha formation

of tha Main Poatglaoial Shoralina at around 6500-7000 BP.

T«n boraholaa wara drillad in tha intartidal aadinant at tha haad

of Looh Soraaort in a aaaroh for any aarly Flandrian paata that

c«y hav* foraad during tha aarly Flandrian rafraaaion and baan

pr«a«vad baoauaa of tha low anargy anvironaant and lov aadiaant

budgat at tha looh haad. No paat waa found, houavar, just a

e 50oa aurfaoa layar of aiadiua to ooaraa ahally aand ovarlying

gr«y ahally ailty fina a and in aoat boraa. Thia lowar dapoait ia

thought to ba tha f inar-grainad offahora aadiaant a dapoaitad

during tha highar aiddla Plandrian aaa lavala. Tha drilling

prograua had to ba ourtailad baoauaa of tidal ohangaa that

rvatriotad aooaaa to tha lowar part of tha intartidal cona.

Around tha aargina of Looh Soraaort, Plandrian baaoh gravale,

whvra praaant* ooour aainly aa thin apraada raating on badrook.

On tha aouth flida of tba Looh, howavar, a narrow dapoaitional

ttrraoa axists at (a) in 111 116.This has an altituda of 11.4a

loc*l O.D. and although thia altituda *ay ba influanoad by tha

underlying rook atruotural banoh» thia providaa a aaxiaua

altituda for tba Main Poatglaoial Shoralina by Looh Soraiort.
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In the lowar part of linlooh Glan to th* north of the river (b)

in 111 lie , a peat-covarad tarraoe was investigated. Tha aub-paat

•urface consists of gray a and a and ailta with a thin aurfaoa

layer of gravel at an altituda of 9. SB looal O.D. Tha baaa of tha

poat ia oharaotariaad by abundant PhFetfpitea- Baorofossils and,

although no Biorofoaail avidanoa ia presently availabla on this

section, it ia thought that tha Binerogenio/peat transition ia a

serai contact froa aarine to fraahwatar condition* (but aaa

< hapters 11 A 12 in text). A saaple u«a raaovad for radiocarbon

dating from tha baaal 2cm of tha paat and it ia anticipated that

thi* aaapla ahould olosely data tha retreat of tha aaa froa tha

caxifiUB aohiavad at tha paak of tha Hain Postglacial

Tranagreaaion .

The evidanoa of foraar aea-lavel ohanfle at Harria and Quirdil ia

broadly aiailar to that for Loch Soreaort. A geoaorphologioal cap

of tha coaat around Harria IB ahoun (111119 ).Tha highaat foraar

carine featurea ara tha notable aeriaa of raiaad ahingle ridgaa

around tha head of Harris Bay at an altituda of o.SOa. Sea laval

fell following tha foraation of theaa rldgav and beaohea have

been preaarvad at o.21a and o.llm, tha foraer appearing aa a aora

aignifioant faatura in tha araa of Harrie Lodge for it ooincldea

approxiaataly with tha laval of a pra-axiating rook platfora that

oan ba traoad along auoh of tha eouth/weat ooaat of Rbua. All

theae rtiaad ahoralinea pradata tha Flandrian.
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The generally steep coaatal slope around Harris Bay below the

levol of the high rook platform has restricted tha development of

Flandrian sarine dapoaita. Thaaa ara typically In the fora of

ste«p banka of graval and only ona auoh faatura was surveyed, in

the «outh/eaet of tha bay. Thia had an altitude of o.Qm, which,

giv«n the degree of exposure of the bay and tha inforaation froa

elsewhere on Rhum aa to Flandrian aaa levels, implies foraation

in the latter part of the Flandrian.

At Guirdil (111122 )f there ara only two dapoaitional features

that oan be related diraotly to aea level. The higher, at an

altitude of o.27.5«, relates to tha period of deglaoiation when a

soill valley glacier occupied Guirdil Glen. The lower faatura ia

111*1 raised beaoh on union the bothy stands. It represents tha

highest Flandrian ahoralina and occurs at 0.8. SB. Oiven tha

variation in coastal conditions and tha likely affect of

iBoitatio tilting, this figure for tha uppermost sea level during

the Flandrian is in agreement with the figures derived for Loon

Sc resort. More datailad disoussion of tha Guirdil araa Is

included later.

Conolution*

In conclusion, tha available evidence suggests that tha aaxiaua

altitude achieved by tha aaa during tha saddle Plandrian Bay bs

placed at approximately 10-lla local O.D. around Loon Soreaort.

Thia event was vary probably preceede ' by a period of lower sea

level and. by aoaparisen with other aren in Scotland tha tise of
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lowest sea level approximately coincided with the earlieat period

of occupation of the linloch ait*. The local a«a level at thia

tic* ie, however, undetermined. In aaatarn Scotland where the

Hiin Poatglaoial Shoreline (allowing for differences in datua) ia

at approxiBately tha aaaa altituda aa around Looh Soresort, tha

oarly Flandrian regression appaara to hava approached or droppad

below praaant aaa laval. At tha tiae of aarliaat occupation of

the Kinlooh lita, tharafora, aaa laval could hava baan oloaa to

or perhapa balow praaant aaa laval.

Th» Bubaaquant riaa of aaa laval during Main Poatglaoial

Trtnigraiaion did not raaoh auoh an altituda that would hava

disruptad tha araa axoavatad. That tha occupation aita haa baan

trao«d to a louaat altituda that broadly ooinoidaa with tha

upperaoat Flandrian aaa laval a»y auggaat, houavar, that low»r

porticna of tha aita hava baan daatroyad during tha

tranitfraoBion .

At tha tiaa of tha Main Postglacial Shoralina tha louar raaohaa

of Kilnory Glan wara occupied by tha aaa or by a braokiah inlat.

ThiB Bay hava provided an attractive sheltered environment for

aan.

Sediawnt Analyala fro* tb* labatrat* of tha Kioloob Site

A particular problaa related to tha archaeological excavation uaa

the nature of tha aediaent on which tha Meaolithio aettleaent hud

b«en eattbliahad. Aa can ba aeen (111 lie ), there is only a
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Halted araa of aadinant-oovarad ground around tha haad of Looh

Scraaort. Tha largaat «uoh araa in on tha north aid* of tha haad

of th» looh whara tha axoavationa war* locatad. A abort diatanoa

to th* aaat of tha aita tha aadiaant thina out Mainat a

Torridonian badrock riaa whilat to tha ttaat badrook outoropa in a

nunbvr of araaa auggaating that tha aadiaant itaalf ia ralativaly

thin. A aaall foaail poaaibly marina-out oliff ocoura iaeadiataly

•outh of tha aita. Thia haa a aaxiaun raliaf of o.3a, iaplying

that in thia araa tha body of aadiaant haa at laaat thia

thiokncaa. In ordar to invaatigata thia aadiaant aora oloaaly and

to confira tha baaa of tha aita, a tranoh (AJ) uaa dug towards

th« lowar and of tha aita. It had a aurfaoa altituda of 11. 6*

local O.D. Tha atratigrtphy Ja ahown in tabla 88.

Th« atdiaant analyaii daaoribad balov vaa oarriad out on tha

lowcraoat 30ca of tha pit aa thia would ba tha laaat diaturbad by

surfaoa aotlvlty (tha arohaaologioal aatarial ooourrad In tba

topaoat o.55oa) and aoil-foraiag prooaaaaa.

Cl*mt ftrm. Fifty olaata, tha long axaa of tthiob wara graatar

than 4oa, vara aaasurad fur tha long (a), intaraadiata (b) and

• hort (o) ajtai. Tha aaan [a+b]/2o ratio wag 2.04 and tha Btan o/a
r t t l o uaa 0.46,

Hcundntss. Tha roundnaaa of tha aama 60 olaata wag aaaaaaad on a

•ix-point goala axtanding fro* wall-round to vary angular. Tha

r«auHa ara ghown in 111 120 froa which it can ba aaan that tha
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eodal das* in sub-round wi th rounded olaata being the mo«t

f r»quent .

Lithology. The lithology of the aame 50 olaata uaa alto

c l m « « i f i e d . The dominant lithology uaa Torridon Sandetone ( 4 4 X ) .

Of par t icular intereat war* Sohimtoae and Heaoaoio lediuentary

Hthologiea (12. SX) that do not crop out on Rhum. The ramaindar

of the olaata vara varioua itfnaoua lltholotfiaa. Th«aa ara likaly

to hiv* bacn darivad from Rhum although aoma> particularly

ti and dolaritaa, oould hava ooaa froa outwith tba laland.

H*trix ptrticl* mi*» distribution. A matrix aampla waa r«aov«d

• r.d dry aiavad in tha laboratory at 0.5 intarvali batva«n -1.0

(2mm) and 4.0 (0.063a*a). Tha graphic »aan dia«atar of tha aatrix

»mm 1.93 (0.282aji) but it uaa poorly aortad ( ~ = 1.45 ; 0.368aa),

Th* « i l t and olay ( i .a . < 4 . 0 ) paroantaga waa o . l O . & X and tha

sind fract ion had two aoda»: a largtr ona of vary ooaraa sand (-

1 0 to 0 , 0.25X of tha a and fraction) and a aaallar ona of f ina

•and ( 2 . 0 to 3.0 f O.23.5X of tha Band fraction) (111 121 ).

Interpretation Tha obaarvationa in tba f ia ld and tha aadimant

•n*lyi i« indioata that tha dapoait is unttrat lf iad poorly-tortad

cl»t-Bupportad aadiaant. Tha matrix i* primarily a ooaraa land,

pa r t i cu l a r ly whan oonaidaration ia givan to tha likalihood of

downwaihing in tha coil prof i la of fina tand, ailt and olay. Thia

nay ba tha explanation of tba taoondarr mode in tha fina sand

f r a c t i o n . Tha litnology of the olteta, with tha vignifioant
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*nvironnental ohangea in this araa aa they relate to the

liberation of bloodatone and ita inoorporation in the local

••dinenta, particularly tha Guirdil batchaa.

During ioe-ehaet deglaoiation, a glaoiar oooupiad tha greater

part of Qlen Guirdil, it* terainua being narked by on* large and

two acall corainaa on the eaatarn aid* of tha glen. Thia ioa

cardinal poaition im ralatad by a terrace on tha waat aid* of tha

glen to a sat laval of about 27m. Tha glacial depoiita ara

ooDpoaad docinantly of Torridonian catarial with aubaidiary fine-

grained ignaoua rooka and a fau granophra olaata darivad froa tha

h«id of tha valley, Aa coat of tha catarial oarriad by tha

dlaoiar would hava baan tranaported down valley, it ia unlikely

that any aifnifioant ooncantration of bloodatona would ba found

in theie glacial depoiita and, by exteniion, in tha rtiaed

choreline daposit* darivad froa then.

The eaattrn flanka of Bloodatona Hill ara ctuked in their middle

portion by an extenaive, vegetated taluc. Aa thia Talui darivai

caoh of iti iaterial froc tha arei of outcrop of the bloodatone,

ite developitnt in fundamental in the tranipott of blooditone to

the local beaohei, Th« talui auit have ittrtad to fore on

deglaoiation but at this tilt thtre ii unlikely to htv* batn

•ignifioant tranifer of blooditont to tha btiohai 4ecaui« <1) the

ttlue htd to build up, thufl trapping fraahly arodad bloodatona,

•nd <il) «•! Uvtl would havt baan falling rapidly at thla tiaa
and tha Ouirdil Burn would hava baan aroding into and attnly

-̂
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tranaporting tha glacial dapoaita in the botton of tha glen.

Both the rate of production of the taluB and the fall of aaa

level are likely to hava diminiahad during tha Lateglaoial

Int»r»tadial but during tha subsequent Loch Loaond Stadial (o.

11,000-10,000 BP) thara waa a Barked environnental change towarda

cor* aevere oliaatio oonditiona. Snail glaoiara built up again in

the oorriaa of Rhun and periglaoial prooaaaaa wara vary Active

(Ballantine and Main-Hobaon, 1980). Thia ia likaly to hava baan

the pariod of aoat rapid froet-rivintf of tha fraa faoaa on

Rlood«tona Hill and tha talua probably achieved its preaent

ciicenmiona during thie pariod.

Vh« tilua ia davalopad on a badrook alopa that ia atappad in

syepathy with tha atruotura of tha underlying Torridonian

Sanditona. A largar badrock atap toward* tha btaa of tha talua

producad an araa of rook outcrop and balow thia a aariaa of larga

•lluvial fana/dabria oonaa, Thaaa mra likaJy to hava baan

principally oonatruotad during tha Looh Locond Stadialt ona of

than ii olaarly inaotiva today aa tha gully outi through it and

h«noa aodiiant by-paiaaa it, whilat thara ara alto raliot gulliai

on tha faoa of th« ttlui.

Tha gulliai hav« darivtd dabria fro« tha talui, ths btdrook ftoag
abova and fcoB tha undarlyin. bedrock into whioh th§ Itrgar
gulliae art inol§»d. Thay havi dillvit»d poorly Bortad

aadlaantB, vii thi »lluvi«l ftni, to tht Ouirdil Burn. During th»
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Looh Lomond Stadial, it i« likely, on the baaia of analogy with

nt h e r areaa of Scotland, that thi« was a period of »tillatand of

see. level or even alight tranegreaaion. Thie would hava tha

effect of trapping tha aadirant froa tha Quirdil Burn in Quirdil

Bay and alao diminiahing tha aaount of downcutting in tha glacial

--iepofcite in Quirdil Qlan. Oivan therofore, (i) tha likaly

incre»«e in activity on tha alopea of Bloodatona Hill, (ii) th«

likely reduction in aupply of material fron tha glaoial dapoaita,

and (iii) aea-level ohangea that favourad inoraaaad retention of

Bodicant in Guirdil Bay, it aaaca probabla that tha Loch Lomond

stmdiil waa tho tia>a whan thar* firat ocourrad a aignifioant

oocponant of bloodatona in tha Guirdil baaohaa. Tha axaot

altitude of tha aaa at that tin* ia unknown; by extrapolation

froc vlaawhara on tha waat ooaat of Scotland it aty ba preaucad

to hava baan alightly balov praaant aaa laval.

Th« itart of tha Flandrian ia likaly to hava baan oharaotariaad

by falling aaa lavala (raaohing a low at around 8500 BP) and,

with olinatio tcalioration and vagatation davalopatnt, incraaaing

• lopt atabiiity. At thia period there la* likaly to hava baan a

nrked decline in tha addition of new bloodatone to tha talua on

Bloodatona Hill but continued gully activity (aoae gulliea being

•otive in preient oonditiona) and poaaible erogion oc the louar

partfi of the alluvial fana due to a lower bag* laval tre likaly
to hava ensured a ooritinuinf* albait reduced, mpply of

bloodatona to tha
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Af t*r 0.8500 BP th* Hmin Postglacial Transgression occurred

subsequent to which the sequence of raised ahingle depoeits in

Guirdil Bmy were deposited. Slop* activity during the niddle and

late F land rim is unlikely to have been greater than that of

today and h*no* supply of sediment to the beaches rather low. It

IE thought that much of th* asteri*! in th* raised and pr*a*nt

beaches haa boen r*uork*d from that supplied during th* Loch

Louond Stadial and *arly Flandrian.

of th* batch ••dia«nt« cay b* of son* r*l*vano* to th*

quality of bloodaton* availabl* for collection free th* b*aoh.

The bloodaton* ha« a variable oont*nt of v*aiol*B and it cay b*

proeuoed that thoa* pi*o*a of blooditon* with a high proportion

of v«aicl«« would b* aaohanioally w*ak*r and h*no* cor* readily

deotroyed in th* high-energy beaoh environnent . If thia ia

correct, then th* bloodatone on the beaoh would not only be th*

root readily looatad aouro* of bloodeton* but would alao b* of a

naturally a*l*oted higher quality than that ooourring on th*

talua.

In «uBnary, on the bills of the landforaa in the

OuirdiI/Bloodstone Hill area and knowledge of the likely

•invironr*nttl and sea-level ohangee since degltoiation, it la

«ugg*sted that the period of aost abundant 'production' of

bloodstone frag*«nte was during the Loon Loaond Btaxiial, Further,

th* tiie of greatest transport of bloodstone to the beaohei was
likely to have been during tha fltadial and the vary early
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Flanctrian. During Boat of the Flandrian fresh release of

bloodstone fra^Bente from the bedrock ia likely to have been

rather low and the amin part of th* bloodstone in the present and

ruieed beaohaa formed after o.6500-7000 BP in thought to have

been reworked «arli»r natcrial. Thia raworking probably haa had

the «ff»ot of daatroying (i.«. reducing to aaall vixa) bloodaton*

fraflcenta that had a high oontant of vaaiolaa and leaving behind

ror* ooharant and •aohanioally aound*r bloodatona. Finally, thia

reconatruotion ia rath«r qualitative but a detailed study oould

quantify the proc«aaaia operating.

Conoluaioaa

Tho oonoluaiona to the work carried out aiy be aucjoariaed aa

folloWl.

1 At the tiie of earlieat oooupation of the Kinlooh aite, aeu

lev*I !• likely to have been at or slightly below its present

l«v«l. The sea, houever, would have been close enough to the site

to hav* been a relevant fsotor in its ohoioe as an oooupation

2, The eubsequsnt rise of sea level during the Hsin Poatglaoial

Trftnagression did not attain such an altitude that the ires of

the excavation was directly affected. However, the coincidence in

•ititude between the loweraoet part of the sits and the uppsraoat

i*val reached by ths llandrian aaa suggaats that lower portiona
of the aita nay hftV* baan reworkad or daatroyad during tha
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trantgraaaion.

3, At the tiae of the Main Postglacial Shoreline, th« lower part

of Kilnory Gl«n would have been a marina or brackish enbay»ent

that night hava providad an attractive environment for Heaolithio

occupation.

4 Tha site at Rinlooh ia underlain by sedinent interpreted ai a

stoney till tha uppar part of which haa baan reworked, probably

during tha Latafllaoial fall in ana laval, at which tiaa, at lotit

briefly, tha araa of tha aita would hava baan aubjaot to littoral

proc«*BB«B.

5 Tha noat probabla tiaa for natural ralaaaa of bloodatona fro*

Bloodatona Hill and incorporation into tha Ouirdil baaohaa ia

•Hurintf tha Loch ionond Stadial and tha aarly Plandrian. Hoat of

th« bloqdatona found in tha Flandrian raiaad baaohaa and tha

pr«i«nt baaoh at Uuivdil probably raaohtd tha coast during tha

abov« period, Subiaquant ravorking in tha high anargy baaoh

environavnt has probably Iaa4 to da*truction of blooditona with a

high oontant of vaitolti and a oonitquant inoraata in th>

proportion of btttar quality bloodston* in th« bt«oh««.

OR DOHALD SUTHBRLAWD, PLACER ANALYSIS, 2 LOHDOH ST, EDIHBURQH.
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on Rhuai i»ach**ical analys** and interpretation

A Dugwore

Introduction

In 1972 Richard Binns dr*w attention to th* pr*ft*nc* of drifted

pumic* horizons in Holocene mtrandlinem in th* Br i t imh Isles,

Norway and Svalbard, and noted several related occurenc** upon

archaeological «it*m. R»c«nt work in th« H*brid» by

*rcl-ia«o)ogi«t« ire* th« BDD/HBM And th* Univ«r»ity o-f 6h«<Hi»ld

M*m located * nunbvr of *idd»n alt** in which pi«c«» o-f pu«ic»

*r« + r»qu»n t . Them* ftitn lim in th« waclrair of ^4orth and South

u i » t , fac ing th» op«n Atlantic. S imi lar pu«ic» ha* also b«*n

r*cov*r*d during SDP/HBH «xcavation« at K«bi«t»r on th* Shetland

. Th« raaliftation that theft* occur«nc*» could tw u««d to

important iftochronou* oarkar !«riion» within Scottish

i*t«r prvhiatory has I'd to th* d»tail»d study of this «at*rial

< D u g m o r * ft sjt in pr*p) . Th* analysis of puftic* r*cov*r*d fro*.

th» BKcavationt on fthua should b* consid»r*d in this wid*r

con t»M t .

The

Samples of three pieces of pu*aceous «at«ri«l «*r* analysed to

determine both major and trace *lea*nt abundances, Th* material

was prepared by th* author and x-Ray floorescence analyset w*r*

p*rfor«Mid at th* Or ant Institute of (toology, University of

Edinburgh. In th*ir origins! »t*tv «U of th* tsmplts floated in
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Sample A uaa «ub-round»d in ahapa, brown, and waighad 13. 7g.

Oivan tha rafaranoa nunbar AG128 5504 it waa raoovarad fro» a

Naolithio contaxt.

Staple B wa« angular and irragular in ahapa, light gray in colour

•nd auparf ioially waatharad; it vaighad 0.6g and givan tha

r«f«ranoa nuobar BA00052 it uaa raoovarad fron a Haaolithio

contaxt .

^Mspl* C waa ainilar in appaaranca to aaapla B, but daapita ita

rough, irragular aurfaoa tha piaca waa approxiaataly apharioal

Find it uaighad 8 . 2g . Tha- piaoa uaa ona of thraa raoovarad froc a

Heiolithio oontaxt and daacribad aa AD00162.

Tha raaulta of tha XRF analyiaa ara givan in ttblaa 60 and 70.

Cotioluaiona

A ooapariaon of tha Rhua data with publiah»d aouroaa laada to tha

following oonoluaiona ;

t. Sajipla A in voloanio and probably loalandio in origin (of'

Binna 1672, Hingarud at al 1884); ooBpaciaon with data from poat-

HaaoUthio axoavationa in tha Outar Hebridag and flhatland

ooabinad with loalandio aouroa data auggaats that all thia

Soottiah aa,tarial ia from a aingl voloanio aouroa in lot land. It

lo poaaibla that thtt puaioa wai produoad during a
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ELMNT

SiO,
f l l iO,

F«0
n,o
C*0
H.,0
K,0

TiO,
fcO
PiO,

fl
64.76
14.21
6.19
1.23
3.18
4.82
2.56
1.23
0.18
0.33

V • • l_U>^

B
79.32
1.63
2.50
Q.S7
0.72
1.70
3.01
0.64
0.02
0.06

C
st3.ce

5.77
3.04
0.96
0.33
0.05
2.62
0.44
0.02
0.10

T a b l e 69

TOTft. 98.71Z 97.282 96.3IZ

Pumice samples : major e lement abundances
determined hy XRF

eruption c 27UO 14C y e a r s bp (Dugno re et si in prep).

2 Suplii B and C arc «oat unlikely to b« volcanic in origin;

perhaps they ar« graina of a h«at altorad eandaton* (table 71).

Th« iikaly origin of thia aatvrial e«y b« d*t«rnin«d frop thin

a«ction analyait.

DH AKDRIW DUOHORK, DiPARTHEHT OF GEOGRAPHY, UNIVERSITY OF IDIHBUROH
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ELE/tNT

V
0.
Sc
u
NJ
Ct
Cr

Ni
Cg
Z*
Pk
Th
ft
Sr
Y

Zr
*

fl
19.3

575.6
9.3

52.0
85.1

185.0
5.4
5.5
0.2

161.3
8.2
9.6

5G.3
313. P

74.8
782.2
93.1

SWIES
B

103.3
511 .1

7.7
24.2
21. G
54.1
97.0
11.0
-2.2
73.0
8.4
8.7

79.4
168.4

12.9
510.8

10.4

c
117.4
419.9

6.3
21.1
19.2
47.7
79.1
50.6

4.1
28.1
B.8
6.6

59.9
95.6
11.7

331.1
9.2

Tab le 70 Pumice samples : t r a c e element
determined by XRF ( ppm )

abundance

CTFY
OURRTZ

WBCTTTE

%.64 ORHU1 1.30

1.04 EJOCTTC I.C

ORTHXLftSE 11.29
mrecr>ec 3.13
HHHIITt 0.19

C
an Mitt
auvn 77, t; cauan

0.41 damffT
1.27 mom

2.60 ormoajVL it.w
1.04 HYF0STOC 4.11
O.K flffmTE 0.23

Table 71 Pumlct iamplts ; composi t ion of *ampl*» B and C
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RADIOCAABOi OKTiaHIlATIQIS: PEOCEWJRAL RfiSUMJt

GT COOK 4 EN SCOTT

PRKTREATHKMT

P:etreatBent procedurea were generally atandard. During the

ohenioal renoval of potential oontaninenta froa the oarbon*.aed

hazel-nut ahell a double alkali treatcent (2X w/v potaaaiua

h/droxida, <KOH>) uaa aaployad follouinl an initial hot 1 nolar

Hydrochloric aoid < 1H HC1) tr«»t««nt. After the aeoond COM

pro treat sent a final hot 1H HC1 treataent uaa carried out.

Subsequently , the oarboniaed ahell waa filtered, uaahed with

diitilled water and dried at 60*C. Wood aaaplea were finely

chopped (to approxiaately Batohatiok aiied piecea) and aubjeot to

•ucceaaive boiling* in 2H 10H . Finally, oelluloie uaa produced by

•xtraotion with a aodiun ohlorite/hydroohloric aoid aolution.

Again the iajiplaa were filtered* uaahed uith distilled uater and

dried at 80 C, For peat aaaplea the aeoond (and aubiequent) huaio

•old f raotiona uere regarded as being the Boat reliable.

Following extraction of the acid aoluble fulvio aoid fraction

with hot 1H HC1 the reeidual aaterial waa extracted uith oold IX

KOH to reaove the firat huaio acid fraction (alkali aoluble). The

realdual aaterial froa thlt extraotion wti than heated with a

further aliquot of IK KOH. The huiio aoid containing solution

then filtered* washed and dritd ready for tuple ooabuition.
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SAMPLE ST1TH1SIS

Liquid lointillation counting of benzene i« the technique

enployed for aeasureaent of the raaidual C-14 activity at

j.BBgou. Coabuation of eaaples to carbon dioxide (C02) uaa

achieved using a coftbuation boab filled tu 2 bar presaure with

C02 free oxygan. Aa a aaoond ataga lithiua oarbida uaa produoad

by th« raaotion of the C02 with molten lithiua. On cooling,

acetylene waa ganaratad by tha addition of dietill*d water to

the lithiud carbide. Finally, high purity baniena uaa aynthaaiaed

by cyolotrimeriaation of tha aoatylana at 100-120 °C uaing a

chroniun baaed catalyat. laotopio frtctionation correotiona uara

•pplied via aaaa speotrometrio measurement of tha C-12/C-13 ratio

on ooabuBtion derived C02. Background (C-14 free) aamplaa were

derived froo tha lynthtaia of banxana fron caloiuc oarbida and

anthracite, aa uall mm from ooaaercitlly purohaaad «ointillation

drade benzene. Wat oxidation by aoidifiad potaaiiua permanganate

solution uaa uaad for tha preparation of CO2 froa tha HBS Oxalic

Acid Standard. Subsequent aynthaai* to beniene uaa aa previously

described.

BKMZUK VIALLIIQ

The counting gaoaatry coniiats of 4,5g beniene (aoourately

weighed to four decimal plaoaa) and O.flSg of gointillant solution
(12g/l butyl-PBD 4 6fVl bts-MS» in toluene), 3t*ples of less than

4.5g wara aada up to constant weight uaing sointillation gradient

bencena. Borosilioata ssaUble aapoulss uera uaad in preference

to screw oap viali as thay do not auffar fro* tha diaadvantagt of
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uaight loam dua to avaporation that is anoountarad with aorau cap

vials. Prior to counting, tha uppar half of all ampoul*a vara

to a atandard height with matt blaok paint to halp raduoa

tipliar cream-talk and tharaby raduo* biokground count

ratei .

QUKaCHIiG

A seri«a of approxiaataly 40 ampoulaa containing C-14 >pik«d

banzan* and varying amount* of aoatona aa a qu«nohing Lgant u«ra

viallvd and a«alad aa p«r tha aaapla b«ni»n*a in ordar to produoa

« plot of counting affioi«not aa a function of impurity laval.

The External Standard ratio warn uaad aa a naaaur* of tha

COUKTIBO

All Bciiitillttion oountara war* haavily diaoriminatcd ag«in«t

tritium (<UJ rcaultinf in C-14 counting affioi«noi«a of

•prroximataly 70X. Quaai-vimultanBoua batch counting uaa aaployad

uith «aoh aampla undergoing two conaaoutiva 40 ninuta oounti,

•ach with a abort count of tha axtarnal standard to produoa tha

quvnohing indicator, normally, ••oh batch oonmiat* of fcur C-14

fraa b«ni»n*i (background*) , four MBS Oxalic Aoid Standard*,

approximately twalva lamplai and two C-14 ipikad mtandardm to

••aiura oonitanoy of affioianoy. laoh • amp la waa countad for a

•iniaum of 2000 mlnuttm.
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